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PREFACE

It has been evident for some time that a complete description

of the manufacture of electric steel has been greatly needed.

This need has been apparent throughout the steel industry.

Although the men directly coimected vdth the manufacture of

special steels are thorou{dily conversant with the electric process

and its advantages and disadvantages, those in the steel industry

outside of this one field have had very little opportunity to become

familiar with it.

This need has been greatly felt in the colleges and universities.

The young metallurgist has no opportunity at present to become

familiar with electric furnace op^tion and with the practical

fflde of electric steel making. Present texts on ferrous metallurgy

can, of course, treat this branch of the industry but superficially.

Again, the electric furnace melter, unless he has worked in several

shops, has not become acquainted with all phases of furnace

practice. There is no doubt but that a volume which discusses

all branches of electric steel making, treating both acid and bade

processes and the chemical reactions involved, would be of great

value to the practical man on the fmnace.

There are several excellent texts that take up electric furnaces

from the standpoint of their electrical, mechanical and thermal

efficiency but not one that describes electric furnace operation

and the making of a heat of steel. Current literature on electric

steel manufacture is exceedingly scant when compared with the

literature on the other phases of ferrous metallurgy’; the blast

furnace, Bessemer converter or bade open hearth for example.

In the present volume the author has endeavored to fill the

existing need by discusdng fully the manufacture of electric

steel, starting with the scrap and ending with the teeming of the

ingots. After the heat is poured and the ingots stripped the

fumaceman’s duties are ended. If he has delivered a first class

ingot to the rolling mill or forge shop he can rest content know-

ing that his is at least 90 per cent of the effort necessary to the

manufactiure of a perfect product.

In writmg the present volume the various electric furnaces

have been passed over with but brief mention. Even in desciib-
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ing the Heroult theconstruction and manyof the electrical details

have be^ slighted, to dwell on such practical considerations as

power supply, electrodes, and lining, bottom and roof; details

that are of utmost importance to the metalluxgist and to the man
on the furnace.

In the whole work the author has held to the opinion that high

quality is the most essential consideration in electric steel manu-
facture. His descriptions of melting processes and his con-

clusions drawn from these descriptions have all been based on

this essential Never before in the history of the ferro-metal-

lurgical industries has quality been so great a desideratum as in

the past 5 or 10 years. The future expansion of the electric

steel industry will be due to the fact that it can produce this higli

quality, for it can hardly hope to compete—at present, at least

—

with the Bessemer or basic open hearth in cost and toimage.

The author believes that his descriptions of melting operations

cover the best accepted practice in both basic and acid processes.

He has tried to keep his language simple; Buf5.ciently so that he
may be thoroughly understood by the man who operates the
furnace—the melter and the first and second helpers. In order
to keep the language simple and easily understood, he has often

reverted to the colloquial, ofttimes ungrammatical, but very
expressive terms used by the furnace crew. For the benefit of

the college student or young metallurgst he has made an effort

to define such terms or expressions that would not bo easily

understood by the man outside the melt-shop. If he has failed

in any way or if any expression seems obscure to the reader the
author will appreciate it if it is brought to his attention so that it

may be corrected.

It has been the aim, in writing this book, to refrain as much as
possible from the expression of a personal opinion about furnace
practice, althou^ in one instance where the Austrian fiber-

producing practice is discussed, the writer has taken sharp issue
and expressed himself rather plainly. A published personal
opinion is valuable only as it indtes further discussion and if it

results in clearing up a disputed point it is valuable whether right
or wrong, and consequently is worth the space given to it.

The writer will probably be accused by many readers of over^
enthusiasm. In this he be^ indulgence. He firmly believes
that the dectric process, because of its deoxidation features, is

the only possible and practical process for the production of bigb
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grade steel in tonnage lots and he believes that the only thing

preventing its more rapid advance is the cost of power and the

hesitancy of the purchaser to pay a little additional for a much
superior metal. Cheaper electric power is a question of the

future, probably of the near future. Users of high grade steel

are gradually realizing that the first cost is often a comparatively

unimportant item. Consequently he is enthusiastic enough to

prophesy electric steel rails and structural material within the

next two decades.

In the first book to describe a new ferro-metallurgical process,

especially a process as young as electric steel making there are

likely to be some omissions. The author will thank readers who
call his attention to any that are obvious.

This opportunity is taken to express sincere appreciation and

thanks to the following firms and individuals who so kindly

furnished suitable material for the illustrations: Bureau of

Mines for Figs. 5 and 28; Hess Steel Corporation for Figs. 7, 13

and 43; Inspector of Ordnance in Charge, U. S. Xaval Ordnance

Plant for Figs. 18, 19, 32, 33, 34 and 44; Acheson Graphite Co.

for Figs. 6 and 25; Xational Carbon Co. for Figs. S, 9 and 10;

General Electric Co. for Fig. 11; Electric Furnace Construction

Co. for Figs. 12, 20 and 21; McGraw-Hill Book Co. and Prof.

Alfred Stansfield for Fig. 2: Iron Age for Figs. 15, 10 and 17;

Pittsburg Electric Furnace Corporation for Figs. 23 and 24;

C. H. Vom Baur for Fig. 20: Greene Electric Furnace C'o. for

Fig. 27: C'hemical and Metallurgical Engineering for Fig. 29:

Youngstown Sheet and Tube for Fig. 38. and Penn Mold and

Machine Co. for Fig. 39.

Fr.^xk T. Six o.

Dayton, Ohio,

Dectffibtr, 1023 .
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THE MANUFACTURE OF
ELECTRIC STEEL

CHAPTER I

BLECTSIC STEEL, US PAST, PRESENT AND FDTDEE

Eleebie Sted, Its Past—Elecbie Steel, at Present—ihe Future of Eleetrie

Sted.

The electric process for ihe manufacture of steel is the infant

of the iron and steel industry; and a lusty infant it has become in

the past 10 years. Little more than years ago the manu-

facture of steel by means of the electric furnace was still in the

embty'onic stage but now more than 1,000 electric furnaces are

in operation in America and Europe, more than a third, 406 to

be exact, in this countrj’. In the past 10 years, the advance of

electric steel has been nothing short of phenomenal, the produc-

tion of this grade increasing from 52,141 tons in 1910 to 502,152

tons in 1920 or 900 per cent (Table I). The year 1921 is not

taken into account as it was a year of depression. For that

matter, 1920 was abnormally prosperous. It is probable,

though, that 500,000 tons will n'present verj- nearly the average

production in the next 3 or 4 years. The data on the ca-^tings

production is especially illuiiiiiiating; in this branch of electric

steel manufacture the electric furnace has made rapid strides.

In fact, in 1921, the production of castings exce(*ded the ingots.

This, however, may not Ik? representative as the depression was

felt more severely by ingot producing plants.

Nearly all of the advance in electric steel has occurred in the

past 10_ years. In 1912 there were only about 125 electric

furnaces in the world, less than 20 of these in America. At

present,^ there are nearly 1,200 in operation; one third of them

in this countr}' and about half in this countr}' and Canada. The

recognized ability of the electric process to produce alloy and tool

* Iron Age, Jan. 4, 1923.

1



2 THE MANUFACTURE OF ELECTRIC STEEL

steel ingots and the superiority of the process in the manufacture

of castings has made this advance possible. The American steel

maker should be complimented on the foresight shown in nm-Tring

this country the foremost producer of electric steel in the world.

Table I.

—

^Electbio Steel Pboduction’

Year Ingots Castings

1

Total

1909 13,456 306 13,672
1910 50,821 1,320 52,141

1,878 28,105
1912 14,147 4,162

1
18,309

1913 20,973 9,207
11 30,180

1914
1

15,458 8,551
!

24,009
1915 46,348

j

23,064 69,142
1916 126,048 42,870 1 168,918
1917 239,632 64,911

1

304,543
1918 403,068 108,296 511,364
1919 272,942 111,510 384,452
1920 346,956 155,196 502,152
1921

1

84,404 85,095 169,499

Statistics furnished by Iron Age.

Of this production the Heroult led with 179 furnaces or more
than a third. Most of the Heroult installations are 6 tons
or larger so it is safe to estimate that this furnace produces 60
per cent of the total electric steel made in this country andmore
than 75 per cent of the ingot production. The rest is Tn«lY^o in
a few furnaces of the direct arc type. These we will reserve
for later discussion.

ELECnUC STEEL, ITS PAST

Krst Attempts at Electric Steel Melting.—Although the princi-
ple of heating by electricity was discovered early in the nine-
teenth century, William von Siemens, in 1878 and 1879, was the
first to apply the electric current to melting iron. His equip-
ment was essentially a small crucible containing the charge into
which were introduced two carbon electrodes. Siemens’ inven-
tion is particularly interesting as he was the first to perfect
devices for the automatic regulation of the arc and because most
modem arc furnaces are adaptions of his original danigw After
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the experiments of Siemens the advance of electric steel melting

was halted. Nothing more was accomplished until the year 1892

when De Laval patented his furnace for refining iron. This

invention although impractical is important as the first attempt

to melt and refine iron by resistance.

During these years the steel industry refused totakethe electric

furnace seriously; first, because of the development of the basic

open hearth and second, because of the prohibitive cost of power.

Naturally inventors turned to other fields and in the years 1888

to 1894 Heroult successfully employed the electric current in the

manufacture of aluminum, calcium carbide and ferro-alloys.

First Practical Steel-making Furnaces.—^With the develop-

ment of water power in Europe and cheaper steam power in this

country electric steel-melting possibilities were again brought to

the fore. In 1898 Stassano took out a patent for melting and
refining liquid alloys of iron and of iron and carbon by the

electric current.” The present Stassano furnace shows but little

improvement over the first design.

In 1900 Kjellin devised his induction furnace and placed one

in operation at Gysinge, Sweden, and in the same year Heroult,

whose furnace had been actively engaged for some time in the

manufaieture of aluminum, calcium carbide and ferro-alloys,

made the necessaiy'’ alterations for melting and refining steel.

The electric furnace was introduced into this country soon after

when the U. S. Steel Corp. secured the American rights to the

Heroult furnace. Thus we see that three distinct types of

electric steel-making furnaces appeared at about the same time,

1900; the Stassano using an indirect arc, the Heroult using

a direct arc and the Kjellin, an induction furnace. It might be

mentioned that the first induction furnace was patented by an

American, Colby, in 1890. While important as the first applica-

tion of the transformer principle to steel making, his furnace was

never practical commercially.

Later Developments in Electric Furnaces.—The years 1900

to 1912 were very active ones in experimenting with the electric

current as a means of producing steel. Girod brought out his

furnace in 1906. In it, he used Heroult's original idea of

a bottom electrode, but so changed that it was applicable to

economic operation on either scrap or hot metal. In the same
year the Rochling-Rodenhauser induction furnace, an improve-

ment over the Ejellin, was put into operation. This furnace is
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the only one using the transformer principle that has survived,

and even it has limited applications and few installations.

In 1912 Rennerfelt perfected his arc furnace. It was a

modification of the old Siemens crucible having two horizontal

electrodes. In addition, it had a vertical electrode let down
through the roof by which the arc from the horizontal electrodes

could be deflected down on to the bath.

Other furnaces developed in this period are the Gronwall, an

arc furnace with a conducting hearth, the Nathusiiis also of the

direct arc, conducting-hearth type, and the Frick and Hiorth,

both induction furnaces. Few of the earlier furnaces have

survived.

Evolution of the Present Furnace.—^The experimentation of the

electro-metallurgists in the years 1900 to 1915 resulted in a

restriction of the types of electric furnaces to four: The indirect

arc, the direct arc with a non-conducting hearth, the direct arc

with a conducting hearth and the induction. Because of local

overheating and other disadvantages, the indirect arc furnace,

the most important of which is the Stassano, has proved

impractical in the United States. The Rennerfelt might be

included in this class. ^ Likewise the many bad features con-

nected with the operation of the induction furnace, notably its

unsuitability for cold charges has made this type unpopular
in America. Thus we have narrow^ed dowm to two types of

furnaces, the direct arc with a non-conducting hearth of which
the Heroult is the outstanding example, and the direct arc with

a conducting hearth including the Girod and many recent fur-

naces. The discussion of these may be properly postponed until

a later chapter.

ELECTRIC STEEL, AT PRESENT

The advance of the electric process for making steel is as we
have seen nothing short of phenomenal. The electric furnace
is unique in ferro-metallurgical processes, in that it will produce
a high-grade material in tonnage lots. It is undoubtedly true,

although not consistentl3" accomplished at present, that the
same quantity” of steel, say 30 to 50 tons, delivered by the open
hearth can be made in an electric furnace and in quality equal
to the best product of the crucible pot. Does it not seem remark-

^ The Reanerfelt has proved very successful in small sizes, under 3 tons.
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able that, when power costs are lowered only slightly, steel can
be made in the electric furnace at a cost not exceeding one
quarter of a cent a pound more than ordinary open-hearth metal
and of a grade that is 20 to 100 per cent better?

Advantages of the Electric Process.—^The first great advantage
of the electric process is flexibility. It can be successfully

operated with cold charges or hot metal. It can be used for

castings, for making pig iron synthetically, and for refining
molten cupola iron. In the electric furnace, every metallurgical

ideal can be met; the temperature can be controlled within a
very few degrees, both oxidation and reduction can be carried

to any point desired, and the two impurities alvrays present in

iron and steel, sulphur and phosphorus, can be eliminated down
to a trace. The electric process is the only commercial steel-

making operation that will oxidize thoroughly and later deoxidize

completely, removing all of the sulphur at the same time. In

view of those facts the electric furnace, as a commercial steel-

making proposition, is probably less than 10 per cent developed;

in other words its possibilities are apparently unlimited.

The second great advantage is jQ[uality. The process, by
proper handling, produces steel equal in every respect to the best

crucible steel. Compared with a steel made by the open-hearth

or Bessemer process, electric steel has greater density, can be

made free from blowholes, free from slag and occluded or absorbed

gases, and is stronger, tougher and more ductile. From the

standpoint of quality, one of the features of the electric process

is the fact that the steel can be made in the furnace. All alloy

additions are made directly to the bath;^ no loss of alloys ever

occurs. This results in a steel which is freer from segregation

as all furnace additions have sufficient time allowed for their

melting and thorough mixing.

In the electric furnace the heat, through the medium of the

arc, is placed exactly where it is most necessary. Local over-

heating is thus prevented or largely minimized. Again, the

electric furnace stands alone in the degree of heat obtainable.

This facilitates refining and permits slag reactions to become

completed in a very short time. The question of quality will be

discussed fully in a later chapter.

Disadvantages of the Electric Process.—The outstanding

disadvantage of the electric process is cost; although in the past 2

' A possible exception to this is in the case of uranium and zirconium.
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or 3 years, cost is not a serious handicap and will be even less

of a handicap as power resources become more completely

developed and as economies of furnace operation are more

thoroughly understood and practiced.

Aside from cost the only disadvantage of the electric furnace

is its operation at present by men unfamiliar with its possi-

bilities; men untrained in deoxidation and unaware of its ability

to produce fine steels. When fumacemen become more thor-

oughly trained in electric furnace metallurgy and realize that

the process does not fit into a position intermediate between the

open hearth and the crucible, but occupies a place in steel pro-

duction equal to the crucible pot, then good electric steel will be

made. The author, after many years’ experience in electric

steel melting, will try to show in the pages that follow why the

electric process ranks supreme as far as quality is concerned,

and whj" 50-ton heats should be of a quality equal to 100-lb.

crucible heats.

The rapid expansion of the electric process in the period 1913

to 1920 resulted in a condition which might have been expected

and could have been avoided had the installers shown only a
fraction of the canniness and shrewdness exhibited by most of

them in adoptions of other metallurgical innovations.

Part of the trouble encountered in this period was due to the

electric firrnace builders who, by various methods of propaganda,
instilled the idea into the steel industry that the electric furnace

was a cure-all, a fool-proof process, one that would produce the
finest steel from an inferior base and one that could be operated
by ignorant and unintelligent labor. Nothing is farther from the
truth. The successful operation of the electric furnace demands
skilled labor of the highest order. The process of deoxidation is

too little understood to permit an inferior base to be used. Per-
haps when we are farther advanced, we will be able to charge
scrap iron, lathe turnings and tin cans” into a furnace and

produce therefrom a heat of high-grade ball bearing steel. At
present, however, it cannot be done.

Because the chemistry of the process was but little understood,
because too much was expected of it, and because—this is most
important—^it is impossible to combine too much speed with high

quality, a large percentage of the electric steel produced in the
past 5 years has not been of the best quality; in fact, some of

it has not been worthy of the name and electric steel has thereby
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gained, among users of fine steels, somewhat of an unsavory

reputation.

In common with many other metallurgists the author beUeves

that electric steel has a practically unlimited future. After it

has recovered from its affliction of “swelled head”—and this

recovery seems to be practically complete today—^we may expect

a continued, perhaps sensational development of the electric

furnace as a producing medium for fine steels. This develop-

ment, we hope, will be steady and healthy. True, the electric

furnace has its faults, but it also has its virtues. Its virtues are

capable of being expanded indefinitely; its faults may be relegated

to complete oblivion.

The Present Status of Electric SteeL—^Electric steel is, as we
have noted, considered by many metallurgists as occup^dng a

field midway between the product of the acid and basic open

hearth and the crucible process. This is perhaps the case

with much of the present-day product. A portion of the elec-

tric steel now being produced is equal in every respect to the

finest crucible steel; a large amount stands midway betvreen cruci-

ble and open-hearth steel in qualit}'; and a small amount—^this

is steadily decreasing—^is no better and in some cases inferior

to good open-hearth steel. This is a condition which should not

persist
;
the electric furnace is capable of making steel, whether a

heat of 1 or 50 tons, equal to crucible steel in physical charac-

teristics, even superior to crucible steel in chemical composition.

The best electric steel is made today in small units. As a rule

the larger hot metal furnaces produce a material that in many
cases is little, if any better than open-hearth metal. This is

perhaps worth viewing in more detail for a moment.
Hot metal electric furnaces are nearly always operate*! in con-

junction with a large open-hearth plant, in some cases as the

final operation of a three-furnace process ( Bessemer open-hearth-

electric, commonly known as the triplex process;. The tempta-
tion to hurry, with this mode of procedure, is great. As a result,

the partly refined open-hearth metal is given a washing, we cannot
call it refining, in the electric furnace. In order to avoid delays

at the open hearth and Bessemer, this electrical washing consists

of holding the metal under a deoxidizing slag for 30 to 60 min.,

seldom more than l}i hr.; hardly sufficient to produce,

especially with alloy steels, a completely deoxidized product.

The resisting steel is only slightly better, in some cases no better,
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than a well made basic open-hearth sted and certainly but little

better than good acid open-hearth sted.

In cold scrap melting it is different. No other operations are

held up by delays at the electric furnace; the incentive to huny
is not nearly as great, therefore more time can be given to

deoxidation and a betta steel results. In our later complete

discussion of the cold metd process, we will go into this more
fully. In addition to the time fsMitor in operating electric fur-

naces in conjunction with the big open-hearth plant, the

employee enters importantly into the quality of the steel.

Electric Furnace Employees.—^It is not advisable to discuss

in detail the classes of employees necessary to the manufacture
of electric steel. We will, however, dwell for a moment here on
the importance of good furnace labor as connected with the

present-day status of this product.

The advance of the electric process has been so rapid that the

supply of efficient furnace melters has lagged far behind the

demand. The result has been the operation of many electric fur-

naces and the production of much steel by men unfaTniHgr ^th
the process and its possibilities. Most electric furnace melters
were recruited from the open hearth. Of course this was the
logical thing to do. It has, however, had one bad effect, deoxida-
tion has suffered and consequently the steel has not been of the
best quality. In the first place, the final electric furnace slag

is so different from the open-hearth slag that scarcely a ainglA

characteristic is common to both. For a man working for

years with an oxidizing slag the carbide slag presents many
difficulties.

In some respects the desulphurizing ability of the electric

furnace final sl^ has been detrimental to final quality when
worked by an open-hearth melter. He has paid too much atten-
tion to desulphurization and not enough to deoxidation not
knowing that desulphurization does not necessarily guarantee
deoxidation but that deoxidation does guarantee desulphurization.
This is onlynatural. After lOor 15years“sweatingandswearing”
in an effort to keep sulphur und^ control in an open-hearth fur-

nace, it is to be expected that when he works a slag that removes
this troublesome element quickly and completely, he will pay
too much attention to this feature at the expense of final quality.
The quality of electric furnace labor is improving steadily.

A large number of the younger men, who have chosen thia branch
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of melting and started as helpers on furnaces, hz^ve become com-

petent to take charge of one or more units. A majority of these

have never worked on any other melting furnace, conseqaently

have no bad habits in furnace practice to overcome and are able

to produce steel with a j&nal object of quality in mind.

Summary.—After the foregoing view of the present-day status

of the electric process, it is perhaps advisable to summarize

briefly.

We have seen that the majority of electric steel melting in

this country is accomplished in furnaces of one class, the direct

arc of which two modifications or types are in favor; one with a

non-conducting hearth, the other with a conducting hearth. We
will take up in a later chapter the details of the direct arc furnace

and will attempt to show why this furnace is the most successful

in steel production and why it has supplanted all other types.

In the present section we have discussed the advantages of the

electric process and find that they consist of

:

(1) Greater fie.xibility, permitting any grade or kind of steel

to be made.

(2) High quality, producing a steel superior to Bessemer or open

hearth in physical properties and chemical composition, and equal

to crucible steel in both of these essentials.

(3) Certainty of composition and ease of control permitting the

alloys to be added directly to the furnace with no loss; permitting

the temperature to be controlled exactly, thus facilitating

refining reactions and preventing local overheating; and produc-

ing a metal comparatively free from oxidation defects, gases and

segregation.

We have also seen that the electric process has some dis-

advantages as well:

(1) It is too costly to compete where tonnage and cost are the

chief requirements in the final product.^ The prospect of lower

cost with increasing development of power resources is probable.

(2) It is, at present, often operated by men unversed in deoxi-

dation and thus a steel is produced that is on an average not quite

up to the standard set by the crucible process. A better product

will result from a more thorough training for furnace operators

in the electrometallurgy of steel.

1 The electric furnace can compete in the foundry. It will produce high

quality steel castings as cheaply as the small converter or open-hearth

furnace.
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(3) Electric furnaces are frequently installed as adjuncts to

the oi>en hearth by companies interested primarily in the pro-

duction of lai^ tonnages. The electric furnace occupies a
field of its own and may with greatest economy and with best

results be operated in conguwiion with another melting operation

but should never be operated as an adjunct to the process.

Washing hot metal in an electric furnace and calling it electric

steel has done much to give it a bad name.
Having viewed with some detail the development of the

electric process and the present status of electric steel it is quite

fitting and essential that we discuss for a few moments its future

possibilities.

THE EnTUHE OF ELBCTEaC STEEL

We wish to repeat again the important point; that electric

steel is still in its infancy, that its possibilities are as yet unex-
plored and that its future is imlimited. We could hardly expect
that a process not much more than 20 years old would revolu-
tionise the steel industry in that time. The electric furnace has
proved this much, that 50 tons of steel can be produced that is

just as good physically, is even better chemically than the best
crucible steel made in a lot of 100 lb. Governmental tests have
^own that electric furnace high speed tool steel, most of it

in heats of 3 to 6 tons does just as good work, often better work in
the actual cutting test, than the best brands of crucible. The
government has also proved—-we will take this up ngain—^that

ordnance steel made in two 30-ton Heroult furnaces each over-
charged as much as 75 per cent is from 30 to 100 per cent better
than the best acid open-hearth material. We admit that these
results are not obtained consistently. This is not the question.
We do wish to show in the pages that follow that the elec-
tric furnace intelligently operated could do it consistently if

desired.

Quafity versus Quantity in Steel Production.—The remarkable
development of modern steel making and the enormous demand
for steel products in the past 50 years has put production and
towage foremost in the minds of practically every steel maker.
Tiitiiess the plants of the Pittsburg, Chicago and Birmingham
districts where an investment of many milhons in blast furnaces,
Bessemer converters, open-hearth furnaces and rolling mitla
has made it possible to produce a finished piece of steel direct
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from the ore and coal in the ground^ the metal never getting below

a red heat in all of the processing. In these plantSi steel is pro-

duced at the rate of thousands of tons each day. It is certain

that quality cannot stand very high under these conditions.

Although steel manufacturers in their race for tonnage and their

striving to break production records have to a large extent lost

sight of quality, they are not the only ones at fault. Engineers

in specifying steel products have become accustomed to think

in terms of a factor of safety ra-nging from 50 to 500 per cent.

The requirement of such a large factor of safety has done much
to discourage quality production.

For many years the only high quality steel produced was made
by the crucible process or by a few acid open-hearth plantsmaking
a study of a quality product. Making the crucible process a
symonym for quality has gradually instilled into the minds of the

manufacturer the idea that quality and quantity could not be

coexistent; they always thought of quality “as coming in small

packages.” Considerably less than 10 y^ears ago, the author

watched a large manufacturer of Bessemer and open-hearth steel,

who probably produced more than 1,000 tons of ingots a day^

pick up gingerly" and examine carefully", a 10-lb. bar of crucible

tool steel for which he had paid 20 cents a pound.

The Difficulty of Obtaining Quality in Ordnance Steels.—As
the result of the thought acquired through years of tonnage

production, that a quality" product could not be produced in

quantity", the large manufacturers were woefully" inefficient and
unprepared when the late war brought an unprecendented

demand for high grade steel for Army and Xavy- Ordnance. The
attempts of these manufacturers to produce a high grade product

were so futile and the resulting steel so unsatisfactory- that the

I". S. Government in 1918 appointed a committee of the fore-

most metallurgists of the country- to investigate melting practice.

The result was a paper recently published.^ The sum and

substance of this paper boiled down to a few words is: To
make good steel it must be deoxidized. The practice as outlined

in that paper is the same that has been used for a number of years

by- one or two plants who have considered quality- as the chief

requisite in steel manufacture and who, to produce this quality,

^ W. P. Babba and H. M. Howe, Acid Open Hearth Process for Manu-
facture of Gun Steels and Fine Steels, Tratts,, Am. Inst. Mining Met. Eng.,

Feb., 1922.
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have retained the acid open-hearth process even at a sacrifice

of production records.

If there had been more metallurgists who had studied deoxida-

tion instead of tonnage and speed this governmental investiga-

tion would have been unnecessary. To overcome the lack of

quality production of ordnance steels in case of an emergency the

Gk^vemment constructed an armor plate and gun plant at

Charleston, West Virginia, where electric furnaces are used

exclusively in ordnance steel manufactme. Experimentation

at this plant for more than a year proved conclusively that the

electric process will produce ordnance material in lots up to 100

tons much superior to acid open-hearth steel and very much
superior to basic open-hearth steel of like composition.

The Priadpal Essential of Quality in Steel.—^The principal

essential of quality in steel is soundness. Soimdness cannot be

present when the metal contains dissolved or entrapped foreign

material, oxides or gases. The recent results of the German
investigation on gas, quoted in Chap. VII where it was found

that ordinary steels contained 13 to 130 cc. of gas per 100

gm. of metal, equal to 132,000 to 1,320,000 cc. per ton,

show quite clearly that a metal cannot be sound unless

thoroughly degasified.

It is evident that only the most ordinary grades of steel can

be produced by processes that, because they are essentially

oxidizing, introduce oxides and gas into the metal right up to

the moment of tap and that unless means are taken to eliminate

thorougbl}' all of these oxides and gases, and this takes time, the

steel cannot be of high quality. The three processes that permit

of a natural and thorough deoxidation and degasification are the

acid open hearth, the electric process and the crucible process.

Even with the advantages of a slag but slightly oxidizing, the

acid open hearth is essentially an oxidizing process and as

such can never produce as good steel as the electric or crucible

process.

For the manufacture of high grade steel in quantity the crucible
must be quickly eliminated; it is practically impossible^ to

produce a large quantity of steel at one time melting in 100-lb.

lots. The sole survivor of the melting processes, the one adapted
^ For many years Erupp in Germany has manufactured guns and armor

plate steel by pouring the melted contents of hundreds of crucibles into
one ladle. This is not done in America.
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to the manufacture of the highest grade of steel in lots of 1 to

100 tons is the electric process.

The Adaptability of Electric Steel to Structural TTse.—^With a

riightly lower power cost steel refined in an electric furnace could

economically replace Bessemer and open-hearth steel for struc-

tural purposes. It is notorious that most failures in Bessemer
and open-hearth steel occur unexpectedly and are often

unexplainable. This is the reason for the high factor of safety

required by engineers. If in buildings, steel of one-third lighter

section could be used, steel produced at a cost not exceeding

$5 a ton more than a similar metal from the open hearth, a

saving is at once apparent. It is probable that in the future

electric steel will be specified for bridges and other structural

purposes especially where resistance to unusual shock, stress

and strain is required. It is also probable that the use of electric

steel with a lower factor of safety and lighter sections will

result from de\ising a suitable test, whereby an accurate idea

of the resistance of the metal to shock or to continued stresses

below the elastic limit can be obtained, instead of using as a

criterion the present tensile test which is often well nigh worthless

as a measure of quality.

The Adaptability of Electric Steel to Rails.—Rails have prob-

abl}’ been subjected to more studj' and more improvement than

any other steel product. Railway rolling stock has been increas-

ing rapidly in size and weight; even though rails have increased

greatly in size, they have not kept pace with railroad equipment

;

consequently, the present stri\ing is mainly toward a betterment

of their quality so the size may be kept down as much as possible.

Rail failures occur in two ways, breakages—happily these are

not frequent—and abrasion. Breakages are usually sudden and

are almost alvrays caused by rupture set up through rejx^ated

stresses at a point of weakness; a slag inclusion or a blow hole,

occasionally the break occurs at a spot that is apparently sound.

In any case, the break is undoubtedly caused by a flaw, which

even though it is not risible is due to insufficient deoxidation or

degasification of the steel in making. Abrasion is always

serious especially on curv’es, and compels frequent rail changes

to keep the track in good condition.

Better rails than those now made by the basic open hearth

could be made b^^ the electric furnace. By its thorough deoxida-

tion and degasification, breakage could be practically eliminated
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and as resistance to abrasion is a well-reoognized cbaracteristic

of electric steel, rails from the electric process would without

doubt greatly out-wear the ones now in general use.

It would be possible to produce rails by the electric process

nearly free from sulphur and phosphorus; also, it would be possi-

ble to decrease the carbon, securing more ductility without sacri-

ficing hardness. Likewise the manganese could be radically

reduced in the electric furnace product. Because it is more

free from segregation than open-hearth steel, the rail production

from an ingot of given size should be greater in the case of

electric steel. There is no doubt but that electric rails are far

superior to the open-hearth product at low temperatures. This

advantage is especially desirable as most rail failures occur

in winter.

Summing up, we may say that assunxing that rails can bemade
by the big electric furnace at a cost not exceeding $5 a ton

more than the corresponding open-hearth product, it is probable

that electric steel rails will come into more general use because:

(1) They are harder for the same ductility and for the same
hardness they are more ductile; (2) they are far superior to open-

hearth steel at low temperatures; (3) they are nearly free from

sulphur and phosphorus and more nearly free from segregation

than open-hearth steel; and (4) they are more resistant to shock

and abrasion. In other words, electric steel may be completely

freed from oxides and gases, and thus made more sound and
uniform.

The Adaptability of Electric Steel to Tools.—The electric fur-

nace is noted now for its production of fine tool steels of both
carbon and high speed grades. • In this field it has encroached
seriously upon the crucible process and will no doubt almost
completely replace the latter in the future. Crucible steel has
the great advantage of a reputation gained over a period of more
than 100 years. It is natural that any innovation would be
looked upon with suspicion for a while, when entering into compe-
tition with a process as old as this.

We will take up in a later chapter a process for producing tool

steel of the highest quality, equal in every respect to crucible

steel; a process by which 6 tons of washed metal and muck bar or

ingot iron are melted and tapped to produce tool steel ingots.

By this means, the crucible process is duplicated exactly in every
respect except that 6 tons are produced at a time instead of 100
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lb. The question of adaptability of the electric furnace tomak-
ing carbon and high speed tool steel is so important that it

will be dwelt on later in more detail.

It might be said here that the cutting tests required by the U. S.

Government on high speed steel show equally good results for

steel produced by both the electric furnace and the crucible pot.

In no.case, over a period of time, has the steel from either process

proved superior.

The Adaptability of the Electric Process to Alloy Steels.—In

alloy steels, the electric furnace enters its big field; the one in

which it can, as time goes on, show if it will, marked superiority.

Today, the better class of motor cars specify electric alloy steel

almost exclusively, even many of the cheaper ones are using it

for parts where resistance to shock and wear are of utmost impor-

tance. It is unnecessary to repeat the advantages of the electric

process in alloy steel manufacture. The only thing keeping dow'n

the advance of electric alloy steel is the cost. When powder costs

become lower, the electric furnace undoubtedly wall assume the

greater part of the alloy steel production.

The Adaptability of Electric Steel to Ordnance Manufacture.

—

The experiments of the U. S. Government at the U. S. Naval

Ordnance plant at Charleston, W. Va., in the manufacture of

electric steel for armor plate, gun parts and armor piercing shells,

have been epochal in the advance of the electric furnace. In

the chapter on the hot metal process, the author will take this

up in detail and will present the furnace log of a heat of electric

armor plate in which nearly 100 tons of molten open-hearth metal

were refined in two 30-ton Heroult furnaces and cast into one

ingot. Although these plates were still incoiiipleteil when
operation at that plant was discontinued, the successful refining

of this amount of metal in an electric furnace marks perhaps tin*

greatest single advance ever made by electric steel.

Concerning the adaptability of electric steels to ordnance,

\ve could do no better than quote from H. F.Leary's* paper before

the American Society for Steel Treating. He says:

No definite process is specified for the steel, but it is specified that the

forgings shall be made of domestic steel manufactured from the best

quality of raw material by an approved process. Successful forgings

generally have been manufactured of acid open-hearth steel, and it is

^ Heat Treatment of Steel for Ordnance Purposes, Trans. Jan., 1922,

p. 29a
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bdieved that otOside of the dectric fvmace, the best results are obtained

by this process. IheTeason for this appears to be that the acid process

gives the most homogeneous steel with greater freedom from oxides^

segregation of the metalloids and other impurities.

Cases have been found where manufacturers endeavored to use ingots

made by the basic process. Although the mechanical and heat treat-

ment was such as would have insured success on an acid ingot, failure

on physical test has resulted in one or more of the test specimens taken,

n.nH ultimately caused the manufacture to be made of acid steel. . . .

. . . These inclusions generally are believed to be manganese sulphide

and silicate and where segregated have always been regarded with

suspicion. Later development tends to the belief that the most danger-

ous element in the steel is the oxide, which appears only as specks under

high magnification, but which settles in the ferrite boundaries and

weakens the adhesion. Itis to the electric furnace that we must look for

improoement in this respect. (Italics are the author’s.)

Commander Leary admits that basic open-hearth steel is

unsatisfactory for ordnance, and that outside of the electric furnace

the best results are obtained from the acid open hearth. In

other words, for use in ordnance, steel must be deoxidized more
thoroughly than is possible in the basic open hearth. We will

attempt to show later by citing the hot metal practice at the U. S.

Naval Ordnance plant that electric steel is even more thoroughly

deoxidized than acid open-hearth steel.

It is not out of place to predict the almost exclusive use of

electric steel for ordnance, steel made in 50-, perhaps even in

100-ton electric furnaces, using for each ingot of armor or gun
steel the combined molten contents of two to four furnaces.

The Future of the Electric Furnace in the Foundry.—^Although

we will, in this book, confine our exposition of electric steel

almost exclusively to the manufacture of the ingots, it might not
be out of place to discuss the future of the electric furnace in

the foundry. The electric process stands supreme in the manu-
facture of castings because of: (1) The superior quality of the
product, (2) the high temperature obtainable by the furnace and
(3) the adaptability of the process to both iron and steel.

Because of its freedom from both sulphur and phosphorus,
non-metaUic impurities and gas, it follows that steel for castings
made in the electric furnace will be of exceptional quality. Also,
the high temperature attainable in the furnace makes it possible
to pour thin and intricate sections with little loss of metal.
Because electric steel is uniform and can be made as hot as
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desired, there is much less scrap loss than in any other process.

Gates and risers may be reduced to a mininrium and the loss from
defective castings is probably insignificant.

One outstanding advantage of the electric furnace in the

foundry is that both iron and steel can be melted and refined in

the same furnace. This allows a maTimnm production of great

variety with a minimum investment. Again, the production

of better grade iron castings results from the refining of molten

cupola iron in an electric furnace.

The electric furnace in small units, mostly 6 tons or under, has

practically an unlimited future in the manufacture of castings.

Here the cost of power is more than offset by the flexibility and
adaptability of the process to a large variety of products and by
the small investment required.

The Future of Electric Steel.—We may now summarize briefly

the future prospects of the electric process:

(1) With cheaper power, the electric furnace can produce

better structural material than is now used, sufficiently superior

in quality so that lighter sections can be used, and at a cost but

little higher than the present open-hearth-product.

(2) The electric furnace can be used economically to produce

rail steel of much better quality than that now being made. The
electric steel rail should be especially adapted to those parts of

the eountrj” where severe climatic conditions prevail and where

the additional cost of S5 to $10 a ton would be more than

offset by using a rail free from non-metallie inclusions, segrega-

tion and other flaws.

(3) The electric furnace can replace the crucible process in

the manufacture of tools and other high gradt* st(M‘ls. This is a

condition of the present; the future will probably sre further

expansion of the electric furnace along this line.

(4) The electric furnace now produces alloy steels «
' superior

quality. If costs can be lowered slightly, it should e»icroach

seriously upon the open hearth in this field.

(5) The expansion of the electric process in the manufacture

of ordnance, in view of the experiments already made by the

Government, seems to be certain. This expansion hinges, especi-

ally for successful armor plate manufacture, on the construction

of larger furnaces, even up to 100 tons in size.

(6) The electric furnace has today an assured position in the

manufacture of castings, both iron and steel. Due to its flexi-
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bility and adaptability to all kinds of work, it will undoubtedly

become, in the future, the recognized medium for the production

of high grade iron and steel castings.

In view of the above, we can safely predict that in the future

electric steel will be specified: (1) For all purposes where it is

desirable to use a metal free from sulphur and phosphorus, free

from excessive segregation and free from non-metalUc impurities

and gases; (2) for all purposes where quality is paramount and

where wearing ability and resistance to shock are necessary;

and (3) for any use where a cost of not more than one-half cent

a pound above the cost of the same material from the open hearth

is not objectionable.

With the development of hydro-electric power, let us hope that

the next 10 or 20 years will advance the electric process to

the front rank as a producer of quality steel on a tonnage

basis and that by means of the 50-ton, 75-ton or even the 100-

ton furnace, electric steel may be produced just as rapidly, almost

as cheaply, and 50 to 100 per cent better than the present product

of the basic open hearth.



CHAPTER II

SiATERIALS USED IN THE ELECTRIC PROCESS

Refradoriei-^vxet and Bee(erburizen--^mt>-aBoya—Scrap

The materials used in the manufacture of electric steel are: (1)

The refractories for lining the furnace, (2) the fluxes for making

the slag, (3) the scrap and (4) the f«rr(Hdloys and other metallic

additions made to the metal during refining. It will be better

if we confine our description in this present chapter to the four

classes of materials noted above and postpone the discussion

of electrodes and power until later. Their description will be

made more clear if they are considered as an integral part of the

electric furnace and as such discussed in that chapter.

The quality of the materials used in electric steel manufacture

is a very important item, and affects not only the cost, but

the quality of the finished product. Two of the classes are espe-

cially important. The high temperature obtainable in the arc

furnace has imposed unusually severe conditions on the refrac-

tories and has given rise to much study and experimenting on the

part of both the user and the maker. Likewise, before the advent

of the electric furnace, “scrap was scrap’’; in the majority of

cases this colloquialism was used in its broadest si‘iiso. The elec-

tric furnace has. very generally, demanded a s<*lectcil scrap,

selected not only as to its chemical comixtsition. but us to its

physical characteristics as well. Again, we may say that the

electric process has demanded specialized products from the fen-o-

alloy industiy. Electric steel has demanded new ferro-alloys,

alloys unheard of 20 years ago. Also, it has compelled the

ferro-alloy manufacturer to meet more rigid specifications than

l^fore. In fluxes, the materials used by the open hearth are

usually of satisfactory' quality for electric furnace slags. Occa-

sionally, the electric furnace plant will purchase their slag-making

materials to more rigid specifications than the open-hearth plant.

This is more apt to be the exception than the rule. Because of

the special quality of materials used by the electric process, we

will now take them up in some detail.

10
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BEFRACTORIBS

The refractories used in the electric process are of two general

classes, brick and granular. They may be either acid or basic.

The former are used for the lining above the slag line, for

the roof in basic furnaces, and for the whole lining in acid fur-

naces. Basic refractories are used for the bottom and side walls

up to a point well above the slag line in basic furnaces. Recently,

considerable use been made of chrome brick for one or two,

sometimes more, neutral courses between the acid and basic

part of the lining. For parts of the furnace where there is no

need of resistance to hot metal or slag, fireclay brick (known as

firebrick) may be used. These are also commonly used for ladle

linings. Among the other refractories used occasionally are

silo-cel, asbestos or fireclay used in a few cases between the brick

and furnace shell, and carborundum, used rarely for roofs. As

refractories for electric furnaces must withstand very severe

conditions, the requirements necessary will be noted briefly.

Requirements for Electric Furnace Refractories.—For use in

electric arc steel-making furnaces, refractories should meet wholly

or in part at least all^of the following requirements :

(1) The softening point and melting point should be high.

Although it is desirable to keep the melting point considerably

above 3,100 deg. F. (1,700 deg. C.), the melting point is not so

important as the softening point. Two bricks may have the

same melting point but differ greatly in the temperatures at which

they soften.

(2) High densityand mechanical strength at high temperat

are necessary. The resistance to load decreases rapidly at high

temperatures. Thus a brick must be able to withstand the load

imposed at temperatures as high as 3,100 deg. F. (1,700 deg. C.).

High density is important as the more resistant a brick to slag

penetration the greater the length of its life, with a correspond-

ing decreasing cost. When a brick has become impregnated
with slag, its resistance to crushing at high temperatures is

reduced more than half.

(3) The refractory should have a minimum coefficient of expan-
sion. The electric furnace is seldom operated over Sunday.
With a shut-down of 12 to 24 hr, the furnace may become very
cold; on account of its relatively small size it cools much more
than the open hearth. In addition, it is heated up much more
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rapidly. The first heat on Sunday night is melted in about 3 hr.

This means that the temperature increases 700 to 1,000 deg. F.

each hour. The need of resistance of the lining to these changes

is apparent. In addition to temperature changes over the week
end, the charging of cold scrap into a white hot furnace also

promotes sudden extreme temperature changes of the lining and
bottom, and may cause severe cracking and spalling of the

refractories.

(4) The refractory should be resistant to corrosion. In

addition to var^dng temperature conditions, the lining is sub-

jected to var^dng slag conditions. Both oxidizing and deoxidiz-

ing slags are present, one right after the other. Each has its

characteristic corrosive effect. Beside actual slag corrosion, the

upper walls and lining are subjected to highly corrosive f^incs, the

worst of which is fluorine from the dissociation of fluorspar.

(5) The refractory should be resistant to abrasion and spalling.

Charging cold scrap necessarily imposes severe conditions on the

bottom and lower walls. Unless the brick and bottom refrac-

tories will stand considerable abrasion, the life of the lining may
be materially lessened when some grades of scrap are used. In

resistance to spalling, chrome of the common bricks ranks

highest, silica next, and magnesite last.

(6) The refractory should have a minimum heat loss through

radiation and conduction. We have reserved this requirement

for the last as it is open to argument. Formerly, in lining fur-

naces, firebrick because of their insulating quality were used next

to the furnace shell. It was even thought advisable to pack silo-

cel, asbestos or other insulator into a half-inch or inch space

left between the shell and the first course of brick. More
recently, conduction has been almost favored; linings have been

reduced in thickness to aid in conducting away the heat, so that

localized overheating of the lining will be prevented. It is

claimed that the saving in the additional life of the lining more

than compensates for the heat loss.

Refractories Used in Basic Electric Steel Making.—The
refractories used in basic electric steel making are silica, mag-

nesite and chrome brick, granular magnesite, dolomite or a pre-

pared dolomitic refractory for the furnace and fireclay and

firebrick for the ladles. Magnesite brick and magnesite or a

dolomitic refractory are used below the slag line, silica brick

above and for the roof, and chrome brick to separate the two.
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As a rule the present-day refractories are not wholly satisfactory

for electric furnace use. This is principally because the refrac-

tory manufacturers have in some cases failed to differentiate

between refractories for the electric furnace and those for the

open hearth. It has been found in practice that often the brick

used for the open-hearth furnace do not give good results in the

electric furnace, particularly at or near the slag line. Some

refractory manufacturers have asked a premium for brick

suitable for electric furnace work; fumacemen who pay this

premium very often fail to get what they pay for, and receive

material varying in physical properties and suitability even when

from the same maker. This situation has not been conducive

to much improvement in the quality of electric furnace

refractories.

In general, machine-made brick are superior to the hand-

made variety, especially in mechanical strength, in resistance to

spalling and slag penetration and in accuracy of shape. Slight

defects in the manufacture often shorten greatly the life of the

brick. For this reason, careful visual inspection is very desirable

on all shipments received by the electric furnace plant.

Testing Refractories.—It is probable that too much importance

has been attached to physical tests made on brick. Tests

sometimes fail to tell anything. Too often in practice two
bricks testing the same will vary widely in service. For instance,

slag penetration may be much greater when the brick is actually

in the furnace than when tested experimentally.

The tests most frequently made, and the ones which probably
tell more than any other, are the slag penetration test and hot
crushing test. A standard slag penetration test has been adopted
by the American Society for Testing Materials. ^ This test in

brief is: A refractory ring is cemented on the brick and the

whole heated to 2,450 deg. F. (1,350 deg. C.) and 35 gm. of a
sjmthetic slag ground to 40-mesh, whose melting point is 2,320
deg- F. (1,270 deg. C.), is placed in the ring. The whole is then
held at the required temperature for 2 hr. The brick is cooled,

cut open and the slag penetration measured.

The hot crushing test is a modified form of Brinell. The brick
is heated to 2,460 deg. F. (1,350 deg. C.), removed from the fur-

nace and a pressure of 850 lb. is immediately applied on a steel

ball 2}i in. in diameter. The pressure is increased to 1,600 lb.

» Vol. 20, I, 620-3, 1920.
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at the end of 5 min. The depth of the depression is taken as a
measure of the resistance of the brick to compression.

In addition to the two tests just described, fusion temperatures

are nearly always determined. A portion of the brick, ground
fine, is molded into a small cone or pyramid and heated uniformly

in a furnace until it fuses. The temperature is usually deter-

mined by a pyrometer, sometimes by Segar cones. Other tests

occasionally made include e:cpansion, abrasion and impact.

The objection to the laboratory testing of refractories is the

dijBSculty of duplication of actual conditions in practice. This is

well-ni^ impossible. Laboratory tests are most useful in detect-

ing variations in different shipments and bringing to light bad
quality in the same shipment.

ACID REFRACTORIES

The acid refractories are silica brick, used for the upper

lining and roof in basic furnaces and for the whole lining in acid

furnaces, silica sand used for bottom making in acid furnaces

and fireclay and firebrick, the latter used for ladle linings,

the former used for repairs, patching and miscellaneous work
around the furnace. It will only be necessar>^ to dwell here on the

acid refractories as applied to use in basic furnaces as the acid

process will be briefly discussed in a later chapter. The latter is

confined to the manufacture of catsings, being used but seldom

in ingot production.

Silica Brick.—Silica brick are made from pure gannister (see

Table II) that is, pure silica, SiO*, with a little lime adiled as a

binder in the better class brick and a small amount of fireclay in

the second class material. For electric furnace use, the silica

should be in excess of 95 per cent, preferably about 97 jxt cent.

Silica brick being acid in character^ cannot, of course, be used

where there is any contact between them and a slag containing an

excess of bases. They are, therefore, used well above the slag

line and for the roof. For this purpose they are better suited

than any other material. In the first place they are cheap, not

so cheap as firebrick but much more reasonable than either

chrome or magnesite. Secondly, they will stand more load

when hot than any other of the common refractories ha'vmg at

2,730 deg. F. (1,500 deg. C.) higher compressive strength than

^ SiOs is the acid anhydride of the various silicic acids.
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either magnesite or chrome. Thirdly, silica has a high fusion

temperature, about 3,180 deg. F. (1,750 deg. C.).

The principal disadvantage of silica brick, aside from their

acid character, is the considerable expansion and contraction

they undergo in heating and cooling. When the brick are manu-

factiired they undergo permanent expansion if the burning has

been thorough. After placing in the furnace they will expand

with more or less regularity from a low temperature until

about 900 deg. F. (480 deg. C.). They then expand rapidly from

900 to 1,200 deg. F. (480 to 650 deg. C.). Above 1,200 deg. F.

there is Uttle expansion. The danger with silica brick is through

cracking caused by frequent temperature changes through the

range 900 to 1,200 deg. F.

Slag penetration weakens silica brick at least 50 per cent.

This is not important in the basic electric furnace where the brick

do not come into direct contact with the slag but it must be

taken into account in acid furnace practice where they make up
the whole lining. Silica brick are apt to vary radically in prop-

jerties in different lots. A typical instance may be cited: A brick

made from Ohio silica showed a crushing strength of 100 lb.

per square inch at 2,750 deg. F.; a brick from Pennsylvania silica

had a strength of only 29 lb. per square inch, also at 2,750 deg. F.

TTe may summarize briefly.

The advantages of silica brick are:

(1) They are cheap.

(2) They have greater strength than other brick at high tem-
peratures.

(3) They are very refractory.

Their disadvantages are:

(1) They have a large expansion and contraction at medium
temperatures.

(2) They are likely to be non-uniform.

Taking everything into consideration, silica brick are the most,

satisfactory refractory for the upper lining and roof in the basic

electric furnace.

Fireclay and Firebrick.—^Fireclay is a highly refractory

material containing silica and alumina in the approximate ratio

of 50 to 35. Fireclay is not used to any extent in the lining of the
electric furnace; it finds its chief use as a mortar for laying silica

brick and for what little patching may be necessary while the
furnace is in operation. For the latter purpose it is used in the
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spout and to lute the doors. It is also commonly used as a mor-
tar in laying ladle brick and in «>me shops as a wash or thin

coating on the inside of the ladle.

The chemical composition of fireclay is, mthin certain limits,

no indication of its physical properties and ability to withstand

high temperatures.

Table IL—^Axaltsis or Refsaciort Materials*

Refractozy SiOs
1

FeiO*
1

A1,0,
1

CaO '

1

1

MgO CriOi

i 1

Igni-

tion

loss

Add Eefraetories

'

'

!

Silica sand 94.37* 2.84 1.86 trace 0.29 0.57

Gannister 98.37* 0.33 0.82 nil nil
'

0.49

Silica brick, best 96.29* 0.41 0 51 2.75 0.52 nil

Silica brick, second class.95 .
37* 1.05 1.57 0 87 1 02 nil

Fireclay '50 07 2 09 38.67* tnice trace 9.06
Firebrick 52.86 2.58 44 39* trace trace nil

Basic Refractories i

Ma^eaite, burned 3 07 6 73 1 07 3.06 85.05 0.86
Magnesite, brick 2 45 7 06 0 85 2.87 86.68 nil

Dolomite, raw 1 03 0 43 0 37 27.67 23 25 46.93
Dolomite, dead burned 3.19 1 07 0 87 56 17 38 43 trace

Magdolite 4 05 4 23 0.67 51.35 39.77 nil

Syndolag 4.81 5 37 1 06 49.87 3S 51 nil

Seuiral Refractorits

Chrome ore 4.S7 18 70+ 12 73 1 57 14 29 43 16 4 17

Chrome brick 0 89 20 37 9 53 1 83 16 2S 44 75 nil

* Coiituind a &inall amuuiit of TiUj, less than 0.5 per cent,

t FeO.
^ Analyses from the author's private notes.

Fireclay of a quality that fuses at about 3,100 deg. F. i UOO
deg. C.) or higher is calcined, molded cither by hand or machine

and burned to produce firebrick. The brick, contrary to silica,

contract in burning. Machine molding is used for standard

shapes, hand molding for special shapes. Firebrick are very com-
mon in the big steel plant ^*here the}* are used for lining heating

furnaces, soaking pits, parts of the blast furnace, etc. In melting

furnaces, they are used only for those parts of the lining not in

contact with molten metal or slag. In the electric furnace, they
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are used occasionally for the first course of the lining nest to the

iaTipn_ They are used here principally because of their inRiilating

properties in which respect firebrick rank hi^er than any other

furnace refractory. This practice has been largely discontinued.

Firebrick are slightly wehker than magnesite and considerably

weaker tban silica brick at high temperatures.

Firebrick, in the electric furnace plant, are used chiefly in

lining ladles for which tise they are the cheapest material and per-

haps the best. With first quality brick and tapping steel not too

hot, ladle lininga last about ten heats.

ihie other add materials, silica sand, etc., find no application

as refractories in basic lined electric furnaces. Table II gives

characteristic analyses of some of the add refractories.

THE BASIC KBFBACTOSIBS

The two basic refractories are magnesite and dolomite. The
fiirst, a nearly pure magnesium oxide is the most important and

most satisfactory basic refractory in use. The dolomitic refrac-

tories, dther natural or synthetic, are essentially high magnesian

limestones containing from 24 to 40 per cent magnesiiim car-

bonate or magnesium oxide and do not approach magnesite in

possessing satisfactory qualities for electric furnace use. Due to

the high price of magnesite many substitutes have been offered

in the past 6 years. Many of these are patented; all, however,

are inferior to magnesite.

Table II which tabulates analyses of electric furnace refrac-

tories notes the typical composition of magnesite, both granular

and brick, also dolomite and two of the dolomitic refractories.

Magnesite and Magnesite Brick.—^Magnesite for refractory

use is always caldned; nearly always it is double or “dead”
burned. The best grade contains about 85 per cent magnesium
oxide, 6 to 8 per cent iron oxide, a small amount, usually less

than 5 per cent, of calcium and aluminum oxides. Silica is pref-

erably low as it detracts from the refractory properties.

The granular material is molded and burned into bricks which
are used in the basic electric furnace just beneath the granular
sintered bottom and for the lining below the alag lina.

To be satisfactory for furnace use the magnesite must be of the
ciystalline variety althou^ it is churned^ that when amorphous
magnesite is raised to 2,825 deg. F. (1,550 deg. C.) in the presence

> H. D. Pike, Chan. Mt*. Eng., 23, 1148, 1920.
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of 5 to 6 per cent Fe^Os it is transformed into the hard dense

variety known to the steel industry as dead burned magnesite.

The same authority states that iron oxide added to magnesite

imder proper conditions is equivalent in its action to the iron

occurring naturally in the refractory.

IVlost of the magnesite used in this country was, in the past,

imported from Austria. The Austrian variety was naturally

cr>^stalline and contained about the proper amoimt of iron oxide

(Table II;. An effort has been made lately to use the Pacific

Coast magnesite which because of its high silica (6 per cent) and
low iron (2 to 4 per cent) content has proved to be inferior to the

imported- It has been possible, however, to improve the

domestic variety greatly by mixing with iron oxide, Fe20j, or

with basic slag high in FeO, then grinding and sintering at a

high temperature.

Magnesite is very refractory, its softening point being close

to 3,600 deg. F. (1,980 deg. C.). It is not as strong as silica at

high temperatures.^ For this reason and because of its price it is

never used above the slag line or for the roof in basic furnaces.

Magnesite expands regularly in heating over the whole range

below 1,850 deg. F. (1,000 deg. C.). As the expansion is regular'

the danger of cracking is not as great as with the siliceous

refractories.

Dolomite.—As we have already noted, dolomite is essentially

a limestone with a very high percentage of magnesium carbonate.

It corresponds to the chemical compound Ca.Mg. (CO3) and is

widely distributed in this country^. Dolomite is crushed to about

Jo-in. mesh and in this size is used universally as a bottom

material for basic open-hearth furnaces and extensively in basic

<4ectric furnaces. In electric furnace work it is used principally

for repairs, either the raw or calcined material being added

between heats. If the bottom is in fairly good shape, the raw

refractory is used. If not, calcined dolomite or one of the pre-

imred dolomitic refractories gives better results. In building

a new bottom in the electric furnace, calcined dolomite or one of

prepared refractories usually a double burned material may be

used. Although dolomite bottoms are common, most furnace-

men prefer to make their new bottoms of magnesite.

1 Magnesite biick often crumble and fall to pieces under slight load when
the furnace is rapidly heated and cooled. Sometimes, under these condit-

tion<<, they will not support their own weight.
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During the war, when the price of magnesite became excessive,

the patent refractories were introduced, the principal ones being

magdolite and syndolag. Magdolite is a double burned dolomite.

It is claimed that through a patented process of burning it

becomes a refractory superior to ordinary burned dolomite.

Syndolag is burned dolomite, ground and mixed with about 10

per cent ground basic open-hearth slag. The mixture is then

burned again. Syndolag as a rule will have a sKghtly higher iron

oxide content than dolomite (see Table II).

General Advantages and Disadvantages of the Basic Refrac-

tories.—^The basic refractories have no decided advantages over

the acid. They are, in fact, inferior to them in almost every

respect. Magnesite has a high fusion temperature and an even

rate of expansion and contraction. In contrast to this it is

relatively weak at high temperatures and in addition—^this is

the greatest disadvantage—^it is very costly. Dolomite and the

other refractories of this class, vary greatly in physical properties,

have variable fusion points and are prone to slake. The last

disadvantage may be in part overcome by calcining at a very

high temperature.

As a result of the generally unsatisfactory character and high

price of the basic refractories they are used only where absolutely

necessary, that is, on the bottom and that part of the lining

below the slag line, never above the slag line nor for the roof.

There is considerable promise for a general improvement in

basic refractories. The manufactiue of magdolite and syndolag
was a step forward, in that it produced a moderate-priced

refractory that was much superior to dolomite. At the present

time, the Government is undertaking a large amount of investiga-

tion work toward an improvement in dolomitic refractories.

This is another step forward, and may result in making the

steel makers of this country independent of imported magnesite.

inSUTRAL REFRACTORIES

Chrome Ore and Chrome Brick.—^The only commercial
refractory of the neutral class is chrome ore, sometimes known
as chromite, containing 35 to 45 per cent chromium oxide,

CrsOs, and 15 to 25 per cent iron oxide, FeO. It is highly
refractory and in the form of bricks is used, commonly in the
last few years, to separate the basic part of the lining from the
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acid part above it thus preventing the magnesite bricks from

fluxing the silica bricks as might be the case if an acid layer

adjoined a basic one. Because chrome brick are neutral in

character neither silica nor magnesite brick have any chemical

action with them at the temperature attained.

One great advantage erf chrome brick is their resistance to

spalling. In this they are superior to any other furnace brick.

They are not as strong as silica at high temperatures but still are

not as weak as magnesite. Chrome brick are usually ver}" uni-

form in character. Their chief disadvantage is cost, being slightly

less expensive than magnesite but much more costly than silica

or firebrick. Chrome ore is rarely used as a refractory, the brick

being the form usually employed.

Other Neutral Refractories.—With the exception of chrome

brick neutral refractories have not come into extended use in

electric furnace linings. They are not, as a rule, commercially

possible being in their present state of development too costly

for daily use. The most common of the other neutral refractories

are the synthetic electric furnace refractories^ of which carborun-

dum is the best known. This material is silicon carbide, SiC\

and has been used occasionally as a roof material in instances

where silica brick have failed to give satisfactory results. Its

cost has prevented more e.xtended use. For the walls, especially

below the slag line, it w’ould be unsuitable as it is appreciably

dissolved by molten metal with subsequent enrichment of the

bath in both carbon and silicon.

A refractory, comparatively new, but which seems to give

promise is zirconia, ZrOo. Bricks have been made and have

been tried experimentally, so far without supplanting the

refractories now in common use.

FLUXES AND RECARBURIZERS

The fluxes used for slag making in the basic electric process are

limestone and iron ore or scale in the oxidizing period, and lime,

coke and fluorspar in the deoxidizing period. In addition,

silica sand, powdered glass and crushed ferro-silicon are some-

times used. The function of the flux is to form an easily fusible

slag w’hich by its action removes undesirable impurities from

the charge, and by covering the molten metal completely serves

1 That is, manufactured in electric fuma
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to protect it from gases that may be present in the furnace, and

in the jBbMl period from undue carbon absorption from the elec-

trodes. As the process is basic, it follows that the slags carried

must be strongly basic due to a preponderance of active calcium

oxide, CaO. Magnesium oxide always present in the fluxes is

not of much value as an active base. In addition it prevents, in

part at least, the fluidity that is sometimes desirable as a slag

condition.

Limestone.—The limestone used in the melting period of the

electric furnace should be nearly pure calcium carbonate with

impurities; Le., silica, combined oxides of iron and aluminum,
and magnesium oxide; not exceeding 5 per cent, at most 6

to 7 per cent. The grade commonly used for the blast furnace is

satisfactory for the electric process. It is not absolutely neces-

sary to keep the siHca (Si02) below 1 per cent as is desirable in

the basic open hearth. It should, however, be below 5 per cent

when iron ore or roll scale is used. In case no ore or other form
of oxygen is present except the little on the scrap as rust, a very
pure limestone together with the small amount of dolomite
bottom that comes up will produce a sticky slag, one needing
fluorspar to thin it sufficiently to remove. A stone containing
about 5 per cent silica is convenient under these conditions.

The size common for the blast furnace and open hearth, about
8-in. mesh or larger, knowm around the mill as ‘‘man-sized
stone,’' is too large for electric furnace use. The best size is

about 4-in. mesh; even smaller, down to 1-in. mesh, can be used
satisfactorily.

Iron Oxide for the Oxidizing Slag.—Three forms of iron oxide
are commonly used, iron ore, scale and w^hen the scrap is small in

size and rusty, the oxide on the scrap. If ore is used, it should be
high grade; a clean, hard Bessemer hematite is best. A low phos-
phorus ore should always be used; it is of course undesirable to
introduce any more of this element into the charge than is neces-
sary. The amount of silica, provided it is below 10 per cent
is unimportant although if a low silica limestone (2 per cent or
below) is used, this constituent may be as much as 15 per cent.
The small amount used in a heat makes it unnecessary to be too
strict in the composition of the ore.

Many shops use the roll, forge or hammer scale that collects
around the plant rather than purchase ore. Scale is just as good
as ore, in fact it is somewhat better as it has no undesirable
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gangue, being nearly pure iron oxide (FexOy). Except for being

more economical^ scale has no further advantage over ore. Also,

too much sulphur may be present in scale. Thismaybe a decided

disadvantage if sulphur specifications in the steel are low and
if the scrap and slag-making materials contain close to the limit

of this element. If the scrap and slag are low in sulphur, the

amount in the scale may be entirely disregarded.

Lime.—^Lime is the most important flux used in the electric

furnace and is the foundation for the final or deoxidizing slag.

It is calcined limestone and may be purchased in many grades.

Table III notes three of these grades received recently by an

electric furnace plant. The one noted as good is a little above
the average. The fair grade has too much magnesium oxide

and loss on ignition. The poor lime is too high in silica, mag-
nesium oxide and loss on ignition.

Table HI.

—

Analyses op Fluxes^

FcjOj Loss

Flux SiO. + CaO MgC> CaCO. MkCO. on ig-

.VIjO. nition

Litne.-«tozie, good 0 95 0 91 9t5 55 1 37 trace

Limestone, fair 1 07 2 19 93 62 3 21 .011

Liiiie-^Tnrip, p<jor G 25 1 97 ^4 47 7 32 017

Lime, good *2 Ut» 1 S7 47 4 G7 3 56 0s5

Lime, Jair 4 ^5 2 til < 1 25 ^ 42 b 47 15b

Lime, poor 10 27 2 S»i G2 73 lt> 25 7 55 3s0

Cal. Cal '(.»

Fluurupar, good 1 7.S 1 55 93 27 3 04 052

Fluorspar, fair 2 31 2 0*5 90 4.) 4 77) 143

Fluorspar, poor 4 25 1 7S .S4 20 S> So 5t*s

^ Aiialy>es taken from the author'h private

The loss on ignition is mostly' carbon dioxide from insufficient

calcination of the stone, together with some water of hydration.

In general, the lime should not exceed 6 per cent carbon dioxide

and should not be hydrated to any appreciable extent. On the
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Other hand a dead burnt lime, nearly free from carbon dioxide

seems to dissolve^ with diflB.culty in the slag.

The lime should be low in sulphur. We shall see in a later

chapter that the final slag of the electric process has a very well-

defined saturation point for sulphur. Consequently, the more

of this element in the slag-making materials the more difficult

the removal of sulphur from the steel. It is desirable that the

Ume contain less than 0.1 per cent and essential that the sulphur

be below 0.2 per cent.

Fluorspar.—^Fluorspar is a most valuable aid to the manufac-

ture of good electric steel. It is neither acid nor basic in itself,

although it breaks up into lime and thus becomes a base after

being acted upon by the arc. The analyses of the samples marked

good and fair in Table III are characteristic of the grades received

for the electric furnace. Here again, it is important that sulphur

be low, preferably under 0.2 per cent. The presence of consider-

able sulphur in the spar can often be detected visually. It occurs

as sulphides of lead, barium and zinc, more often the former and

can be noticed as dark granules or particles in the material.

Fluorspar for electric steel making is normally a washed gravel

of ^assy luster, often transparent and crystalline. It melts at a

comparatively low temperature, about 1,700 deg. F. (935 deg. C.)

although the melting point is largely dependent on its purity and

consequently may vary widely.

Very little poor fluorspar is on the market, most of it contains 85

per cent or more calcium fluoride, less than 5 per cent silica, 10 per

cent calcium carbonate and 0.15 per cent sulphur. The percent-

age of calcium carbonate is not important except as it influences

the melting point; silica of course is undesirable in that it is an

acid constituent that detracts from the efficiency of the basic slag.

In addition to its valuable property of conferring fluidity upon
the slag, it has been proved by a large number of investigators

that fluorspar is active in desulphurizing. This action is indepen-

dent of and in addition to the desulphurization accomplished by
ha\ing a slag strongly basic and very fluid. The desulphurizing

action of the flux which we will discuss again, while not of as

much value in the electric furnace as it is in the basic open hearth,

is of no small moment and is the principal reason why this

1 We have used ^‘dissolve” for want of a better word. Actually the
lime melts through the formation of various low-melting silicates and as

such, diffuses through the body of slag.
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material is preferred to silica sand, powdered glass or other fusible

substances used in its place.

Other Fluxes.—The other fluxes which have not already been

described are coke, used in making the deoxidizing slag, silica

sand used in some plants to partly or wholly replace spar, and
powdered or crushed glass used occasionally for the same purpose.

The quality of the coke tised in the building of the slag is not of

special importance; many plants used the cheaper coke breeze

instead of the regular size. In any case it is groimd to a powder,

10-mesh or finer, before being used in the furnace. The only

essential in the coke is freedom from moisture which would

naturally waste heat in the furnace.

The grade of silica sand containing 95 per cent or more silica,

SiOa, used commonly in the acid open hearth is satisfactory" for

the electric furnace if this material is used at all. Powdered glass

is cheap and satisfactory as a substitute for silica sand. It does

not need to be powdered, if crushed to pieces not exceeding 1 in.

in size.

For quieting the metal after recarburizing many melters use

crushed ferrosilicon (50 per cent;. This material usually can be

purchased very' reasonably' from manufacturers of 50 per cent

ferrosilicon who screen out the fines from their regular product,

and who ai'e gla<l to dispose of it at almost an.v prices

Recarbuiizers.—Three materials are used as recarburizers,

carbon, washed iiiftal and pig iron. Of the fii‘st crushed coke,

crushed anthracite coal or crusht*d electrodes is used. Crushed

electrodes is the favored form of carbon as it affords a ready' means
of using up the butts and broken pieces that always aceuniulatt*

in the melt shop. The carbon absorption is a little higher with

electrodes, <05 to 70 per cent in the bath and 75 to SO per cent in

the ladle; than with either anthracite coal or coke. Good furnace

practice tends to keep away from tliis form of recarburization

altogether.

Washed metal is the ideal recarbiirizing agent. It is pure iron

containing 3 to 4 per cent carbon, all combined. Impurities

in appreciable amounts are absent- Several grades are available,

the two commonly' used for electric steel making are the very' pure,

sulphur and phosphorus each under U.02 pt*r cent, and the next

grade in which these elements are below 0.025 per cent. The
material all comes in man-sized’’ pieces, either slabs or broken

chunks weighing about 50 lb., convenient and easily handled.
3
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Instead of washed metal, pig iron is often used for recarburiza-

tion. This is an iron made especially for recarburization pur-

poses, and has commonly less than 0.03 per cent sulphur and 0.03

per cent phosphorus, sometimes belowO.025 per cent. The carbon
range is about the same as washed metal. Low phosphorus pig

iron is used when it is desired to substitute a cheaper material for

washed metal.

FEERO-ALLOTS

The ferro-alloys used in electric steel manufacture may be
divided into three classes: (1) Ferro-allojrs essential to the metal
irrespective of the kind of steel made, (2) ferro-alloys \ised in

making the common alloy steels and (3) the rarer ferro-alloys

used occasionally either for the preparation of steels with special

properties, or for experimental purposes. In addition, one or two
alloys, notably metallic aluminum and ferrotitanium, are some-
times used for final deoxidation. These two materials, more or
less common in the basic open-hearth plant have not come into
extended use in the case of electric steel.

The ferro-alloj’s necessary for every steel, both plain carbon
and alloy are the iron-manganese alloys, ferromanganese nnH
Spiegel; and the iron-silicon alloys, ferrosilicon. For the more
common alloy steels, ferrochromium, metallic nickel, and ferro-
vanadium are used; ferrotimgsten also if high speed steels are
made. The more imusual alloys include metallic copper;
molybdenum either the metal, ferro-alloy or calcium salt; ferro-
imanium, ferrozirconium and cobalt.

Ferro-manganese and Spiegel.—The iron-manganese alloys
are made in two grades, both being the product of the blast
furnace. Ferromanganese contains 80 per cent manganese;
spiegel, the low manganese variety, 20 per cent. As the manga-
nese ore is necessarily reduced with carbon in the blast furnace
both varieties contain considerable of this element, the ferro has
commonly 6 to 7.5 per cent, the spiegel will average a little lower,
being about 5 per cent. See Table IV.

Considerably more than half of the ferromanganese used in
this country is imported from England. There is little difference
as far M composition is concerned between the imported and
domestic varieties, the English ferro being as a rule a little lower
in carbon and sHghtly hi^er in phosphorus than the domestic.
Ferromanganese contains no sulphur, the high working tempera-
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ture of a furnace smelting manganese ore, and the affinity of

manganese for sulphur, ser\’ing to remove this element com-
pletely. Phosphorus is the only harmful element present; the

percentage of this is too low to figure importantly unless very low

phosphorus steel is made. For an average it may be said that

from 1 to 3 points (0.001 to 0.003 per cent) of phosphorus will be

introduced into the metal by the manganese addition.

Both spiegel and ferromanganese, as now produced, contain

ver3’' nearh' 20 and 80 per cent manganese respectiveh". A varia-

tion of more than 1 per cent plus or minus is uncommon. The 70

per cent varietj" produced during the war has been almost totally'

superseded hy the SO per cent alloy.

For special uses a carbon free ferromanganese and manganese
metal are made b^* aluminum reduction (thermit) methods. This

allo.v is much more expensive than the common varietj-'-and is,

consequenth", used onh' when the introduction of axiy carbon

into the metal is prohibited. This is never the case with com-
mercial allo\' steels.

Characteristic anah'ses of ferromanganese and spiegel are

given in Table IV.

Table IV.—Analyses op the Iron^manganese and Iron’-silico\ .\lloys^

Iruu^iiiaugaueste alloy's l^oli-^lllcon ailuy^

Ferrijiiiaiigaiioe

U. S. Engli:»h

Carbon 7.17 ti 52
Silicon 0 S7 1 37

Sulphur

Pho.<phoru.'' 0 22S 0 204
MatiganeMi SO 37 bO 17

Ferro-

, , Fernj^ilicon, silicon,

mriiuee

o 13 0 07 0 . 35 *> 25

0 94 4b 95 50 37 10 2s

(1 015 0 027 0 017

n 095 0 137 0 0b7 n 113

19 7S 0 31 0 22 (1 SO

^Anahses from the author’s book, “Techiucai .\imlyssis of Steel and
Steel Works Materials/* McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1923.

Ferrosilicon.—Ferrosilicon is made in two grades. One con-

tains 8 to 15 per cent silicon and is nearly alw’ay'S made in the

blast furnace; the other contains 50 per cent silicon and is the
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product of the electric furnace. The low silicon variety is rarely

used in electric furnace work, it is better adapted to the Bessemer

and open-hearth processes. The 50 per cent alloy is used univer-

sally in electric steel making. It contains beside silicon and
iron, up to 2 per cent carbon and small amounts of sulphur, phos-

phorus and manganese.

In the electric furnace alloy, the percentage of silicon varies

from 48 to 51.5. Above this higher figure, the alloy tends to dis-

integrate and break up spontaneously into a powd6r. This disin-

tegration is often accompanied by the evolution of a gas which has

caused explosions when the alloy was confined tightly in barrels.

The 50 per cent alloy is made from silica sand, steel or iron

scrap and coke in an open top electric furnace. The raw
materials are fed continuously into the furnace, the molten aUo}”

is tapped out at intervals and run into slabs to cool, after which
it is broken up into pieces about 4-in. mesh. The fines resulting

from the crushing of these slabs are screened out and are used by
some plants to kill wild metal after recarburizing and sometimes
in slag making.

Metallic Nickel and Ferrochromium.—Metallic nickel con-

taining 98 to 99 per cent of the element is used for the manufac-
ture of nickel steel. It is added to the furnace in the form of

nickel shot or in ingots or pigs weighing about 50 lb. each.

Nickel contains no other elements worth considering.

Table V.

—

Analyses op Ferrochromium

‘

1

6 per cent 8 per cent 2 per cent 1 Carbon-

1

carbon
1

carbon

1

carbon free

1

i

!

i

^
1

1

^
1

! 1 !

^

1

2

1

1 1

1

1
1

1

Chrome 68.73 65.42 ' 69 53 67.31 1 71.37

1

70.67
Carbon 5.87 'I 6.35 8.66 7.91

i

2 07 0 23
Silicon 2.25

'

6 82 0.87 : 1.68 0.64 0.37
Sulphur

1

0.065 :: 0.037 O.OSl ' 0.067 0.037 0 017
Phosphorus

j

0.071
i1

0.086 0 058
1

0.074 0.043 0.046
Manganese 0.37 0.28 !! 0.56 : 0.30 ' 0 21 0.04
Aluminum * * * *

1

1

* 0.47

* Not determined.
^ Analyses from the author’s book, “Technical Analysis of Steel and

Steel Works Materials,” McGxaw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1923.
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Perroclirome is made by the reduction of chrome ore,

CrsOs.FeO, with coke in an electric furnace. Four grades are

produced, all having about the same chromium content, 60 to 75

per cent. The difference in the grades is in the carbon. The

cheaper alloy, the one always used if possible, is the high carbon

containing 6 to S per cent of this element. Where the introduc-

tion of so much carbon would be undesirable in the steel, two

other grades, the 2 per cent and the carbon free (below 0.5 per

cent) both considerably more costly, may be used. To produce

the low carbon varieties the high carbon material is melted in an

electric arc furnace and the carbon removed by the addition of

chrome ore and suitable slags. It is difficult to remove the car-

bon to a low point, hence the excessive cost of the carbon free

variety- Much of the latter is now made by aluminum reduc-

tion; the thermit process. Table V gives some characteristic

analyses of the iron-chromium alloys.

Ferrovanadiiim and Feirotungsten.—Ferrovanadium is

made by three methods; reduction by carbon or silicon in an

electric furnace, reduction by aluminum by the thermit process,

and as a by-product in radium and uranium manufacture. The

vanadium content ranges between 25 and 40 per cent, nearly

always the latter. It may contain a variable amount of carbon;

usually this element is low. The perctmtages of sulphur, phos-

phorus and manganese are in most cases inconsequential. Sili-

con may be high in the alloys made in the electric furnace,

as much as 10 per cent ha.s been found. Ferrovana«lium as a

by-product from radium manufacture may contain >onie ura-

nhini <Xo. 4, Table VI). Characteristic analyses of &ome of the

iron-vana<Hum alloys are given in Table VI.

Tungsten is added to st<*el in either of two forms, the ferro-

alloy, containing 05 to per cent tungsten Table VH; and as

the metal. In the latter form it is usually a powiltT containing

in exc<*ss of 90 per cent tungsten. The ferro-alloy is preferred

by most furnacemeii because, as w’e shall see in a later chapter,

the powder is too difficult!}' fusible and sometiiiies gives trouble

after being added to the bath.

During the w’ar one or two plants used tungsten ore to replace

both the ferro-alloy and the powder, reducing the oxide to the

metal in the furnace. This practice is not common and its

advantages are doubtful.
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Table VI.

—

^*Vnalyses of Ferbovanajdiumi

;

1

1

1

2 3 4

Vanadium 40.27 34.53 39.47 37.04

Iron
* 61.49 * 59.68

Aluminum * 0.23 0.43 0.66

Silicon 9.43 2.78 3.65 0.59

Chromium none none * 0.61

Manganese 0.43 0.35 0.09 0.16

Sulphur * 0.046 * 0.097

Phosphorus * 0.117 * 0.136

Carbon 0.37 0.39 0.47 0.36

Uranium * * * 0.73

Not determined.

^Loe. cU.

Table VII.

—

^Analyses of Feerotungsten^

1 2 3 4

Tungsten 79.35 63.85 71.48 82.47
Carbon 0.75 2.03 0.43 0.37
Silicon 0.26 1.57 0.87 0.53
Sulphur 0.032 0.037 0.017 0.023
Phosphorus 0.027 0.059 0.044 0.038
Manganese 0.17 0.26 0 19 1 0.08

1 Loc.ciL

In addition to high speed steels which take most of the tung-
sten used, a small tonnage of tungsten magnet and finishing steels

is made containing about 5 per cent of the element. Aside
from these two grades, tungsten as an alloying element is not
common.
Ferromolybdenum and Copper,—From the investigation of

the U. S. Navy and others, it is probable that the use of both
ferromolybdenum and copper either alone, together or with
other allo\-s Trill increase greatly in the next decade. As these
steels are someTYhat of an innovation we shall speak of them
again.
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Molybdeniim may be added to steel as a ferro-alloy, the metal

or as calcium molybdate. In either form it goes directly into

the metal and stays there. The ferro-alloy has commonly 70
to 80 per cent molybdenum, the powder (see Table \TII) has
generally in excess of 90 per cent.

Calcium molybdate is a ver>' desirable form in which to add
molybdenum to steel. It has no detrimental impurities and can
be made more cheaply per unit of contained molybdenum than
the ferro-alloy. Many furnacemen believe that the CaO
present prevents possible volatilization of the molybdic anhy-
dride, MoOs. The anhydride is completely and easily reduced

in the bath to molybdenum.
Copper, like nickel, is added in the form of the pure metal which

is easily obtainable. It is not used to an3^ extent in electric fur-

nace practice, to date the only practical use for steels containing

copper is the material made b^'- the Bessemer and open-hearth

processes and used for roofing, sheet metal and other products

where resistance to rust and corrosion is desirable. The amount
of copper in steel for this purpose is 0.2 to 0.3 per cent. A ver>'

recent experiment in allotdng copper to steel was carried on b\'

the Government at the U. S. Naval Ordnance plant. Results

were incomplete when operation was discontinued, but what
tests were made indicated that 0.5 to 1 per cent both with and
w’ithout molybdenum was beneficial, and gave practicalh" the

same results in ph\’sical properties as nickel.

Ferrouranium and Cobalt.—Both ferrouranium and cobalt

have been used in high speed steel. Their addition to this

grade of material is of doubtful value. Of the two, cobalt prob-

shly produces better results than uranium.

Cobalt is added siiuilarily to nickel and copper, and like these

two metals dissolves at once and completely in the molten bath.

No oxidation of the element occurs after once it is in solution in

the steel.

Uranium is used as the ferro-alloj” containing 40 to 60 per cent

uranium and considerable carbon. The metal oxidizes with great

ease, consequently, it is very difficult to keep in the steel. Best

results have been secured b^" adding the powdered ferro-alloy

in small doses to the ladle. Not more than 50 per cent of the

contained uranium goes into the metal. Better results would
probably" be obtained by the use of a high uranium, low carbon

ferro-allo3", instead of the present alloy's containing about 4
per cent carbon.
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Table VUI.—^Axalyses of Febbomolybdenttm and Febrouranium

! Ferro-

molybdenum^
1

•

(

1

Molyb-
denum
powder^

1

Ferro-

uraniiim*

Carbon 2.47 ! 3.23

1

0.17
i

1

1 3.47 4.71

Silicon 0.51 0.73 1.25 0.81 0.65

Sulphur 0.037 0.021 0.036 *

Phosphorus 0.026 0.039 0.095 * *

Manganese 0.06 0.12 trace * *

Iron 17.31 I 19.37 0.36 m *

Molybdenum 79.58 ! 75.43 92.37 * *

Uranium *
i

1

*

1

* 43.49 51.60

* Not detennined.

^ Loc. ciL
^ Analyses from the author’s private notes.

Ferrozircomum.—^Ferrozirconium has aroused considerable

metallurgical interest, although results obtained by its use have
been, to date, of practically no importance. The author wit-

nessed several experiments^ in adding this element to steel and
has read of other tests* on all of which results were meaningless.

The ferro-alloys now produced (see Table IX) are not at all

suitable for making experimental zirconium steels as the per-

centage of the other elements is so great— in many cases equal

or greater than the zirconium—^and the addition of the ferro-

alloy would introduce such large amounts of these elements,

that it is doubtful whether any exceptional results obtained

could be attributed to the zirconium, to the other elements or to

both. One heat recently made® using alloy No. 1 Table IX
contained 0.23 per cent zirconium and 0.87 per cent silicon. The
physical properties were considerably better than a plain carbon
heat of the same composition but the question at once arises:

Are these superior results caused by the zirconium, by the silicon,

or by one element intensifying the effect of the other? Thus it is

seen how complicated the results may become.

1 Experiments in 1919 and 1920 at the plant of the Hess Steel Corp., and
in 1921 at the U. S. Naval Ordnance plant.

“ Gillett and Mace, Experimental Production of Alloy Steels, Bureau
of Mines, Bulletin 199, 1922.

* U. S. Naval Ordnance plant, 1921.
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It is very difficult to retain the zirconium added to the steel.

It oxidizes very easily. In addition, the ferro-alloy contains

appreciable, sometimes large, amounts of titanium, silicon,

aluminum, even calcium, all easily oxidizable. The deoxidizing

properties of ferrozirconium are so strong that it is even probable

that superior physical tests might be the result of a more complete

deoxidation of the steel.

Zirconium as an alloy is thus mentioned here in considerable

detail, not because of its present importance, but because it is

possible that when purer alloys of iron and zirconium are manu-
factured, allowing this element with steel may produce superior,

perhaps sensational properties.

Table IX.

—

Analyses op Febbozibconium^

1 2 3

1

»

1 4

ZiTConium, Zr 35 50 2S 00 24 30 33.65

Iron, Fe Its 78 38 17 45 74 10. 2S

Silicon, Si 43.73 16 25 20 76 9.58

Aluminum, A1 2.59 5 S3 5 25 3.07

Titanium, Ti 0.75 4 SS 3 75 1.86

Nickel, Ni none * * 40 05

Chromium, Cr none none none 0.35

Calcium, Ca 0 34 3.30 ¥ *

Magnesium. Mg none 2 48 * «

Manganese, Mn t) 09 0.14 «

Carbon, C tt.41 0.27 0 33 0.05

Sulphur, S O.OOS tK070 U 083 0.097

Phosphorus*, P 0.057 0.04U 0 05>7 n 133

^Litc. I it,

* Not determined.

Ferrotitanium and Aluminum.—Tht*se two material an* often

called the final scavengers of steel. They are used, commonly in

the basic open hearth, more rarely in the electric furnace, as a

final addition to complete the deoxidation. They are nearly

always added to the furnace just before tap or into the ladle

during tapping. In cases of extreme necessity, never however,

in good practice, the^* are added to the mold while pouring.

Ferrotitanium has proved itself of great value in the final

deoxidation and degasification of open-hearth steel. It is

probably of much less value in electric steel and consequently
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never become popular. It is added as ferrotitanium (No. 1

and 2, Table X) or as ferro-carbon-titanium (No. 3 and 4,

Table X).

Aluminum is a very efficient degasifier and is used to quiet

wild metal in the furnace, ladle or ingot mold. Its reaction

products, as we shall see later, are harmful producing a condition

where the “cure is worse than the disease.'' When an electric

furnace melter uses aluminum, he virtually admits either his

ignorance of good furnace practice or that he is too lazy to

deoxidize and degasify his steel in the furnace.^ In shops produc-

ing high grade electric steel the use of aluminum is practically

prohibited. Aluminum when used, is the pure metal either in

sticks weighing 1 to 2 lb. or “in pencils," small sticks about ^
in. in diameter.

Table X.

—

^Analyses of FERsoTiTANnjMi

1 2 3 4

Titanium, Ti 9.31 19.37 10 23 7 38
Carbon, C 0.38 0.13 6 73 7 07
Silicon, Si 0.67 2.74 1 11 0.95
Sulphur, S 0.036 0.027 * *

Phosphorus, P 0.093 0.107 •

Manganese, Mn 0 43 0.47 0.37 0.65
Aluminum, A1 1 75

,

3 18 * 0.41

1 Loc, nt.
* Not determined.

SCRAP

The classes and grades of scrap suitable for electric melting

are limited in number. All of it is restricted to what is known as

shoveling scrap, that is, scrap of comparatively small size suitable

for hand charging. The usual open-hearth scrap, yehav melting,

cannot be used except in very small doses in the electric furnace.

The electric furnace has one great advantage over the open
hearth in scrap supplies; it can melt the small material without
appreciable oxidation and so with little loss. This has opened

^ This holds for the manufacture of high quality ingots. The use of
aluzniiium is common and quite justified in the manufacture of castings
where blow holes are not tolerated and where a few minute inclusions
may be practically harmless.
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to the electric furnace a large supply of cheap scrap practically

unsuited for any other steel-making process.

Classes of Scrap Used in the Cold Scrap Process.—In the

manufacture of all varieties of electric steel, three kinds of scrap
are commonly kept on hand: (1) Mixed scrap, (2) selected low
phosphorus scrap and (3) alloy scrap. The first class is a widely
varying mixture^ and contains almost an^^hing. It is the scrap
gathered by the small junk dealers who have no knowledge of

steel nor no facilities for sorting; and contains steel, both hea'i'j'

and light, high phosphorus and low phosphorus, and considerable

scrap cast iron nearly’ always high in phosphorus. The absence
of alloys can almost positi%''ely be assured in mixed scrap.-

Selected low phosphorus scrap is purchased with a guaranteed
analysis; the phosphorus is specified to be below 0.04 per cent.

It is somewhat more expensive than mixed scrap, averaging about
S5 a ton more.

Alloy scrap is purchased with a guaranteed alloy content;

usually only the nickel is specified, sometimes the chrome as well.

It is, of course, never high in either sulphur or phosphorus and is

nearly always of the proper size for small electric furnace
charging. IMuch desirable scrap, rails and plate for example,
must be cut small enough so it will go in the furnace doors. This
adds to the cost of electric furnace low phosphorus material.

It is very essential that the proper specifications be imposed
and that a rigid inspection be made on all scrap purchas(‘d for

the electric furnace. Upon the proper charging of the furnace
depends to a large extent the speed in melting. For proper
charging the furnaceman must have at his command, scrap of

various grades and sizes, ranging from the billet and Mcmuh crop
end and the 3-ft. section of a rail, down to the piinchiiigs and
machine turnings.

Selected Low Phosphorus Scrap.—This is the piineipal bast-

used by the small electric furnace. It includes all iiiaiiii**r oi

basic open-hearth scrap such as bloom, billet and }>ar ends, rail

crop ends, boiler plate, turnings, punchings, forge scrap, t-tc. As
^ Mixed scrap insome localities, especially in the East, is known as “country

mixed.” This colloquialism has probably resulted from the source of the
scrap; most of it is collected by junk dealers in small towns and shipped
to the steel centers where it is handled by the larger scrap dealers.

- This is no longer true. Due to the rapid expansion of the automobile,

much mixed scrap is becoming contaminated with material containing
alloys.
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long as the phosphorus content is maintained well below 0.04

per cent, other elements may be disregarded. This is the ideal

scrap for use in average practice. For carbon steel heats it may
be diluted with about 25 per cent of the mixed grade.

The principal disadvantage and danger in the low phosphorus

scrap, as sold to electric furnace plants, is from contamination

by nickel. This element is not permitted to be present in appre-

ciable amoimts in high carbon tool steels. It has been only

recently, in the past 8 or 10 years, that scrap dealers have tried to

sort their scrap and keep the carbon scrap free from alloys.

Before that time, alloy scrap was mixed rather promiscuously

with the carbon variety. The result is that carbon steel made
from an all-scrap base always contains some nickel, from a trace

to 0.3 per cent. In addition, as nickel cannot be removed from
steel, the amount is continually increasing each year. The only

class of steel now entirely free from nickel is that made from a

base of pig iron, such as Bessemer or in son^e cases, open hearth.

Alloy Steel Scrap.—^The principal alloy scrap is nickel; chrome
nickel is not so important, is cheaper, and is usually less desir-

able than scrap in which chromium is absent. The chrome is

lost by oxidation and causes undesirable slag conditions. Occa-
sionally, the plant can secure sufficient chrome, chrome nickel, or

chrome vanadium scrap of a quality high enough for white slag

melt-downs.^ In this case all of the alloying elements are

retained by the metal and not lost by oxidation. To take advan-
tage of the lower cost of the white slag melt-down practice, elec-

tric furnace plants aim to keep the scrap from their own rolling

mills and forges separate from pmchased scrap thus saving all of

the alloys present by melting their own scrap under a white slag.

White slag melt-downs will be discussed in a later chapter. ^

It is alwa3’s ad\dsable to use as much nickel scrap as possible in

making nickel steel. The additional cost of nickel scrap over
low phosphorus material is always less than the cost of the
metallic nickel represented by the percentage in the scrap. For
this reason, nickel steel can be made more cheaply using nickel

scrap with a small final addition of metallic nickel than if carbon
scrap is used and adding all of the nickel as the metal.

High speed scrap is often used in the manufacture of this steel.

This practice is usually much cheaper but demands skilful fur-

nace operation to save a large part of the alloys.

1 Melting without oxidation, see Chap. VTTT_
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Alloy scrap is nearly always of a size most desirable for hand
charging. It is often the product of the forge plant and the
automotive manufacturers. A large part of allo}- scrap is gears,
camshafts, axles, steering knuckles, billet and bar crops, etc.

It is essential for a good product and a rapid operation of the
electric furnace that all scrap be as clean as possible and free from
rust and scale. Dirt, excessive rust and scale promote heavy
furnace losses and too much oxidation.



CHAPTER in

ELECTRIC ARC FURNACES—GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

MeOuds ofHaving hy EleetrieUy—Classeo of Are Fwnaem—Power Supjily

for ikeAn Pumaea—Electrodea—Themud Effideney of the Direct Are Fvimace

We do not intend, in the next three chapters, to describe in

detail the different electric furnaces used in steel making. There

are several excellent texts now published that taJre up the

various furnaces with due regard to their mechanical, electrical

and thermal efiSiciency. Rather, in describing the process of

steel making, we will enumerate the general features of the arc

furnace; describing in some detail the Heroult, the most popular

furnace and the one leading in instalations; only looking at the

other furnaces briefly, comparing them with the Heroult as far

as steel-making ability is concerned. We may say that the

general procedure of making dectric steel is the same in all

furnaces of the direct arc type of which the Heroult is the out-

standing example; the slags used for refining are much the same;

the chemical reactions are much the same.

In general, all of the direct arc steel-making furnaces whether

they have a conducting or a non-conducting hearth will produce

a high quality steel; the difference between them lies principally

in mechanical and electrical details; some are faster melting

mediums than others; some use less current, etc. These are

details that affect the commercial aspect of electric steel, not as

a rule the quality of the product and so are beyond the scope of

this book.

UETHODS OF HEATHTG BY ELECTRICITY

Heating by electricity may be divided into three classes: (1)

Resistance heating, (2) induction heating^ (3) and arc heating.

The first is an important and economical means of mairing \ise

of temperatures that do not exceed 2,010 deg. F. (1,100 deg. C.)
* Properly speaking induction heating is a form of resistance Wonting in

the latter the heat is generated in a body exterior to the steel or other
material being heated while in the former case (

indnnfirm Tumting) the
resistor is the steel itself.

46
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and is consequently not used in melting. The second class is

used to some extent in steel making but is not popular in this

country. Table XI, p. 65, notes 3 induction furnaces out of a
total of 456 on Jan. 1, 1923. Arc heating, the third class noted
above, is the means employ’ed for making practically all of the

electric steel now produced.

Resistance Heating.—^In heating by resistance, the heat is

generated by the opposition offered to the passage of an electric

current by a metal, alloy or other substance of suitable resistance.

In this class, the laboratoiy' muflBle furnace or the carbon com-
bustion furnace is familiar to everyone connected with electric

steel making. The heating element may be platinum or a plati-

num alloy, or an alloy of nickel and chromium. The maximum
temperature obtainable is limited by the life of the heating ele-

ment, Due to the cost, platinum or its alloys is not used com-
mercially and with nickel and chromium the temperature cannot
greatly exceed 2,010 deg. F. (1,100 deg. C.) without early

destruction of the heating unit.

A notable advance in resistance heating was the development

of a furnace using carbon as aheating unit. In this a temperature

of 3,100 deg. F, (1,700 deg. C.) or more may be reached. These

furnaces are at present only available for steel making in small

sizes. ^

Commercially, resistance heating is now used in heat treating

furnaces, and very successfully too, especially in hardening

operations that demand temperatures of 1,450 to 1,800 deg. F.

(790 to 9S5 deg. C.)

Induction Heating.—If an electrical conductor lies in the mag-
netic field of another conductor carrjdng a current, a current will

be induced in the second conductor. This is the principle of

induction heating and is used to produce enough heat to melt

scrap or refine molten charges.

As before stated, induction furnaces are not popular in this

country. This is probably due to their disadvantages, the chief

of which are: (1; A very high temperature cannot be attained,

consequently bath and slag reactions do not take place at the

speed desired by the American operator, and i2j it is difficult

to operate with cold scrap. If scrap is used, molten metal xuust be

left in the furnace to start the next heat. Because of this

^ Electrical resistance furnaces have been used for some yesxs in electrode

manufacture.
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necessity, it is ob'V’ious'that the induction furnace would not be

practical when operation was intermittent or in case of a shut-

down over the week end- Induction furnaces are used most

successfully to refibae molten metal, but even here they offer

no advantages over arc furnaces for this class of work. There

are other obstacles to the successful operation of induction fur-

naces, mostly mechanical and electrical, among which may be

mentioned low power factor, pinch effect and others which we
will not take the time to discuss in detail.

There are two induction furnaces in commercial use, princi-

pally abroad, the Kjellin furnace and the Edchling-Rodenhauser

furnace. The KjelUn was the original induction furnace. It is

built on the transformer principle, the bath of molten metal
forming the secondary circuit of a step-down transformer. The
furnace is a ring-shaped crucible that holds the charge, lined with

refractory materials and surrounded by the primary windings of

the circuit. The current induced in the bath is of low voltage

and correspondingly high amperage.

The Rochling-Rodenhauser is a similar but improved form of

the Kjellin furnace and was designed for use primarily in refining

molten metal- Without going into details,^ it may be said that

the superiority of the Rochling-Rodenhauser furnace is that its

power factor is much higher and that it can be operated with a
current of higher frequency, as high as 60 cycles, compared with
only 5 cycles used by the Kjellin.

Arc Heating.—In arc heating the heat is generated in two wsuys :

(1) The metal in the furnace is heated by the radiation from the
arc and (2) the heat is obtained by the direct action of the arc
on the metal and slag (Pigs. 1 to 4). The advantages of arc
heating are at once apparent. A high heat, placed exactly where
desired is the principal one. In addition, arc heating promotes
high electrical eflBiciency and greatest simplicity of furnace design
and operation. The fact that any desired temperature may
be attained in slag and metal without extreme localized over-
heating of the refractory- lining makes arc heating the most
desirable for steel making.

Heating the metal by the radiation of an arc imposed directly
above it is known as indirect or independent arc heating and was

^ For an extended description of the RCchliDg-Hodenhauser furnace see
Rodenhacseb, “Electric Furnaces in the Iron and Steel Industry,” J. Wiley
& Sons, 1917.
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one of the first meaiu; of melting steel electrically* The other

method, a direct action of the arc on the metal and slag, the one
which is now in extended use is generally spoken of as direct arc

heating- The independent arc furnace is not of much impor-

tance commercially and will be dealt with briefly; the direct

arc, however, will warrant more extended discussion,

CLASSES OF ARC FURNACES

The method oi arc heating is given in Figs. 1 to 4 which shows
four possibilities. In Fig. 1 the arc is formed between two or

Fig. 1.— Prill* ijile uf the jiro fiirnufe.

FiCr. 2.—Prim'iple of the iudepeniJeiit, direct un* furiiuce.

three carbon electrodes placed above the bath. This is the prin-

ciple of the Stassano described on page 51, In Fig. 2 the

arc from two horizontal electrodes is directed down upon the
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dliarge by a third vertical electrode. This is the method used by

the Rennerfelt. Figure 3 is the familiar Heroult principle of the

direct arc with a non-conducting hearth, and Fig- 4 shows the

direct arc, conducting hearth used by the Girod. The four

methods of electric arc heating indicated in Figs. 1 to 4 are all

used to some extent in steel making.

In this section, we will view briefly the two forms of inde-

pendent arc furnaces, noting their disadvantages and why they
are not successful in steel making, in this country at least-

We will also note the advantages of direct arc furnaces prelimi*
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nary to a more extended exporation of these in the next two
chapters.

Independent Arc Foxnaces.—^In the independent arc furnace as

we have already seen, the metal and dag are heated by radiation

from an arc imposed directly abo've the bath. The Stassano is of

this type, Fig. 5. The furnace consists of a cylindrical sted.

Fig. 5.—Elevation of a 1-ton Stassano furnace.

shell with a circular hearth, lined with magnesite brick. The
heat is supplied by the radiation on the metal of the arc between

three carbon electrodes introduced into the furnace just above

the bath and inclined slightly from the horizontal. The current

is 3-phase, 25 cycles, at about 100 volts. Electrode regula-

tion is by hand. Stassano furnaces rarely e.xceed 1 ton in

capacity; in larger units than this temperature conditions in the

furnace become uncertain and hard to control.
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The Rennerfelt furnace is a cylindrical steel shell with a saucer-

shaped bottom lined with basic refractories. Figure 6 shows the

general construction and the arrangement of the electrodes.

The heat is suppKed by three electrodes two of which are hori-

zontal or inclined slightly from the horizontal, and the third let

down through the roof vertically. The effect of this arrangement

is that the arc from the two horizontal electrodes is directed down

onto the bath by the vertical electrode. Rennerfelt furnaces

have been built with capacities up to 6 tons. Due to heating and

radiation troubles, the Rennerfelt is not used extensively in steel

making except in small sizes, being most successful in the melting

of non-ferrous alloys. The heating in the Rennerfelt is a com-

bination of direct arc and radiation.

Both Stassano and Rennerfelt furnaces are built on rockers

and may be tilted in tapping. By a system of gearing a rocking

motion ma^*^ be imparted to the Stassano while the metal is in the

furnace (see Fig. 6).

Disadvantages of the Independent Arc Furnace.—The prin-

cipal fault of the independent arc furnace as exemplified by the

Stassano and Rennerfelt, especially the former, is the localized

over-heating that occurs. In the region of the arc the furnace is

very hot. As a result, directly below the arc the metal and slag

may be greatly overheated while near the banks and bottom the

bath will be much too cold. In order to supply sufficient heat to

get the bath in condition to tap, the refractory lining and roof

become over-heated w'ith correspondin^y shorter life. Conse-

quently refractory costs are high.
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In addition, heating by radiation is not conducive to rapid

refining. It is a known fact, from the results of over a years'

experimenting with a 1-ton Stassano at a castings plant^ in the

East, that it is difficult to desulphurize completely. The slag

conditions necessarj' to complete desulphurization are hard to

maintain.

Through a system of electrode control by which the horizontal

electrodes may be lowered, and because of the vertical electrode,

the Rennerfelt may almost fall into the direct arc class. Many
of the undesirable features of the Stassano are eliminated by the

electrode arrangement in the Rennerfelt; overheating of the bath
for example. Even now the Rennerfelt has a high refractory

cost. In one installation of (5-toii furnaces with which the author

was familiar silica roofs lasted less than 10 heats.- The Renner-
felt has in the past few years become very successful in small

units, less than 3 tons, and is one of the best furnaces for melting

non-ferrous alloys.

One important operating difficult^' with the Rennerfelt and
furnaces of the independent arc type is the liability of breakage

of the horizontal electrodes. This occurs frequently in furnaces

of 3 tons or over. This trouble is so common that many opera-

tors of the Rennerfelt have closed the electrode ojjeniiigs in the

end walls and put all thiee oleotroiles vertically through the roof.

Direct Arc Furnaces.—There are two types of direct are

furnaces both used extensively and successfully in steel making.

One type has a non-conducting hearth, the other has a conducting

hearth. The conducting hearth furnace is of two kinds. In

one the hearth is of regular construction and bocuiues conducting

when heated to a high teiuijerature; in the oth«*r, a carbon block,

soft steel bars or other conductor is set into tht* refractories.

Of the direct arc furnaces with a non-conducting In-arth, the

Heroult is the most popular and has been develop»*d until it is

a very efficient steel-making medium. Many modifications have

been made to the Heroult and a large number of other furnaces

now successful in steel making have bt^eii patterned after it. In

the conducting hearth type the class having a bottom electrode

has not proved successful. The chief disadvantage is trouble

with the bottom which seems to develop continually w'hile the

1 Hess Steel Castings Co., Bridgeton, X. J., 1914-1915.

® This may have been due partly to the fumacemeu being somewhat

unfamiliar with this type furnace.
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fxirnace is in operation. We will have occasion to touch on this

again. The principal furnaces of this type are the Girod, the

GronwaJl and the Nathusius. Of these the Nathusius has not

been introduced into this country, being a German furnace.

Furnaces, the hearth of which becomes conducting at high

temperatures, have become practical in the past few years. The
Greaves-Etchells is the foremost example of this furnace. A
more extended discussion of the Greaves-Etchells will be given

later. It is sufficient to say here that it is the only furnace of

its class that appears to be practical in sizes exceeding 6 to 10

tons.

Advantages of the Direct Arc Furnace.—The advantages of

the direct arc as a heating medium in steel making are numerous.

It will be advisable to note them briefly:

(1) A very high temperature may be attained; moreover,

this temperature may be reached very quickly.

^
(2) The amount of heat may be regulated closely, the

charge may therefore be brought to any desired temperature

and held at that temperature for any length of time.

(3) The direct arc permits any slag conditions to be present,

both oxidizing and deoxidizing slags may follow each other in

the same heat. In addition slag reactions take place rapidly.

. (4) The efficiency is high, most of the heat generated being

available for melting or refining.

(5) The heat is even all through the bath; moreover, localized

overheating of the refractory walls and roof can be almost

wholly prevented.

(6) The load is fairly uniform, making the direct arc furnace

a very attractive user to the central station company.

(7) The direct arc furnace is easy to control. Automatic
electrode control has made it possible to remove altogether any
imcertainty of temperature control from the process.

(8) The direct arc furnace works equally well on cold scrap
or hot metal charges; thus the process becomes very flexible.

(9) Details of operation of the direct arc furnace are simpler

than any other electric furnace, hence it is not difficult to train

furnace labor.

(10)

The direct arc furnace is one of the best melting mediums
for intermittent operation; particularly for small charges, and in

cases where a part of the charge is made into steel of a certain

composition, the balance being worked into something different.
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(11) The direct arc furnace is the best developed of the electric

furnaces. It has, therefore, become more nearly perfectmechanr
cally than any other.

(12) Arc furnaces are not excessively expensive to install and
maintain.

Table XI.

—

^Electric Steel Making Furnaces in the United States
AND Canada^

Furnace Capacity Number
,

Totals

Heroult Lesb than 6 tons 73

;

6 to 10 tons
j

05

10 tons or over
j

13 181

Snyder All 6 tons or less
^ 53’

Rennerfelt All 3 tons or less 18*

Greaves-Etchells
,

Less than 6 tons
|

20

6 to 10 tons 5
'

10 tons or over 3 28

Gronwall-Dixon^ 12

Ludlum Less than 6 toiis 6

.
6 to 10 tons 8 14’

Girod Less than 6 tons 4
6 to 10 tons 1 5

Booth

-

10’

Moo^e- 53’

Induction fumace>- 3

\Vebb= 2

Stassano 1 ton 1

Greene All 3 ton.'* or less 27

Voin Baur iJue S tons, otheis less than

6 tuns 5

Detroit All 1 ton 3

Volta* 6 tons 9

Less than 6 tons 4 13

Special, etc.- 2b

Total, I'liited States . 400

Total, Canada . .’ill

Grand total 456

‘ Statistics furnished by Iron Age, New York
- Capacity not available for publication.

* Xot official.

* The Volta is a Canadian furnace, only 2 in the XJ. S.
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The direct arc furnace has become so thoroughly developed

that it exceeds all others in installations; in this country at least,

by nearly 500 per cent. Table XI gives the total furnaces

installed or contracted for on Jan. 1, 1923. Nearly half

of the furnaces, and considerably more than half of the

tonnage, is the product of the Heroult, while the Heroult,

Greaves-Etchells, Ludlum, Vom Baur and Volta produce prob-

ably more than 90 per cent of the electric steel ingots. All of

these are direct arc furnaces.

Summary.—In the foregoing pages we have discussed the three

types of electric heating and have seen that the electric arc is the

onl}'' medium that has been an unqualified success in steel making.
We have consequently dismissed resistance and induction heating

and will hereafter confine our description of the melting proc-

ess to furnaces of the arc type. We have further distinguished

between the two classes of arc furnaces, and after having
described briefiy the Stassano and Rennerfelt, have seen that the

independent arc as typified b3’' these two furnaces has not been
practical in American practice. We may make an exception of

the Rennerfelt because in small units it has been, and is being
operated successfully.

Having noted that arc furnaces are the most practical steel

making mediums and that the direct arc is the best of the two
classes of arc furnaces, we will dismiss the independent arc and
concentrate on the direct arc. The next step, therefore, is a
description of the method of introducing the current into the fur-

nace and by means of this current producing the heat necessary
to melt and refine the charge. Two divisions of this description
naturally present themselves: (1) The power supply, (2) the
electrodes.

POWER SUPPLY FOR THE ARC FURNACE

The Electric Current for the Direct Arc Furnace.—The arc
furnace demands for its operation a current of low voltage and
high amperage. In most plants the current used is brought in by
high tension feeders carrying up to 13,000 or more volts. Two
sets of transformers are used, one for the plant generally and the
other for the furnaces. Six-ton Heroult furnaces of the older
type have two transformers for each furnace; in recent installa-
tions only one transformer is used. The current delivered to the
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furnace is about 10,000 amperes for each phase and is at 90 to

100 volts.

Using cold scrap the current consumption of a furnace is

from 700 to 750 kw.-hr. per ton of ingots.^ On the hot metal

furnaces it is much less, ranging from 100 to 200 kvr.-hr. All of

the cm-rent from the transformer is not available for heating.

Due to the fact that alternating current must be used in electric

furnace work, there will always be a difference between the total

power (watts) that should be delivered to the electrodes at any

one instant and the actual effective watts delivered. Any induc-

tance effect in the circuit causes a slight difference in phase

between the voltage and amperage, the amperage tvdll then tend

to lag behind the voltage, consequently, both do not reach the

maximum at the same moment. The ratio of actual effective

watts to total watts is the power factor. When conditions are

good, as they are on recent furnace installatioiis» the power factor

is about 0.90. A high power factor is so important that central

station companies insist that electric furnaces maintain a factor

in excess of 0.70.

Electric Furnace Power Supply.—The power for electric fur-

naces is, as a rule, supplied by central station companies; in only

a few plants is current generated by steam from boilers fired with

blast furnace gas, available. The question of steady and cheap

power for an electric steel plant of three to six furnaces i)resents a

problem in economics that is demanding the attention of some of

the foremost steel electrical engineers of this country. To

operate successfully, the electric furnace must run continuously

night and day, b days a week and 52 weeks a year. This means

that the electric furnace is demanding a heavy supply of power

just at a time when the other load on the central station is the

heaviest; in other words, the electric furnace mu&t operate during

the peak period as W'ell as in the power station’s dull i>*riod.

Therefore, expensive generating machinery must be kept in

readiness to handle all of the demand of the peak period, while at

other times it may be idle. This results in the electric steed plant

pacing a heavy demand or standby charge, which goes on whether

the furnaces are operating or not, and w’hich is one of the biggest

factors in keeping up power costs.

An electric furnace melting cold scrap has considerable,

sometimes \dolent, fluctuations in load during the melting period.

I Average over a 5-year period. This figure is per ton of ingots produced.
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This is an additional cause for the high standby charge that

the electric steel company must pay. In plants operating

more fban one furnace, a reduction in the standby charge often

results from preventing all of the furnaces from melting down

at the same time. Thus if a plant has two furnaces, one is

refining while the other is melting. While this sometimes

tends to slow up furnace operations, it will in most cases reduce

power costs effectively, although it is a very dijSS-Cult matter in

practice to dovetail the high melting demands and low

refining demands. These fluctuations are only present with

cold scrap melting, the larger hot metal furnaces do not have this

disadvantage.

Electric furnaces operate with currents having frequencies

of either 25 or 60 cycles; 25 cycles is the most common, as it

permits a greater power input to a furnace than 60-cycle energy.

This is due to a lower magnetic loss and the decreased heating and

inductive effects of the higher periodicity. In general, a better

power factor is obtained with 25 cycles than with 60.

Importance of the Cost of Power.—The power cost question is

one upon which the whole future of the electric steel industry

depends. At present power costs are so excessive that except in

very prosperous times the electric furnace cannot even partly

compete with the open hearth in the manufacture of the more

common alloy and tool steels. In fact, to compete seriously in

anji;hing but the very high grade steels, power should be con-

siderably below its present average figure of 1.5 cents; it should

even be less than 1 cent. This is particularly true in the cold

scrap process that has excessive power consumption in the melting

period.

Up to the present time, users of alloy steels have not been

educated to the possible superiority of electric steel. This is

very noticeable in the automotive industry where only a few of

the higher priced motor cars use steels from the electric furnace.

This is due almost wholly to their additional cost. Power for a

6-ton heat melted from a scrap base will average close to $10 per

ton, rarely getting below $6. Compared with the fuel cost in

the open hearth, these high electric power costs impose a severe

handicap on the electric process, especially in the smaller imits.

Power companies that have a large excess of hydro-electric

power will often offer the electric furnace plant attractive rates,

but only if this water power is available all of the year. It
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seems probable that most future electric furnace installations

will be made where hydro-electric power is plentiful, particularly

in the Southern part of this country where it would be available

all of the year.

Introducing the Current into the Furnace.—^Furnace trans-

formers are always located close to the furnace. This is necessary

Fig. 7.—Sid© view of a 6-ton Heroult furuaoe—old lype.

so that the costly low-pressure leads may be as short as possible.

The low-pressure leads which carry the current from the trans-

former house, directly behind the furnace, to the copper busbars

that lead to the electrode holders are 1 to in. coppf*r strand.

The leads of the different phases are sjTnmctrically placed with

reference to transformers, are of sufficient length to allow for

tilting the furnace, and are suitably insulated from each other.

In modern furnaces, the leads are brought from the transformer

house to the furnace underground.^ See Fig- 16, p.' 83.

The busbars are of solid copper and extend horizontally

from the vertical framework at the back or side of the furnace

^ With the latest hot metal furnace the leads are not underground. See

Fig. 18.
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to the electrode holders. In Fig. 7, the arrangement of the

busbars is clearly shown. This is one of older type Heroult

furnaces installed in 1916. The connection of the busbar and

electrode is made by a steel and copper holder, the two metals

being suitably insulated from each other. In Fig. 7, the holder

is shown grasping the electrode just above the roof. A tight fit

for the holder is made by a screw in front of the electrodes.

Above the copper electrode holder is the steel holder connectedby

a horizontal steel channel with the control mechanism at the back

or side of the furnace. In Fig. 13, p. 80 and Fig. 16, p. 83, the

arrangerw&l of the electrode holders is again clearly shown.

FromJ'the holder the current is led to the bath by the electrodes

which liiay be either amorphous carbon or graphite. Both t^’^pes

have been developed greatly in the past ten years and will be

discussed in detail.

ELECTRODESi

Electrodes for the direct arc furnace are usually three in

number, and in the majority of types are introduced into the

furnace through the roof at the vertices of an equilateral triangle.

In some recent furnaces which are oval-shaped, they are arranged

in a line instead of the triangle. Some of the older furnaces of

small capacity were single phase and had only one electrode^

Better operation has been secured by three-phase current so

lately all furnaces of 1 ton or over have three electrodes.

Carbon Electrode Manufacture.—Electrodes for direct arc

steel-making furnaces are alw^ays round in cross-section, vary in

diameter from 5 to 24 in. and are about 5 ft. long. At present

all electrodes are threaded at both ends for continuous feeding.

The manufacture of both carbon and graphite electrodes is

essentially the same, the process of graphitization being a

continuation of the manufacture of the amorphous carbon variety'.

The raw materials are anthracite coal, petroleum coke and a

binder, such as pitch or tar. Before being used the anthracite

coal is calcined until less than 0.5 per cent volatile matter remains.

After calcination the coal and coke are ground, mixed in the

proper proportion, heated and the binder added, and finally

molded and pressed. Correct mixing is very important and is

necessary for a high quality in the resulting electrode. After

^ The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to S. L. Walw'orth

of the Acheson Graphite Co., and to F. J. Vosburgh of the National Carbon
Co., for much of the information on electrodes contained in this section.
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pressing they are baked at a temperature of 1,925 to 2,000 deg,

F- (1,050 to 1,100 deg. C.); formerly in electric resistance

furnaces of the Acheson type; more recently in gas-fired regenera-

tive furnaces. Heating takes from 12 to 20 days, cooling about

the same length of time.

After baking is completed the amorphous carbon electrodes

are cleaned, machined and threaded. Large electrodes, such as

are used with furnaces of 3 tons or over, are diilled and tapped

on both ends and nipples provided for joim’ng. Small electrodes

are drilled and tapped on one end and threaded on the other.

Graphite Electrode Manufacture.—Graphite electrodes are

made by putting the amorphous carbon electrodes through a

graphitization process, whereby all of the carbon is changed to

graphite. This procedure consists of heating the carbon elec-

trodes in an electrical resistance furnace to 3,030 deg. F. (2,r.K)0

deg. C.) and holding at this temperature for 4 to G days. The

additional cost of graphite electrodes is mainly a cost of graphi-

tization, as it takes from 3 to 5 kw.-hr. per pound of graphitized

carbon.

The process of graphitization is supposedly as frdlows: Tin*

amorphous carbon forms carbides with the oxides prt*seiit as

impurities in the ash. These carbides are decomposed at tin*

high temperature to graphite, the impurities being volatilized.

After graphitization, the furnace is cooled slowlv, 20 to 3'J davs

being necessary. The electrodes are then machiiit.*d siinilarily

to the carbon electrodes described just abort*.

Natural graphite is not used for eleetrod»*s as its cost is f*xct*s-

sive and because the graphitized carbon i»rtMlurt‘S a prcMluft

superior in every way to the natural graphite.

Method of Joining Electrodes.—Khvirodt-.'^ n»r >t«‘fl-iiiakimi

furnaces are now all threaded for coiitinuttus fftMlina: iiipplt‘>

of the same composition being supplictl with the

together with a paste or electrode coiafMiUiitl. in th** ca.'*'* oi

carbon electrodes, for making a tight joint, lo p!:in* a

electrode in position, a hoist pin is screwed into one t*nd oi the

electrode, after which it is hoisted by a crane. Fig. s, and brought

to the furnace. Electrode paste is liberally applied into the

threaded ca\'ity of the electrode already in the furnace with

graphite electrodes no paste is used; and the nipple screwed into

the upper end of the electrode until it is firmly seated against

the bottom of the hole. The new electrode is then spotted
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directly over the nipple, Fig. 9, and after appl3dng paste to the
exposed portion of the latter, is screwed down on the nipple as far

as possible by hand as the electrode is slowly lowered by the
crane. An electrode wrench is then slipped over the new
electrode and tightened. With one or two turns the upper
electrode is screwed down ti^t. Fig. 10. Sufficient paste should
be used so that some excess squeezes out when the new electrode

is in place.

Fio, 8.~-Transferxing electrode from pile to furiuice.

.As before noted, graphite electrodes do not need any joint
compound, the higher conductivity of the graphite is sufficient
to offset any dight resistance at the threaded joint. With
amorphous carbon, unless the nipple and threaded ends of both
electrodes are well daubed with the paste, the resistance of the
imperfect joint may be sufficient to raise the electrode to a red
heat. At this temperature oxidation occurs quickly, leading to
rapid deterioration and probable breakage.
Amorphous Carbon Electrodes.—Amorphous carbon dec-

trodes may be used for every type of direct arc furnace. They
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are all 5 ft. long and vary in diameter depending upon the amount
of current to be carried; in other words depending upon the size

of the furnace. For the 1-ton the 8- or 10-in. is used; l}i to 2}4
tons take 10- or 12-in.; 3-ton, l-lr-in.; 6-ton, 17-in.; 10-ton, 20-

to 24-in.; and the large hot metal furnace, 20 to 3a tons, 24-in.

The amorphous carbon electrode is the strongest. For that

reason it is favored for the cold scrap furnace where it gets the

I’lO. 9.—Placing electrode in Pio. 10.

—

Screwing electrode into

positioD. pUce

roughest usage. The advantage that is prohably of the greate*-t

iiupoilance to the steel maker is the cost. Carbon elcrtrodes

are more reasonable both in first cost and in co&t per ton or

steel produced than graphite,^ although the coiisuiiiption is much

greater. In this, the amorphous carbon will average 30 to 40

lb. per ton against 15 to IS lb. of gi*apliite for basic steel from

cold scrap. In acid practice, the consumption of carbon is 15 to

25 compared with about 10 lb. of graphite electrode. In duplex-

1 Eecent figures from a 6-ton basic furnace making castings showed that

graphite electrodes averaged less than amorphous carbon, per ton of steel

made. John H. Hall, private communication, May 15^ 1923.
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ing, consumption is about the same as in acid practice, 18 to 25

lb. for amorphous carbon and 9 to 10 lb. for graphite.^ In

general, the carbon electrode consumption will be a little more

than twice the graphite consumption.

Another feature that makes carbon electrodes favored, is the

lower thermal conductivity; they conduct less heat away from

the furnace than graphite, but, in this connection, it should be

remembered that although the graphite electrode will conduct

more heat per unit area, it is only half the size of the amorphous

carbon electrode.

Graphite Electrodes.—Graphite electrodes have four times the

conductivity of amorphoxis carbon, thus an electrode only half

the size will carry the same current. This is an especial advan-

tage in the large furnace where three holes each at least 24 in.

in diameter may weaken the roof and thus shorten its life. On
1- and 2-ton furnaces 5-, 6- or 7-in. electrodes are used; on 3-ton,

8- or 10-in.; and on the 6-ton the size necessary is 9- to 12-in.

The larger hot metal furnaces take a 12-in. for the 25-ton and a

14-in. for the 30-ton furnace.

The higher cost of graphite electrodes has restricted their

use in steel-making furnaces especially in the smaller sizes

where they offer no advantages over the amorphous carbon.

They are, however, used somewhat extensively in hot metal

furnaces.

Graphite oxidizes at a very much higher temperature than

amorphous carbon. This serves to make consumption less than

half that of carbon and in addition—this is important in many
cases—serves to prevent excessive penciling at the lower end,

which fault is common with amorphous carbon electrodes.

Because of its high electrical conductivity, no paste is necessary

at the joint and of course, possibility’' of high resistance at this

particular spot is reduced to a minimum. Since the resistance

here is never excessive, oxidation and frequent breakages caused

by the joint becoming red hot do not occur. This is a notable

advantage because even with the greatest apparent care joint

trouble is frequent with the carbon electrode. Whether electric

steel plants admit it or not, a walk through the melt shop will

always bring to light broken chunks of electrodes and examina-
tion of furnace log sheets over periods of time will show more than
one case of delay from the same cause. Another disadvantage of

^ These figures represent average conditions with no ecoxiomizer used.
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the easily breakable electrode joint, a disadvantage probably
never mentioned heretofore but well known in every melt shop,

is the wear and tear on the disposition and feelings of the furnace-

men who must rake a 50- to 200-ib. chunk of electrode out of the

bath before an appreciable amount of carbon is absorbed by the

metal and the heat spoiled. And it usually occurs just before tap

too!

Graphite versus Amorphous Carbon Electrodes for Steel-

making Furnaces.—^The advantages and disadvantages of the

two kinds of electrodes msi^y be briefly summarized:

The advantages of the graphite electrode are:

(1) Higher conductivity, four times that of amorphous carbon,

permitting smaller electrodes to be used.

(2) No heat nor current losses through the joint. A tight

joint can be made without the aid of an electrode compound.

(3) The use of smaller electrodes results In greater strength of

the roof.

(4) Graphite electrodes do not oxidize so easily, the consump-

tion is a little less than half that of amorphous carbon.

(5) Graphite electrodes being half the size do not need as hea'vy

control mechanism as the amorphous carbon.

(6) Transportation cost is only half that of amorphous carbon.

(7) If an electrode breaks and falls into the bath, it is less

trouble to remove the piece than is the case with the amorphous

carbon.

The disadvantages of the graphite electrode are:

(1) They are much more costly than amorphous carbon.^

(2) They are more fragile.

(3) The higher heat conductivity of graphite electrodes pro-

duces greater heat loss than occurs with ainurphous carbon.

(4) If breakage occurs in trantiportation or handling, the loss

is greater with graphite electrodes.

The advantages of amorphous carbon electrodes are:

(1) They are cheaper than gi'aphitc*.

(2) They are stronger than graphitc.

(3) Provided a good joint is made at the threaded connection,

the heat losses through the amorphous carbon electrode are less

than through the graphite.

Their disadvantages are:

1 This is cost per pound. They may not be moxe costly per ton of steeL

See note bottom p. 63.

5
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(1) They have lower conductivity.

(2) They oxidize easily.

(3) Great care must be used in making a ti^t joint at the

threaded connection or excessive heat losses, current losses and

breakage will occur.

(4) Due to their size the transportation cost is higher than with

graphite electrodes.

From the above and from noting the number of eFebtrodes in

actual use, it may be said that from an electrical standpoint

graphite electrodes are the best but their greater fragility offsets

the advantage of smaller size. As far as cost per ton of sted

made is concerned, there is probably little difference between

amorphous carbon and graphite. Taking all factors into consid-

eration graphite electrodes give more satisfactory service on fur-

naces of less th«LT< 1 ton and more than 15 tons capacity, and
amorphoris carbon give the best satisfaction on the intermediate

sizes including the 6-ton.

Soderbeig Continuous ELectrode.—^Before leaving the subject

of electrodes, we will dwell briefly on the subject of the Soderberg

continuous self-baking electrode. This is one of the notable

advances in electric furnace practice in the past few years, and
although it has not, to date, been used with success on steel-

making furnaces, it seems worth while to describe it briefly.

Up to the present time, it has been used principally on stationary

furnaces, those ferro-alloy furnaces of the open top type particu-

larly. It is very possible that either this electrode or some
modification of it may in time be developed and applied to tilting

steel furnaces.

The electrode shell is a sheet-iron casing of aTtiall gage having
ribs extending radially into the center. The electrode mixture is

about the same as is used for ordinary amorphous carbon elec-

trodes, t.e., ground and calcined anthracite coal and petroleum
coke with a tar or pitch binder, and is tamped firmly into the
metal shell. As the electrode is slowly fed downward, the green
mixture becomes baked from the heat of the furnace and from
the internal resistance to the current so that the part below the
holder is a solid mass of carbon enclosed in a steel jacket. When
the electrode becomes short, a new section of casing is welded on
and filled with the mixture. The mixture in the old electrode is

still soft on top and mixes thoroughly with the contents of the
new section.
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The advantages are principally economy and freedom from
electrode breakage. The casing protects the electrode and
prevents excessive oxidation. The disadvantages as applied to

steel-maJdng furnaces are numerous and at the present time
apparently unsurmountable. In the first place it is a difficult

job to weld a new section of casing unless a permanent platform is

constructed above the furnace roof. This platform is also neces-

sary in tamping in the electrode mixture. The long section of

newly welded electrode is very heavy and would be compelledto

stand considerable strain when the furnace was tilted.

The continuous self-baking dectrode has many advantages

and has proved successful when used on ferro-alloy furnaces; it

is economical, has better conductivity, less heat loss and oxida-

tion and, in addition, has the great advantage that it makes the

steel plant independent of shortage, delays and other difficulties

in securing electrodes promptly. In view of these advantages,

it seems probable that the continuous self-baking electrode, or

the principle at least will be developed imtil it can be applied

successfully to the tilting steel furnace.

Electrode Control.—^AU direct arc furnaces, at least all furnaces

exceeding one ton in size, are now equipped with automatic

electrode control. This apparatus consists of a motor connected

by a steel cable to each electrode holder (see Fig. 14, p. 82; by
which the electrode may be raised or lowered; the distance

depending upon the amount of current supplied and the length

of the arc desired.

For descriptive purposes and because it is representative of

the latest development, we will describe the General Electric

automatic electrode control for the direct arc furnace. The

necessary regulators, current indicators and switches are placed

on panel boards of which the one showm in Fig. 11 is representa-

tive. These regulators control the motor movements and raise

and lower the electrode to keep the arc at a di ‘finite length thus

keeping the amount of current passing through the electrodes

constant with a resulting constant temperature. To explain

the manipulation and resulting movement of the electrodes, we

will first h^'pothetically lower and then raise the temperature.

With the throw-over switch set in automatic control, we

now move the three regulating rheostats a definite number of

divisions. The raising contactors (Fig. 11) are automatically

thrown in, the lowering contactors if in, are thrown out at the
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determined by 'fche regulating rheostats and shown on the three

indicating ammeters.

Thus when the regulating rheostats are set on the points deter-

mining a definite current input as measured by the length of the

arc and shown on the ammeters, the raising, braking and lower-

ing contactors adjust themselves, controlling the motor move-
ments and, regardless of internal conditions in the furnace, keep

the arc at a fixed length, resulting in a constant temperature

indefinitely.

To operate the electrodes by hand, the main throw-over switch

is reversed; if the upper push buttons are held in, the electrodes

will raise, conversely the lower push buttons lower the electrodes.

The automatic electrode regulators shown in Fig. 11 are

manufactured by the General Electric Co.; are the simplest,

best and easiest control for electrodes yet developed and are

standard equipment on nearly all direct arc furnaces.'

THERMAL EFFICIENCY OF THE DIRECT ARC FURNACE

Compared with other melting furnaces, the thermal efficiency

of the direct arc furnace, especially of the Heroult and allied

types, is high, averaging at least 65 per cent, often 75 per cent.

Lj'on and C'ullen® give the following efficiencies of the ferro-

metallurgical operations

:

Per Cent
Blast furnace . Average 60

Acid open liearth Average 12

Baltic <»pen hearth Average 10

Crucible .... Aveiv.ge 4

Direct arc furnace .... Average 70

There are several ways in w’hich heat is lost in the direct arc

furnaces. They ai*e: tlj Electrode losses, C-J door losses and

(3) lining losses. All are important, the first, however, is the

source of most of the loss. Since the introduction of the econo-

mizer, the heat loss due to the oxidation of the elect rodi‘S has been

greatly reduced. The second and third are variable and depend

largely upon the furnace practice used.

Heat Loss through and around Electrodes.—The loss through

and around the electrodes includes the heat lost by the thermal

1 Equally efficient regulators are manufactured by the Westinghouse

Electric Co.
* Lyon, Keeney and Cullen, The Electric Furnace in Metallurgical

Work, Bureau of Mines, BtMeiin 77, p. 4, 1916.
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conductivity of the electrode^ the heat lost between the electrodes

and the cooling rings and by electrode oxidation* The heat lost

through the space between the cooling ring or collar and the elec-

trode is the principal one. This has been investigated. It was
found^ that the rise in temperature of the water circulating

through the cooling rings was 22 deg. C. for 428 gal. per second

equal to 10,000 calories or about 40 kw. The sum total of the

heat in the cooling water was 120 kw. Since 650 kw. was sup-

plied to the furnace, this loss is 18.7 per cent of the power used.

About 85 per cent of this loss is through the roof rings, and 15

per cent through the electrode holders. At least 15 and probably

20 per cent of the current introduced into the furnace is carried

away by the water circulating through the cooling rings. This

cannot be greatly reduced. Water cooling is very essential if

electrode holders and other metal parts are not quickly destroyed.

It is also very essential to prevent undue heating of the roof

refractories which become conductors at high temperatures and
thus may waste current. It also prevents excessive electrode

oxidation. This brings us to the subject of the electrode

economizer.

The Electrode Economizer.—^The electrode economizer is a

device so constructed that the sensible heat of the gases escaping

between the electrode and cooling ring is removed before it strikes

the air and thus becomes oxidizing. One form is shown in Fig.

12 which is self-explanatory.® As Fig. 12 shows, the device con-

sists of a water-cooled ring which fits around the electrode directly

above the furnace roof.

Quoting from the Electric Furnace Construction Co.’s booklet:

While the gases are inside the furnace, they are under reducing condi-

tions, and have therefore only their own sensible heat and no heat

generated b3’' combustible constituents. These gases first pass in

between the dectrode and port hole of the roof, and then through a

clearance in the cooling ring, and an expansion of the gases thereby

gives up a large amount of their sensible heat. This heat is absorbed by
the water in the cooling ring. From this chamber the gases pass through

a small clearauce and then enter a very large chamber for a second and
much greater expansion. This chamber is surrounded with a thin

» M. R. WoLPEandV. DeWtsocki, Tirana. Am. Electrochen.Soc.,xzxviii,

(preprint), 1920.

* Figure 12 and description by courtesy of the Electric Furnace Construc-
tion Go., Philadelphia, Pa.
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enclosed cover^ which in actual practice has been found quite sufficient

to dissipate the heat given up by the gases; and when they jSnally pass

through the last clearance, they will not ignite when they meet the

oxygen of the air. This very largely prevents the chimney effect and
the rapid burning away of the electrode—and prevents tapering at the

point of the arc.

Fki. 12.—Sectional view of furnace roof and elef‘trij<it* ecniiumizer.

(Patent upplied for).

In ca^es where economizers are not used, the air gning thnmgh the

furnace doors strike^ the white hut electruile, the runf ni>eiiing-- act as

chimnej’s, and the electrode burn** away ami i)€*nciK ••ff.

When oxidation of the electrode is restricted, especially

the oxidation that causes penciling on the end, heat los&es are

also restricted and power saved Thus the economizer not oiih’

reduces electrode consumption but also reduces heat losses and

thus serv'es to increase the thermal efficiency of the furnace.

Heat Losses Caused by Open Doors.—It is very important in

electric melting practice to keep doors as tight as possible.

Much power could be saved, much oxidation of electrodes pre-

vented, with resulting increased efficiency and faster heats, if
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furnace doors were better constructed and kept tightly closed.

In this the furnace builder is not so much to blame as the melter.

The cracks and cavities between the door and sill may be luted

with firecla3’’, and—^this is the greatest cause of the trouble—doors

m&y be kept closed by the fumaceman. There is no excuse for

the frequent and imnecessary opening of doors as practiced by
ninety nine out of every hundred melters. The average melter

seems to think it is essential to the quality of his steel that

he looks into the furnace every few minutes^ not realizing that

atmospheric oxygen might harm greatly the carbide slag and

cause excessive oxidation of the electrodes with great waste of

heat and power. Every time the door is opened an inward sweep

of air occurs, the space between the electrodes and the cooling

rings, serving as a chimney and thus, unless an economizer is

used, oxidizing and penciling the electrode to a point on its

lower end. A tight furnace is conducive to economies in both

electrode and power consumption and, in addition, refining

reactions in the final period are facilitated.

Heat Losses through the Lining.—We have had occasion to

speak of this before (see p. 21). There is at present much
discussion as to whether it is more economical to use a thin

lining with increased heat losses, but with less chance of over-

heating refractories, than to use a thicker or better insulated

lining and take chances of localized overheating causing prema-
ture failure of the brickw-ork. HeatToMes through the lining

can be almost wholly prevented. One course of firebrick, or a
1- or 2-in. space filled with silo-cel or other insulator, will keep
the furnace shell almost cold.

If the insulating part of the lining is omitted, and this is

becoming a more common practice, the heat dissipated through
the lining and shell may amount to 5 or 6 per cent, sometimes
more, of the total current imput. There is much to say on
both sides of this question, it will probably remain undecided
for some time.

Preventing Heat Losses in the Direct Arc Furnace.—^We may
summarize briefly': We have three sources of heat losses; elec-

trode, door and lining; the first being by far the most serious.

At least 18 per cent of the power imput is carried away in heat
absorbed by' the water circulating through the cooling rings and
electrode holders. This cannot be much reduced. A small

amoimt, this should not exceed 2 per cent, is lost through thermal
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conductivity of the electrodes. This loss is less with amorphous

carbon than with graphite. In addition a small amount of

power is wasted by the resistance of the electrodes and through

eddy currents. By use of economizers, and through better fitting

doors, and care on the part of the melter, heat losses through

doors and because of electrode oxidation and penciling can be

greatly reduced. This should not exceed 5 per cent of the power

imput. With care it may be made less than this. Heat loss

through the lining is, as we have seen, variable and depends on

the practice used.

Thus we see that a direct arc furnace will have irreducible

heat losses equivalent to 20 to 25 per cent of the power delivered

to the electrodes. By care, the other sources of loss, except

lining losses, should be considerably" less than 5 per cent. By
using economizers and through ordinary care in operating, the

furnace should be at least 75 per cent efficient.



CHAPTER IV

THE HEROULT FURNACE

The 6-ton HerovU Furnace—The 30-ton HerovU Fvmaee

The Heroult is the most popular of the electric steel-making

furnaces. It leads all others in installations; more than half of

the larger size furnaces, six tons and upwards are Heroult. At

least 65 per cent, perhaps 75 per cent of the electric steel ingot

tonnage is produced in this furnace. Until recently it was the

only furnace of which sizes ranging from 15 to 35 tons were

successful. Although the Heroult has many faults, principally

mechanical, and although there are perhaps faster melting

furnaces now constructed, furnaces operating more rapidly and

cheaply on both hot metal and cold scrap, it is the best known

furnace and so will be described in detail in the present chapter.

Most of the recent successful direct arc furnaces are adaptions

of the Heroult, following its principle and most of its construction

details. These furnaces w^ be described briefly in the next

chapter.

The present Heroult furnace was invented by Paul Heroult

in 1900. The patent taken out stated that to avoid carbon

absorption by the molten bath the sltg used to reflne the metal

should be inserted between the metal bath and the electrodes.

Heroult, in his first efforts, used a bottom electrode, but as it

was not successful turned to the arrangement used today of the

electrodes in series and a non-conducting hearth. As developed

by Heroult, and applied to steel making, his was the first success-

ful attempt at melting and refining by the direct arc in a furnace

with a non-conducting hearth.

Heroult funmces are built in a wide range of sizes. For cold

scrap the common capacity is 1 ton, 2 tons, 3 tons, 6 tons, and
possibly 10 tons; for refining hot metal, 15 tons, 20 tons and 30
tons. The most common are the 6-ton and the 20-ton sizes. In
practice most Heroult furnaces are overcharged, usually 10 to 25
per cent, sometimes as much as 50 per cent.

74
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For descriptive purposes we will take up in this chapter the 6-

ton furnace, tapping from 14,000 to 16,000 lb., as typicfd of the

cold scrap furnace. In describing the large hot metal furnaces

particular reference will be made to the 30- to 40-ton furnace

installed at the U. S. Naval Ordnance plant. This furnace,

which we will speak of as the 30-ton furnace, although itordinarily

produced from 75,000 to 95,000 lb. of ingots, represents the latest

installation of a large capacity Heroult.

THE 6-TOir HEROULT FURNACE

The 6-ton Heroult furnace illustrated in Fig. 7, p. 69, Fig. 13,

p. 80 and Fig. 14, p. 82 is essentially a steel filiell with a nearly

flat or, in the older types, a slightly rounded bottom also of

steel plates. The shell has one or two working doors and a

tapping door or spout. At the back of the older furnaces or at

the side in the later construction. Fig. 16, is placed the vertical

steel work supporting the electrode holders and control mechan-

ism. The slightly arched refractory roof is pierced by three

holes through which the electrodes are introduced into the furnace.

On the roof, and fitting closely to the electrodes vrith just sufficient

room for a vertical movement through them, are the electrode

rings or collars through which water circulates constantly (see

Fig- 13). Above the electrode ring and movable in a vertical

plane, is a holder for each electrode also water cooled- The
electrode holder is connected hy steel channels to the framework

at the back or side of the furnace. The up-and-dowm movement
of the electrodes is controlled by individual motors and is regu-

lated automatically as described in the previous chapter. •Sui>

plementing this general description, we will now take up tht*

furnace in detail.

The Furnace Shell.—The construction of the furnace shell is

shown clearly in Fig. 7, p. 59 and Fig. 32, p. 138. Figure 7, p.

59, represents the older and more common construction used on

furnaces installed in 1915 to 1917. Figure 32, p. 13S, shows the

later models. The late type with a cylindrical shell and nearly

flat bottom is the best construction especially when combined

with the newer tilting mechanism. It will be noted from the

above illustrations that the Heroult resembles, in many features,

the tilting open hearth.

The shell is about 12 ft. in diameter which allows between 8

and 10 ft. clearance when lined. It is constructed of steel plates
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about ^ in. thick riveted together and riveted to the bottom.

The ring holding the slightly arched roof sets flush with the top

of the shell and is fastened to the latter by adjustable bolts.

Doors.—^The shell is pierced by a tapping door and by one or

two working doors. When the electrode mast is directly behind

the spout, Fig. 7, p. 59, there are two doors, one on the left and
one on the right side of the furnace. With the mast to one side.

Fig- 16, p. 83, there is only one door, directly opposite the spout

through which charging and working are carried on during the

heat.

The tapping door and spout on the older furnaces are of the

design shown in Fig. 7. This arrangement has been replaced by
one with a skim-gate illustrated in Fig. 15 which allows the

metal to be tapped free from slag. It was soon seen that the

older door design was not suitable as the steel and slag were

tapped together and mixed in the ladle. Most of the old style

doors have been replaced with a construction similar to that in

Fig. 15, p. 83.

The doors fit ti^tly to the side of the furnace, and in most
models are opened and closed by hand aided by a counterweight.

On late models. Fig. 16, the doors are mechanically operated.

The close fit of the doors permits tight luting with fireclay if

desired. It will be noted from Figs. 7 and 13 that door construc-

tion permits easy removal. The chains are unhooked and the

doors lifted out with an overhead crane for relining.

Spare doors already lined are kept on hand thus making the

change of these a matter of only a few minutes. The doors are

lined with silica brick. They receive severe corrosion, especially

noticeable with the front door, and must be changed often.

The Lining.—^Nearly all electric furnaces are basic lined, ^ in

every case with magnesite brick. Many furnace operators place

one course of silica brick or firebrick next to the shell. If these

are used they are laid flat with a very thin fireclay mortar, giving

a 4i2“iu* Hning. Following the silica brick, is one course of

magnesite brick laid fiat with headers exposed.® The lining is

now IZ}'2 in. thick and composed of in. of silica brick and 9
in. of magnesite.

^ Acid practice is used for castings, very rai^y for ingots.
* Headers exposed signifies that the small end section of the brick is

exposed. A familiar example is in ordinary brick building construction
where every fifth or sixth course has headers exposed.
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This method of lining may be varied to suit conditioxus or the
preference of the operator. Although 13}^ in. is common for

6-ton furnaces, many are operated successfully with only a 9-in.

lining composed of magnesite brick with headers exposed.

Other furnaces use a course of firebrick laid flat and parallel to

the shell, then a course of magnesite brick laid the same way, and
finally the 9 in. of magnesite headers. This makes the lining 18

in. thick. This construction is more often used in the larger

hot metal furnaces rather than in the 6 ton.

The brickwork of the bottom is thicker than the walls tapering

down to form a circular, cup-shaped ca\nty. The bottom brick

may range from 13 in. in the center of the bottom to 22 in. or

more where the cylindiical part of the shell is riveted to the bot-

tom plate, then tapering off again to 13}^ in. where it meets the

walls. (See Fig. 14, p. 82.)

Magnesite brick are used up to and a little above the slag line.

The top course of magnesite is about on a level with the bottom
of the side doors. In front, however, it runs up to and sur-

rounds the front door reaching, here, almost to the roof. Above
the slag line silica brick are used laid in the same manner as the

walls; f.e., one coui-se laid flat and parallel to the shell and one

course of headers also laid flat. The silica brick lining extends

up to the roof. Some furnaeemen use one or two courses of

chrome brick to separate the basic from the acid part of the

lining. This is, no doubt, an advantage. As a rule, no mortar

is used with the magnesite brick nor is any used with the silica

brick which are exposed to furnace temperatures; expansion

being suflScient to take up all cavities. When the furnace is

lined itjs read^' for burning in the bottom.

Madg Bottom.—The final bottom which varies from 13 to

18 in. in thickness may be made in two ways, tamping or burning

in. Thacommon method is a combination of the two. The
customaw material for the bottom is dead-burned ground mag-

nesite. *his, mixed with a little ground basic slag ami sufficitmt

tar or molasses to make it stick, is shoveled into the furnace and

tamped dowm in layers of 2 or 3 in.^ After tw'O or three layers are

tamped solidly in place, ten to fifteen pieces of broken electrodes

some 10 to 12 in. in cross-section are placed in the furnace, the

roof put in position, the electrodes lowered and the power turned

on. About 16 to 20 hr. is sufficient to sinter the 6 or 8 in. of

' The bottom is often rammed in with compressed air rammers.
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magnesite to the bottom. The pieces of broken electrodes are

now raked out and more of the magnesite and tar mixture

shoveled in, being spread in a thin even layer of about 3 in., over

the bottom and up onto the walls just above the slag line. The

pieces of broken electrodes are again thrown in the furnace, the

electrodes lowered and the power turned on. The bottom is

then burned in for 20 to 30 hr. longer. As a rule, 48 to 60 hr.

burning in is suflSicient to sinter the bottom in place permanently.

It is now only necessary to make repairs as needed.

A simple and efficient method of making bottom was devised

by Clark formerly with the XJ. S. Steel Corp. and was used by him
in installing new furnaces.^ Three pieces of broken electrodes

are chipped on one end into wedged-shaped sections in such a way
that they can be fitted closely together in the form of a star.

A connecting plug or nipple is chipped so that it will fill the space

between the three wedgednshaped sections and the whole

cemented together with joint compound. This star-shaped sec-

tion is placed directly on the magnesite brick. The electrodes are

then lowered and the power turned on. The arc pla3dng between

the furnace electrodes and the electrode mass on the bottom of

the furnace heats the interior to a temperature sufficient to set the

bottom. At this point, the bottom material is shoveled in and

spread in a thin laj^er over the brick work. After this is thor-

oughly fused, a second layer is applied. The whole bottom is

thus built up. As often as necessary, the star-shaped electrode

contact on the bottom is pried up with bars to make room for

additional bottom material.

This method has the advantage that the electrode pieces needed

for contact in bottom making do not have to be removed from
the furnace at each addition of a layer of bottom material. In

addition, this does away with the tamped bottom which, as all

fumacemen admit, is not as lasting as the fritted bottom.
Life of Furnace Lining and Bottom.—The life of the lining and

bottom varies with the operative conditions and vrith the skill of

the fumaceman. In general, for afurnace operating continuously,
that is night and day, 6}4 daj's a w’eek, the lining will last for 75

to 135 heats, or approximately a month’s operation under normal
conditions. The bottom, with the proper care, should last

indefinitelj” that is, up to 1,000 or 1,500 heats. In fact, there is no
^ Private communication, John H. Hall, Higli Bridge N. J., Jan. 9, 1923.
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reason why the brickwork in the bottom should not last for

years with continuous operation.

The worst corrosion to the lining comes around the «lftg line

and near the doors. The sections near the doors are the hardest
to repair while the furnace is in ox>eration, and near the slag line

corrosion is always serious.

Relining.—^By relining, it does not mean that all of the brick-

work needs to be replaced. The furnace is never allowed to get

in such bad shape that the first course of brick, that next to the

shell is corroded. It is only occasionally, never if the furnaceman
is on the job, that slag and metal creep into this section.

Relining usually means that the course of silica and magnesite
headers is torn out, starting at the roof and working down to

a point some 6 or 8 in. below the bottom of the doors. Below
this point, the protection afforded by the heavy sintered mag-
nesite bottom is suflScient to keep the brick work here in good
condition. The silica brick next to the shell do not, as a rule,

need to be replaced. After replacing the worn headers of mag-
nesite brick below the slag line and silica brick above, the fur-

nace is ready to operate.

Relining is nearly always done over the week end. The last

heat of the week is tapped about 6 o'clock Saturday evening.

The doors are opened wide and the furnace allowed to cool all

night. Occasionally compressed air is turned into the furnace

to assist in rapid cooling. On Sunday'' morning, the hot-brick

mason^ starts to tear out the old lining. The new lining is

usually in by 9 that night, so the first heat of the week can be

made early ^londay morning.

Bottom Repairs.—Bottom repairs are made after each heat.

The furnace lining and bottom are the hottest just after the heat

is tapped making it easiest to sinter the added refractory. When
the bottom is in good condition, raw dolomite crushed to pea

size is used. This is shoveled in as rapidly as possible immedi-

ately after tapping, being added from each side door and thrown

far up onto the sides. For spots in the furnace hard to reach by

shoveling, a spoon with a bowl some 8 to 10 in. in diameter and

a handle about 15 ft. long is used. With this, the refractory

can be placed in exactly the right spot.

^ A hot-brick mason is a bricklayer accustomed to work in very hot

furnaces. This branch of bricklaying is a specialty and cannot be done

by any mason.
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If oonditiozis are not good in the furnace, a better refractory

may be used. Double burned dolomite or one of the prepared

dolomitic refractories such as magdolite or syndolag may be
used or even, in the case of a bad hole, ground magnesite is added.

A calcined refractory sinters more rapidly to the bottom than
raw dolomite which must have time allowed for the heat of the

furnace to drive off the carbon dioxide.

I la. 18.—Siz'toa Heitndt furnace tuppms, showing roof construction with
special shapes.

In regular practice, 150 to 200 lb. of raw dolomite or 75 to 150
lb. of calcined refractory are used after each heat. Repairs
between heats take from 10 to 20 min.
The Roof.—In Figs. 13, and 15, p, 83, it wiU be noted that

level with the top of the doors is a ledge. This is the top of the
side walls. Above this ledge is the roof. The roof is constructed
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of silica brick held by a steel ring, Fig, 13. Two methods of
roof construction are used, the construction with special shapes
and the construction with regular silica straights.

Figure 13 shows the roof construction with the special shapes.

These roof brick are manufactured specially for the furnace and
while their cost is a little greater, they are undoubtedly a better

form of construction than the regular brick shown in Fig. 32,

p. 138.

In building tho roof three wooden forms are placed in the
position occupied by the electrodes and the brick laid in around
these forms. Pieces of thin lumber or laths are used bet'ween

the brick for expansion joints. When the roof is put in use, these

laths burn out, the bricks expanding to take up the cavities.

If expansion is not taken into consideration, the roof w'ill buckle

and break as soon as heated. To prevent the roof slipping when
the furnace is tilted, it is bolted to the shell after being placed

in position.

Roofs on a furnace steadily in operation last on an average

of 100 heats.^ It is standard practice to reline the furnace and
change the roof at the same time. It is customary to keep one,

sometimes two spai‘e roofs made up in case of a sudden failure.

WTien it is necessary to make a rapid change of the roof, the

ring is un]>olte(l from the shell, the electrodes are slippi^d out of

their holders and removed completely from the furnace, three

chains are hooked to the roof ring in the holes provided, and the

whole roof lifted bodily with the crane. ( 'hanging tlu* roof takes

from 30 min, to 1 hi\ It is always desirable, if possible, to

change the roof when the furnace is relintMl.

Tilting the Furnace.—The first installations of Hfroiilt fur-

naces hatl hydraulic tilting apparatus. These wen* soon supt*r-

seded by motor driven equipment. The motor which is loeat«*d

under the rear of the furnace, in the pit or on the ground if the

furnace is elevated, is geared to a rod connect **d with the back of

the furnace. Three methods of tilting have bet‘n used. In the

first, the furnace sits on a saw’ tooth rocker, see Fig. 7, p. 59. The

motor is geared to a large wheel that actuates the connecting

rod and lifts the furnace bodily from the back see also Fig. 15;.

The second method of tilting was used on furnaces installed in

1918 to 1920. The tilting mechanism is showrn in Fig. 14. The

^Longer life than this has been obtained lately from roofs; often 150

heats. The brick are evidently of better grade in the past 2 years
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furnace is connected to the concrete piers in front by a shaft

whose axis is directly in front and beneath the front door. In.

the back is suspended a counterweight. This is a large steel

box filled with scrap or pig iron. The motor in this case is

located just to the rear of the center line of the furnace. This

A’-WitmMofor

D'ConrmcMr^Rbd
E^SfoHoncnyAxis
F-dusBars
B-BecfrodeHolders
H-JM^ibrfledmdeConhut
JSpouj'

Sibca Brzk

Fio. 14.—Section through a 6-ton Heroult furnace showing tilting mechanism
and details of lining.

method of tilting has the advantage that the spout changes posi-

tion but slightly in tapping.

On the most recent furnaces, the builders have reverted with

slight changes to the original tilting mechanism used on furnaces

installed about 1916.^ The details are shown clearly in Figs.

15 and 16. The essential difference in this latest model is the

use of rockers of special curvature causing the spout to travel

1 Furnaces of the pivoted type (Fig. 14) have the disadvantage that it is

difficult to clean out any small holes in the front wall just back of the spout,

before making bottom repairs between heats. The rocker-type furnaces

are easier to maintain at this point.
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downward and slightly forward as shown by the dotted lines in

Fig. 16.

Tilting is controlled by a controller, operated from a position

about 6 ft. in front and 4 to 6 ft. to the side of the furnace. From

this position, the operator can control the movement of the

stream of metal .closely.

Arrangement of Electrode Holders in the New 7-ton

Fomace.^—ijNe have previously described the electrode holders

(p. 69) and the method of their control. On the new Heroult

Motor

Fio. 17.—Top \'iew of latest model 7-ton Heroult furnace.

just designed, the construction of the electrode mast and the

arrangement of the holders has been radically changod.

Figure 16, a back view of the furnace, shoivs the new arrange-

ment. When the supporting mast is at the side as in Fig. 16,

the electrodes may be raised so high by this newly designed

control that mechanical charging may be accomplished through
the back door without breaking the electrodes. The furnace

leads are brought from the transformer undergi-ound and con-

nected to the conducting pipes. This, too, is a new departure.

Copper pipes are substituted for busbars. The cooling -w'ater

passes thi-ough the conductor pipes to the electrode holders

thence through flexible connections to the electrode cooling rings

and then to waste.

The electrodes are attached to stiff cantilever jib cranes whose
masts are comparatively short and operate in guides attached
to the side of the furnace shell. The electrodes are placed at the

1 Iron Age, voL 109, p. 235, Feb., 2 1922.
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vertices of an equilateral triangle but the triangle is much smaller

than in previous furnaces. This is evident by a comparison of

Fig. 17 with Fig. 13, p. 80.

THE dO-TON HEROULT EURHACE

The 30-ton Heroult furnace differs but little from the 6-ton

described in the jurevious section except in the electrode control

Fio. is.—Side \iew of SU-ton Heroult furnace. M'it*.

which in the larger sizes is placed on top of the furnace. Seeh igs-

18 and 19. The electrode control is likewise placed at the side

like the newer 7-ton furnaces, instead of at the back as was com-

mon 4 or o years ago.

The Shell and Doors.—The shell is constmeted of steel plates

1 in. thick. It is cylindrical in form and about 16 ft. in

diameter. On top of the shell is the roof ring similar to the one
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for the &-ton furnace already described. The bottom of the

diell is constructed exactly like the smaller furnace and sets on

rockers on which the furnace is tilted.

Figure 19 shows a view of the furnace taken from above, the

arrangement and position of the electrode control being clearly

Fia. 19.—Top Tiew of 30-ton Heroult furnace showing roof and urraiigcment of
electrode control.

shown. An individual motor placed on a structural steel frame-
W’ork controls the up and down movement of each electrode by
two chains.

In the recent hot metal furnaces, there are three working doors
and one tapping door or spout. The electrode control mechanism
is at the left of the tapping door Fig. 18. One working door is

to the right and one to the left, the other is directly opposite the
spout. In furnaces which do not have the control mechanism
elevated, there are only tw'o w^orking doors, one behind the
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tapping door and one to the right, the electrode control being

located on the left.

The door openings are arched in the usual noianner. The doors

are refractory lined, fit tightly and are controlled hydraulically,

occasionally by hand by means of a counterweight.

Electrodes and Electrode Control.—^Electrodes have been
described at length in a previous chapter. The sizes used for the

hot metal furnaces are: Graphite 12- and 14-in. and carbon 24-in.

Even after continued experimentation with both kinds of elec-

trodes, it may be said that the superiority of one over the other is

still a mooted question. Both have their advantages although,

no doubt, graphite are slightly superior for the large hot metal

furnaces just as amorphous carbon are somewhat better for the

smaller cold scrap fiunaces. The electrodes for the larger fur-

naces are, of course, threaded for continuous feeding and are

equipped with nipples of the proper material for joining them
together.

The current is supplied to the electrodes by heavy copper

cables leading from the transformer house to the furnace where

they are welded to indmdual copper busbars. The control or

panel boards with the switches and automatic regulators are

similar to those described and illustrated in the pre\ious chapter.

The electrode holder is made of steel and copper, the latter

insulated from the steel and ser\-ing as the connection between

the busbar and the electrode. The tvro prongs grasping the

electrode are held together by screw’s in identically the same
manner as on the (5-ton furnace. The screw’s may be loosene<l

by a suitable w’rench w’hen it is necessary to slip an electrode

dow’n. The electrode is cooled at the point w’here it pierces the

roof by a collar or cooling ring (Fig. 19;.

The Lining and Roof.—The lining in hot metal furnaces varie&

in different plants. In general, it consists of one course of silica

brick or fii’ebrick next to the shell, and one course of magnesite

straights laid endw’ise (headers). This arrangeiuf^nt is varied

by using one course, 4}^ in., of silica brick next to the shell, one

course, 4^^ in., of magnesite and finally the last course of

magnesite headers. The former lining is 13^2 in. thick; the

latter, often used in hot metal furnaces, is IS in. thick. The bot-

tom is saucer-shaped and is put in as described in a previous

chapter, usually by ramming in dead burned magnesite and tar

and burning it in for a time sufficient to sinter it into a hard
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fused mass. Although the magnesite bottom when tamped

may not be thoroughly fused below a depth of 8 in., this method is

preferred by most furnacemen to putting in the bottom in thin

layers, as a Mtted bottom, although conceded to be some better,

involves much additional labor for a 30-ton furnace.

The roofs of hot metal furnaces are now mostly made of 12-in.

silica brick set on end. A sl^tly larger brick is used near the

roof ring. Furnace men have not taken kindly to the special

shapes common in the smaller size furnaces. The 12-in. roof

seems to give a marimiun amount of life. The corrosion of the

silica brick by volatilized fluorine from the slag is considerable,

in the 30-ton furnaces at South Charleston, W. Va., the average

loss of the roof was about 200 to 300 lb. per heat. For this

reason a 9-in. roof is not desirable and a roof thicker than 12 in.

would in the larger furnaces be much too heavy. The roof is

slightly dome-shaped. (See Figs. 18 and 19.)

Above the slag line, silica bricks are used in the walls and are

separated from the magnesite by one or two courses of chrome

brick, linings and roofs in hot metal furnaces working continu-

ously last from 200 to 300 heats, sometimes longer. The wear on

both lining and roof is much less, less than half that in a cold scrap

furnace.

The bottom should last indefinitely. Bepairs to the bottom

are made between heats, 200 to 400 lb. of raw dolomite, some-

times dead burned dolomite, are used. The introduction of

more satisfactory refractories than those used at present for

electric furnace repairs w'ould be veiy desirable as at least 100,

often 200 to 400 lb. of bottom are worn away and carried off by

the slag each heat. In addition, the contamination of the slag

by such a volume of high magnesia refractory makes it necessary

to use a very' pure lime for slag-making in order to maintain the

proper amount of calcium oxide in the slag.



CHAPTER V

OTHER DIRECT ARC FURNACES

Omerd Features of the Conducting Hwrth Furnace—The Greares-EtAdls

Furnace—The Moore “Rapid ’Leetrorndf' Furnace—Other Direct Are
Furnaces—Recent Foreign Furnaces

In a foregoing chapter we discussed arc furnaces in general

and noted that the most practical from the American

steel maker’s viewpoint were those of the direct arc type with or

without a conducting hearth. These furnaces are the most

practical and successful because their operating practice conforms

closest to the ideas of the American electric steel maker; namely,

quality, tonnage and cost. The American melter greatly dis-

likes to “play” with his heat, he w^ants to get it out of the

furnace as quickly as is consistent with good practice. This char-

acteristic has resulted in the development of four or five success-

ful furnaces; furnaces constructed to facilitate this rapid

operation. In addition it has relegated several furnaces used

commonly a few years ago to almost complete oblivion.

In Chap. IV we described in some detail the Heroult furnace,

because it is the most popular furnace and the one leading in

installations and because it is the best representative of the direct

arc furnace with a non-conducting hearth. This type has some

noteworthy disadvantages especially violent ciureut surges dur-

ing melting and little or no movement of the molten metal

through convection currents. As furnacesof the Heroult tyjK- are

series arc, breaking the arc of one electrode will break all thrw

and will lead to heavy power surges. This, of course, only holds

for melting cold scrap as there is little possibility of an arc

breaking in a hot metal furnace. In regard to convection currents

the advantage of a movable metal is, in most cases, unquestioned.

In \'iew of the disadvantages noted aliove, particularly the

disadvantage of wolent power surges in a series arc furnace, we

will take up in the present chapter the general features of the

direct arc furnace having a conducting hearth, principally

because this type has been heralded as the nearest approach to

mechanical and electrical perfection for steel making.
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OERXSAL IBA.TDKES OF THE COlTOUCTCErO HBASTH FORHACB

Otnng to the above-mentioned metallurgical and deotrical

disadvantages of the three-top-electrode furnace as typified by

the Heroult, attempts were made in the infancy of electric

mdting to secure some bottom heat and also some method of

fthftftlring the violent current surges that are bound to occur in all

series arc ftunaces. The result was furnaces of the Girod

type in which the current after being led in through one to four

top electrodes had to pass through the charge and out at four,

six or eight water-cooled steel studs that were inserted through

the furnace hearth, the upper ends of which were in direct contact

with the molten metal. No power was put throu^ these studs;

they simply received power or out-of-balance loads, this power

being led to the center point of the Y connection.

. This design resulted in an immediate improvement in the

steadiness of the load and power factor and in addition resulted

in a slight amoimt of circulation of the metal. These convection

currents were seen at once to be a valuable aid in refining and
equalising the temperature at all points of the bath. The prac-

tical difficulties of water cooling and the troubles of keeping the

hearth in good condition with these steel projections through it

resulted in the almost complete abandonment of this type furnace

in America.

Different Classes of Bottom Electrode Furnaces.—In an effort

to overcome some of the disadvantages of water cooled steel

bottom electrodes, furnace builders resorted to other types of

bottom contact. One of these is the Grdnwall or Electro Metals,

an English built furnace. (Described on p. 108.) Instead

of steel studs in the hearth this furnace has a thin highly conduc-
tive hearth with copper projections well up into the lining. With
careful handling this furnace operates better than the direct arc,

non-conducting hearth or Heroult type but has not become widelj'

adopted, in this country’ at least, because of the thin lining.

The Moore furnace fp. 97) has a very thin copper conductor
on the furnace hearth and connected to the neutral point in the
sj-stem. This would only operate when the furnace load was out
of balance and is consequently of no use as a source of heat or

power.

In these types, whether the bottom contact is a copper plate
or water-cooled steel studs they have the disadvantage that no
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power is received through the bottom contact; it simply receives

power introduced through the top electrodes and although it

serves to eliminate to a degree some of the surges present with

the Heroult type it does not, to any extent, make resistance

heating a noticeable factor in the operation of the furnace.

Resistive Hearth Furnaces.—The disadvantage of the non-

conducting hearth, namely, violent current surges, and the dis-

advantages of the bottom electrode furnace, bottom trouble and
absence of resistance heating, are partly overcome in furnaces of

the Greaves-Etchells type. This furnace will be described in

detail in the next section. The essential feature of this type is

the use of three phase current with two or multiples of two top

electrodes attached to two phases of the power supply and the

third phase to the whole of the furnace hearth. TTiere are no
steel nor carbon studs projecting into the refractories—^it is just

a plain refractor3'' lining from 18 to 36 in. thick purposely made
resistive where it comes into contact with the charge.

Current distribution is so arranged that the whole of the

hearth acts as one electrode and power can be forced through any
thickness of lining. The current transmitted by the hearth of

the furnace can be varied from zero to a definite ratio of the sum
of the currents through all of the electrodes- The electrical con-

nections are such that all of the power may be introduced through

the top electrodes or by changing the position of an oil switch

through top electrodes and the furnace hearth. A balanced load

and independent control of each electrode is obtained with either

system.

In starting up a cold furnace power may be introduced through

the top electrodes only or if the bottom connection is wanted,

through top and bottom. In the latter case the current first

arcs over the charge then passes through the whole charge,

small arcs being formed wherever there is poor contact in the

scrap and finally, the resistance of the hearth generates heat

right under the charge.

Convection Currents.—One of the greatest advantages of the

conducting hearth furnace is the movement of the metal bath

caused by convection currents. Due to the resistance of the

bottom refractories considerable heat is generated, which is,

of course, imparted to the metal in the immediate vicinity. The

metal being hotter here, rises and there is thus a constant circula-

tion of the bath from bottom to top and from top to bottom.
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This circulation prevents any possibility of localized overheating

in any part of the bath and insures that the metal is uniformly

heated throughout its whole mass. This is especially valuable

in alloy steel manufacture, as many of the heavier alloys tend to

settle to the bottom of the furnace. To promote uniformity

of composition and constancy of temperature in the Heroult, for

example, the bath must be frequently stirred. This is a job that

the fumaceman dreads and alwa3rs avoids if possible. It is

claimed that through these convection currents, the bath is

constantly mixed and thus stirring or shaking up’’ is not

necessar^^

These convection currents aid greatly in refining as the

metal in contact with the slag is constantly changing. In the

early part of the deoxidizing period this is a great advantage as

slag reactions are speeded up and deoxidation is thus facilitated.

There are many fumaeemen who argue against convection

currents as defeating in partthe quiet dead-melted condition desir-

able for an elimination of the solid non-metallic reaction products.

This is debatable and will be taken up again in the chapter on
the chemistry of the process. It is undoubtedly true though,

that the movement occasioned by convection currents is so gentle

that this condition may be considered analogous to a quiet dead-

melted bath.

THE GREAVES-ETCHELLS FURNACE^

In the previous section we have, under the topic resistive

hearth furnaces, taken up the electrical details of the Greaves-

Etchells as t^rpical of this class of furnace. It only remains to

describe the construction details of the furnace and emphasize
the points wherein it differs from other well knowm furnaces of

the direct arc class.

General Construction Features.—The Greaves-Etchells fur-

nace shown in Fig. 20 is constructed in sizes ranging from 500
lb. to 60 tons. The most common sizes are the 3, 6 and 10 tons.

It is a comparatively modem furnace, being introduced in

England in 1915. More than 60 furnaces are in operation, 28 of

them in America. Even though the furnace is less than 10

' The author is indebted to Frank Kodson, President of the Electric

Furnace Construction Co., Philadelphia, Pa., for most of the data on the
Greaves-Etchells furnace.
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3^6818 old it rsnks socond in point of tonn&go, b&ng 6ZC66ded by
the Heroult only.

The furnace operates on either two or three pbaao current,

any voltage or frequency. like all other furnaces the three
phase is the standard construction. Two of the pT»«ua«»a are
connected to the electrodes, the other with the bottom of the
hearth (Fig. 21). Three phase amall furnaces have two
electrodes, large ones multiples of two.

Fiq. 20.—Tliree-ton Greaves-Etchells furnace

Electrode control is automatic and is commonly by the niakf-

and-break contact regulators of the General Electric Co.
described in a pre^^[ous chapter. Westinghouse regulators may
also be used.

The furnace shell is either round or square in plan, nearly

always round in the smaller sizes and may be lined either acid

or basic. The latter is used in most cases.

The furnace is mounted on rockers and is balanced so that

only a small amount of power is necessary to tilt. This is

furnished by an electric motor situated apart from the furnace.

The tilting mechanism is arranged so that should anything
happen to it the furnace will return to its normal position.
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The Lining.—^Most Greaves-Etchells furnaces are basic lined.

The refractory hearth, while non-conducting when cold becomes

a conductor at furnace temperatures. Figure 21 shows details

of the electrical connection with the hearth. IT is a copper plate

laid directly on the shell. On this plate is a layer of graphite

which is mixed with tar and is rammed into place. On top of

the graphite is a second conductive layer of 4 in of amor-

Fig. 21.—Section through a Greaves-Etchells furnace showing electric hearth
connection.

phous carbon. When these two layers are in place the regular

refractory bottom is put in. This is composed of magnesite or a

mixture of magnesite and dolomite and hot tar. It is shoveled

into the furnace and rammed or tamped solidly into place.

It will be at once noted that in the Greaves-Etchells furnace no
brick are used in the bottom. This is in direct contrast with

accepted methods of bottom-making as practiced in the Heroult.

The makers of the furnace claim that it is remarkably free from
bottom trouble and attribute this freedom to the fact that the

bottom is at all times very hot which makes it impossible for

steel to be left in the furnace when tapping, this steel to chill on
the bottom and be later melted and worked down into the lining

when melting down the next heat.
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After tlie bottom is rammed in a bed dt coke is fdaced on the
hearth and the current turned on the furnace. Due to the con-
ductivity of the hearth the refractories are sintered into place

very thoroughly. In starting the baking there is enough carbon-

aceous material in the form of tar to comidete the circuit. As

Fig. 2'J .—Sectiuu thruugh GO bO-tuii Ciieaves-Eu hi*ll> furnatv.

this distills out the hearth gets progressively hotter until the

refractories have become conducting by the time the binder is

completely” expelled.

The Greaves-Etchells Hot Metal Furnace.—An interesting

development in hot metal electric furnaces is the 60 80-ton

Greaves-Etchells furnace now being constructed for the Ford

Motor Co. The diagrammatic plan and elevation are shown
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in Fig. 22. The furnace will be equipped with eight 12 in.

graphite electrodesand with transformers of 12,000 kva. capacity.

The electrodes are arranged in two rows of four. Each row of

four together with the hearth forms an electrical unit and is

supplied by a 3,000 kva., three phase transformer. Bymeans of a

switch the power can, if desired, be put entirely through the

top electrodes thus greater flexibility is obtained as the top

operation can be used in starting up the heat and by changing the

oil switch heat can then be appHed through the hearth for getting

the circulation of the bath necessary for quick refining.

The furnace is designed like an open hearth, has five doors

and tilts endwise. The electrode motors and winches arc

mounted on a framework on top of the furnace. Each electrode

holder is lifted by two chains which pass over the sheaves and

then directly to the winding drum.^ The bus bars from each

transformer pass interlaced to a point from which flexible copper

strips lead to electrode holders. Each holder is provided with

insulated guides passing through the superstructure. Each
electrode is fitted with the Electric Furnace Construction Co.^s

electrode economizer described on p. 70.

Operating Features of the Greaves-Etchells Furnace.—The
most important feature of the Greaves-Etchells, an advantage

not present in the Heroult, is the resistive hearth. This con-

struction feature performs two functions: (1) It eliminates

current surges and (2) it causes convection currents.

In addition the electrical hook-up prevents that undesirable

condition present in a series arc furnace of the Heroult type;

a condition whereby all three arcs are broken if the arc on any one
electrode breaks. The independent electrode control of the

Greaves-Etchells vrhereby each electrode arcs separately entirely

prevents this undesirable condition from ever occurring.

The makers of the Greaves-Etchells furnace guarantee that the

power factor will be at least eight per cent better than the

Heroult. This means that the figure must be between .94 and
.96 as the Heroult in ordinary practice will average from .88

to .90. This higher power factor together with the absence of

violent current surges should make the Greaves-Etchells very
attractive to the central station company.

^ This is practically the same anangement of ^ectrode control used on
the 30-ton Heroult at the U. S. Naval Ordnance Plant illustrated in

Fig. 19, p. 86.
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The electrode arrangement of the Greaves-Etchells whereby

the furnace may have any number of multiples of two electrodes

is a great advantage in the construction of the large hot metal

furnaces. In furnaces of the Heroult type having three elec-

trodes in series it is probable that the present 30/40-ton furnace

described in the previous chapter is about as large as can be

constructed without a radical change in design. Already the

bath is so large and the banks so far from the electrodes that it is

very difficult to melt a bank skull. Likewise a uniform tempera-

ture and a homogeneous metal are difficult to attain. In the

Greaves-Etchells this condition is not present. However,

increasing the number of electrodes also increases the number of

holes in the roof and thus produces a source of weakness already

serious even in three-electrode furnaces. Although this will not

be known definitely until the 60-ton Greaves-Etchells is in

operation it is probable that the life of the roof will be short.

Opposed to this assumption the maker claims that because of the

bottom tap localized overheating of the roof is impossible.

This may offset, in part at least, the \reakness caused by eight

electrodes.

In this connection a published statement gi\4ng the length of

life of the roof, lining and bottom of the new 60 80-toa Greaves

Etehells furnace at the Ford Motor Co. will bo of great value to all

electric furnace operators interested in the production of electric

steel in large units.

THE MOORE “RAPID ’LECTROMELT” FURNACE

The iloore Rapid ’Lectromolt furnace is one of the

and most successful developments of the small direct arc lurnaro.

Its advance has been rapid, more than 50 installations being made

to date. It is apparently very successful in the manufacture ot

iron and steel castings although it is well adapted to ing»»t

production. Most of the furnaces are 3 tons or less a.-* this

size is best suited for the production of castings in the

small foundry’'. The furnace is rugged, strong and simple in

construction. It is fast melting and economical to operate

as well.

General Construction Features.^— view of the Moore Rapid

’Lectromelt furnace is shown in Fig. 23. It is a circular steel

shell, heavily reinforced and lined with refractory materials.

7
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The Kning and process may be either acid or basic. The furnace

has been used mostly' for the manufacture of castings by the

acid process.

The Moore uses three phase current at 25 or 60 cycles, intro-

duced into the furnace by three carbon or graphite electrodes

set at the vertices of a small isosceles triangle (Kg. 24). The
electipde holders are also the current conductors and move
vertically on stiff tubular masts operated by motors located apart

Fxo. 23.—Threvf-tun Muore **Rapid ’Lectromelt” furnace.

from the furnace. The electrode arms may be raised and swung
clear of the furnace. Roofs may thus be changed without unship-
ping the electrodes. This is an advantage over the Heroult as
with the latter the electrodes must be removed completely from
the holders before the roof can be changed. This advantage,
though, is of small moment as roof changes are nearly always
made on Sunday. Electrode control on the Moore furnace is

automatic^ the standard make-^and-break regulating contactors
are used. Hand control is also provided for each electrode.
The furnace tilts by hand, by a wheel located to the right

of the spout fFig. 23). The tilting mechanism is of special
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design and is fitted with ball bearings tnaking hand tilting a
comparatively ample operation. A motor may be used for

tilting if desired. In either case the tilting mechanism is so

constructed that all apparatus is at fioor level where the danger

of slag or metal splashing on motors or gears is minimised. The
furnace tilts forward and backward, forward for tapping and
backward for slaving. The doors, two in number, fit ti^tly to

the shell and are operated by hand by means of counterwe^hts.

rn« 'J4 — Pljii oi till* Monn* liiriiare

Operatizig Features of the Moore Furnace. -Viii* Muon* in ntjt

properly a conducting hearth furnace, that is, conducting in tin*

sense that the Greaves-Etchells is. The hearth contains a

copper conductor which forms the neutral connection and tak«*>

up any out-of-balance load. The furnace has a power factor

averaging between .85 and .90, which is about as good as tin*

average. Examination of load cuiwcs shows the furnace to be

quite free from violent current surges that happen frequently with

the series arc connection and the non-conducting hearth. It is

probable that the iloore is slightly more efficient electrically

than furnaces of the Heroult type.

No records are available concerning the performance of

the ^loore on hot metal nor on the regular run of alloy and tool

steels that makes up the usual product of the 6-ton Heroult. On
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castings the ^Moore requires 458 kw.-hr. per ton of metal poured

and 040 kw.-hr. per ton of castings shipped. It is probable that

on the average alloy steel the current consumption would be

about 730 kw.-hr. which is practically the same as the Heroult.

The hearth of the Moore is unusually shallow. This coupled

with its larger area increases the capacity. It is customary

for the furnace to be overcharged at least 50 per cent, often

100 per cent. The 8-ton furnace will charge 9,000 to 10,000

lb. regularly. It is claimed that the hearth design has the addi-

tional advantage of decreasing radiation thus increasing the

life of the refractories. The maker advises that the average roof

will luhit 300 to 350 heats and cites one instance of 672 heats.

This, of course, is for acid practice where little if any refining

is accomplished and where the elapsed time of a heat rarely

exceeds 2 or 3 hr. The roof life would be much shorter if the

furnace was operated regularly on alloy and tool steels made on a

basic bottom and requiring about 3 hr. deoxidation.

There is no doubt that the Moore is a very fast and effi-

cient melting furnace. It has acquired an excellent reputation

in the foundry and produces superior castings of both iron and
steel. It is but little different from the Heroult in general

construction. The few improvements are mostly mechanical and
electrical. The electrode arrangement is good, possibly no better

than the latest Heroult. The fact that it has eclipsed all other

furnaces in recent new installations is sufficient proof of its

officiency; although until it has operated over a period of time on
carbon, simple alloy and high speed steel ingots we would not

attempt to say definitely that it is superior to the Heroult.

OTHER DIRECT ARC FURNACES

There are five other direct arc fui-naces that deserve brief

mention.^ Three of them, the Ludlum, Vom Baur and Volta are

tonnage furnaces, their most common capacity is 6 to 10 tons.

The Greene Rolling Cylinder Arc Furnace, a small furnace of

furnace formerly successful but now discontinued is the Snyder.
This piece of equipment as originally built was later modified into a Heroult
type furnace and called the Industrial. The Snyder patents are now held
by the Repel-Arc Furnace Co., who build a small direct arc furnace for
melting non-ferrous alloys. Another furnace used but little is the Booth.
This furnace was originally a direct arc, conducting hearth furnace but was
later changed to the Heroult type.
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unusual design, is built on the Pacific coast and has met with

considerable success in Western foundries. All of the above men-
tioned furnaces, while having but few installations, are success-

fully operating in this country' and Canada. One other furnace,

the Girod, used successfully abroad but discontinued in this

country is taken up here because it was one of the first bottom-

electrode furnaces. A description of the Girod will conveniently

include the reasons why this furnace has not been favored b^*

American fumacemen.

Fio. 25.—Ten-ton Ludluni lurnace.

The Ludlum Furnace.—The Ludlum funiiice a three phu>e,

three electrode, direct arc furnace with a non-conduct injj heart li.

It is elliptical in plan with the electrodes spaced in a rt»w instead

of the familiar triangular arrangement used by the Heroult.

This is clearly shown in Fig. 25. The hearth has le&'- depth than

commonly employed in a Heroult of same capacity, thus increas-

ing the area of contact between metal and slag. The builder

claims that refining is thus facilitated, and that a circulation of

the metal results without the use of a conducting hearth.

This electrode arrangement together with the elliptical hearth

permits the supplying of current at the highest rate during
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nor to the latter through xmnor electrical and mechanical

improvements.

In brief, it may be said that the Volta is a Heroult furnace

constructed in the same way, but with minor improvements.

There are no radical differences in the method of operating. The

long experience of furnacemen with the Heroult is an advantage

that applies to the Volta in every respect. There are eleven

furnaces operating in Canada and two in the United States.

Fig. 27.—Green Rolling Cylinder arc furnace.

The Greene Electric Furnace.—The Greene Rolling Cylinder

furnace differs more radically from the Heroult than any of the

direct arc furnaces fsee Fig. 27). The shell is a cylinder with

outwtinlly bulging ends one of which contains the w’orking door.

The tupping door is in the center of the front cylindrical surface

with the electrode mast directly opposite. One, two, three

or more electrodes are placed in a row (Fig. 27). The furnace

has a non-conducting hearth.

Aside from the shape of the shell and arrangement of the doors
and electrodes the Greene differs from other arc furnaces in the
way it is lined. The bottom is unusually thick for the capacitj',

being about 24 in.
;
the walls are two courses, one of insulating and

one of refractor\' brick. The roof is arched and may be removed
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altogether to pennit chargLog or repairs. Electrode regulation

is by hand although automatic regulators may easQy be installed.

The cables carrying the current run directly to the electrode

holders; thus no busbars are used.

The furnace is tilted by hand ur li\drauli«* eyliiid*-i>. Tin*

shell rolls over on the raib which form the ba>e: tin- >i)oiit travels

down and but slijilitly forward- This make-^ it coiiveiih*nt in

pouring into hand ladh^. The Gretnie furnace is built in &izi^

up to 3 tons, the eoiiimon capacity beiiii£ 5<J0, 1,500 and 3.0<KJ

lb. Most of the installations are acid-lined and are used for

castings.

The Girod Furnace.—The Girod is the earliest example of the

direct arc, conducting hearth type with a bottom electrode. It

is a tilting furnace generally square in plan and uses either single

or three phase current. A section view is shown in Fig. 28.
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The single phase has one top electrode; the three phase four.

Single phase furnaces are no longer important either with the

Gir^ or any other type. In the Girod three phase arrangement^

each of two electrodes is connected to a phase, the other two are

connected in parallel with the third phase and the hearth con-

nected to form the neutral point of the system.

The bottom tap is composed of a number (usually 16) of soft

steel bars embedded in the refractor^' hearth, each of them being

water cooled at the bottom. The upper part of the bottom elec-

trodes becomes melted off but is supposedly renewed again by
frozen metal collected on them at the end of the heat. This does

not alw'ays work out well in practice. The electrodes melt off,

the molten metal works down and creeps into the magnesite

hearth undermining it and causing many dijQSculties in keeping

it in good condition.

An advantage held b^' the Girod is the steady load on cold

scrap due to the even flow of the current from and to the bottom
electrode, thus heating by resistance as well as by the arc.

Whether this advantage of even load is sufficient to overcome
the disadvantages of possible bottom trouble is questionable.

Probably the disadvantages of the bottom electrode are of greater

moment—they surely are to the American steel maker—^than the

advantages of elimination of current surges.

There are few Girod installations of importance in this country

although the furnace has been operated successfully abroad for

a number of years.

RECENT FOREIGN FURNACES

Four furnaces operated successfully in Great Britain, France,

Germany and Italy, but not used to any extent in America
are worthy of brief mention. The newest of these furnaces is

the Fiat, an Italian piece of apparatus. The others are the
Electro-Metals and Stobie in England and the Nathusius in

Germany. The Fiat is the most important, chiefly because of

the electrode economizer used, and will be discussed in some
detail; the others wrill receive but brief mention.

The Fiat Electric Furnace.^—^The Fiat furnace was introduced
in 1916. The furnace consists of a cylindrical steel shell having a
sauceivshaped bottom and lined with refractory” materials. The

^ Abstracted from Chem, Met, Eng.^ vol. 27, No. 1, pp. 2S-30.
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sheil is pierced by two doors, one for charging and slagging, the
other directly opposite for tapping. The furnace is a direct arc

type with a non-conducting hearth, and operates on three phase
current at about 100 volts. The electrodes are held in position

by a special structural steel framework attached, but independent
of the furnace proper- By means of a crane the electrode holders,

electrodes and steel framework, in fact all of the superstructure.,

can be removed completely and quickly from the fumao^.

The most important feature of the Fiat furnace is the >i>«M*ial

economizer shown in Fig. 29. This economiz<*r is^omiX)se«l of a

cylindrical water jacket. A, through whu*h the electrode pas'Si*s-

A series of insulating guide rings are containe<i in thi> cylinder

and serve as guides for the electrode in its iip-antl-down move-
ment and prevents the electrode from touching the walls of this

metallic cylinder. C is a circular layer of asbestos acting as a

packing ring and in which moves a sealing bell, a cylinder of

copper attached to a steel disk, B, which forms the cover. The
electrode passes through a hole in this cover. On the cover is

located an insulating disc, E, and on this is fastened the bronze
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clamp, F, which grips the electrode. The electrode and clamp

ure thus coanec'ted tightly with the bell making the electrode

hc.metically sealed preventing the circulation of air through the

furnace.

As a result of this seal, oxidation of the electrode is prevented

and electrode consumption greatly reduced. The actual con-

sumption was found to be 2.85 kg. (6.3 lb.) per ton for 21 heats

of 5 tons each. The perfect seal prevents the circulation of air

in the furnace and thus the atmosphere above the bath is kept

constantly neutral.* The cross-section of the electrodes remains

constant, no penciling ever occurs. It is therefore possible to

speed up the furnace by introducing more current into the bath

by means of increased electrode size, greater transformer

capacity, and larger cables.

It is stated that a heat may be made in 3 hr., tap to tap,

with hand charging and nith a current consumption of 640

kw.-hr. per ton. It was also stated that nine heats were made
in e.xactly 24 hr.; the charge in each case consisted on 4,675

kg. (10,2(i5 lb.) of scrap without additions. This speed is quite

remarkable and if attained consistently proves the Fiat to be

one of the fastest melting furnaces yet developed. The tonnage

produced, 46 tons in 24 hr. is nearly double the average of the

6-t<)n Heroult which over a long period (5 years) averaged 25

tons of ingots per 24-hr. day. The article from which this

abstract is taken does not state whether the furnace was acid

or basic lined but from the statement that 1*2 hr., wereneces-

sarj' to melt and 1*2 hr. to refine it seems probable that acid

steel was made. If this is the case, 3 hr. is not especially

remarkable, because in acid casting work it is only a matter of

meltingdown and tapping, little ifany refiningbeingaccomplished.

The design of the furnace proper shows no remarkable features

or improvements over the best .American furnaces. Theelectrode
economizer is unique in its construction and is a valuable addition

to a direct arc furnace.

Since 1917, six 6-ton furnaces and one l^'^-ton furnace have
been constructed and installed.

The Electro-Metals Furnace.—^The Electro-Metals steel

furnace is a direct arc furnace with a conducting hearth. It is a
development of the Grdnwall and consists essentially of a steel

* If the seal is perfect, the atmosphere is more apt to be reducing due to
volatilised carbon (.Author).
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^ell having a thin refractory hearth in which are embedded a
number of copper studs. It uses either two or three phase
current. Furnaces of 5 tons or less have two electrodes, furnaces

of more than 5 tons four.

It is claimed for the Electro-Metals furnace that the load is

steady when cold scrap is melted, as the arcs are not connected
in series

; each may be regulated separately. Electro-MetalsLtd.,

the makers of the furnace, have also developed an electrode

economizer which has reduced electrode consumption from 15

to 11 lb. per ton. The furnaces are built up to 30 tons capacity

and most of them are installed in England. The bottom elec-

trodes, because they are not directly in contact with the metal,

do not cause trouble with the hearth as is the case when the

construction is similar to the Girod. From the available infor-

mation the Electro-Metals furnace resembles closely theGreaves-

Etchells, in the details of handling the current, at least.

The Stobie Furnace.—^The Stobie is a recent direct arc furnace

with a non-conducting hearth. It is octagonal in plan, has four

electrodes and uses two phase current. It is built in sizes up to

15 tons. The Stobie follows the Heroult furnace closely in

construction, especially in electrical details. Patent elt‘Ctrode

economizers are supplied with the furnace that afford a perfect

seal and thus reduce electrode consumption and power losses.

It is claimed that electrode consumption averages Ojo lb. per

ton; this record being made for an operating period of 0 months.

The electrode-carrj'ing superstructure is not the usual gallows

arm type but is composed of a rigid bridge secured on all sides of

the furnace. The furnace is mounted on roller bearings and is

tilted by a motor. Power consumption is about 025 kw.-hr. per

ton. The pow’er factor ranges from .85 to .93. The Stobie is an

English built and operated furnace.

The Nathusius Furnace.—The Nathusius is a German made
furnace. It is three phase, three electrode with a conducting

hearth- The hearth conductor consists of three bottom water

cooled mild steel electrodes set in the refractories. Both upper

and lower electrodes are arranged in a triangle.

The upper electrodes are suspended by cables from overhead

runways and are regulated either automatically or by hand. The

voltage betw’een the upper electrodes is 110, between the bottom

electrodes 10, and between upper and lower about 60. The

furnace sets on trunions and is tilted by a motor. The electrodes
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are raised clear of the furnace when tapping. The Nathusius is

very sunOar in construction to the Girod but it is claimed that

it does not have the bottom trouble sometimes present with the

latter furnace.

Summary.—^We may now summarize the characteristics of the

various types of arc furnaces. We have seen from the descrip-

tion of the arc furnaces in the foregoing that two general types

are successful in American practice; the direct arc with a non-

conducting hearth, including the Heroult, Moore,^ Ludlum,

Vom Baur, Volta and Greene; and the direct arc, the hearth of

which is a separate conductor, including the Greaves-Etchells.

We have also seen that the bottom electrode furnace, as typified

by the Girod, is not successful in this country.

The chief point in favor of the direct arc with the non-conduct-

ing hearth as typified by the Heroult, is that it is one of the oldest

and best known class of furnaces, consequently it is well standard-

ized and developed. More furnacemen are familiar with it than

with any other type. The years of experience with the Heroult

and kindred furnaces has serv'ed to make them very efficient

steel-making mediums. They are well adapted to cold scrap

although having more-or-less violent power surges during the

melting period. They are particularly efficient in refining molten
metal charges. They are probably as near “fool-proof” as

any electric furnace and do not demand any unusual care or

knowledge in maintenance and repairs. Their power factor is

high, and except for the erratic current consxunption in the first

part of the melting period, they are attractive to the central

station. They will produce, if intelligently operated, steel of

the hipest quality in sizable tonnages and do it with regularity.

A possible disadvantage when the arcs are connected in series,

as is the case with most of them, is the breaking of all arcs if one
electrode fails to make contact. Thismay be, and is now, largely

prevented by intelligent charging.

Most of the possible disadvantages present in the non-conduct-
ing hearth furnace are eliminated by the conducting hearth. The
problem of elimination of violent current surges is not, however,
wholly solved even here as the hearth does not become
conducting until heated. This means that for a short time at
least, when starting with a cold furnace, there is a possibility of

* Ihe Moore has a conductor laid on the shell connected to the neutral
point of the system.
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current surges when power is first put on. The arrangement by
which each electrode acts independently of the other two dis-

tributes the load more evenly, than if the arcs are coxmected in

series.

Convection currents are without doubt a valuable aid in

refining and equalizing the temperature in the bath, thus pre-

venting any overheating of the metal and refractories and aiding

in the rapid distribution and thormigh miTing of added alloys.

Whether a movement of the bath aids in eliminating solid non-
metallic inclusions and gases is a disputed question.

Furnaces with bottom electrodes, water cooled or not, seem
prone to bottom trouble. These furnaces have, however, a
very even load and are more nearly free from current surges than

any other existing type. It is probable that bottom electrode

furnaces would give satisfaction if properly constructed and
intelligently operated.

We may, from the forgoing, conclude that:

(1) Direct arc furnaces haviug a non-conducting hearth have

the disadvantages of power fluctuations in melting, and no

convection currents to aid refining, but have the great advantages

of popularity; excellent development both mechanically and

electrically; perfect adaptability to any class of work—cold

scrap, hot metal, iron, or steel; and most important, a well

standardized operating practice covering a nuiiiber of years of

experience.

(2) Direct arc furnaces having a hearth that becomes con-

ducting at high temperatures have the advantages of even load

without the violent surges common to the other type and have

convection currents or a movement of the metal that aids in refin-

ing and equalizing the temperature. Their principal disadvan-

tage is their lack of popularity and the lack of experii^nce steel

makers have had with the type. They have not , with the possible

exception of the Greaves-Etchells, been use^l extensively to retine

molten charges but work verj' efficiently with cold scrap.

(,3) The direct arc conducting hearth furnaces with a bottom

electrode have the advantage of even load with cold scrap and

consequent absence of current surges. In this respect they rank

higher than any other type of direct arc furnace. Their chief

disadvantage in American practice seems to be bottom trouble,

although this could probabty be reduced greatly by intelligent

operation.



CHAPTER VI

THB COLD SCRAP PROCESS—GENERAL MELTING
PRACTICE

Charging—MdliHg—SlaggiHg Off—Prtliminary BeeanhurizaHon—Tht

White Siag—Finuhiitg the Ueat—AijMting Temperature and Tapping

The manufacture of basic electric steel by the cold scrap proc-

ess consists of charging the scrap and slag-making materials, mdt-

ing this charge under conditions more or less oxidizing, removing

the slug formed during the melting operation, recarburization,

if this is nec(‘ssai?', and finishing the heat by refining under

a deoxidizing or vrUte' slag. There are a number of vaiiar-

tions in basic electric furnace practice the principal of which

are: (Ij Melting with complete oxidation, (2) melting with par-

tial oxidation and (3) meltii^ without oxidation. In addition

many of the complex alloy steels need special treatment in

melting. It is essential to a clear understanding of melting prac-

tice, that we describe first and in detail the method of making a

heat. After this has been presented and the chemistr}' of the

whole process thoroughly understood, then the variations in

practice applicable to different grades of steel can be reviewed

more intelligently. Consequently, the present chapter and the

next will be devoted to a general description of the process and

the disea<sion of the variations in melting practice delayed until

these first essentials are dispensed with.

‘ White slag is a general term used to describe the final electric furnace

slag. The term is not, strictly speaking, correct as in the best practice the

slag ranges from light to dark gray in color. In the following pages the

author will make use of the terms “white lime’’ and “carbide” to describe

the common variations of the electric furnace final slag, using the term
“white” in its usual sense to denote the final slag of the process irrespective

of its color or character. “White” was applied to the final slag a number
of years ago probably because, due to absence of oxides and due to the
high percentage of lime it was much lighter in color than the slag from
any other steel-making process and to distinguish it from the first dectric
furnace slog which is brown or black and is consequently known as the
black slog. Therefore, if the reader will remember that black nl«£

white slog denote the first or oxidizing and final or daoTirfiring respectively,
without reference to the slag composition or condition, no misundetstaoding
in terminology will occur.

112
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The operation of the electric furnace on cold scrap charges

may be divided into two periods^ very distinct chemically, the

oxidation period and the deoxidation period. The formermay be
subdivided into three major operations, charging, melting and
slagging. The latter also takes place in three steps, recarburiza-

tion, making the slag and finishing the heat. In addition to these

there are a number of minor operations, taking tests, determining

temperature, etc., which are each important and enter vitally

into the final quality of the product.

It is well to emphasize here that the three major variations

discussed in Chapter VIII are almost wholh* variations in the

first or oxidizing period, in all three instances the process of

deoxidation remains practically the same. So, to avoid too much
repetition we will in the present chapter lay most emphasis on the

deoxidation period and pass over the oxidation period briefiy.

THE OXIDATION PEHIOD

In the oxidation period the scrap is charged and melted, the

liquid bath when melting is complete, is then handled in a manner
depending on how far oxidation has proceeded and the kind and

quality of steel to be made. This period is from 2 ^ •> to 4 hr. in

length for the average 0- to 8-ton heat and consists as we have

already' seen of charging, melting this charge and removing the

slag formed during the melting period.

CHANGING

The method of charging is practically the same, regardless of

how far oxidation proceeds, with the exception that the amount

of limestone and ore is varied and that slightly different grades

of scrap are use^l. Upon the correct charging ui the furiia<*i*

depends the rapidity of the melting. The metliuil of loading th**

scrap into the furnace is so different from the same ])roceiliire

in open-hearth practice that it warrants an extended iliscus«ion.

Charging the Slag-making Materials.—After the nee* ssary

repairs have been made to the furnace, charging is coninumced.

Between 100 and 800 lb. of limestone^ are charged directly up<jn

the bottom of the furnace. The amount varies with the melting

practice and the character and composition of the charge. If

^ In following pages the amount of limestone and other materials

charged refers to the total amount for a heat; in this and the next three

chapters for an average cold scrap heat of 14,000 lb.

8
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melting is without oxidation ozily 50 to 150 lb. of stone are

needed; with a clean low phosphorus scrap 400 to 500 lb. will

give a satisfactory slag volume and composition, but with dirty

scrap and when a considerable percentage of phosphorus is

present, 600 to 800 lb. are necessary. A clean stone not exceed-

ing 4-in. mesh ^diould be used. It is even preferable to have it

crushed to 1- or 2-in. mesh.

After the stone, oxygen as iron oxide is charged. The amount
varies greatly depending upon the melting practice used aswe will

sec in Chapter VIII. In general, for the best practice with

average scrap where melting is to be low in carbon, 30 to 60 lb.

of iron ore or roll scale are sufficient. If the scrap is dirty or

rusty, probably sufficient oxygen is present in the rust, and ore or

scale is unnecessary. The amount of oxide added to the furnace

with the charge is entirely optional wdth the melter. Often he

is inclined to add part of it to the charge and part when melting

is complete. In any case, the oxide addition should be kept to

a minimum, using only that necessary to complete the oxidizing

reactions required by the practice used.

Contrar>' to the usual opinions there is little to choose betvreen

iron ore and roll or forge scale as a source of oxygen. If ore is

used it should be a good grade, low phosphorus hematite. Scale

contains more o.xygen than ore but often contains considerable

sulphur. The disadvantages of the sulphur in the scale and the

phosphorus and earthy gangue in the ore just about balance each
other. It will bo showm later that probably the best source of

oxygen is manganese ore. The use of this material in the melting
period should become universal.

Charging the Scrap.—Following the limestone and ore, the
heavy scrap is charged. While the electric furnace does not
operate efficiently on the heavy melting scrap used universally

by the open hearth, each heat can accommodate two or three
large pieces. The opportunity is always taken to charge one
or two small scrap ingots or butts w’eighing from 500 to 1,500 lb.

each.^ Follow'ing the heavy material which is charged with a
peel® medium scrap is charged. This material forms the bulk of

* As the scrap ingots are usually low in phosphorus they are generally
uaed in the practice of melting with partial oxidation or with no oxidation.

* A peel is a long iron bar with the end flattened like a spade. A roller
is placed on the door sill of the furnace, the heavy piece is placed on the
peel with a crane and the ped and steel rolled into the furnace by hand
and dumped.
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the charge for the amall electric furnace. It may be almost
anything, billet or bar crops, boiler plate, scrap forgings, rail

ends, ad infinitum; and country mixed. ^ In melting with com-
plete oxidation, country mixed is used for two-thirds to three-

fourths of the charge. After the medium scrap is charged, any
fine scrap is placed on top.

The charging of the fine scrap last is unique with the electric

furnace. The advantage of this method is: The fine material

tends to fill up the interstices between the .est of the scrap, thus
more can be gotten into the furnace; and, as a strongly oxidizing

atmosphere is not present, almost all of the oxidation coming
from solid oxides, the fine scrap is not excessively oxidized in

melting. In addition, the presence of fine scrap is conducive

to good contact and rapid melting

It often happens that the charge will be a little too bulky to

get into the furnace at once. In this case 1,000 or 2,000

lb. of a scrap most easily handled are kept aside and shoveled

rapidly into the furnace after melting has progressed far enough
so that room is available.

Charging Labor.—Charging the small electric furnace is nearly

always done by hand, the scrap is loaded in through both side

doors. In many plants the scrap is brought in from the 3’ard

in narrow gage pan cars. After arriving in the melt shop these

are weighed, the pan is picked off the trucks, transferred to the

furnace floor by a crane and dumped beside the furnace.

The time spent in charging is rarely less than 30 to 40 min.,

often it is more than an hour. One plant speeded up charging

by hiring six burly laborers as a charging gang. These six did

nothing else. They were paid a rate of 2 cents an hour more
than the plant laborers and in addition received a bonus. If

they charged a furnace completely in less than 30 min. an extra

premium was paid, for 30 to 40 min. the premium was less, 40

to 50 min. still less and for more than 50 min. the men received

no premium. The gang handled four G-ton Heroult furnaces.

By this system of charging, the time was cut from an average

of 1 hr. to about 35 min. per heat. This was equal to 40 hr.

saved in a month or the equivalent of seven or eight additional

heats for each furnace.

The new 7-ton Heroult just designed® goes one step farther

in reducing charging time. By a new arrangement of electrode

^ See p. 43.

* Iron Age, vol. 109. p. 325, Feb. 2, 1922. See also p.
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control, the electrodes may be lifted almost completely out of the

furnace. Charging may then be done mechanically through the

doors. Heretofore, the most serious objection to mechanical

charging was the possibility of damage to the electrodes. In

the older type furnaces, raised as high as possible, they still

extended as much as 1}4 to 2 ft. below the roof. Careless

charging by which heavy pieces of scrap were thrown against

the electrodes would break them off easily. The new design

eliminates this chance of breakage.

BfELTZNG

Preliminary Melting.—As soon as charging is completed, the

doors are closed and the powder turned on. If the scrap was
charged compactly and is not too dirty or rusty automatic

electrode control may be thrown on at once. It is usually desir-

able to operate the furnace with hand control for a period suffi-

cient, 5 to 15 min., to insure good contact and until the electrodes

bore their way well down into the charge.

The violent power fluctuations come during the melting period

and are due to erratic arcing and to making and breaking of the

contact betw'cen the electrodes and the scrap. These fluctua-

tions cease to a great extent when there is a sizable pool of molten

metal under the electrodes. The electrodes during the first part

of the melting period move up and down erratically; their

general direction, though, is dow^nward. In the first 45 min,

of the melting period they w^ill bore through the scrap until they

reach the bottom of the furnace. This is the danger point.

It occasionally happens that, due to the charge being piled

somewhat loosely in the center of the furnace, only a small

amount of molten metal has collected by the time the electrodes

reach the bottom. In this case the electrodes may arc almost
directly on the bottom and wear a large hole in the refractories.

This may also occur when one of the electrodes finds less resis-

tance to its boring through the charge and reaches the bottom
first.

As soon as there is a pool of molten metal beneath each elec-

trode, their general movement is upward as the scrap in the

vicinity melts and augments this pool. At the end of 2 hr.

often sooner, all of the charge in the center of the furnace is

melted. It is still cold and somewhat mushy and there is a ring

of white hot pasty scrap around the banks. The furnace is kept
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on high power to bring the temperature up to facilitate and
speed up the final melting and the oxidizing reactions.

Pushmg In.—^After about 2 hours ''pushing in’^ may effec-

tively hasten melting. By means of bars (1 in. round or square,

10 to 16 ft long) the chunks of pasty scrap may be pried off the

banks, sliding down into the molten bath. Pushing in, although
a very hot and disagreeable job is advantageous for two reasons:

(1) It hastens melting and (2) it keeps the temperature down, by
precipitating partly solid scrap into the molten metal, and thus

aids dephosphorization. After the charge is completely melted

and slag formation is complete, more ore or scale is add^, if the

melter deems this to be necessary, and the bath stirred to deter-

mine temperature. For this purpose, the end of a long round

bar, ^8 hi diameter, is pushed well down into the molten

bath and moved gently back and forth describing an arc of about

60 deg., until the end in the furnace is melted off. The bar is

removed and examined. A pointed end denotes a cold metal; if

the end is nicked and ragged the metal is too hot but if the rod is

melted off leaving a clean square end the temperature is just right.

As soon as the bath is completely molten and all of the stone

has come to the top, the first test is taken and preparations

are made for slagging.

Taking the First Metal Test.—The preliminan'^ test is a small

amount of metal removed from the bath, cooled, drilled and
analyzed immediately by the chemical laborator\'- It is a test,

the chemical composition of which as reported to him, enables

the melter to control exactly the composition of his steel in the

furnace. The mechanism of taking the tf^t and handling

it rapidly in the laboratory has been described in detail in the

author's other work- and will be repeate<l briefly here.

One side door of the furnace is opened about 12 in.; the first

helper then introduces a spoon, with a bowl approximately H in.

in diameter and P o deep having a handle 10 to 14 ft. long, into

the furnace. By an up-and-down movement followed by a hori-

zontal skimming motion through the slag, the bowl and about 2 ft.

of the handle become covered with a tlun layer of slag that chills

immediately. This is known as “slagging the spoon'' and pre-

vents molten metal from fusing onto the metal bowd and handle.

^ Also known as a quick test or furnace control test.

* “Technical Analysis of Steel and Steel Works Materials," McGraw-
Hill Book Co., pp. 120-122, 1923.
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Alter the spoon is slagged, the furnaceman inverts it, reaches well
down into the metal, turns it, and withdraws a spoonful quickly
taking it from a point as near as possible midway between the
mrfaee and bottom and between electrodes and banks.

As soon as the spoonful of metal is withdrawn from the furnace
a helper quickly scrapes the slag off the top of the metal in the
bowl usmg, for this purpose, a wooden paddle. The metal is

poured rapidly into the mold or test cup shown in Fig. 30.

Fio. 30.-^Two fonos of prelimiziary test molds.

As soon as it chills, whidli is almost immediately, the test is

knocked out of the mold and cooled rapidly. Some grades of
steelmay be water quenched, some must be air cooled and others
must have a di^t lime anneal.* The test is then rushed to the
drill room where the scale is ground off the bottom surface of the
piece (X, Fig. 30). Drillings are then taken at the point X in
Fig. 30 and delivered to the laboratory for analysis.

Time Taken by Preliminary Analyses.—With a well organized
laboratory, the time expended on preliminary analysis is very
short. The furnaceman usually takes his first teat just as soon
as his bath is completely molten. In some cases where furnace
practice is well standardized, he may take it a few minutes before
the bath is entirely molten. Five minutes is sufScient to take
the test, drill it and deliver the drillings to the laboratory By
estimating, the approximate amount of phosphorus, accurate
enough for furnace control, can be reported to the furnace in
10 min. Thus, by the time preparations for slagging are com-
plete, the phosphorus percentage is reported. The carbon and
manganese results follow shortly after the phosphorus, 5 to 10
min. ^ditional being sufBcient to complete these two elements.
Slagging is hardly under way before the melter knows the exact
cmnposition of the molten bath.

*Loe.ea., pp. 131-133.
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It is always advisable for the melter to wait for his aiialyBis

before starting to slag off his heat^ although after working a
furnace for some time and knowing his scrap well, he often takesa
chance and goes ahead with the slag removal as soon as melting is

complete and the bath sufficiently hot. He will be about half

through when the results are reported; it is not too late then,

if necessary, to stop slagging and work the carbon, phosphorus
or manganese down further if absolutely essential to the final

composition.

About the time slaving is complete the nickel pwcentage
will be known, say 15 min. alter the carbon and manganese were
reported. Usually the laboratory has from 30 min. to 1 hr.,

to run alloys on the first preliminary test without delaying furnace

operations any. Phosphorus is the most important element with

carbon a close second. It may or may not be necessar>^ to know
the manganese at once; most melters however, require these

three elements in 15 to 20 min. after they take the test, with

nickel reported 15 min. and chrome reported 30 min. later.

SLAGGING OFF

We have, at the end of the melting operation, the bath of

molten metal covered by a thin watery slag. The metal should

be fairly hot; if not, high power is applied until the temperature

raises to the proper point (2,900 to 2,950 deg. F.). The melter,

in most cases, is heating up his bath during the 10 or 15 min.

inter^'al that the first metal test is in the laboratory’. As soon

as the phosphorus percentage is reported, in some cases a few

minutes before if he is sure of his metal, slagging is startiMl.

Mechanism of Slagging.—^To the front or tapping dour^

of the furnace is attached a weight which will hold it wide open

during slagging. The furnace is now tilted very’ slightly, just

enough for the slag to roach the door and run out into the pit

in a thin stream. After as much has run off a« will, the power

is turned off and the electrodes raised. The first helperthen intro-

duces a rabble or skimmer® into the front door, and by a raking

motion scrapes the slag off the metal and out the door into the pit.

^ Some arc furnaces have a back door through which slagging and other

furnace operations are carried out.

* The rabble, or skimmer as it is sometimes called, is constructed like a

hoe; a piece of ^ 4 in. plate about 6 by 8 in. being set on the end of a handle

12 to 14 ft. long. The rabble weighs in the neighlK>rhood of 30 lb.
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To assist the first helper in slagging off, the second and third

helpers rake the slag from the back of the furnace to the front

iiang for this purpose long green saplings introduced through

each side door. To remove the last traces of slag, about 100 lb.

of lime are thrown into the furnace. This floats on the bath as a
thick mass and collects any small amounts of slag not already

removed. Thewhole mass

rr
\ is then poled to the front

IJ
//

[_
and laked out the door.

\\ /y Precautions in Slashing.

\v/ Slagging a 6-ton heat is a

N / hot and disagreeable job at

I

the best, but it can be

L-^ made easier by a little

* ‘-4+ ‘ attention to detail. It is

possible, when the dag is

Fia. 81.—Sldmmer holder for dasKing. consistency, tO

pour off more than half,

only using a rabble for the last part. The melter soon learns the

proper fluidity to attain in order to lessen the manual labor

connected with raking off the slag andadjusts hisslag accordingly;

after melting is complete and the temperature is all right. To
thicken, he adds a few shovelfuls of lime; to thin, one or two
small shovelfuls of fluorspar will put the slag in proper shape.

It is necessary here that the furnace be tilted at just the right

angle. If tilted a little too much, an appreciable amount of

metal will be lost, running out with the slag.

Most melt shops have constructed a Y-shaped steel framework
which fits on the front door of the furnace. A. roller is attached
to the bottom section of the Y (see Fig. 31) on which the skimmer
moves in and out of the furnace with little effort.

The long saplings used for poling the slag to the front door are
preferably of green wood. If these are not obtainable, dry
poles may be used but should be dampened before use.

A convenient method of slag disposal is to place a chain some
8 to 10 ft. long in the pit and rake the slag onto the chain. After
the slag is solid, an hour or two, the two free ends of the chain
are broui^t together and the solidified slag lifted bodfly out of
the pit with a crane.*

* Slag pans are commonly used.
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After slagging is complete, the metal is ready for the final

treatment, recarburizing of the bath if necessary or desirable

and deoxidation and desulphurization which makes up the final

period of the practice.

THE DEOZIDATlbl? PERIOD

The deoxidation period may be conveniently divided into three

operations, preliminary recarburizing, making the dag and final

deoxidation. The first, preliminary recarburization is not

recommended as producing the best grade of steel—^this will be

discussed later—although this practice is still used extensively.

Whether recarburization is made at this point or not, the other

two operations are the same for all furnace practice; no matter

how the heat is melted, it should be deoxidized by the same type

slag applied in the same way. In the deoxidation period all

additions of ferro-alloys are made. It is obvious that here is

one decided advantage of the electric process, easily oxidizable

alloy's may be added directly into the furnace with no loss instead

of into the ladle, as is common and necessary in most cases in the

Bessemer and open hearth. The addition of these allowing

elements directly to the metal in the furnace tends to produce

uniformity as each alloy has plenty of time allowed for its com-
plete and thorough distribution.

The first step in the final period is recarburization.

PRELIMINARY RECARBURIZATION

Method of Recarbuzizing.—After removing the oxidizing slag,

we have in the furnace a bath of bare metal. If desired or if

necessary, recarburization may be made here, the bare metal

quickly absorbing any carbonaceous material added to it. For

this purpose, eithtT coke, anthracite coal or broken pieces of elec-

trodes is ground to a powder Uen mesh or liner; and is weighe< I

into paper bags holding about 10 lb. each. The bags are

shoveled into the furnace being placed as iu*ar the center as

possible, preferably directly under the electrodes.

The best material for recarburization on the bath is electrodes.

There is alvrays some accumulation of scrap electrodes, butts,

broken nipples, etc., in the melt shop. These are broken up to

about 2 in. mesh with a sledge hammer and fed into a crusher

which delivers them at 10 mesh or finer. Electrodes have the
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advantage of a lower ash than coke and have, of course, no vola-

tile matter as has anthracite. Coke breeze, while cheap, is not

desirable on account of the high ash.

Amount of Recarbuzization.—^When this method of bringing up
the carbon is used, sufficient is added, if carbon steel is made, to

result in a percentage three to five points below the minimum
requirement for that particular heat. When alloy steel is the

product, the carbon is brought up to a point low enough so that

when all alloy additions are in the furnace, the carbon will

be a little below the minimum. With a hot bath, about 70 per

cent of the wei^t of the electrodes added is absorbed by the

metal as carbon. With crushed coke this figure is too hi^,
approximately 60 per cent being taken up by the bath. Thus,

if a heat is melted down to .15 per cent, and the requirements are

.60 to .70 per cent sufficient recarbuiizer is added to bring the

metal up to .55 per cent carbon. If the charge was 15,000 lb.,

and 4 per cent was taken as the furnace loss, a simple calculation^

would show that 83 lb. of recarbuiizer are necessary.

The power may or may not be on while recarburizing. This

depends on the condition of the bath; if too cold, the current is

thrown on as soon as the oxidizing^g is removed; if hot enough^

to absorb carbon readily, it is desirable to keep the electrodes

raised and the power off until the recarburizing reaction is

complete.

It is never advisable to add more than 125 to 150 lb. of recar-

burizer to the bare bath in a 6- to 8-ton heat. In other words,

do not try to bring the carbon up more than 60 to 70 points.®

Preliminar>’ recarburizing, of doubtful value in any case, becomes
increasingly harmful as the amount of recarbuiizer added
incr||^bses. About the only justification of excessive preliminary''

recarburization is in the manufacture of synthetic pig iron and
electric furnace washed metal from steel scrap. This brings us to
the disadvantages of recarburizing.

Disadvantages of Preliminary Recarbuzization.—^The greatest

disadvantage of recarburizing with electrodes or other form of
^Four per cent of 15,000 lb. is 6001b. 15,000 lb. minus 600 equals 14,400

lb. in the furnace. If .15 per cent is contained carbon and .55 per cent the
desired percentage, then .40 per cent must be added in the form of recar-
biizizer or 58 lb. of carbon. Since 70 per cent is absorbed 83 lb. of crushed
electrodes are added.

* The hotter the metal themorerapid and complete the carbon absoiption.
* The manufaetuxe of synthetic pig iron is an exception to this.
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carbon after the oxidizing slag is removedy or any other timcy for

that mattery is that deoxidation is made more difBicuIt by the
large amount of solid non-metallic impurities and gases intro-

duced by the operation. Recarburization is only necessary when
the heat is melted low in carbon, in other words, when melt^ with
complete oxidation. As soon as the carbon is added, a vigorous
reaction ensues, by which the dissolved ferrous oxide in the bath is

deoxidized with the formation of large volumes of carbon monox-
ide gas causing for a time a very wild metal. This evolution of

gas is of course the result of an over-oxidized metal. Theferrous
oxide is a factor always present where much ore or scale was used
and as it must be gotten rid of in any case, it is probably better

to accomplish this by carbon early in the process than later in

the deoxidation period. However, it is a fact, that the evolution

of large volumes of carbon monoxide here results in a metal
containing much dissolved gas that is laterremoved with moroor-
less difSiculty.

In addition, the carbon absorbed by the bath carries with

it from 10 to 15 per cent ash or in the case cited on a previous

page, where 83 lb. of recarburizer were added, 8 to 10 lb. of solid

non-metallic impurities are added in a finely divided form.

Obviousl3% in a process that, in most of the refining, has elimina-

tion of solid non-metallic impurities as the principal object, the

addition of 8 to 10 lb. of finely divided earthy substances is highl^^

undesirable.

We may say then, that preliminary' recarburizing on the bath

after the oxidizing slag is removed has few advantages and many
disadvantages. Its principal advantage is cheapness as the cost

of scrap electrodes or coke breeze is practically nil when compareil

with the cost of low phosphorus pig iron or of washed metal.

We will see in a later chapter that melting with complete

oxidation with recarburization as here described, is the cheajjest

and most fool-proof process and is consequently favored by a

large majority of plants and results in most instances in an

inferior product. Aside from the cost, it removes most of

the dissolved ferrous oxide. Here the advantage is doubtful;

if the heat was melted correctly it would not be over-charged

with FeO.
The disadvantages are: (1) Large volumes of carbon monoxide

gas resulting from the recarburizing reactions, part of which is

later gotten rid of with diflSculty, and (2) the introduction of
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an appreciable amount of solid non-metallic impurities in a form
not e^y removable.

Quieting Wild Metal after Recarburization.—^The direct result

of lecarburization after the oxidizixtg slag is removed is a wild

bath, so, after the carbon is all added, the fumaceman stirs his

heat well to insure thorou|^ mixing and adds two or three small

shovelfuls of crushed ferrosilicon (50 per cent) scattering it

over the entire surface. Twenty to twenty-five pounds are suffi-

cient, and will prevent the excessive boiling which in an
overcharged furnace, may send some of the metal out the doors.

In some plants the fumaceman will add ferromanganese to

the metal either before or after recarburizing. This alloy of

course deoxidizes any oxides present and makes the bath more
quiet. It should not, if possible, be added before recarburization

as a boiling bath absorbs carbon much more readilyand efficiently

than a quiet one. The addition of ferro-manganese at t.bia point
of the process is of doubtful value, as the manganese oxide which
forms and rises to join the slag must be reduced to the metal
before the slag and metal can be deoxidized completely. If

silicon is used, its reaction product forms a permanent part of the
fiiud slag. We will take this up again in another section.

The metal in the furnace, which has been melted with a variable
amount of oxidation depending upon the grade of steel to be made
and the knowledge and skill of the melter, has had the first slag
removed and has been recarburized if necessary' or desirable,

and quieted. It is now ready for the final step in the process,

making the white slag and deoxidizing the bath.

THE WHITE SLAG

The electric furnace white slag is composed of lime, coke and
fluorspar or silica sand. In the best practice, aswe shall see later,

fluorspar is used in preference to the acid material. The pro-
portions of the slag-making materials varj' greatly with the
practice used, the kind of steel made, and the ability of the
fumaceman. Two varieties of white slags are common in best
practice, the white lime slag used only in making low carbon steel
and the carbide slag used in most plants for all other grades.
"^e reader Aould understand here that there is no sharp

dhiding line between the white lime slag and the carbide alng
The author is accustomed to distinguish electric fximace white
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slags that are rather gray in color and smell distinctly of
acetylene when moistened with water, as carbide dags and all

others as white lime slags. A posdble dividing line is 1 per
cent calcium carbide. The slag may of course, be gray in color,

have plenty of carbon present and still have no carbide. All of

the carbon in this ease is uneomtwed, temperature or other con-

ditions were perhaps^^not favorable for carbide formation.

.\gain, it is possible to detect the odor of acetylene in a slag when
only a few tenths of 1 per cent caldum carbide is present.

.Although the whole thii^ is a matter of experience, it maybe said

that the carbide slag leaves no doubt as to its composition, the

characteristic odor of acetylene is fairly prominent when the

percentage of calcium carbide approaches 1.

For a general average, it may be said that the white lime slag

is composed of 8 to 16 parts of lime, ^ to 1 part of coke and
sufficient, 1 to 4, parts of fluorspar. The carbide slag is made
up of 5 or 6 parts of lime, to 2 parts of coke and sufficient,

}.^ to 2, parts of spar. No hard and fast rules can be laid down
for the proportions of slag materials. It is here that the judge-

ment, experience, and intelligence of the melter comes actively

into play. He varies the amount of lime, coke and spar to attain

a definite result, a slag containing sufficient carbide to deoxidize

his heat thoroughly but still not so strong that carbon absorp-

tion will be beyond control.

We will reserve discussion of the relative merits of the white

lime slag and the carbide slag imtil later, taking up here the

mechanism of slag formation, citing a condition and composition

in average daily practice.

Makii^ die Slag.—For the average 16,000-lb. heat, 500 to

600 lb. of lime, 150 to 200 lb. of coke and lUO to 150 lb.

of spar are mixed thoroughly on the shop floor and after

recarburizing is complete, if tWs is the practice followed, all is

shoveled into the furnace as rapidly as possible. The doors are

now closed, preferably luted with fireclay to keep the furnace

nearly air tight and high power turned on. The furnace is left

quietly for 20 to 45 min. to facilitate slag formation. .A.t the

end of this period one door is opened slightly, a spoonful of the

slag is withdrawn and after pouring on an iron plate examined.

If the slag is brown or brownish-black, it is not deoxidized and

more coke is scattered over the bath. If too thick, more spar is

added to thin it—^this will usuallybe the case if the lime is highin
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Tpagnpala. or low in sUica; if too thin, lime or even a little crushed

dolomite may be added to thicken.

After about 30 min, under high power, sometimes even sooner,

the should appear fluffy, especially aroimd the electrodes.

This fluffing and foaming which is not unlike thick soapsuds

spreads gradually from the electrodes to the banks. After

30 min. to an hour, the slag should be quiet, slightly foamy, and

under the electrodes very fluid. A sample cooled and examined

should be white, denoting the probable absence of more than

traces of ferrous and manganese oxides or, preferably, it will be

gray due to carbon or calcium carbide. The slag is now
deoxidized; it only remains to deoxidize the metal by means of a

slag strong in carbide.

The Carbide Slag.—Calcium carbide is formed through the

reaction of lime, CaO, and carbon at the temperature of the

electric arc. To form carbide in appreciable amounts, a con-

siderable excess of coke must be present. After the slag is

white or nearly white, showing that most of the ferrous and
manganese oxides have been reduced by the coke, calcium

carbide formation if not partly accomplished in the furnace

already, is started.

Eight to ten shovelfuls of lime are mixed with half to two-thirds

as much coke, and this mixture shoveled into the furnace as close

to the electrodes as possible. A shovelful of coke is then scat-

tered over the bath and the doors closed tightly. High power is

maintained for 10 to 15 min. longer. The bath and slag are

stirred well and a sample of slag taken out of the furnace with a
spoon and after solidifying, cooled slowly in water. The color

should be dark gray and when wetted it should smell strongly

of acetylene. In fact, when a strongly carbide slag is carried,^

the odor of acetylene from a moistened spoonful should be easily

distinguished at a distance of 5 to 10 ft.

Through stirring the metal and dag at intervals of 20 to 30
min., and through the migration of oxide from metal to slag to

restore the equilibrium, deoxidation of the steel should be practi-

cally complete in about one hour after the slag is strongly carbide.

The total elapsed time from the removal of the black slag until

deoxidation may be called complete varies from IJ^ to 3 hr.,

depending on conditions and the skill of the fumaceman.
^ A mill expression; the fumaceman speaks of the metal *‘carryins the

slag.”
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Ollier Methods of Building Hie Slag.—Althou^ it is preferable

to mix theslag-making materialswellbefore addi^to thefumace,
many melters build their slag on the bath. This procedure is

used and is perhaps the best, all things considered, in the larger

hot metal furnaces; but is not advisable in the cold scrap process.

The advantage of building the slag on the bath instead of mixing
on the shop floor is that less carbon is absorbed by the metal.

The principal disadvantage is the difficulty of forming carbide

uniformly throu^out the whole body of the slag. The mecha-
nism of slag-making in the furnace is something like this: 400 to

603 lb. of lime are shoveled into the furnace. High power is

immediately thrown on and the furnace sealed for 15 min. The
lime is now thorou^ly heated and has gathered into itself all of

the oxide previously floating on the bare metal. Fluorspar or

silica sand is now shoveled in, 100 to 200 lb. being used. The
amount necessary varies; enough is added to attain the required

fluidity. The slag is now dark brown from the oxides present and
is sufficiently fluid. The coke may now be added; 50 to 150, e\'en

200 lb. are shoveled in and scattered over the surface of the slag.

The slag should be deoxidized in a few minutes after the coke

addition. It is now only necessary to seal the furnace and wait

for carbide formation to take place.

In this method of slag-making, the ultimate result is the same,

although man^'’ melters consider that it is harder to maintain a

considerable percentage of carbide when the slag is built in

the furnace.

Slag Additions during the Remainder of the Heat.—^After the

correct slag condition is attained, it remains to keep it in proper

shape during the rest of the heat. Roughly, it takes 30 min. to

free the slag from FeO and MnO, it takes lo min. more to promote

carbide formation. The balance of the deoxidation period, 1 to

2 hr. is taken up in making alloy additions, adjusting chemical

composition and temperature and completing the deoxidation of

the metal. During this period the slag must be kept uniformly

carbide and thus strongly reducing. This is no little task and

requires skill and experience on the part of the melter. We will

see in a subsequent chapter how many untoward influences,

atmospheric ox>'gen, small portions of the bottom coining up, for

example, may affect the condition of the slag. Consequently the

final hour is a continued struggle to keep the slag in shape. This

is done by additions of lime, coke or spar either alone or mixed
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as the occasion requires. By the combination of coke additions,

maintaining the proper fluidity and excluding atmospheric osygen

as much as possible from the furnace, the slag may be kept in

good condition right up to the moment of tap.

WSISBJSGi THE HEAT

After the alag has been deoxidized and is strongly carbide, it is

necessary' to keep it in this condition, make aUoy additions and
adjust the composition and temperature to that necessary for

the grade of steel to be made. If the slag is kept in shape, deoxi-

dation should proceed nearly automatically and the addition of

feiro-silicoa should take care of the gas.

While most of the ferro-alloys are not added until the slag

is in good shape, one or two may be added early. It is advisable

to discuss alloy additions briefly esp>ecially those used in the

common alloy steds. The steels requiring a special melting

practice may be properly discussed by themselves later.

AUoy Additions.—^As soon as the black slag is removed and the

white slag shovded into the furnace, nickel may be immediatdy
added, pronded the metal is sufficiently hot to dissolve it without
bdng cffilled excessively. If nickel scrap is used in the heat, and
ths is always the case when nickel and chrome nickel steel are

made, only a small addition, usually less than 300 lb. must be
added. This will not chill the bath to any' extent. The other

three elements forming a solid solution with iron, copper, cobalt

and molybdenum may also be added early' in the heat. There is

no danger of any' part of these four alloys being lost by' oxidation,

they immediately dissolve in the molten bath and stay' there.

As before noted, part of the manganese is, in some shops, add^d
onto the bare metal when recarburizing. In best practice,

however, almost all of the ferromanganese is added as soon as

the slag is deoxidized; in other words, 30 to 45 min. after the
beginning of the deoxidation period (see Log Sheet 1). With no
appreciable amount of oxide in the slag, all of the ferro-alloy goes
directly' into the metal. The small amount necessary to give the
required final pocentage is added as soon as the results on the
final preliminary tests are received (Log Sheet 1).

Silicon in the form of the 50 per cent alloy is, in the majority
of plants, added about 10 min. before tap. The advisability

of making the additionso late isquestionable,as too shorta time is
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available for the reaction products to leave the steel. Silicon is

preferably added partly after the slag is completely deoxidized,

another part about 30 min. before tap, and the final third about

10 or 15 min. before tap.

Chromium^ may be added as soon as desired after the slag is

free from oxides. If the bath is not completely deoxidized, some
of this alloy will be oxidized and will pass into the slag coloring it

green. This color is clearly evident even if only a few tenths

of 1 per cent chrome are present. A little powdered coke

scattered over the slag will deoxidize the chromium oxide and
drive the metal down into the steel.

Vanadium^ is added before tap after the final silicon addition.

Vanadium is verj^ easily oxidized so, for that reason, should not be

added until it is certain that no oxides nor carbon monoxide are

present in the slag or bath. The ferro-alloy melts easily; by

adding it 10 or 15 min. before tap it is certain that all will be

melted and thoroughly distributed.

Log Sheet 1, a condensed furnace log of a heat of nickel chrome

steel shows the time of adding ferro-alloys.

The manufacture of high speed and other special steels will be

discussed later. The additions of the alloys for these grades;

tungsten, etc; will be taken up then.

Taking the Final Furnace Tests.—Usually one, sometimes

tw’o tests are taken during the deoxidation period to determine

the progress of the heat and assure the furnaceman that his

composition is correct. The melter, knowing the composition

of the metal at the moment of slagging, makes his additions

accordingly, deoxidizes his slag and then takes out his final tests.

It is essential that the slag be completely deoxidized to insure

that the bath will remain constant in composition i except the

carbon w’hich increases slightly ithroughout the rest of this period.

Nickel and manganese are usually added before the tests are

taken; an amount sufficient to bring the percentage of these

elements up to the minimum required. After they are melted

and the heat and slag w’eli stirred, the tests are taken, one from

each side door. The mechanism of taking these tests is the same

as for the first preliminary test described on p. 117. Duplicate

tests are not essential but are advisable as they serv^e to prevent

any possible error or dispute over analysis. One of the final

^ Ferrochromium (60 per cent) and ferrovanadium (40 per cent) are

commonly used.
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tests is taken through one side door from a point midway between

surface and bottom and between electrodes and banks. As soon

as the metal is poured into the test cup, the procedure is repeated

at the other side door. Duplicate tests eliminate the possibility

of the error, sometimes present, if a test is taken too soon after an

alloying addition, from a very cold bath or from a bath that is

not well stirred before taking the test. By duplicate tests

local segregation or variation in the bath will be detected at once.

One precaution is worthy of attention in the procedure of

taking the final furnace tests. They should not be taken

immediately after a coke addition is made to the slag. It often

happens that when a shovelful or two of coke is scattered on the

bath the powder wdll lie suspended for a considerable period of

time—for 5 to 10 min.—w’hen far enough from the electrodes

to avoid the action of the arc. In slagging the spoon, free coke

may become entrapped to be later dissolved in the spoonful of

molten metal taken for the test. Several times in the author^s

experience, final furnace tests were found to contain from 5 to

10 points more carbon than was actually in the bath. If watched
carefully, this possibility of error may be completely avoided.

Calculation of the Chemical Composition.—For the benefit of

those readers who have not had the opportunity to watch electric

furnace practice at close range, w’e will explain in detail the

method of calculating the amount of ferro-alloy and other

additions to the furnace, and the procedure in controlling the

analysis. For illustration, we will take the heat illustrated in

Log Sheet 1. For this heat the melter has ordered a miscellane-

ous assortment of scrap with sufficient nickel-bearing material,

so he will have about 1 per cent in his bath when melted.

The total charge is 15,700 lb. Approximately 4 per cent is

allowed for furnace loss. The charge w’ill therefore be close to

15,000 lb. The scrap is melted with a limited amount of oxida-

tion to leave some residual carbon and manganese in the bath.

The melt-down test showed .010 per cent phosphorus, .13 per
cent carbon and .17 per cent manganese. No recarburization on
the bath is necessary as the 12 to 15 points betw’een the composi-
tion at slagging and the requirement will be met by the carbon
contained in the ferro-alloys, picked up from the slag and if this

is not sufficient, a few points may be secured by washed metal.
Accordingly, the melter slags off the heat and immediately adds

his white slag. At 10:15 a.m. he receives the nickel percentage
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from the laboratory. If he aims at a final percentage of 2 he

must add to the furnace the difference between 2 per cent and
what he already has or .97 per cent. This is 1.03 per cent. The
number of pounds of nickel is 1.03 per cent of 15,000 or 15,000

multiplied by .0103 which is equal to 155. Since the nickel is 99

per cent pure, he must add 155 dmded by .99 or 157 lb. From
Log Sheet 1 we see that he added 160 lb. at 10:30 a.m.

Log Sheet 1.—Condensed Furnace Log Showing Aleot Additions and
Distribution op Time in Making a T-ton Heat op Nickel-

Chrome Steel

C Mn Si S P Ni Cr
Analysis ordered . . . .25 .40 .15 .025 .025 1 75 .40

.35 .60 .25 less less 2.25 .60

6:10 a.in. Previous heat tapped.

6:20 a.m. Bottom repaired.

6:20 a.m. Began charging.

7:00 a.m. Scrap all charged, 15,700 lb.

7:00 a.m. Power on.

9:05 a.m. Nearly melted, began pushing in.

9:30 a.m. All melted, first test taken.

9:35 a.m. Slag thick, added fluorspar.

9:40 a.m. Began slagging; result first test; P. .010 per cent.

9:50 a.m. Results, first test: C .13 per cent; manganete .17 per cent.

9:55 a.m. Slag off
;
no recarburizer required.

10:00 a.m. White slag all on; furnace on high power.

10:15 a.m. Results first test: nickel .97 per cent.

10:30 a.m. Slag melted, almost white; result, first test, C'r .17 per cent.

10:30 a.m. Added nickel '99 per cent i, 160 lb.

10:40 a.m. Slag white; added ferrumanganese SO jier rent . .">n lb.

lO’oO a.m. Last tests taken.

10.55 a.m. Slag carbide; addetl ferru'-ilicon 50 per cent , *J5 lb

11:05 a.m. Results, last test: C .lb per cent; manttanc-e .41 per «enT

11.10 a.m. Added ferruchrume 6 i.»er cent C, 66 per cent < r , 75 ll»

11.10 a.m. Added ferro-iiiangane^e SO per cent . IMI lb.

11:10 a.m. Added washed metal, 200 lb.

11:10 a.m. Added ferrosilicon '50 {ler cent , 25 lb.

11:15 a.m. Results, last test, nickel 2 05 per cent.

11:20 a.m. Added nickel (99 per cent , 10 lb.

11:20 a.m. First heat test; temperature hot.

11:25 a.m. Added ferrosilicon loO per cent.;, 25 lb.

11:30 a.m. Second heat test; power off.

11:40 a.m. Tapped.

C Mn Si S P Ni Cr

.30 .51 .183 .016 .017 2. OS 49Final analysis
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At 10:40 a.m. his slag is practically deoxidized so he adds the

bulk of the ferromanganese. He aims at .45 per cent or just

above the minimum. He had, when melting was complete, .17

per cent. Therefore the bath lacks .45 minus .17 or .28 per

cent. Now, .28 per cent of 15,000 (.0028 X 15,000) will give

42 lb. of manganese which must be added to bring the percentage

up to .45. Since the ferromanganese used contains 80 per cent

manganese, the 42 lb. is equivalent to 42 divided by .80 or 52 lb.

In the heat illustrated in Log Sheet 1 the melter has added 50
lb. at 10:40 a.m. After the manganese is dissolved, the tests

are taken out at 10:50 a.m. and the results on carbon and man-
ganese received at 11:05 a.m. These are: Carbon .18 per cent,

manganese .41 per cent.

Let us see for a moment where he gets .18 per cent carbon.

WTien melted there was .13 per cent in the bath. It is common
practice to assume that the metal picks up about 2 points

of carbon per hour from the carbide slag. The manganese added
contained 7 per cent carbon or 7 per cent of 50 lb. or 3.5 lb. of

contained carbon. The nickel contained .35 per cent or .35

per cent of 160 lb. or .6-lb. of carbon. With the alloys already

added 4.1 lb. of carbon have also been added. This is equal to

3 points (.03 per cent) with a charge of 15,000 lb. (4.1 15,000 =
.0003 or .03 per cent). Three points from the alloys and one
point from the slag added to the .13 in the bath will give .17

per cent. In Log Sheet 1 we see that he actually has .18

per cent.

Final Calculations.—The melter had calculated on having .45

per cent manganese present but from the laboratory results finds

he has .41 per cent. A little more must be added to be on the
safe side so at 11:10 a.m. he adds 20 lb. of the ferro-alloy or 16
lb. of contained manganese. This is equivalent to 16 h- 15,000
or .0011 or .11 per cent. The heat should finish with .52 per cent
manganese. Log Sheet 1 shows the final analysis to be .51 per
cent.

Because a miscellaneous lot of scrap was charged, the labora-
tory was required to determine chromium on the melt-down test.

They found .17 per cent, reported at 10:30 a.m. The slag was
white at 10:40 a.m. so the ferrochrome could have been added
then. In this case, however, making a comparatively low carbon
steel, the melter waited for the carbon result on his final furnace
tests before adding this alloy. In case something had happened
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that the carbon was too high on this test, say .28 per cent instead

of .18 per cent he could have used low carbon ferrcchrome and
thus saved the heat. Although it is desirable to add the chrome
as early as possible, this is more important in the higher chromium
steels, ball-bearing steel for example, where 1.50 per cent is

present.

He therefore, at 11 : 10 a.m. added 75 lb. of ferrochrome. This

figure is arrived at as follows: .50 per cent, the average required

percentage, minus .17 will give .33 or the percentage to be added.

Xow, .33 per cent of 15,000 lb. (.0033 X 15,000) is 50 lb. of

chrome. Since the ferrochrome used contains 66 per cent

chrome this 50 lb. is equivalent to 50 .66 = 75 lb. Xow this

ferrochrome contains 6 per cent carbon so by adding 75 lb. he

is adding 4.5 lb. of carbon or 3 points (.03 per cent). (4.5

15,000 = .0003). The last test showed .18 per cent; the melter

has since added 20 lb. of ferromanganese which will give .01

per cent and 75 lb. of ferrochrome or .03 per cent carbon, conse-

quently he should now have .18 + -03 + .01 + a possible .02

from the slag or a total of .24 per cent carbon. At 11:15 a.m.

the melter receives the nickel percentage from the laboratory on

his final test w’hich is 2.05. He now has in his bath, either cal-

culated or from the results on his final tests:

Carbon. .24 per cent Oast test and calculated from additions).

[Manganese, 52 per cent (last test plus the added ferromanga-
nese;.

Xickel, 2.05 per cent (last testi.

r'hrome, .50 per cent i first test plus added ferrochrome).

It will be noted that all of the elements except carbon are well

within the required limits. The carbon still needs slight atljiist-

ment so at 11:10 a.m. he adds 200 lb. of washed metal. This

material contains about 3.50 per cent carbon so 200 lb. will

contain 7 lb. of carbon or .05 per cent. The final percentage

should be .29 if no more is picked up from the slag. Actually,

as we see in Log Sheet 1, .30 is the final percentage.

Although the nickel already in the bath is all right, the melter

adds 10 lb. more at 11:20 a.m. This he figures will result in a

percentage of about 2.10. Most melters aim to keep the nickel

on the high side^ if possible. If, as happens rarely, an error

‘ A mill expression; if the percentage of an element is near the upper
limit it is on the high side, conversely if near the lower limit it is on the

low side.
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occurs, from the weight of the charge or from some other cause,

he figures that a little extra nickel will do no harm. If, in the

heat in Log Sheet 1 the nickel should finish about 1.70 per cent

the customer would probably refuse to accept it, if, however,

the final percentage was 2.30 or 2.35 this extra amount would

do no harm and the heat could still be applied on the order. For

this reason, in quite a number of shops, the melters aim to keep

the alloys, especially the nickel on the high side of the required

limits.

The composition has now been completely adjusted, all except

silicon. With this element, 75 lb. of the ferro-alloy have been

added, one third at 10:55 a.m., one third at 11:10 a.m. and the

rest at 11:25 a.m. The 75 lb. of the alloy represents 37.5 lb. of

contained silicon. In average practice, especially where heats

are made as rapidly as the one inLog Sheet 1, the melter figures on
about 70 per cent absorption. Thus 26.3 lb. actually goes

into the steel or 26.3 -r- 15,000 or .175. In theheat in Log Sheet 1

a little more has been taken up by the metal as it finished .183

per cent (absorption, about 75 per cent).

Influence of the Weight of the Charge on Chemical Composi-
tion.—In the previous paragraphs, we have calculated the per-

centages of the elements and figured the alloy additions using

15,000 lb. as the charge. This was done to avoid too many com-
plications. Also we took 4 per cent as the furnace loss. This
amount is by no means constant but varies according to the grade
of scrap used. In the heat illustrated in Log Sheet 1, the furnace

loss was actually nearer 6 per cent than 4. The melter, through
experience, becomes familiar with the scrap he has available and
gages his furnace loss according to his experience with the scrap
charged. This may range from 2 per cent to as much as 6 or

8 per cent.

In actually calculating the furnace additions, account must be
taken of the increase in weight of the charge through these addi-
tions. Thus in the heat shown in Log Sheet 1, the melter has an
original charge of 15,700 lb. If he allows for a furnace loss of 4
per cent, he will have, w^hen melted, 15,080 lb. He must then
take into account the metallic additions thus:

Charge 15,0S0 Washed metal 200
Nickel 170 Ferrosilicon 75
Ferrumanganese 70
Ferrochrome 75 Total charge. 15,670
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Thus instead of figuring on a basis of 15,000, as we have done
in the previous paragraphs, we should have taken 15,700 as the

charge. In this particular charge the loss was more than 4 per

cent, so our calculations were correct not considering the addi-

tions. In a heat where the amount of additions is small, this

does not make material difference. It does influence greatly in

some other grades of steel; for example high speed steel where
the tungsten, chrome and vanadium additions may amount to

as much as 4,500 lb. with a 10,000-lb. charge.

The three furnace logs given in detail in Chap. VIII afford

other examples of the method of calculating and adjusting the

chemical composition of the heat.

ADJUSTING TEMPERATURE AND TAPPING

After 1^2 to 3 hr. under the deoxidizing slag, the refining may
be called complete. All additions to the furnace have been made
and the chemical composition has been adjusted to the exact

point desired. It now only remains to adjust the tempera-

ture up or down as necessaiy to the degree required for the steel

being made. When this is accomplished, the ladle is placed in

position and the heat tapped.

Temperature at the End of the Deoxidation Period.—Deoxidiz-

ing on a hot bath is favored by most furnacemen. A high

temperature is favorable to good slag conditions and to rapid com-

pletion of the claaiiical reactions of refining. To facilitate this

very hot deoxidation, high power is kept on the furnace for the

greater part of the period. After most of the alloy additions have

been made tin' power may be reduced sliithtly, but in any case at

the end of the deoxidation period the bath shouM be iniieh hotter

than that required for tapping. The tapping temperature

will vary from 2.S50 to 2,05U deg. F. n,3G3 at 1,(.»25 deg. CM
sometimes even as much as 3,000 deg. F. (1,050 dt*g. (\b The

temperature in the furnace 20 min. before tap should be

about 3,100 deg. F. (1.705 deg. C.). It is therefore necessary, to

allow the furnace to cool at least 100 deg. F., sometimes more.

To this end, the power is shut off completely, the metal Wing

quietly in the furnace for 5 to 15 min. At the end of this time,

the melter takes his final heat tests.

Method of Determining Temperature.—ilelters become very

adept at estimating the temperature of a bath of molten metal.
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It is common for a fumaceman of long experience to judge

temperature to within ±50 deg. F. Many of them can estimate

much closer than this (to about ±25 deg.).

To determine temperature three methods are used. The first

has been described in an earlier section and consists of melting

off a bar in the bath and judging the temperature of the metal

from the appearance of the end. This method is often used

during the progress of a heat but rarely at the end of the process.

The other two methods are the pouring test and the set test.

The pouring test is the most popular and is perhaps the best

means of judging the temperature accurately if carried out

correctly. The test depends on the very obvious fact that the

hotter the metal the longer it will stay fiuid in contact with cold

surroundings. The test spoon is well slagged, is held in the

furnace until thoroughly heated and a spoonful of metal with-

drawn and poured in a slow stream into a test cup. (Fig. 30,

page 1 18.) The rate at vrhich the metal films over in the cup is, of

course, dependent on the temperature. The hotter the metal, the

longer time necessary for the film to form. The melter watches

the stream of metal closely as it is poured into the mold. A
cold metal is thick and sluggish, conversely, when hot, it is thin

and watery. Another factor is a possible skull left in the spoon.

If this appears, the metal is cold. This last factor is not impor-
tant because, obAUOusly, it depends to a large extent upon the

relative coldness of the spoon and the amount of insulating slag

layer between the metal bowl and the steel. It is plain that the

pouring test can be only comparative as many factors affect its

accuracy. However, it is quite surprising how closely the

experienced melter can control his temperature by this means.
The set test attempts to modify the pouring test and deter-

mine temperature by eliminating to a degree at least the personal

equation. A spoon of definite size is carefully slagged and a
spoonful of metal quickly withdrawn from the furnace. The slag

on the metal is at once scraped off. The spoon is then held
quietly and the time necessarj’^ for a film to form is taken with a
stop watch. A time of 10 to 11 sec. shows the temperature to
be about right; with less than 9 sec. the metal is too cold and with
12 sec. or more too hot.

Determining the Metal Temperature with an Optical Pyrom-
eter.—As, even under the best conditions, the above methods of
determining temperature are subject to serious errors, many
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attempts have been made to determine furnace temperatures

accurately with an optical pyrometer. These efforts have, for

the most part, resulted in failure. Direct readings on the slag

cannot be taken as the electric furnace slag is at all times

considerably different from the metal. Usually it is from 50 to

300 deg. hotter. Readings taken on a spoonful of metal poured

into a test mold are erratic as it has cooled considerably from
contact with the spoon and air even in the brief time necessary to

remove the metal from the bath. However, it is probably in

this way that the optical pyrometer will find its greatest use for

measuring furnace temperatures.

Attempting to observ^e bath temperatures by means of a

refractory tube has not been successful as few refractories will

stand direct immersion in the metal. Even if the tube w'ill stand

this immersion, it is almost always partly filled with fumes.

In addition to all of these troubles, additional errors are

introduced through lack of black body conditions which are neces-

sary to accurate observations with the optical pjTometer.

Because of the errors introduced, the optical pyrometer is not

used to any extent in measuring metal temperatures in the

furnace being confined mostly to pouring temperatures for which

it is better adapted. Consequently, the melter depends on his

knowledge and experience to tell him when his temperature is

correct.

Judging Deoxidation by the Heat Test.—The heat test poured

as above described also constitutes a direct measure of the degree

of deoxidation or soundness. If deoxidation has been carried out

thoroughly by the carbide slag, an<l if degasification is completed

by additions of firro-silicon added at 10- to 2‘^-min. intervals

late in the deoxidation period, the heat tests should be quiet in

the mold with no sparking or no bulging of the upper surface.

After the bath has been completely deoxidized and d(‘gasified the

exposed surface of the solid test piece should be slightly concave

or nearly flat and when fracture<l, no gas holes should he visible.

The appearance of the test in the mold is also an approximate

indication of the amount of silicon present. An upper surface

that is perfectly flat or a slightly concave denotes a silicon content

of approximately .18 per cent. A higher silicon, that is, up to

.25 or .30 per cent will show' a distinct depression in the surface.

This indication is not exact, because it is not absolutely dependent

on the amount of silicon, but is a measure of the amount of degasi-
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fication accomplished, this degasification being the result of

silicon, the manganese and to some degree, the carbide slag.

If, after taking a number of tests, the heat appears to be com-

jfietely deoxidized and degasified, if the temperature condition is

satisfactory, and if the slag is liquid and strongly carbide, the

ladle is placed in position and the heat tapped.

Fig. 32.—Tapping a 6-ton heat of electric steel.

Tapping the Heat.—It is desirable to tap the metal completely

before the slag. To this end, many of the newer furnaces have
either a tapping door with a hole or a spout and skim gate which
will permit the metal to flow out before the slag starts. In the

older models, both metal and slag would be tapped at once, unless

the slag was held back wdth a skimmer. Most of the old designed

doors have been replaced with a door having a hole 3 or 4 in. in

diameter w’hich is plugged wdth fireclay during the working of the

heat. Just before tapping, the fireclay is removed, the hole

filled with old sacking slightly dampened The furnace is tilted
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in the usual by the time the sacking is burned through the

slag line is above the tap hole.

The first helper tilts the furnace by a controller located

just to the right of the ladle pit. The ladle is suspended so that

the stream does not strike on the lining, nor on the sleeves and

stopper rod, and is moved slightly to accommodate the shifting of

the stream by the spout changing position in tilting.

WTien all of the metal and slag have drained completely from

the furnace, four or five shovelfuls of lime are thrown on top

of the slag in the ladle. This will act as an insulation and help

to prevent too rapid chilling of the upper surface of the metal.

The ladle is hoisted from the pit and taken to the pouring

platform. If cold pouring is practiced—^this is standard in the

United States—the metal may be held quietly in the ladle for

5 to 10 min. until the temperature falls to the desired point. The
ingots are then teemed.

Under no consideration, if quality steel is to be made, should

any additions be made to the metal in the ladle^ while tapping the

heat. Recarburizing in the ladle, formerly practiced extensively

in electric steel manufacture, is now discontinued in all shops.

Except for one or two of the newer ferro-alloys used occasionally

in electric steel; for example, ferrouranium and ferrozirconium

which are added to steel with great difficulty, all additions

can be made in the furnace where more time is available for their

complete solution and distribution.

(Jne of the most im[X)rtarit things to remember in connection

with the manufacture of good electric steel is: Makt the hedt m
the furnact' , not in the ladle.

^ When ferrotitanium is u^ed a> a deoxidizer, it is usually added to the

ladle.



HAPTER \1I

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE BASIC ELECTRIC PROCESS

The Oiidaium Period—the Deoxidation Period—Factors Affecting Deoxi-

dation

We have seen in the previous chapter that the basic electric

process is divided into two major periods, very distinct chemi-

cally: oxidation and deoxidation. The first period, oxidation,

is in many respects similar to basic open-hearth practice. The

second period, deoxidation, is unique with the electric process.

There is no other steel-making operation that accomplishes a

thorough deoxidation by means of a reducing atmosphere and

reducing slag. The acid open hearth approaches it more closely

than any other process but even here, although oxidizing con-

ditions may be controlled to some extent in the slag, the atmos-

phere in the furnace is, most of the time, sharply oxidizing.

In the oxidizing period in the basic electric process the scrap

is melted or the hot metal is refined with oxj'gen introduced in

solid form as iron ore, roll or forge scale or as rust on the scrap.

By means of this o.xj’gen, silicon, vanadium and phosphorus

may be eliminated almost entirely; the other easily oxidizable

elements, carbon, manganese, chrome, etc., are eliminated wholly

or in part according to the conditions present, and the preference

of the operator. In addition sulphur is removed to some extent.

It is obnous that when much oxj’gen is present in melting or

early refining, the bath will contain more or less dissolved or

entrapped oxides, principally ferrous oxide, which are harmful

to the metal. It is the function of the deo.xidizing slag to get

rid of these dissolved or entrapped oxides completely. So, after

the oxidizing slag is removed, as we have seen in the previous

chapter, the white slag is applied to accomplish this final purifica-

tion. The white slag performs three functions, all important and
all very essential to a quality product:

(1) It contains strongly reducing substances, carbon and
calcium carbide that will deoxidize any easily reducible oxides

with which they come in contact.

140
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(2) It forms a blanket over the metal, and prevents any con-

tact between the surface of the metal and atmospheric oxygen.

Any atmospheric oxygen that gains entrance into the furnace

will come into contact with the reducing atmosphere or with the

reducing substances in the slag, and thus will be rendered harm-
less before it can reach the bath of metal.

(3) It forms an active medium by which sulphur may be
removed from the metal and retained permanently in the slag.

In the hot metal process to be described later, the oxidizing

period is not present in the electric furnace,^ the scrap or pig iron

is melted and the oxidizable impurities removed in the open
hearth. The electric furnace only performs the deoxidizing

reactions.

THE oxidation PERIOD

Chemically the oxidation period may be divided into three

distinct steps: (1) The elimination of the silicon and manganese,

(2) the oxidation and removal of the phosphorus and (3) the

oxidation of the carbon. If chromiiun and vanadium are present

they are oxidized readily and pass into the slag as the oxides. It

is not known definitely in just what manner, or just when in the

oxidation period they are removed, probably the vanadium is

among the first to go, chromium following about the same time

as the manganese and acting similarily to the manganese, in that

strongly oxidizing conditions are necessary for its complete

oxidation.

The Elimination of the Silicon.—The first reactions taking

place in the melting period- are:

2 FeO + Si-2Fe+ SiO-. 111

xFeU + y SiUj—^FeO r'l'iOoij (la)

xCaO + y SiOj— iCaO)i<Si( t-u (lb)

The iron and calcium silicates immediately rise to the top to

join the slag; the reactions are practically finished by the time

melting is complete. It is probable that ferrous silicate (FeO)^

(SiOo'ly forms in appreciable amounts early in the melting. This

ferrous silicate is later broken up by substituting the stronger

base CaO for the FcO. The ferrous oxide then migrates down
into the metal and is actively concerned with the oxidation of the

^ This is true of the open-hearth electric process. If molten Bessemer
metal is refined in the electric furnace oxidizing is necessan,'.

* Except a slight oxidation of the carbon which will be described later.
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phosphorus and carbon. There is an appreciable amount of

sla^ formed before melting is complete, and before much of the

limestone has left the bottom of the furnace; although on account

of the direct boring action of the electrodes in the first part of the

melting period, there is always more lime present early in slag

formation than in the basic open hearth.

The FeO present early in the period comes from the dissocia-

tion of any Fe^Oj orFe364 present in the higher oxides inthe charge

as ore, scale or rust, although it is entirely possible that consider-

able early oxidation is accomplished by one of the higher oxides,

Fes04 or possibly FesOs.

The Elimination of the Manganese.—The manganese is

oxidized in much the same manner as the silicon

:

FeO + Mn->MnO + Fe (2)

X MnO + y Si02-^(Mn0)x(Si02)y (2a)

The manganese silicate immediately joins the slag and probably

stays there permanently, at least more permanently than the

ferrous silicate. The slag, therefore, at the end of melting will

contain calcium silicate, manganese silicate, some ferrous silicate

and possibly some free ferrous oxide together with the other

constituents, calcium and magnesium compounds etc.

Theoretically silicon should be completely oxidized before

manganese is removed at all. Actually some, perhaps consider-

able, manganese goes at about the same time although this

reaction is never as complete as with silicon. It invariably lags

behind silicon, which is completely eliminated at once, all but a

trace being gone by the time melting is complete. Manganese
can be partly controlled. Probably 60 per cent goes into the

slag at about the same time as the silicon or a little later;

the oxidation of the rest becomes increasingly difficult as the

amount becomes smaller. As the amount of residual manganese
decreases, more drastic oxidation must be employed to remove the

balance. For that reason, it is easy to leave .10 per cent to .20

per cent in the bath but difficult to get rid of the final .10 per

cent. A residual manganese of .10 per cent or below, especially

below .05 per cent, is a certain indication that the bath is

overoxidized.

As the amount of manganese in the charge increases, the

chances of a high residual manganese in the bath increase; thus

when melted with complete oxidation and using iron oxide, the
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carbon may be below .07 per cent and the manganese below .07

per cent ; while melting with complete oxidation using manganese
ore, the carbon may be below .07 per cent and the residual

manganese between .20 and .35 per cent.

Unless a large excess of manganese is present in the charge,

manganese ore for example, the oxidation of the manganese will

take place before the carbon; so, if iron ore is used, or if the scrap

is very rusty, a low carbon will be accompanied by a low
manganese percentage

.

To prevent excessive oxidation of the manganese, a condition

desirable in many eases, we therefore have two alternatives:

(1) Melt with restricted oxidation of the carbon which will

insure restricted oxidation of the manganese and leave from
.15 to .30 per cent in the bath; or.

(2) Melt with a large excess of manganese in the form of

manganese ore which will insure removal of the carbon but leave

.15 to ,30 per cent residual manganese in the bath.

We will have occasion to take up these two alternatives again

in the next chapter where variations in melting practice are

discussed.

Amoimt of Silica, Ferrous and Manganese Oxides in the First

Slag.—The amount of silica, ferrous and manganese oxide^ in

the first or black slag varies in wide limits. Like the basic open
hearth, and unlike the acid open hearth, the electric furnace

black slag does not adjust itself to any definite composition.

Silica will range from 10 to 20 per cent, ferrous oxide from 4 to

20 per cent and manganese oxide from 3 to 15 ptu* cent. Table

XII gives the chemical composition of three typical black slags.

A is from a heat melted with complete oxidation, B is from a heat

melted with complete oxidation using manganese ore and C is

the first slag of a heat in which clean scrap was used and oxida-

tion limited.

The principal advantage of an excess of manganese oxide in

the slag is the fluidity conferred by the manganese silicates which

have lower melting points then any other slag lonnirig silicates.

This may be of considerable moment in the basic open hearth but

of little importance in the electric furnace. Fuidity in the elec-

tric furnace is more easily attained than in the basic open hearth;

the slag temperatures are nearly always higher. "WTiereas it is

desirable to have 10 to 12 per cent manganese oxide in the slag

^ I n these pages, manganese oxide refers to manganous oxide, MnO.
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of the basic open hearth, in the electric furnace, slags such as C,

Table XII, are easily handled. If by any chance there is an
excess of lime, as is the case with slag C, the slag may be quickly

thinned by fluorspar.

Table XII.—Composition op Electric Furnace Blace SlagsABC
SiO, 14.28 15.37 16.26

FeO i 18.42 12.35 8.41

AliOj
!

2.07 1.96 2.84
MnO 1 8.43 12.65 4.37

CaO 43.17 44.31 53.23

MgO 1
12.47 11.65 13.78

PiO, ! 1.09 1.76 0.82

The Oxidation and Removal of Phosphorus.—The removal of

phosphorus depends for its completeness on three variables;

(1) An excess of oxygen; (2) a very basic slag; and (3) a low tem-
perature. The elimination of this element proceeds by the

formation of phosphoric anhydride, ferrous phosphate and finally

tri-calcium phosphate, reaction 3

5FeO + 2Fe3P^P205 + llFe (3a)
3FeO + P0O5 (FeO)3.(P205) (36)
(Fe0)3P205 + 3CaO->(CaO)3(P206) + 3FeO (3c)

Phosphoric anhydride (3a) formed by the reaction between the

iron phosphide in the charge and the ferrous oxide is a very strong

acid. It will immediately seize upon the most convenient base
available, which of course, is the ferrous oxide dissolved in the
metal, and will form ferrous phosphate (36). Ferrous phosphate
is not a permanent compound, it is easily" dissociated and easily

reduced- As soon as the ferrous phosphate reaches the slag, the
calcium oxide, being a much stronger base than the ferrous oxide,

replaces this compound to form tri-calcium phosphate (3c).

Phosphoric anhydride, P2O5. will be at once replaced by any
free silica according to the reaction

-f- Si02—^ \
(Ca0).(Si02), \

(re0).(Si02)„ /
+ P2O5 (3d)
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thus exposing the phosphoric anhydride to immediate reduction.

For this reason, phosphorus cannot be eliminated as long as
there is silicon left in the metal and free silica in the slag. It is

through this ability of silica to replace the phosphoric anhydride
in the calcium phosphate that phosphorus cannot be eliminated
in an acid process by a slag high in silica. The slag must be high
in bases, all of the silica combined, and there should be a
large excess of lime, CaO, to replace the ferrous oxide in the
unstable ferrous phosphate, forming the more stable tri-calcium

phosphate.

The temperature has a most important influence on the rapid

oxidation of the phosphorus. The oxidation of the phosphorus,
silicon and manganese (chromium and vanadium as well) are

all exothermic. The oxidation of carbon by reaction 4 is endo-
thermic. Therefore below a critical temperature, which in this

case is about 2,550 deg. F. (1,400 deg. C.), the oxidation of the
silicon, manganese and phosphorus proceeds in the order named;
the ox>"gen present after all of the silicon and most of the manga-
nese are gone, oxidizing the phosphorus before the carbon.

Above this critical temperature sufficient e.xternal heat is

being supplied to oxidize the carbon in preference to the phos-

phorus. As the heat is increased gradually in the cold scrap

electric process, with ordinary care on the part of the melter,

almost all of the phosphorus should have been removed before

active oxidation of the carbon commences.
Oxidation of the Carbon.—This has been gone into in the

previous paragraph where we have seen that a temperature above

2,550 deg. F. • 1,400 deg. C.t is essential for the active oxi«laiion

of the carbon. There is, however, some oxiilation of the carbon

very early in the period, probably to some extent tn’cn bt‘fore the

scrap is melted. It is well known that steel may be decarbiirized

to a considerable depth to in.) at a bright red heat if an

excess of oxygen is present. Although there is never as much
excess oxygen present in the electric furnace as in the basic

open hearth, it is certain that there is some carbon removal taking

place at an early stage.

The bulk of the carbon elimination comes after the silicon,

manganese, chrome and vanadium if present, and phosphorus

have been o.xidized and have gone into the slag. As we have

already seen, the higher the temperature, the more rapidly this

oxidation to carbon monoxide takes place, reaction 4 and 4a.
10
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FeO + FesC ->4Fe + CO (4)

Fe»04' + 4Fe,C 15Fe + 4 CO (4a)

It is practically impossible to remove the carbon below .03

per cent and exceedingly difficult to get it below .05 per cent.

Even when attempting to reduce this element below .06 or .07

per cent the oxidation of the bath becomes excessive. T\'ith

normal practice, and with an excess of oxygen in the form of ore,

scale, or rust, carbon removal will be constant and steady down

to about .06 j>er cent. To attempt to get it much below this

figure is increasing the possibility of inferior steel due to excessive

oxidation.

To melt high in carbon, it is necessaiy” to restrict the supply

of oxygen by omitting ore or scale and by using a clean scrap.

With only a small amount of oxide present, silicon wdll be oxidized

and eliminated completely, likewise vanadium if present.

The oxygen, by this time, wiU be practically all used up by these

two elements, and consequently the oxidation of the chrome,

manganese, phosphorus and carbon will be greatly restricted.

By controlling the temperature, it is possible to remove some

phosphorus in addition to silicon without disturbing the carbon

greatly; also leaving a large percentage of the total manganese

and considerable of the chrome in the metal. This is the basis of

the practice of melting with partial oxidation and, as the founda-

tion of first quality electric steel, is very important.

Elimination of the Sulphur in the Oxidizing Period.—There

is some elimination of sulphur in the oxidizing period in the elec-

tric furnace. The exact procedure and amount oxidized is

somew^hat of a conjecture, but reactions involved can be fairly

w’ell established, and the amount eliminated set at about 20

per cent of the total. It is not of importance even to consider

sulphur removal in the oxidizing period, as the white slag carried

by the metal later removes this element rapidly and completely.

As it does actually occur, we will consider it briefly.

Sulphur is alw-ays found to some extent, usually below' .20

per cent in the oxidizing slag. The exact form in wrhich it exists

is a subject of some debate. The argument lies principally

betw'een the possibility of calcium sulphide and calcium sulphate.

In the basic open hearth, sulphur may exist in the slag as calcium

sulphate but in the first slag of the electric furnace containing

^ Any Fe*03 is reduced to FejOi or FeO by the high temperature.
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a much smaller excess of oxides than the corresponding slag in

the open hearth, more sulphur as calcium sulphide should be
dissolved. The sulphur exists in the steel as manganese sul-

phide. This constituent is insoluble in the molten bath, but is

in such a finely dispersed or emulsified form, that but little will

rise to the top. What little does escape from the bath, about

20 per cent on an average, is dissolved by the slag. Some of

this manganese sulphide may bum to sulphur dioxide, SO2 ,

and escape as a gas; the rest, probably the greater part, is held by
the slag as MnS or CaS. The odor of SO2 is occasionally

noted just after the bath is melted, and sometimes distinctly when
slagging off. Likewise, some sulphur is always detected in the

slag by analysis.

Summary of the Chemistry of Oxidation.—Because in the

control of oxidation often lies the final quality of the product,

it is advisable, in orderto emphasize duly the reactions involved, to

summarize briefly the processes by which silicon, vanadium,
manganese, chromium, phosphorus and carbon are oxidized and
removed either wholly or in part from the molten bath during

or immediately after melting. In order to have oxidation occur,

the oxygen must be added in solid form; as no atmospheric

oxygen is present except the small amount leaking in through

the doors. The oxygen is added in the form of oxide, either

as iron ore, manganese ore, roll or forge scale or rust on the scrap.

The oxidation takes place in the following order;

(1) Silicon is all removed except a trace by the time melting is

complete,

(2) Vanadium is all removed by the time melting is complete.

(3) Chromium, except in the case of the last traces, oxi<lizes

easily and passes into the slag as chromic oxide. Unless a large

excess of oxygen is present, there will be from .OS to .30 per cent

left in the metal.

(4) Manganese oxidizes easily, but like chrome, as the residual

amount in the steel become progressively less, the task of

eliminating it becomes progressively greater. Its removal can

be controlled by limiting the amount of oxide or by charging

manganese ore.

(5) With the temperature below 2,500 to 2,550 deg. F. (1,375

10 1,400 deg. C.) phosphorus is readily oxidized to phosphoric

anhydride, a strong acid which combines with ferrous oxide to

form ferrous phosphate. The weak base, iron oxide, F&O, is
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then replaced by calcium oxide, a strong base, to form tri*

calcium phosphate which is stable as long as there is a large excess

of calcium oxide and no reducing substances in the slag.

(G) Above 2,550 deg. F. (1,400 deg. C.) carbon oxidizes readily

and as long as there is sufficient oxygen will be removed from the

bath down to a point close to .07 per cent. Removal of more than

this, unless manganese ore is used, produces an overoxidized

bath and often results in an inferior steel.

(7) About 20 per cent of the sulphur present is removed in the

oxidizing p>eriod probably leaving the metal as manganese

sulphide. Part of it is retained by the basic slag as this compound

or as calcium sulphide, and part maybe burned to sulphur dioxide,

SOi. The removal of sulphur in the oxidizing period in the elec-

tric furnace is of little practical importance.

With the foregoing discussion, and the summary noted just

above, we should be able to anticipate what will happen if the

amount of oxide introduced during the oxidizing period is closely

controlled.

(1) With an excess of iron oxide, silicon and vanadium will be

eliminated to a trace, carbon, manganese and chrome eliminated

to below .10 per cent, phosphorus to below .010 per cent and
sulphur about one-fifth of the total. This is the basis of melting

with complete oxidation.

(2) With a small amount of oxygen and the temperature

controlled closely, silicon and vanadium will be almost completely

eliminated, both will be below' .03 per cent; phosphorus if not too

high (not over .05, preferably not over .04 per cent) will be

brought below .02 per cent. From 20 to 60 per cent of the total

manganese, chrome and carbon w'ill be oxidized and thus

eliminated from the bath. Usually from 50 to 60 per cent of

these three elements will be retained by the metal. This is the

basis of melting wdth partial oxidation.

(3) With as little oxygen as possible; wdth clean scrap and no
ore or other oxide used in the chargeand w'hen the slag is deoxidized

as soon as the metal is melted—in other w'ords, omitting the

oxidizing slag altogether—silicon and vanadium will be almost
completely eliminated, both will be below .05 to .08 per cent.

Vanadium may be partly reduced from the oxide and go back in the

steel. With silicon this reduction is negligible, most of it

stajdng in the slag. Some carbon, manganese and chrome will be
oxidized; the carbon is lost permanently, but the other two
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elements are reduced from their oxides by the final slag and
go back into the metal. Phosphorus is of course unaffected.

This is the basis of melting without oxidation.

These three variations in oxidizing as here noted are impor-
tant as they are the foundation for all basic electric furnace

practice. They will be taken up again and in detail in the next

chapter.

The Recarbuzizing Reactions.—^The reactions taking place in

recarburizing are not of especial importance, and as they have
been discussed in part in the previous chapter, the^' will be

touched on but briefly.

As recarburizing on the bare metal after the oxidizing slag is

removed is nearly always with some form of carbon, this element

combines with the iron as iron carbide,

3 Fe + C-FeaC
and as such is dissolved readily in the molten bath. All of the

carbon added to the furnace does not go into the steel as iron

carbide. If there is air in the furnace, some is burned to carbon

monoxide, CO, and some is employed in reducing any ferrous

oxide dissolved in the molten metal. This reaction causes,

FeaC + FeO-4Fe + CO
when there is an excess of ferrous oxide, the boiling and wildness

of the bath described in the previous chapter. Should this

wildness become too prevalent at this time silicon is used for

quieting.

FeSi + 2CO—Fe + + ^'iOj

which is accomplished very quickly. As we have already seen,

some mehers use manganese for this same purpov**. Tlie reac-

tion here is

FtMn + CO-^Fe + C +
This latter reaction has the disadvantage that the manganes«^

oxide formed is not permanent in the s>lag as is Si< >2 thus the work

of the deoxidizing slag is increased,

THE DEOXIDATION PERIOD

As W’e have emphasized repeatedly, the deoxidation period is

the important one in the electric process and is the foundation for

the superior properties exhibited by electric steel. In Chapter

VI, we have noted the method of building the w hite slag and have

defined the two varieties of this slag, the white lime slag and the
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carbide slag. We will now enlarge upon what we have learned

and will view the two types of slag more in detail.

Types of Electric Furnace Deoxidizing Slags.—^Although these

have been previously described, it is essential that we repeat

some of the details here. We have seen that the final slag is

known as a white slag, principally from its light color from the

high percentage of lime and absence of oxide, and to distinguish it

from slags of other steel-making processes, and from the first slag

of the electric furnace which varies from grayish black to brown

or black in color and contains appreciable, sometimes large,

amounts of ferrous and manganese oxides.

In present-day practice, white slags are of two general types;

the white lime slag and the carbide slag. The first is composed of

lime, coke and fluorspar or silica sand in a ratio approximately

12 to 1 to 2. The percentage of coke is so small that calcium

carbide is usually absent altogether, or if present at all is con-

tained in the slag in very small amounts and exists only around

the electrodes. This slag was used almost universally a few years

ago in electric furnace practice and is still common in afew plants.^

It has few redeeming features and is not, as a rule, productive of

high-grade steel. Its only justification, perhaps, is when very

low carbon steel is made.

The carbide slag is the real deoxidizing medium of the electric

furnace. This slag is also composed of lime, coke and fiuorspar,

very rarely silica sand; but in this case the proportion of coke to

lime is very much increased. While the general tendency is to

increase the percentage of carbide carried by the slag, the

proportions of the ingredients may vary greatly depending on
conditions in that particular shop and the preference of themelter.

For an average composition 6 parts of lime to 2 parts of

coke to 1 part of spar is about right. When a strongly reducing

slag is required, the ratio may be increased to 3 parts of coke

to 6 of lime. Again if less deoxidation is needed or if it is pref-

erable to have a dead-melted bath, as is the case in making tool

steel from washed metal and muck bar, 1 part of coke to 6

parts of lime is all that is necessary. The amount of spar as

noted above is of course only approximate. As this is primarily

^ In the past, melters seemed to have been afraid to use a large percentage of
coke in the slag. Many of them have retained the fault to this day. This
was probably due to their ignorance of the properties of carbide slags and
to a fear that too much carbon would be absorbed by the bath.
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a thinning agent it follows that sufficient should be used to confer

the fluidity desirable. The fluidity will depend upon the tem-
perature of the bath and slag, the chemical composition of the

lime, and the amount of contamination of the slag by small

amounts of the bottom coming up. We may now look further at

these two types of slag to see what their action is upon the bath.

Deoxidation with a White Lime Slag.—^The white lime slag as

originally added to the furnace contains 8 per cent or less carbon

and is weakly deoxidizing. There is probably some calcium

carbide formed around the arcs, but this is rapidly broken up by
the oxygen in the air which leaks in through the door openings,

before it can spread completely over the bath. Although as

much as 8 per cent carbon may be added with the slag, very little

remains, most of it burning to carbon monoxide as soon as it is

thrown into the furnace. Only that reaching the center of the

furnace around the electrodes where the atmosphere is always

reducing remains to form small amounts of calcium carbide.

There is probably a small amount of reduction by the carbon

or the carbide according to reaction (1)

FeO + C Fe + CO (la)

3FeO + CaCa 3Fe + CaO + 2CO (16)

In most cases it is negligible, the greater part of the deoxidation

being accomplished by the solid agents ferromanganese and
ferrosilicon, reaction (2),

FeO + Mn Fe + IVInO (2a)

2FeO + Si -^2Fe + Si02 (26)

MnO + SiOo MnSiOa (2c)

the manganese silicate formed readily leaving the metal.

Thus we see that while some deoxidation may take place

according to reaction 1 above, the principal function of the slag

here is to form a protective covering for the bath, not to act as a

strong deoxidizing agent. If we must accomplish the bulk of the

deoxidation by reaction (2), using ferromanganese and ferro-

silicon, deoxidation in the electric process becomes very similar

to deoxidation in the basic open hearth with the exception that in

the electric furnace this deoxidation may take place in the furnace

instead of in the ladle, as is necessary when the slag is oxidizing.

Desulphurization with a White Lime Slag.—The essential

conditions for desulphurization are a strong basic slag and one
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very reducing in character. From what we have learned of

electric furnace final slags, it is quite evident that in this process

the requirements for desulphurization may be completely met.

We have a large excess of bases, the percentage ranging from

65 to 80, with 55 per cent to 65 per cent lime. We have a reduc-

ing atmosphere from coke added with the slag, from calcium car-

bide and from vaporized carbon around the electrodes. Thus

desulphurization may become very complete in the electric

furnace.

In the presence of a white lime slag assuming that calcium

carbide is absent, desulphurization takes place in three ways,

reactions (3), (4) and (5).

}
+ C->CaS + CO + I }

(3)

Reaction 3 is the most important of the three and probably

accomplishes the bulk of the desulphurization.

2CaO + 2
1 I

+ Si^2CaS + SiO^ + 2
|

1 (4)

2CaF2 + 2
I I

+ Si-^2CaS + SiF^ + 2 | J
(5)

It is not certain that reaction 4 accomplishes much desulphuriza-

tion although it is certain that appreciable amounts of silicon

which are reduced by the arc and by the carbon from the silica

in the slag go into the metal.

It is probable that reaction 5 accomplishes more desulphuriza-

tion than reaction 4 as fluorine is exceedingly active in the

electric furnace. In any case, reaction 3 is predominant, reac-

tions 4 and 5, if occurring at all, occupy a less important place in

the elimination of this element.

After calcium sulphide is formed, it is very stable and is

retained by the slag up to its saturation point. This point

although not known definitely is between 4 and 5 per cent CaS.
Because of the low percentage of sulphur (about 2 per cent),

necessary to saturate the slag, it is important to keep the amount
of this element in the slag making materials as low as possible.

If, as occasionally happens, the lime contains .50 per cent., the

coke 1 per cent and the spar .50 per cent the saturation

point of the slag for calcium sulphide may be reached before all

of the sulphur is removed from the steel. This makes it more
difficult to desulphurize properly.
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The saturation point of the slag for calcium sulphide increases

as the temperature, fluidity and basicity increase. Thus we see

that in the white slag we have five variables that effect desulphur-

ization: (1) The amount of sulphur in the slag-making materials,

(2) the amoimt of carbon or other reducing agents in the slag, (3)

the temperature, (4) the amount of bases and, (5) the fluidity of

the slag. The ideal slag for desulphurizing is one containing

a high percentage of lime, and considerable carbon, maintained

in a fluid condition and at a high temperature. It is important

that the amount of sulphur in the lime, coke and spar be low.

The white lime slag contains a deficiency of carbon; thus its

desulphurizing power is decreased. This has been proved in

practice. Although the white lime slag will remove easily, and
in most cases completely, .030 per cent or .040 per cent of the

element, for higher percentages it is not nearly as efficient as the

carbide slag.

The Advantages and Disadvantages of the White Lime Slag.

—

The white lime slag containing little or no calcium carbide has one

advantage. Because of the small amount of carbon present,

the bath will not increase in carbon by absorbing this element

from the slag. Thus the white lime slag is used principally in

making very low carbon steel.

The two disadvantages of the white lime slag are: (1) It is

not strongly deoxidizing and (2) it is not strongly desulphurizing.

Usually there is no justification for using a white lime slag unless

very low carbon steel is made. Even then, a small percentage,

.30 to .60 per cent calcium carbide may be carried by the slag

without appreciable carbon absorption by the metal.

In appearance, the white lime slag may easily be distinguished

from the carbide slag. Withdrawn from the furnace and poured

into a pat on a clean iron plate, when but partly cool, it assumes a

pure white color and falls rapidly apart or disintegrates into a fine

white powder resembling burnt lime in appearance, but slightly

coarser in texture. "Wlien the slag is pure white, it is usually an

indication that ferrous or manganese oxide is not present in

appreciable amounts. Although these two oxides are usually

absent in more than traces (less than .50 per cent) this is not

always the case. Sometimes the slag may be pure white and still

contain more than 1 per cent of each. This is in contrast

to the carbide slag where deoxidation is always positivel^^

accomplished.
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General Features of the Carbide Slag.—The carbide slag, like

he white lime slag, is strongly basic, containing as much as 60

to 65 per cent lime. It also contains .30 to 1.50 per cent carbon

equivalent to .80 to 4 per cent calcium carbide. In color, the

slag will vary from light to dark gray depending upon the

percentage of carbon. Like the white lime slag, the carbide slag

disintegrates into a fine powder on cooling. It usually takes

somewhat longer for disintegration to start, than with the slag

containing no carbide.

Carbide is readily detected by the strong odor of acetylene when
the slag is moistened with water, although the odor does not give

a definite indication of the amount present. After adding the

slag to the bath, some 80 per cent or more of the coke thrown in

will be rapidly ignited and burned away; if not at once, soon after

it is in the furnace. The rest will remain entrapped in the slag

as carbon or will form calcium carbide.

The carbon absorption by the bath is considerable, and varies

with the method of mixing the slag before shoveling into the

furnace, with the temperature of the metal, and with the time.

In general, there is less absorption by the metal when the slag is

built up in the furnace, as is common in the hot metal process

described in a following chapter.^ It is better to mix the slag

thoroughly before adding'to the furnace in the cold scrap process

and allow for the carbon absorption, as this method of slag

building produces a more rapid formation of carbide and, conse-

quently, more rapid and thorough deoxidation. The carbon

absorption from the slag can be made, with standardized practice,

very constant; the average heat with the average carbide slag

(Log Sheets 2 and 3) picking up one or two points (.01 to .02 per

cent) of carbon per hour.

Deoxidation with a Carbide Slag.—Calcium carbide is a very
strong deoxidizing agent. Consequently, the slag itself may
accomplish the bulk of.the deoxidation and leave little, if any, for

the manganese and silicon. The deoxidation is accomplished
by the reaction.

CaCs + 2FeO -4CaO + 2CO + 2Fe (6a)
CaCs -j- 2]\InO-^CaO -j- 2CO Hh 2!Mn (66)

The reaction product carbon monoxide is gaseous and escapes;

it cannot be absorbed and dissolved by the molten bath as the

reaction is not in the bath, but at the contact of bath and slag.

1 See also p. 127.
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The first deoxidation accomplished by the calcium carbide is of

the slag in which the ferrous oxide, manganese oxide or any other

easily reducible oxides are reduced. When the slag is free or

nearly free of oxides, the calcium carbide then attacks, by
reaction 6, the oxides dissolved in the bath reducing these to the

metal in three ways: (1) By the migration of the oxides from

bath to slag to restore the disturbed equilibrium due to the slag

being free from oxides, (2) at the point of contact between metal

and slag and (3) through contact caused by the occasional

stirring of the bath, when a new surface of metal is brought into

contact with the slag.

If the amount of dissolved oxides in the metal is large, as

happens when the heat is melted with complete oxidation, it

may be necessary to make frequent additions of coke or coke and
lime to replace the carbide destroyed by the excessive oxidation.

When complete oxidation is used in melting, inferior and
incompletely deoxidized steel sometimes results from the fumace-

man not keeping the slag sufficiently strong in carbide from

frequent coke additions. WTien the amount of dissolved oxides

in the metal is large, the slag, if left to itself, will gradually lose

its carbide through reaction 6 until none is left and the slag is

pure white. Unless coke is added deoxidation then ceases.

Frequent opening of furnace doors for observation and other

purposes is another cause of insufficient deoxidation. Everj" time

a side door is opened, a strong current of air is drawn in by the

up-draft of the hot furnace gases escaping out the roof between

the electrodes and the cooling rings. ^ The carbide or the carbon

in the slag may be acted upon by the oxygen in the air; the slag

is then compelled to deoxidize the air as well as the steel, greatly

decreasing the efficiency of the slag. It is, of course, necessary

to open the doors for making additions, stirring the heat etc.

Just before closing the door, it is a good plan to scatter a small

shovelful of coke over the slag. This will immediately burn to

carbon monoxide thus the carbide content may not be disturbed.

If deoxidation is accomplished thoroughly, the metal after

being under a carbide slag for iK to 2 hr. should show very little

wildness. Although calcium carbide is not an efficient degasifier

a fairly quiet metal shows that deoxidation is complete and

degasification is being accomplished to some extent.

1 This can be almost wholly prevented by the use of a suitable electrode

economizer. See p. 70.
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Degasification.—SiKcon is the premier degasifying agent. The
only objection to its use is that the reaction product, reaction 7,

2C0 + Si-^Si02 + 2C (7)

is solid and tends to remain entrapped in the steel as an emulsified

non-metallic inclusion. By deoxidizing on a very hot bath, some
silicon is reduced from the silica in the slag by carbon *(1,460

deg. C. is necessary for this reduction) and goes into the steel,

reaction 8
Si02 + 2C-^Si + 2CO (8)

where it reacts instantly with any carbon monoxide encountered,

reaction 7.

This action is going on sufficiently early in the heat so that the

reaction product may have sufficient time allowed for its complete

separation. The silicon reduced from silica in the slag is rarely

sufficient to degasify completely. Consequently, ferrosilicon,

50 per cent, is added to complete the degasification. Because

of the tendency of the reaction product to emulsify, it is advisable

to make the addition of ferrosilicon in two or three portions add-

ing part, at least an hour before tap, so the solid non-metallic

inclusions will have time to rise to the top of the metal.

We have already, (p. 135) considered the method of taking heat
tests to determine the temperature of the metal and the condition

of the bath. A thoroughly deoxidized and degasified steel will

lie quietly in the test mold with no sparking nor bulging of the
upper surface, i.e. the exposed surface of the steel should be
perfectly flat or slightly depressed. A steel not wholly deoxidized
will bulge and rise up in the mold due to dissolved gases being
thrown out of solution as the metal cools. A shower of sparks
also indicates imperfect deoxidation and degasiflcation.

Desulphurization with the Carbide Slag.—The carbide slag is

the most efficient desulphurizing agent known. Provided the
slag-making materials contain only a small amount of sulphur, the
carbide slag will remove quickly and completely as much as .150
per cent, possibly more. Desulphurization takes place according
to the reaction.

2CaO + CaC* + 3 | }
-^3CaS + 2CO + 3 { }

(9)

Perfect sulphur elimination is down to about .010 per cent.
There is considerable doubt in the author’s mind whether a
removal much below this figure can be accon-plished in the elec-
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trie furnace. Although several instances have been published

giving a final result of .005 per cent or below, in an experimental

heat, three different carbide slags could not accomplish a total

elimination. When the first carbide slag was removed, the sul-

phur was .012 per cent. After br. refining under the second

slag, 3 points had been eliminated. The third carbide slag, after

being on the metal for 2 hr., lowered the percentage to .008

per cent. It is not essential from a quality standpoint to

remove sulphur to a point much below .020 per cent. But it is

easily possible to eliminate it down to .015 per cent, in fact, this

usually takes place in daily practice. The author, however,

takes exception to several statements that this element may all

be eliminated except a trace, (below .005 per cent).

In view of the difficulty of determining by chemical analysis

the total sulphur in some electric steels, it is probable that in

some cases where published results show a sulphur content of

about .005 per cent, the true content was nearer .008 per cent or

possibly .010 per cent. However, the whole question is of

little importance; a sulphur content of .005 per cent to .010

per cent represents only .75 to 1.5 lb. of sulphur in 15,000

lb. of metal. Why worry about 1 lb. of sulphur, when several

times that much foreign matter such as oxides and gases may
be present?

Deoxidation versus Desulphmization.—One of the principal

reasons why so much poor electric steel is made is because so

many furnacemen lose sight of the real function of the white slag

and think that the final period in the electric furnace is one of

desulphurization. Sulphur is the only harmful element that the

open-hearth melter cannot control; consequently, it is his bugbear

and when he works on an electric furnace where conditions are

ideal for desulphurization, he forgets all else. It is really sur-

prising how many melters, yes how many superintendents,

assume that the absence of sulphur in steel predicates the absence

of oxides when this is only partly, never w’holly, true. The sul-

phur may be very low and yet the steel will be blowy and

unsound.

The w'hite lime slag will desulphurize to a certain extent; if

the original amount of sulphur is not over .030 or .040 per cent,

it may be said that it will desulphurize completely. But it will

not deoxidize, except superficially. The carbide slag will deoxi-

dize completely and will desulphurize at the same time. In
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fact, within certain limits, with the average carbide slag, desul-

phurization is practically automatic, and when deoxidation is

complete, desulphurization is complete also. Therefore, we see

that with the two types of electric furnace final slags, the white

lime slag will desulphurize but will not deoxidize while the

carbide slag will deoxidize and desulphurize.

Summary of the Chemistry of Deoxidation.—In the final or

deoxidation period in the electric process, the function of the

slag is to deoxidize the metal and eliminate sulphur. The steps

involved are;

(1) Through the agency of carbon or calcium carbide, prefer-

ably by having an excess of the latter, any easily reducible oxides

in the slag including manganese and ferrous oxide, also chromic

oxide if chrome steel is made, are reduced to their various

metals.

(2) As soon as the slag is free from oxides the deoxidation of

the bath commences; any ferrous or manganese oxide in the bath
being reduced to the metal through the agency of carbon or

calcium carbide in the slag. This deoxidation takes place at the

plane of contact between metal and slag either by migration of

oxide from bath to slag, or through a change in the area of contact

after stirring.

(3) By means of a very basic slag, a very fluid slag and the

reducing properties of carbon or calcium carbide, sulphur is

eliminated from the metal and held permanently in the slag as

calcium sulphide.

(4) Deoxidation is assisted and degasification accomplished
by the addition of ferromanganese early in the final period

and by ferrosilicon just before tap or preferably in two or

three doses at 20- to 30-min. intervals in the last hour or hour
and a half.

'

Thus we see that we have in the deoxidation period, conditions

present that are impossible in an oxidation process such as the
Bessemer, basic open hearth or acid open hearth. The atmos-
phere in the furnace should be—^and is when an excess of carbon
is present in the slag—always reducing in character due to an
excess of carbon monoxide gas. By means of this excess of carbon
monoxide gas, the slag itself may be kept reducing in character,

especially so by frequent coke additions. If the furnace atmos-
phere is reducing and the slag reducing it foUows that the reducing
conditions will affect the metal bath; and that since oxides are
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absent from the slag in appreciable amounts they wiU, in time if

not at once, be absent from the molten metal. A further result

of these reducing conditions is the almost complete elimination

of sulphur.

To secure the conditions essential for deoxidation, we have
seen that the slag should be composed of lime and coke in the
approximate ratio of 3 to 1, with sufficient fluorspar to confer

upon it the desired fluidity. After the slag is brought into shape
properly by the arc acting upon lime and coke, it is necessary

to maintain this condition throughout the remainder of the heat
by the addition of sufficient lime, coke and spar or combinations
of the three, to retain the desired basicity, fluidity, and excess

of calcium carbide.

After the slag has accomplished most of the deoxidation assisted

early in the period by the addition of ferromanganese, ferro-

silicon is added to degasify. This is readily accomplished, and
if time is allowed and conditions are such that the non-metallic

reaction products from the silicon addition will leave the bath,

the steel will be very nearly free from solid non-metallic inclusions

and free from occluded or absorbed gas.

FACTORS AFFECTING DEOXIDATION

It has often been stated by fumacemen and is no doubt- true,

that the final 30 or 45 min. of the deoxidation period is the crucial

time in the production of high-grade electric steel. Several factors

influence the composition and character of the slag and, conse-

quently, since the metal is directly dependent on the slag, affect

the composition and character of the metal. Too often in prac-

tice, the melter has worked to adjust his slag to the proper

composition and character, only to have it change entirely in the

last 30 min. of the period, undoing all of his previous labor and
requiring complete reworking at the expense of much time and
trouble. In some cases the slag cannot be brought into good shape

again; it is even necessary at times to remove the slag completely

and build up a new one. In addition to the care necessary to

preserve good slag conditions, it is essential that all of the addi-

tions to the metal are well distributed, and in the case of ferro-

silicon, that the bath is not only degasified, but that the reaction

products from this addition are removed from the metal as far as

possible.
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It is desirable that we view for a few minutes the factors that

affect the composition and character of the slag and metal in this

critical period of the heat.

Factors Affecting the Final Slag Condition.—There are four

factors that affect the final slag condition; all are important and
will be discussed briefly. The factor that influences the slagmore
than any other and that often changes its consistency and compo-
sition radically, is fluorine. The effect of this element on the

carbide slag has been investigated only recently.^ For that

reason, we will take it up in detail. Fluorine affects the slag by
increasing its fluidity and indirectly decreasing its basicity. It

is, on a whole, not harmful; on the contrary it is beneficial. This
has been discussed before.

The three other factors all work toward a slag condition that
is bad; they partially, sometimes wholly, destroy the efllciency of

the carbide slag in a very few minutes. The first one is the

admittance of too much air into the furnace destroying the

reducing atmosphere and thus the reducing character of the slag;

the second is caused by overheating the roof and upper side walls,

in which case the brick will melt and the acid material drip down
onto the slag; and the third, one of the most common, is due to

patches of the bottom coming up to contaminate a fluid slag with
a refractory, high melting material and incidently introducing fer-

rous oxide into a slag free from this constituent.

Sand versus Fluorspar for the Carbide Slag.—In a number of

plants silica sand is substituted for fluorspar as a thinning agent.
For this purpose it is effective, forming various calcium silicates

with low melting points. The only advantage in its use is cheap-
ness and the reduction of corrosion of the upper side walls and
roof of the furnace which occurs with fluorspar. Its principal
disadvantage is that it is not nearly as effective as spar in desul-
phurization. Also, it decreases the basicity too much. An
argument frequently heard from advocates of the silica sand white
slag is that, when fluorspar is used, the slag will adjust itself to
about 20 per cent silica anyway, so why not add this much in
the form of silica sand to start "with? This is only partly true.
A typical slag made with silica sand will contain 20 to 25 per cent
silica, SiOa, while a slag made with fluorspar will contain from 12
to 20 per cent of this compound, only occasionally getting over 20

1 Investigation at the U. S, Naval Ordnance Plant, South Charleston
W. Va., 1921.
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per cent. This is shown in Table XIII. Unless a large amount
of spar is used, as is necessary with a high magnesian lime with

the resulting severe corrosion of the roof, the slag shoidd not

contain more than 14 to 18 per cent. Since the spar is active in

desulphurization while silica sand is not, this alone is sufficient to

make it desirable to use spar instead of the cheaper sand even at

the expense of roof corrosion. Also, it is doubtful whether corro-

sion of the refractories results in their earlier failure.^

Sand also seems to interfere with the maintenance of a strongly

carbide slag. In just what way this interference takes place,

the author is not prepared to say but he has the word of numer-
ous furnacemen who have told him that calcium carbide is less

permanent in the slag made with sand, than in the one made with

spar. We will now look for a moment at the corrosion of the

roof by fluorine.

The Action of Fluorine in the Deoxidation Period.—Calcium

fluoride is not retained permanently by the white slag, neither

is it completely broken up and the fluorine volatilized which

opinion is commonly held by most furnacemen. Its action is

such that there is a continual breaking up of the spar, migration

of the fluorine to the roof and upper walls, reaction with the

silica in the roof brick, and final dropping back of the silicon

tetrafluoride to the bath. The reaction of the fluorine may
also be with any silica in the slag.

A recent investigation of fluorine in the electric furnace

final slag was made at the U. S. Naval Ordnance plant. From
the results of this investigation, the following reactions probably

represent closely the chemical changes taking place in the slag

due to the fluorine:

(1) The fluorspar breaks up by the action of oxygen or by

heat alone^

C*!'* + { o5U }
^

{

(2) The free fluorine attacks the silica in the brick of the

roof or upper walls or even in the slag

Si02 + 4F-^SiF4 + 20

1 Lining and roof nearly always fail through cracking caused by uneven

expansion and contraction. The corrosion of fluroine is evenly distributed

2 Especially in the vicinity of the are.

11
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(3) Silicon tetrafiuoride is formed in the slag or drips from the

roof down into the slag where it reacts with the lime

2CaO + 3SiF4-^2CaSiF» + SiOa

(4) The calcium fluosHicate breaks up with heat

CaSiFs-^CaFs + SiF4

(5)

Calcium fluoride and silicon tetrafluoride break up by the

action of heat or by oxygen

Ca
CaO
Si

SiOg

+ 2F

+ 4F

(6)

Fluorine attacks any silica, reaction 2, and repeats all

through the final period steps 3, 4 and 5 depending upon the

temperature, time and additions made to the slag.

These reactions may not be exactly correct; it is believed,

though, that they represent verynearlywhat is taking place in the

final slag. These reactions are based on the following facts:

(1) There is a continual corrosion of the roof. In a 30-ton

furnace, it was calculated that the roof loses between 100 and 200

lb. per heat. Even with the worst furnace practice, and extreme

overheating, this amount of brick could not possibly be melted

away. Consequently, the loss must be accounted for by the

reaction between the silica and fluorine.

(2) There are varyingamounts of fluorine in the slag. Whether
it is present as calcium fluoride or as calcium fluosilicate

is not known, but analysis of final slags have shown that fluorine

calculated to calcium fluoride will amount to as much as 35 per

cent of the slag (Table XIII).

(3) Even when no sand is added to the slag, and when the lime,

coke and spar are aU low in silica the final slag will contain from 12

to 20 per cent silica, Si02. (Log Sheet 2 and 3, pp. 174 and 182.)

The large amount of silica can only be accounted for by the

enrichment of the slag at the expense of the roof and upper walls.

(4) After an addition of fluorspar to the slag, the silica increases

materially. (Log Sheet 2 and 3.)

(5) The continued presence of fluorine in the slag is shown
by analysis. Totaling up the percentage of constituents in the

slags noted in Log Sheet 2 and 3, the sum will fall considerably

below 100 per cent. This is because the lime has been reported
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as the oxide^ when in truth it exists not only as the oxide (silicate)

but also as either the fluoride or fluosilicate.

Table XIII.

—

Analyses of Electbic Furnace White Slags

1 1 2 3

1

4
! !

5 6

1

7 8

Bilica, SiOa 15.32 17.48 5.60 12.70j 19.54 13.20 22.58 18.40
Iron oxide, FeO 0.87

(

0.87 3.63 1.62 2.35 0.13 i 1.26 0.42
Alumina. AlsOa 3.06 1 3.20 1.13 1.81' 1.72 1.73 2.06 5.95
Manganese oxide, MnO 0.13

1

0.13 0.38
:

0.13 0.35 trace 0.37 0.45
Calcium oxide, CaO 57.63 i 45.02 38.64

1

50 86 51 63 75.85 63.87 61.26
Magnesium oxide, MgO 12.86 ! 12.86 ! 12.43

1

11.62 114.62 4.22 8.65 7.27

Calcium fluoride, CaFa *
1 17.56 36.83 19.131 8.61 * • m

Calcium sulphide, CaS 1.69
1

1.69 1.07
i

1.7ll 1.05 1.22t 1.43
\

1.30t
Calcium carbide, CaCa 1.03 1 03 0.00

j

0.00 0.00 * * 0.46
Uncombined carbon, C 0.22

!

0.22 0.33
1

0.15 i 0.09 *
1

* »

Phosphorus, P trace
1

trace 0.027
1

trace 0.008 COo
1

0.009 *

Total 92. 811100.06
I

1

!99.97

1

j

99.73 99.97 joe. 39
i

100.23 95.61

* Not determined, t Reported as sulphur, S.

No. 1. Analysis of a typical electric furnace carbide slag, approximate analysis. (From
author’s private notes.)

No. 2. Analysis of a typical electnc furnace carbide slag; same slag as No. 1, exact

analysis. (From author’s private notes.)

No. 3. Analysis of an electric furnace final slag. This sample was taken early in the

heat. The slag had been thick and viscous. A large amount of fluorspar was added, the

sample was then taken as soon as the slag had thinned. (From author’s private notes.)

No. 4. Same slag as No. 3 after 1 hr. Various additons of lime and coke have been made
to the slag but no more spar. The slag was in good condition although not completely

deoxidized when the sample was taken. (From author’s private notes.)

No. 5. Same as Nos. 3 and 4 taken 1 hr. after No 4 Various additions of slag-making

materials have been added. Slag not in as good condition as in No. 4. Some of the bottom

had come up just before the sample was taken making the slag thick and increasing the mag-
nesium oxide and ferrous oxide content (From author’s private notes.)

No 6. Final slag, 3-ton Girod furnace. (From Lyo.v and Keeney, Electric Furnaces

for Making Iron and Steel, Bureau of Mines Bulletin No 67, p. 113.)

No. 7. Final slag made \\nth sand, no fluorspar used. (From author’s private notes.)

No 8 Final slag, Heroult furnace refining hot metal, slag made of sand and spar.

(From C.-1.MP, “The Making, Shaping and Treating of Steel,’’ Carnegie Steel Co , 1920.)

Note.—Samples No. 1 and 2 from 6-ton basic lined Heroult; samples 3, 4, 5 from 30-ton

basic lined Heroult; sample No. 7 from 6-ton basic lined Heroult.

^ The error in the regular analysis of electric furnace white slags is not

only in the calculation of all of the calcium to the oxide but also in the

silica. Any silica present as calcium silicate will be obtained by analysis

by the regular method. Any silica existing in the slag as a fluosilicate will

be volatilized and lost if the slag is analyzed by standard methods. It

goes off as silicon tetrafluoride when acid is added to the slag or to an

alkali fusion of the slag. The error in silica will be noted in slags 1 and 2

in Table XIII. This discrepancy in the silica results and the method of

analyzing electric furnace white slags accurately was discussed in full in

author’s text, Technical Analysis of Steel and Steel Works Materials,”

pp. 486 to 502, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1923.
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Table XIII gives some analyses of electric furnace final slags

taken at random from the author^s notes and from various author-

ities. These various analyses show clearly the changing com-

position and the effect of fluorine in the electric furnace final

dag.

The Influence of Atmospheric Oxygen on the Carbide Slag.

—

The second factor that influences the composition and character

of the carbide slag is atmospheric oxygen. This factor is entirely

preventable. The recent development and application of elec-

trode economizers has served to prevent the chimney effect

which cases a strong up-draft between the cooling rings and

electrodes. Even when no economizer is used, sealing the furnace

by luting the doors and other openings with fireclay and elinoina-

ting the very unnecessary frequent opening of doors will prevent

the ingress of too much air. Likewise a small shovelful of coke

scattered over the slag after opening a door is recommended.

This carbon burning to carbon monoxide will eliminate any

atmospheric oxygen.

The Influence of Overheating the Lining and Roof on the Car-

bide Slag.—Roof dripping due to overheating of the refractories

can be wholly* prevented by intelligent operation. It is never

necessary to run the furnace so hot that the roof bricks melt and
start to drip. During the early part of the deoxidation period,

careful attention to the slag will avoid this overheating, even

through the furnace is on high power. Overheating occurs

almost wholly by reflection, therefore to prevent overheating,

prevent reflection. A watery slag, smooth and mirror-like gives

the maximum amount of reflection so early in deoxidation this

should be avoided. The melter should aim to keep his slag

fluffy and foamy without a smooth watery condition except just

beneath the electrodes.^ Should too much spar have been mixed
with the first slag addition, lime may be thrown in the furnace

or even a few small shovelfuls of crushed dolomite used to increase

the viscosity.

A\Tien the furnace becomes so hot that the roof drips, the con-

stant addition of molten silica to the upper surface of the slag

completely prevents the formation of calcium carbide and wil

destroy any already formed. Oxidation is thus given full sway

1 The intense heat directly underneath the electrodes keeps the slag

very thin here. This condition can, however, be confined to a small
area.
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It is quite remarkable how quickly a dripping roof will affect the

slag. In one instance, the combined ferrous and manganese
oxide content increased from .61 per cent to 4.74 per cent in

12 min. This undesirable condition may be aggravated

by pieces or even whole bricks falling into the slag from the roof

and upper side walls. To cure the condition caused by a
dripping roof, the power is reduced and lime is shoveled into

the furnace. This is followed by an excess of coke. Finally

fluorspar is added cautiously. The slag is thus built up anew.
The Influence of the Bottom Coming Up on the Carbide Slag.

When patches of the bottom come up, the melter is faced with a
condition diflScult to prevent and hard to cure. Of course, with a
properl3’^ fritted bottom, little should work loose, but the fact

that repairs must be made after each heat when 100 to 200
lb. of refractory are added, shows that about the same
amount works loose and contaminates either the black or white

slag. Most of the bottom that comes up, does so just after the

bath is melted. Little contamination should be encountered in

the final period. During deoxidation if any bottom at all works

loose, ^ it will usually be in patches of considerable size. The
patches of refractory contain sulBScient ferrous oxide to destroy

calcium carbide in the slag. When it is evident that some of the

bottom is up, spar is added as necessary to thin the slag. The
spar is then followed b}” an excess of coke.

All three of the above mentioned untoward incidents are likely

to happen, and if immediate means are not taken to correct the

bad slag conditions resulting, the steel will, in almost every case,

be blowy, unsound and contain a harmful quantity of oxides.

Oring Down the Heat.—Sometimes, due to a mistake of the

melter, through an error in the weight of the charge or wrong

calculations and very rarely, because of a mistake made by the

chemical laboratory, the carbon percentage when the last tests

are analyzed will be too high.^ In this case, unless the heat is

diluted with muck bar, ingot iron or low carbon steel scrap,

sufficient to reduce the carbon to a safe percentage, the bath must

be ored down.

^ That is in a normal 6-hr. heat. When a heat is in the furnace from 7

to 15 hr. as occasionally happens the bottom gets in bad shape.

® A high carbon percentage sometimes results from a piece of electrode

breaking off and dropping down into the metal. Considerable carbon may
be absorbed before the piece can be taken out of the furnace.
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This is one of the most undesirable conditions that can possibly

be present in basic electric furnace practice. The author has

never seen nor ever heard, for that matter, of a heat'ored down

and then finished that was anything but poor in quality.

The procedure in oring down is somewhat as follows: The

white slag is raked off and ore or roll scale added in small doses.

The bath should be very hot so that according to selective

oxidation a mayiTmim amount of carbon will be oxidized in

the shortest possible time. When the carbon has been reduced

to the desired point, (100 lb. of roll scale will reduce the carbon

about 10 points in 10 min.) the bath is stirred and a new white

slag added. The slag and bath must then be completely deoxi-

dized.

The process of oring down cannot produce anything but

inferior steel because: In the first place, oring the carbon down
after the heat is finished means that at least 2 usually 3 hr.

additional are necessary. This extra time involves added

wear on the bottom and lining, and nearly always results in large

patches of the bottom coming up making it exceedingly difficult

to keep the slag in shape. The ore added introduces an excess

of ferrous oxide into the bath. Some probably remains unacted

upon by the carbon and manganese. Some manganese and

chrome, if present, are oxidized and go into the slag and must
be reduced again, thus putting more work onto the slag.

Taking everything into consideration; when it so happens

that the carbon percentage in the bath is too high and will result

in an **off heat,'^ it is far better and cheaper in the end to finish

the heat and tap, trusting to the sales department to find a

buyer for this higher carbon analysis. In fact, it is probably

cheaper in the end to tap the heat and pour it as scrap than to

work it 3 or 4 hr. longer in an attempt to get the analysis

into the specified limit. It is probable that at least half the

billets or bars will be rejected by the inspection department
anyway.

Additional Deoxidizers.—We have had occasion to mention that
aluminum and ferrotitanium are sometimes used as final deoxi-

dizers. In addition to these common alloys, one or two others

find use in a few shops. These are metallic magnesium, calcium

silicide, and various alloys of manganese with silicon and titanium.
For aluminum little need be said. Although an efficient degasi-

Cer, its reaction product, alumina, AI2O3, solid at bath tempera-
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tures, tends to remain entrapped in the metal as an inclusion,

making the cure as bad as the disease. Aluminum used judi-

ciously causes no great harm; it might possibly, on the contrary

do some good in degasif3ring a heat that could not be quieted any
other way. In its efficiency as a degasifier lies the difficulty.

Because a wild heat can be almost instantly quieted, to keep the

metal easily available for the melter places before binn a great

temptation to slack up or slide over the laborious procedure of

natural deoxidation and degasification and use aluminum to

deoxidize and degasify all of his heats. Many a good melter

has been spoiledby givinghim an unrestricted supply ofaluminum

.

The finest electric steel can be made without a stick of aluminum
in the plant.

^

Ferrotitanium is another efficient scavenger. The same
arguments applicable to aluminum apply to this alloy as well.

Titanium is particularily eflcective in its ability to remove nitro-

gen. This ability is not of especial value in the electric process,

as little if any nitrogen has access to the molten bath at any time
during melting and refining. When used, 1 to 2 lb. for each

ton are added to the metal in the ladle.

Calcium silicide is a new deoxidizer.® It is supposedly very

efficient. It combines with oxygen forming calcium silicate

which will rise to the top to join the slag. The reaction is

extremely violent hence its use adds heat to the metal. On
account of this violence, the alloy is added as a powder in small

packages to the molten stream as it runs into the ladle.® Ten
to 20 oz. per ton are used for low carbon steels, 30 per ton for

.30 to .50 carbon steels. The general results have been an increase

in tensile strength of 5,000 to 7,000 lb. per square inch, an increase

in elastic limit of 3,000 to 4,000 lb. per square inch and an appre-

ciable increase of both elongation and reduction in area. These

increased physical properties are, no doubt, due to the increased

soundness. Two grades of the alloy are furnished, one has 24 to

28 per cent calcium and 65 to 70 per cent silicon, and the other

has 18 to 22 per cent calcium, and 55 to 60 per cent silicon.

Final Resting before Tapping.—^As we have noted in a previous

chapter, it is customar}" in a number of plants to deoxidize on

1 This statement applies to ingot producing plants.
2 Anderson, W. S., “Calcium Silicide—A New Deoxidizing Agent,” Raw

Material, 4, 51-52, 1921.

® This probably applies to open-hearth or Bessemer steel.
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a hot bath; and after deoxidation is complete, to seal the furnace

and turn off the power, letting the heat lie quietly until the metal

drops to tapping temperature. This 5 to 20 min. resting is

advantageous for a removal of the non-metallic reaction products

left in the metal at the end of the heat.

We may assume that at the end of the refining period, after all

of the alloys are in; that there is a dead-melted condition; that

metal and slag are in equilibrium and that all alloys have dis-

solved completely or dispersed to a very high degree. In other

words we may consider the bath to be a liquid colloidal solution

in which iron is the solvent and in which are dissolved certain

alloys and in which are suspended other alloys and small amounts

of non-metallic inclusions.

A period of quiet will not decrease the degree of dispersion

of the alloys but will decrease the dispersion of the non-metallic

impurities tending to promote their coalesence into particles of

sufficient size so they will rise to the top by gravity.

Either of two things should be done; either the non-metallic

impurities should be dispersed into such a completely emulsified

condition that sizable slag areas in the ingot will be impossible,

or time should be allowed for the impurities to coalesce and thus

leave the steel.

In the case of manganese and ferrous oxide, if there is a possi-

bility of these two constituents being present, it is essential that

time be allowed for their silicates to form and thus leave the

steel. With solid silica, and with manganese sulphide, it is

probable that if these two constituents are in an emulsified form
they will, if present in small amounts, be harmless.

The final resting or dead-melted condition is therefore advan-
tageous in that it will allow coalescing of non-metallic impurities,

thus promoting freedom from these defects, but it is disadvan-
tageous in that any solid non-metallic inclusions, uncombined
silica for example, will tend to collect into slightly larger masses
and not disperse into a desirable emulsified form.

The reader should understand that the condition above out-
lined discusses non-metallic inclusions that are present in very
small, we might say infinitesimal amounts, so small that they
may, except in the case of the highest grade steels, be almost
negligible. In good furnace practice, by the time this final

resting period is reached, the slag and bath should be practically

free from manganese and ferrous oxide and that not removed
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through the agency of the carbide slag, will be sought out by the

solid reaction product, silica, which resulted from degasifying

reactions, to form low melting silicates. It is the object of this

resting period to allow these few silicates to coalesce and thus

leave the steel. Even after the resting period, we will have
present in the bath manganese sulphide, about 8 lb. to 15,000 lb.

of metal
;
and silica, probably not more than 1 or 2 lb. per 15,000

of metal. ^ These two foreign constituents should be the only

ones present in more than traces in the metal when ready to tap.

Convection Currents as an Aid to the Removal of Non-metallic

Impurities.—The manufacturers of conducting hearth electric

furnaces and some metallurgists, as well, have advanced the

argument that convection currents are valuable aids to the final

cleansing of the metal of non-metallic impurities. Others have
claimed that a quiet dead-melted condition is more favorable.

A positive statement either way is not permissible. This much
may be said however; in the crucible process, the metal is dead-

melted and killed to the point where it is absolutely quiet. And
we all know the quality of crucible steel. This seems to be a

strong argument in favor of dead-melting and final resting before

tapping. But the argument should be tempered by the fact that

in the crucible pot the body of metal is small, and in the electric

furnace very large in comparison, therefore, though dead-

melting may cleanse the metal thoroughly in the crucible pot

it may not have the same effect in the G-ton or 30-ton furnace.

We do know this much positively, a final resting period in the

direct arc furnace before tap is advantageous and produces a

cleaner steel more free from non-metallic impurities than one

that is tapped a few minutes after the final silicon addition.

It is claimed that convection currents, through a gentle move-
ment of the bath, aid in coalescing low-melting point silicates.

This is probably so. It is also true, however, that we rarely find

silicate inclusions even at high magnifications, in steel from a

bath that was given a final resting period of 5 to 15 or even 20

min. before tap and in which no convection currents were present.

Final Bath Condition before Tap.—We may with advantage

summarize briefly: After deoxidation is complete and all alloy

additions have been made we have in the furnace a hot metal

covered by a very basic slag; this slag containing up to 65 per

1 If the heat was melted with restricted oxidation the bath should be

nearly free from silica; not over an ounce or two should be present.
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cent calcium as calcium oxide with 1 to 3 per cent calcium car-

bide, The bath may be considered as a liquid colloidal solution

with a large mass of iron as the solvent in which are dissolved

various alloys such as iron and manganese carbides, nickel if

present, etc., and in which are suspended in an emulsified form
other compounds such as chrome carbides and very small

amounts of foreign matter such as manganese sulphide, silica

and possibly traces of iron and manganese oxides and the silicates

of these two metals.

Through the agency of calcium carbide, FeO and MnO have
been almost wholly eliminated from slag and bath, the addition

of ferromanganese and ferrosilicon has, except for traces held

through mass action, completed this elimination. So just before

tap, these two oxides except for these traces may be considered

absent. The fusible silicates of iron and manganese formed in

small amounts have, by the final resting period, had time to leave

theeteel; so if this final dead-melting is carried out correctly, we
may consider the bath to be free of fusible silicates, except for

traces held by mass action.

Carbon monoxide gas has been eliminated by silicon leaving
in its stead solid silica of which an excess, very small, it is true,

but present just the same, remains dispersed in the metal.
This foreign constituent, coalesces slowly and with difficulty so
remains finely divided and thus, when so dispersed, is considered
less harmful. Of this impurity, we may say that it is present not
exceeding one part in 10,000.

Sulphur, of which about 3 lb. in 15,000 are present, is in the
form of manganese sulphide. This inclusion is the greatest in

amount of any at the end of the process. It is practically impos-
sible to get it out of the steel and difficult to get it dispersed into
a finely divided state. For that reason, manganese sulphide
may be present in areas of appreciable size^ in the finished steel.

The gases oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen, because of the
character of the charge and the method of introducing the heat,
should be absent.

Thus we see, that except for 6 to 8 lb. of manganese sulphide
and about 1 lb. of silica, the metal should be free from non-metallic
inclusions. The most harmful inclusions, ferrous oxide and fer-
rous and manganese silicates so prevalent in basic open-hearth and
Bessemer steel should be, except forminute traces, entirely absent.

1 By appreciable size we mean visible at a magnification of 100 diameters.



CHAPTER VIII

THE COLD SCRAP PROCESS—VARIATIONS IN MELTING
PRACTICE

Meliing loith Complete Oxidation—MdHng with Partial Oxidation—Melt-

ing wUhout Oxidation

In the two foregoing chapters, we have outlined in a general

way the operation of an electric furnace, the production of a heat

of electric steel and have sketched, in some detail, the chemistry

of the melting and refining periods. In the present chapter,

we will take up the three methods of making a he%t and will dis-

cuss the relative advantages and disadvantages of each, and the

effect of the melting practice on the quality of the product.

As we will see in the following pages, the three common varia-

tions in furnace practice, melting with complete oxidation, melt-

ing with partial oxidation and melting without oxidation are

essentially variations in the method of melting, that is, in the

oxidizing period; in each case the function and chemical action

of the final or white slag remains the same, to deoxidize the molten

bath completely and thus deliver a product into the molds that

will be free from oxidation defects, non-metallic impurities and

gas. While the function of the white slag is the same, its efficiency

varies greatly according to the state of oxidation existing in the

metal at the end of melting. We have considered it advisable

to dwell with some detail on each variation in practice even if

this involves some repetition of facts already stated in the two

previous chapters.

MELTING WITH COMPLETE OXIDATION

Melting with complete oxidation is the simplest and conse-

quently the most favored practice but is not productive of the

soundest steel. This practice more nearly duplicates, in principle

and in chemical reactions, the basic open hearth with the added

feature of deoxidation and desulphurization. Because of ease

in manipulation and because it makes use of the cheapest possible

171
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raw materials, this melting practice was the first used for the

production of electric steel and is in use today in a number of the

shops melting in electric furnaces. It has its advantages, it has

its disadvantages too, and the latter are so predominant that

with some steel makers the practice is now only used for low

carbon steel, and even here it is often modified.

Charging and Melting.—In melting with complete oxidation,

limestone and iron ore or roll scale are charged on the bottom

of the furnace followed by the scrap. The theoretical amount of

oxygen necessary to remove the oxidizable elements should

not be greatly exceeded, so if the scrap is dirty and very rusty,

the amount of ore or scale charged may be decreased or even

eliminated entirely. This is a matter of experience as each heat

may demand different treatment. Many furnacemen charge a

small amount of ore, say 50 Ib.^ and then add more, if condi-

tions warrant after the heat is melted.

The charge for this practice is made up of the cheaper grades

of scrap, country mixed, turnings, etc. It is desirable, though not

necessary, to keep the amount of phosphorus in the charge below

.080 per cent. If it has been found by experience that the mixed
scrap runs higher than this it is usually diluted with 10 to 30

per cent low phosphorus scrap. While the oxidizing slag can

easily remove as much as .150 per cent phosphorus, it often

happens, sometimes without apparent reason, that when the

charge is melted the bath will contain as much as .025 to .040

per cent of this element. When this occurs, the slag must
be doctored with lime and ore and many times removed altogether

and a new oxidizing slag applied. It must be remembered that

the oxygen added in the form of iron ore or roll scale is the only
means of oxidizing all of the phosphorus, as the electric furnace,

in contrast to the open hearth has no oxidizing gases present.

In fact, due to volatilized carbon around the electrodes, the
furnace atmosphere may, even in the oxidizing period, be slightly

reducing.

In anj" case, to melt down high in phosphorus means a half

hour to one hour delay. For this reason and to be sure that the
phosphorus will be below .020 per cent, and preferably below
.015 per cent the average percentage in the scrap should not
exceed .070,or .080 per cent. The slight extra cost of the 1 to

^ The quantities of ore and other materials charged refer to the amount
for the average heat of 14,000 to 16,000 lb.
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2 tons of better scrap will be more than compensated by the
saving in time.

The charge in this practice is melted as rapidly as possible;

the bath should be hot when the metal is slagged off, conse-

quently the furnace is kept on full power right up to the moment
of slagging. After melting is complete, the first preliminary

test is taken out and sent to the laboratory for analysis. If the
practice has been well standardized the melter will know the

composition of his metal exactly without a laboratory" check.

In fact, in most cases, he takes out his test and immediately
slags off the heat. The phosphorus result will be reported by
the laboratory before he finishes, it is not too late then to put
another black slagon the heat, if through some unforseen incident

the percentage of phosphorus is too high.

Log Sheet 2, giving the history of a heat of chisel steel melted
with complete oxidation, shows clearly the composition of the

bath after melting is complete. In this practice, all of the

oxidizable elements except sulphur will be reduced to very low
percentages; the carbon and manganese are usually below .10

per cent and the phosphorus is below .020, often below .015 per

cent and sometimes below .010 per cent. Only a trace of silicon

is left. If chrome scrap was used this element will probably be
below .20 per cent. About 10 sometimes as much as 20 per cent

of the sulphur is eliminated in melting. This is showm in Log
Sheet 2.

Slagging and Recarbiuizing.—The bath is slagged exactly as

described in Chapter VI; particular pains being taken that all of

the slag is removed. The black slag has a tendency to stick or

hang to the banks, especially at the back of the furnace. It is

evident that should any of the oxidizing slag persist in the

deoxidation period, all of the phosphoric anhydride, P2O 0 , in

the slag will be reduced and the phosphorus will go back into

the metal.

If the specifications require that the steel be below .020

per cent phosphorus, it is essential that the percentage of this

element be below .015 per cent before slagging off. One or two
points from traces of the black slag left in the furnace can be

assured. In addition, the ferro-alloys will introduce at least 2

or 3 points more. The average rephosphorization in a plain

carbon heat between the removal of the black slag and tap will

average 3 to 5 points consistently.
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Log Sheet 2.—Log of an Electbio
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Heat Melted with Complete Oxidation

1 Reported as sulphur, S,

In this heat furnace doors open more than usual due to taking extra slag and metal teat"

active oxidation in the first period react with the carbon which

reduces them by the reaction

FeO + C = Fe + CO

The large volumes of carbon monoxide gas given off produce the

wildness and boiling characteristic of the metal at this point in
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the practice. To quiet the metal either ferro-manganese or ferro-

silicon may be used; we have seen in a previous chapter why ferro-

silicon is preferred.

The amount of ground electrodes or coke added to the metal

should be sufficient to bring the carbon content up to a point, so

after alloys are added, the percentage resulting from the recar-

burizer and from the alloys will be two or three points below the

minimum required. See Log Sheet 2.

After recarburizing and quieting the wild metal, the heat is

deoxidized by a carbide slag.

Deoxidizing the Metal after Melting with Complete Oxidation.

It is necessary to carry a strong carbide slag after the metal is

melted with complete oxidation. It is obvious that the more
oxygen introduced into the metal in the first period, the larger

the percentage of oxides dissolved and more work will be neces-

sary to reduce the oxides and eliminate them completely.

The carbon added as recarburizer reduces a large proportion

of the dissolved oxides but introduces, in their stead, a consider-

able amount of dissolved carbon monoxide gas, equally harmful

and probably more difficult to remove than dissolved ferrous oxide.

After the slag is completely deoxidized, as shown by its color,

and calcium carbide has formed in appreciable amounts, it is desir-

able to seal the furnace as tightly as possible to prevent the ingress

of atmospheric oxygen. We have noted in the previous chapter

that the slag will not be nearly as efficient if it must deoxidize the

air in the furnace as well as the metal. Two or three thorough

stirrings during the final period are sufficient to accelerate the

deoxidizing reaction. From what we know of carbide slags and
of oxide distribution in molten steel, 30 min. to hr. in contact

with a slag containing an excess of carbide should be time enough
to insure that the metal is free from oxides.

After about 1 hour’s contact with the carbide slag, the metal
may be deoxidized but still contains gases, especially when recar-

burized with carbon. The gases are in solution in such a finely

dispersed form that the contact with calcium carbide is not suffici-

ent to reduce them and thus eliminate them from the bath.

Therefore ferrosilicon is used to degasify. As we have already

noted, the reaction product from the reaction

Si + 2CO = SiOs + 2G

is solid and tends to emulsify and remain in the steel, unless suffici-
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ent iron and manganese oxides are present to combine with it, and
form their respective silicates which rise easily to join the slag.

The benefit of adding silicon, part of it at least, early in the
deoxidation period is that, in aU probability, some little iron and
manganese oxide are left, thus the metal is rid of the last traces of

these oxides, also, carbon monoxide gas is eliminated early, and
the reaction product silica, has time allowed for it to coalesce,

partly at least, and join the slag. All of the final addition of

silicon should alloy with the steel if earlier deoxidation and degasi-

fication has been carried out completely.

At the end of the deoxidizing period, the metal should be nearly

free from dissolved oxides and should be sound and gas free.

Making Low Carbon Steels.—Making very low carbon steels

(.15 per cent carbon and under) in the electric furnace presents

many difficulties as far as the final quality of the metal is con-

cerned. The melting must be with complete oxidation as it is

necessary to eliminate the carbon down to the lowest possible

point. The carbon may all be removed except .06 or .07 per cent

without oxidizing the bath excessively. Below this point, the

metal ma^’’ become overoxidized and almost impossible to put in

good shape.

It is not advisable to have much carbide present or the metal

may pick up too much carbon from the slag resulting in a final

percentage that is too high. The bath, especially if very hot, will

absorb carbon from a carbide slag or from a slag containing free

carbon at the rate of approximately 1 or 2 points (.01 or .02

per cent) per hour. Under carefull}' regulated conditions, this

increase of carbon becomes constant and is taken into considera-

tion by the melter in calculating his recarburizer.

It is evident in making steel containing less than .15 per cent

carbon, either the bath must be melted to a point below .07 per

cent with danger of overoxidation or the slag must be kept low in

carbon or carbide to keep the final carbon percentage btdow ,15

per cent, (3 to 4 points are always introduced from the manganese

addition; this is unavoidable). If the heat is melted too low and

thus overoxidized, it is difficult to deoxidize thoroughly; if the

amount of carbide in the slag is kept low, it is difficult to deoxidize

thoroughly. The result is the same in both cases. For these

reasons, it is difficult to make very high-grade low carbon steel

in the electric furnace. It is because of these two difficulties,

that many electric furnace plants produce seamy and unsound
12
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low carbon case-hardening steel. In addition to these disad-

vantages, it is more difficult to desulphurize a low carbon heat

than one higher in carbon.

The best results, in making low carbon steel, come from melting

with complete oxidation but using manganese ore instead of iron

ore or roll scale. In this melting practice, it is certain that there

will be considerable, often as much as .30 per cent residual man-
ganese in the bath when melting is complete. If the heat is

melted with a manganese content of .30 per cent, a much smaller

amount of ferromanganese need be added; the carbon from this

source is only one point, rarely over .02 per cent, therefore, a

much stronger carbide slag can be carried than if the heat was
melted with iron ore. As manganese is a strong deoxidizer, it is

evident that a large excess of oxides cannot be present in steel

that contains much manganese. Therefore, residual manganese
is beneficial in preventing overoxidation. From results in actual

practice, it is positive that in melting with complete oxidation,

unless the furnaceman is very expert in handling his carbide

slag, the use of manganese ore as an oxidizing agent produces the

best results, especially on low carbon steel.

The Advantages of Melting with Complete Oxidation.—Melt-

ing with complete oxidation has several advantages. In the first

place, it is the simplest practice and demands the least attention

on the part of the melter, that is, the least attention in oxidizing.

After melting is complete the bath is of a definite composition, all

of the oxidizable elements, except sulphur, have been elimi-

nated down to definite small percentages. It follows, then,

that this practice may be standardized and consequently hand-
led successfully by comparatively untrained men.
Another advantage, perhaps the one that appeals to most

steel makers, is that the cheapest scrap may be used. Opposed
to this is the fact that all oxidizable alloys arc lost. In the other

two variations in the cold-scrap process the saving of alloys

becomes, over a period of time, quite an item. The two advan-
taged, namely, a standardized practice permitting comparatively
inexperienced furnace labor to be used, and cheap raw materials,

when combined, is such an important feature that some electric

steel makers have retained the practice to this day. There is

no doubt but that melting with complete oxidation produces
cheap electric steel. We may also say that, in general, it does
not produce the best electric steel.
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The practice must be used on low carbon steels. When man-
ganese ore is used, it is entirely possible to make sound steel even
if all of the carbon is removed in melting.

The Disadvantages of Melting with Complete Oxidation.

—

The only disadvantage of this practice is that, as carried out in

most shops, it produces an inferior steel. The two things

productive of poor steel are the ease with which the heat is over-

oxidized and the difficulty of completely deoxidizing. Theoret-
ically, the carbide slag should deoxidize no matter how badly
the bath is contaminated, perhaps after the principles and reac-

tions of deoxidation are better understood and more thoroughly

put into practice, it will be possible to deoxidize an overoxidized

bath completely; but now in the average shop, with the average

melters, the more completely the bath is oxidized in melting, the

more incompletely the steel is deoxidized with the white slag and
the poorer the resulting product.

If melting with complete oxidation is necessary, it is productive

of much better results if manganese ore is used for oxidizing

instead of iron ore. Melting with complete oxidation, recarburi-

zing on the bare metal, and the inefficient use of the carbide slag

together with the silicon addition at the very end of the heat, is

probably the cause of flake in electric nickel steel. For this one

reason melting with complete oxidation should not be practiced

with nickel steels, if possible to avoid it. For the low carbon

case-hardening nickel steels it is, of course, very necessary to

oxidize completely to got the carbon down. In this case silicon

should be used early in the heat to reduce the possibility of flake.

This well known defect will be discussed briefly in a later chapter.

MELTING WITH PARTIAL OXIDATION

In melting with partial oxidation, the supply of oxygen intro-

duced into the furnace in the first period is sufficient to remove

the silicon and a part of the phosphorus, manganese, carbon and

chrome, if this latter element is present. If just a small amount
of oxygen is present, silicon will be oxidized first followed by a

part of the manganese, phosphorus next if the temperature is kept

low, then a portion of the chrome and carbon. There is some

carbon elimination throughout the latter part of the melting

period. It is evident that a large amount of dissolved oxides

cannot be present in the metal after melting is complete, con-

sequently, the procedure of deoxidation is much simplified,
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and from the postulate stated frequently that the more highly a
bath of metal is oxidized, the more difficult to deoxidize and the
poorer the steel, it follows that melting with partial oxidation pro-
duces a much better grade of steel than melting with complete
oxidation. This has been proved in practice.

As this practice is productive of the best results in commercial
electric steel manufacture,^ and as it is applicable to all grades of

steel except those containing less than .25 per cent carbon,
it will be discussed in detail.

Charging and Melting.—^The basis of melting with partial

oxidation is to restrict the supply of oxygen as much as possible

during the melting period. To this end, no iron ore nor roll

scale is charged with the scrap. The condition of the scrap,

too, is carefully watched so too much fine, dirty or rusty material
will not be present.

The limestone to furnish the base for the oxidizing slag is

charged directly onto the bottom of the furnace, about 500 to
700 lb. being used for the average 15,000-lb. heat. Heavy scrap,
such as scrap electric ingots or ingot butts, is charged next,
followed by the medium scrap which forms the bulk of the charge
with this practice. Billet and bar crops, scrap ends of rails,

boiler plate and other similar scrap are used for carbon steels;

and gears, axles, forging scrap, etc., for alloy steels. A small
amount of fine scrap is charged last.

As the only supply of oxygen comes from the rust and scale on
the scrap, it is evident that this supply will never be large and that
the amount of oxidizable elements removed will be small; there-
fore, it is necessary to keep the percentage of phosphorus which
must be low in the finished steel, as low as possible in tlic charge.
It has been found by experience that the slag conditions present
will reduce a phosphorus content of ,040 per cent or below to
.015 per cent or below without difficulty. When the scrap
contains more than .040 per cent, trouble is often encountered
because the slag is difficient in oxides. Economically it is best,
due to the slight difference in cost between guaranteed low
phosphorus scrap and the ordinary mixed variety, to use for a
charge, scrap that will average below .040 per cent and thus save
the time and trouble encountered when the heat is melted too
high in this element.

^ Excepting the white slag melt-down which cannot be made a daily
procedure on account of the lack of suitable scrap.
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The charge is melted in the usual manner. When it is all

molten except for the ring of pasty scrap around the banks, this

scrap is pushed in as described in a previous chapter, p, 117.

Pushing in hastens melting and, in addition, keeps the temperature

low, thus facilitating phosphorus elimination. The composition

of the bath after melting is shown in Log Sheet 3 which gives

the history of a heat of .50 per cent carbon, chrome nickel air

hardening steel for automotive work. It will be noted that all

of the silicon has been eliminated and about half of the carbon,

phosphorus and manganese. The chrome is in some cases hard

to keep in the metal, in this case about 50 per cent has been

oxidized.

The Condition of the Metal after Melting.—The oxidizing

slag is removed exactly as detailed in Chapter VI. If there is

much chrome in the charge, the oxidation of this element to

chromic oxide, Cr203 ,
will tend to make the slag viscous and

sticky. It is usually necessary to add fluorspar to the black slag

to thin it enough to remove readily. The black slag in the partial

oxidation process is inclined to be viscous even if chrome is not

present, due to the deficiency of ferrous and manganese oxides.

It is never advisable, and very seldom necessary, to recarburize

on the bath after the oxidizing slag is removed. Considerable

residual carbon is left in the metal, and unless very high carbon

steel is made, the melter usually adds his deoxidizing slag as

soon as the black slag is removed, depending on the alloy addi-

tions and possibly washed metal or pig iron to bring the carbon

up to the required limits. (Log Sheet 3.)

In making high carbon steel with partial oxidation, it is the

practice in some plants to melt down high in carbon by charging

pig iron, coke or other form of carbon with the scrap. If this

is done, the carbonaceous material is charged with the first

part of the scrap so it will be well down toward the bottom of

the charge.

The Deoxidation Period.—Deoxidation is simpler when the

charge is melted with a minimum amount of oxidation, because,

as there are fewer oxides in the steel, it follows that it will be

less work for the deoxidizing slag to eliminate these oxides

completely. This has been found to be the case in practice.

As a result, the time that the heat is under the white slag may, in

many cases, be materially lessened without sacrificing the

quality that comes from complete deoxidation.
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Log Sheet 3.—Log op iiu- Electeic

Furnace A

Heat No 3,146

Time Log
Additions,

pounds

Meta]

C Mn Si S

1:10 p.m. Previous heat tapped

1:20 p.m. Bottom repaired—^magdolite 200

1:20 p.m. Started charging—limestone 750

Scrap—^nickel chrome crops 7,400 *.30 .50 .200 .030

gears and miscellaneous 3,200 Hi

.030

scrap ingots 1,500 *.40 .60 .200 .020

low phos. scrap 2.200 * .040

turnings 2,300 * .050

2:00 p.m. Charging complete—^power on 16,600 *.25 .45 .100 .034

4:45 p.m. All melted—first test taken—added sparj 30 .15 .26 .015 .030

4:52 p.m. Started slagging

5:03 p.m. Oxidizing slag off

5:05 p.m. White slag added—lime 550

coke 150

spar 100

5:10 p.m. Slag aU on—^furnace on high power
5:35 p.m. Slag nearly white—added lime (1) coke (1)J 50 .16 .23 .009 .024

Added nickel 210

5:45 p.m. Slag white, partly carbide—added cokej 25 .16 .25 .010 .020
spar 35

Added ferromanganese (80 per cent) 60

5:55 p.m. Slag carbide—heat hot—added lime 25 .19 .49 .010 .oio

Added ferroohrome (68 per cent Cr., 6 per

cent C) 285

6:10 p.m. Slag carbide—^heat hot—added coke (1)

spar (1) 50 .30 .48 .023 . 13

Added—ferrosilicon (50 per cent) 35
Added—washed metal 600

6:25 p.m. Heat stirred—bath warm .44 .46 .088 .011

Added—nickel 50
Added—ferromanganese (80 per cent) 10

6:45 p.m. Metal hot—power reduced—^slag OK .46 .51 .081 .011

6:50 p.m. Heat test—added ferrosilicon 55

7:00 p.m. Bath stirred—^power off 47 .50 .231 .010
Pinal heat test—ready to tap

7:05 p.m. Tapped
7:25 p.m. Ladle test 48 .49 .228 .010

Analysis of scrap and charge approximate.

t Slag and metal teats taken just before additions were made.

Log Sheet 3 shows in about what way the alloying additions
are made. The melter should be on guard for a considerable
increase in phosphorus in the deoxidation period. In the heat
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Heat Melted -wtth Partial Oxidation

C Mn Si S P Ni Cr

Analysis ordered
.45

.55

.40

.60

.15

.25

3.25

3.75

; 1.30
i 1.60

.025 .025

tests Slag tests

P Ni Cr SiOa FeO AlaOs MnO CaO MgO CaS CaCa CraOa P2O8 P

.030

.030

.015

.040

.060

.036

.014

3.00

2.50

2.00

2.00
2.07

1. 00

0.60
1.00

0.60
0.28 13.47 8 31 2.26 6.08 60.35 10.61

t

0.093 8.37 1.36

.015 2.05 0.22 14 07 2.26 1.97 1.08 56.37 14.55 1.63 nil. 0.43 .008

.016 3.31 0.27 15.86 0 46 2.17 0.17 61.09 13.69 1.77 0.15 0.17 trace

.017 3 20 0.26 18 32 0.17 2.06 0.21 57.13 12.81 1.93 1,06 0.06 .003

.019 3 23 1 45 17.00 0,27 2.37 0.06 59.36 13.17 2.03 1.01 0.04 trace

.020 3.18 1.43

1

18,29 0.16 2.09 0 03 57.11 14.04 2.17 1.21 trace .003

.020 3.45 1.41 19.23 0.14 1.98 0.06 65.21 15.30 2.26 0.93 trace .002

.021 3.44 1 40 20.17 0 14 1.86 0.05 64 03 14.37 2.17 0.76 trace 002

021 1.411 21 31 0.09 2.01 0.06 53.78 15.01 2 19 0,57 trace trace

t Reported as sulphur, S.

In. this heat, furnace doors open more than usual due to taking extra slag and metal tests.

illustrated in Log Sheet 3 the rephosphorization is about as

follows : From traces of black slag 1 point, from the ferromanga-

nese 2 points, from the ferrochrome 2 points and from the ferro-
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silicon 1, possibly 2 points, making a total of 6 points (.006 per

cent) in addition to that in the steel when oxidation was complete.

As the sulphur is being eliminated constantly all during the

deoxidation period, the amount of this element in the ferro-

alloys does not, within reasonable limits, matter.

The heat shown in Log Sheet 3 is a typical example of recar-

burization by washed metal. This is the ideal way of adding

carbon to the electric furnace. No other elements are intro-

duced, this material containing carbon and iron alone, with only

traces of impurities. With a hot bath, up to 1,000 lb. of washed

metal, representing as much as 30 points of carbon (.30

per cent) with a 15,000 lb. charge, can be added safely at

one time. With good furnace practice it should never be neces-

sary to recarburize more than 25 or 30 points, even in a 1.20

carbon steel.

A form of adding carbon sometimes practiced in an emergency

is electrode recarburization. The electrodes are run down until

they extend some 5 or 6 in. into the bath. The absorption of

carbon, by the metal eating away the electrodes, depends on the

temperature of the bath. With average conditions, the bath

will pick up a point (.01 per cent) a minute.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Melting with Partial

Oxidation.—The principal advantage of this practice is that the

quality of the steel is better than when the scrap is melted with

complete oxidation. This is due to two things, first, a large

excess of oxides is not incorporated into the metal in melting,

and second, the oxidation of the carbon or the recarbiirization

on the bath or both is not present to introduce a large quantity

of carbon monoxide that must be removed later.

Another advantage is that the time of the heat, t.c., the

elapsed time from tap to tap is shorterwith this practice than when
complete oxidation is used. A fair average time in the latter

practice is to 7 hr., tap to tap. In partial oxidation, the final

deoxidation period can be shortened so that the average elapsed
time is 6 to hr., often as little as br.

In this connection, there is no greater false economy than
speeding up the heat, which is required in so many shops. Too
much speed is the bane of all modern steel making and is

especially harmful in the production of electric steel. The
charging, melting and slagging cannot be greatly hurried, conse-

quently it is in the deoxidation period that the temptation to
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rush becomes great. So great is this temptation, that the

author feels safe in asserting that 60 per cent of the electric steel

made today is tapped before it is deoxidized and in 80 per cent of

the manufacture of this grade of steel, if deoxidation is practically

complete, degasification is accomplished in the ladle or not at

all. The result is that often electric steel is far inferior to

crucible steel, in fact it is only a fair, sometimes only a passable

product. To make steel of a quality equal to crucible steel, the

electric furnace must duplicate the crucible's dead-melt period

and must allow the metal to lie quietly 10 to 20 min. in the furnace

after deoxidation and degasification are complete. The only

means of speeding up the cold scrap process is to speed up the

deoxidation period by restricting the amount of oxidation,

making the work of the white slag less difl5.cult and thus shorten-

ing the time.

The principal disadvantage of the partial oxidation process is

that the scrap charged must be of good quality and, consequently,

is more costly than when melting with complete oxidation is

practiced. It is probable that the average cost of the charge is

$3 to $5 a ton more for the partial oxidation practice than

the other. This extra cost is partly offset by the saving in alloys,

a considerable proportion of the manganese and chrome, if these

elements are present is left in the metal when melting is complete

The final alloy additions are thus materially lessened.

Another possible disadvantage is that care must be used in

melting, especially in dephosphorizing, to remove this element

completely without removing too much carbon and manganese.

In other words, the practice of melting with partial oxidation

demands skill and great care on the part of the furnaceman.

When carried out correctly, it becomes the best procedure for

making electric steel from a cold scrap base, that is, the most

satisfactory method of accomplishing some refining, and yet

producing a high-grade steel.

MELTING WITHOUT OXIDATION

The practice of melting without oxidation known in the mill as

“melting under a white slag" or as a “white slag melt-down"

consists, in brief, of melting a charge of high-grade clean scrap

and deoxidizing the melted bath in the usual way. The black

slag and oxidation period are absent. Melting under a white
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slag duplicates almost exactly the crucible process as far as dead-

melting is concerned. In addition, sulphur is removed. This is

the only refining. Melting without oxidation may, therefore,

properly be called a crucible process on a large scale. Accepting

the statement made frequently, that the greater the amount of

oxidation the harder to deoxidize and the poorer the resulting

steel, if follows that melting under a white slag produces the best

product possible with the electric furnace. With electric furnace

operation as carried out in most plants, this has been the case.

Although we take for granted that with present knowledge of

deoxidation melting under a white slag produces the best steel,

this method is not practiced widely, first, because suitable scrap

is not available and second because many steel makers hesitate

to depart from their present creed, “tonnage first, cost second and
quality third. Supplementing this general discussion, we may
now look at the white slag practice in detail.

Charging,—A small amount of limestone, say 50 lb.

—

many furnacemen use burnt hme advantageously instead—is

charged on the bottom of the furnace followed by the scrap. As
this practice does not remove any of the phosphorus and as a

small amount is introduced by the alloy additions, the average

percentage in the charge must be .005 per cent below the require-

ment in the finished steel. A specification of .020 per cent is

very hard to meet with this practice as most of the scrap even
from the electric steel plant's own mills or forges will range

between .015 and .020 per cent. Buyers of electric steel are

gradually being educated to the fact that steel with .025 or .030

per cent phosphorus is just as good as a material with .020 per

cent and are allowing wider limits on this element. It is safe to

use the white slag melt down if an upper limit of .025 or .030

per cent is permitted.

In this practice, scrap electric steel ingots, ingot butts, crop

ends, and discards from the plant rolling mills, and scrap billets

and bars are charged. It is difficult to secure small scrap of

suitable analysis for this method of melting. In making alloy

steels, the whole charge or 70 per cent at least may be scrap of

the analysis required in the finished product, i.e,, for chrome
steels, chrome scrap is used, (Log Sheet 4), for chrome vanadium
steel, chrome vanadium scrap is used and for high speed steels,

high speed scrap can be advantageously charged. In white slag

melting, it is not advisable to overcharge the furnace, results in
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this practice are better especially with some of the complex alloy

steels melted in this way if the furnace is undercharged, that

is 11,000 to 12,000 lb. in a 6-ton furnace instead of the

customary 16,000 to 17,000 lb. After the charge is melted the

metal is deoxidized in the usual manner.
Finishing the Heat.—^As soon as there is a sizable pool of

molten metal under the electrodes, the deoxidation of the slag

begins. In melting without oxidation the slag must, in part at

least, be built up in the furnace. This is different from the other

two procedures where the slag is mixed on the floor before

being charged into the furnace. To deoxidize the slag which,

after the charge is nearly melted, consists of lime and oxides,

two or three shovelfuls of coke are thrown into the furnace

followed by a little fluorspar if necessary to thin. As melting

progresses, lime, coke and spar are added until, soon after the

scrap is entirely melted the slag should be in good shape, (Log

Sheet 4), of the proper consistency, fluffy and white or nearly

white. As soon as the slag is deoxidized as shown by the color,

coke and lime are added under the arc, forming calcium carbide

to deoxidize the steel.

In melting, all of the silicon is oxidized and goes into the slag

permanently, some of the manganese, chrome and tungsten,

if present, will also be oxidized and pass into the slag from which

they are driven back into the metal upon deoxidizing the slag

with coke. A variable small amount of carbon is oxidized and

lost, about 10 per cent on an average, (Log Sheet 4).

A small portion of the vanadium, if present, is oxidized and
will pass into the slag, all of it is not reduced back into the metal

again. It is not known definitely what becomes of this small

amount of oxidized vanadium but the fact remains, that melting

down a charge of chrome vanadium scrap containing an average

of .18 per cent of this element, the metal after deoxidizing will

contain only from .13 to .15 per cent.

Log Sheet 4 shows clearly the chemical composition throughout

a heat of carbon chromium ball bearing steel melted without

oxidation. In this case, to prevent a too high carbon content

after melting the ball steel scrap was diluted with some plain

carbon scrap.

The heat is deoxidized and degasified in the regular way,

by means of a slag containing an excess of calcium carbide for

deoxidizing, and by adding the silicon in portions during the
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Log Sheet 4,—^Log of an Electric

Furnace A

Heat No 3,215

Metal

Time Log
Additions,

pounds
C Mn Si

5:50 p.m. Previous heat tapped

6:05 p.m. Bottom repaired—magdolite 100

dolomite 150

6:05 p.m. Began charging—lime 60

Scrap—crop ends—chrome 7,400 *1.05 .38 .200

scrap bars 3,400 *1.05 .38 .200

scrap ingot butts 1,200 *0.95 .40 200

carbon scrap 1,500 *0.65 .35 .150

6:50 p.m. All charged—^power on 13,500 *1 .00 .37 .190

9:00 p.m. Almost melted—added coke 25

9:15 p.m. All melted—furnace on high power
Added—^lime 450

coke 100

spar 75

9:45 p.m. Slag white—^partly carbide 0.91 .33 .023

10:00 p.m. Slag carbide—heat warm 0.92 .36 .020

Added lime (2) spar (1) 75

10:15 p.m. Slag carbide—heat hot 0.93 .30 .020

Added ferrochrome (67 per cent Cr., 6 per cent

C) 60
Added washed metal 150

10:30 p.m. Heat stirred—bath hot 1 02 .35 020
Added coke (1) spar (1) 30

10:45 p^m. First heat test—^power reduced 1 03 .30 031

Added ferrosilicon (50 per cent) 40
Added lime 30

coke (1) spar (1) 00
11:00 p.m. Second heat test—slag OK—metal quiet l.Ot 35 .107

Added ferrosilicon (50 per cent) 35
11:05 p.m. Power off

11:15 p.m. Metal quiet—slag OK 1 . 05 .3(i 213
11:20 p.m. Final heat test—temperature OK
11:25 p.m. Heat tapped

11:45 p m. Ladle test

i

1 00 .30 .207

• Analyhis of scrap and
In this heat, furnace doors open more than

white slag period to complete the degasification. Because there
is no oxidizing slag to remove, and because the slag is partly
deoxidized by the time melting is complete, the time of the heat
with this practice is shorter than in either of the other two pro-

cedures previously described. The average time, tap to tap,
is between 5 and 6 hr.
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Heat Melted wrnaotrT Oxidation

C Mn
1

Si S
i

1

P Cr

Analysis ordered 1.00 .25 .15
.025 .026

1.35
1.15 .45 .30 1.65

tests

P Cr

Slag tests

Si02 FeO AhOs MnO CaO MgO CaS CraOa CaCs P

.015

.015

.010

.018

.015

.014

.033

.012

.010

.010

.010

.010

.015

.015

.018

.OIC

.015

.010

.OlCi

.017

.018

.0181

.019

.020

010 .020 1 49

1.40
1.40

1.30

1.23

1.18

1.22

1.21

1.50

1.49

1.48

1.50

13.73

17.68

15.57

17.31

19.26

21.37

20.07

2.07

0.53

0.23

0.00

0.09

0.13

0.10

1.67

1.81

1.90

2.03

1.97

1.76

1.81

20 86 0 09 1.78 trace

.97

.13

.07

trace

.02

.04

59.47

56.73

60.18

59.131

56 25

56 31

14.36

15.45

14.23

13.91

15.09

1 08

1.21

1.30

1.37

1.40

.95

.09

.08

trace 57.65

15.18| 1.36

i

14 23, 1.57

trace

.06

.06

0.27

0 86

1.06

0.93

0 67

0.71

58.65 14 07

trace 1 03

1.43 trace 0 SO

.004

trace

trace

trace

trace

.003

charge approximate.

usual due to taking extra slag and metal tests.

The Advantages and Disadvantages of Melting without

Oxidation.—The advantages and disadvantages of this practice

have been touched on in the description of the process. It will

only be necessary to summarize them briefly here. In a few

words the advantages are; first, this method produces the best

steel and second, if suitable scrap is available the steel may be
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made quickly and cheaply. The practice is only adapted to the

use of scrap from the electric plant’s own rolling mills and forges;

the purchase of a base guaranteed to be below .020 per cent

phosphorus being practically impossible. The process is well

adapted to the manufacture of high-speed steel as tungsten scrap

may often be purchased in sizable lots, and much cheaper than

if plain carbon scrap and the necessary amount of alloys were used

;

and to the production of alloy steels for which plenty of plant

scrap of the same composition has accumulated.

That white slag melting produces a steel superior in quality to

that made by either of the other two melting processes is

unquestioned by any one familiar with electric steel. Its super-

iority is due, without doubt, to its freedom from oxides and gas

which even with the best furnace practice seem to persist to a

greater or less extent .in electric steel in which oxidation was
carried out to some extent. Even after an electric heat which

was partly or wholly oxidized in melting is deoxidized to the best

of the fumaceman’s ability, degasified thoroughly with silicon

and tapped, nximerous small blue flames will be seen darting from

the top of the slag in the ladle. These small pointed flames are

carbon monoxide given off by the metal and burning to carbon

dioxide in the air.^ This condition is noticeably absent with steel

melted under a white slag.

Turning to the question of the quality of the finished steel,

the author had the opportunity to observe, over a considerable

period, the inspection of tool steel bars (1 per cent carbon)

made by all three melting processes. In every case the number
of rejections for seams and other defects was much smaller,

often only a half the rejections in the same grade when the heat

was melted with partial oxidation, and usually only a fifth of the

rejections necessary when melting was with complete oxidation.

The process, of course, permits of a saving of all of the alloys

present in the scrap, and permits of much faster heats, as oxida-

tion is absent and deoxidation is therefore much more rapidly

accomplished.

Although we will discuss this again, we wish to make this one
point: If the purchaser of electric steel would raise the limits of

phosphorus, the scope of white slag melting would be greatly

increased. There is an abundant supply of excellent scrap contain-

^ These flames are also caused by the deoxidation by carbon of any FeO
formed in the passage of the metal throu^ the air in tapping.
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ing less than .040 per cent phosphorus; there is even considerable

containing less than .030 per cent; but when the requirement
of this element is reduced to below .020 or .025 per cent the scrap

available is very limited, so much so, as to make the practice only

suitable for occasional heats.

The Best Furnace Practice in the Cold Scrap Process.—^It may
not be out of place to summarize the various steps that we have
discussed in detail in the previous sections, emphasizing those

steps that seem productive of the highest quality steels at a
minimum cost. For emphasis, we will again repeat the postulate

already formulated several times in the preceding paragraphs

and use it as a basis for the summary. This postulate states:

With present knowledge of electric steel manufacture, the farther

oxidation is carried in melting, the more difficult and more incom-
plete is the resulting deoxidation, and the poorer the steel. Con-
versely, to permit very little oxidation to take place, simplifies

and makes easier the final deoxidation and produces a higher

grade product.

Using this statement as a basis, we may now sumupthe process
productive of the best results in the manufacture of basic electric

steel from a cold scrap base:

(1) Charge a low phosphorus scrap (.040 per cent or below)

using as clean a material as possible.

(2) Eliminate iron ore or other form of oxygen from the charge

and melt low in temperature to facilitate complete removal of

phosphorus, leaving in the bath when melted a portion of the

carbon, manganese and any alloys present. An exception to

this is in the manufacture of low carbon steels where manganese
ore may be used for oxidation of the carbon without excessively

oxidizing the metal.

(3) Remove the oxidizing slag as completely as possible using

lime to get rid of the final traces.

(4) Do not recarburize on the bare bath after the oxidizing

slag is removed. If very high carbon steel is to be made, use

pig iron or other form of carbon in the charge, melting down so

that the percentage of carbon when the oxidizing slag is removed
will be high enough so that any recarburization may be made
later with washed metal.

(5) Mix the deoxidizing slag thoroughly before adding to the

furnace. Use sufficient coke in the slag so that at least .50,

preferably 1.00 per cent calcium carbide will be present all
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through the deoxidation period. For the average heat, about
1 lb. of slag may be used for each 15 lb. of metal in the furnace.

(6) Diu-ing deoxidation keep the furnace as near air tight as
possible, only opening the doors for the necessary additions and
an occasional stirring. After each addition, scatter a little

coke over the slag to react with any atmospheric oxygen enter-
ing the furnace.

(7) Make all alloy additions, except vanadium, as early in
the deoxidation period as possible, not, however, until the slag
is known to be free from ferrous and manganese oxides.

(8) It is preferable to deoxidize on a very hot bath, as hot as
possible without overheating the roof. Then towards the end
of the deoxidation period, the power can be shut off completely,
letting the metal lie quietly in the furnace until the bath cools
to tapping temperature. This will facilitate the final removal
of all non-metallic inclusions.

(9) Add ferro-silicon in two or three portions, at xeast 15 min.
apart.

^

This will promote early degasification, and will do much
to eliminate trouble in the finished steel from seams and other
surface defects.

(10) In tapping, hold the slag back so that slag and metal can
not become mechanically intermixed in the ladle. It is best to
tap a little too hot and hold the heat for 5, or possibly as much as
15 min. in the ladle before teeming the ingots.



CHAPTER IX

THE MANUFACTURE OF SPECIAL STEELS BY
THE COLD SCRAP PROCESS

MHiing Practice for Tungsten, Steels—Mdting Spedd Chrome and Chrome

Vanadium Steds—Mdting Special Nickd and Chrome Nickd Steels—Mdt-

ing Carbon Tool Sted—The Manufacture of Fdirovs Alloy Steds

In the last three chapters, the melting practice applicable to

the usual variety of carbon and alloy steels has been noted in

detail. Before leaving the cold scrap process and the manu-

facture of basic ingots, we will take up those few steels that

demand special treatment in making, because of some special

composition or because some inherent weakness in the finished

product can be traced back to the melting and thus by

proper care in this part of the process be eliminated, or at any

rate closely controlled. As an example of the special composi-

tion, we may cite tungsten steel, particularily high speed, as one

of the more complex products made by the electric process. As

typical of the steels in which defects are common in the finished

bar, a few of the chrome steels, especially the ball bearing varie-

ties, and some of the chrome nickel steels including the high

chrome, high nickel case-hardening variety may be mentioned.

Plain nickel steel causes much trouble to the maker because of

a peculiar defect characteristic of this grade known as “flake.”

Flake is very prevalent in nickel steels whether they are made by

the basic open-hearth or basic electric process; in fact this defect

is a lot more common than the alloy steel makers will acknowl-

edge. Although we do not care to enter into an extended

discussion of flake, we will take the opportunity to cite an experi-

ment made at a government plant which may throw some light

on this hitherto unexplainable defect.

Because it is interesting as a possible competitor of the crucible

process in the production of the very high-grade (so-called “extra

special”) tool steel, we will note briefly the wash metal, muck bar

melting practice for the manufacture of this grade. This proc-

ess, although practiced consistently by one plant for some time,

j3 193
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is not economically possible at present. Most purchasers of

carbon tool steel refuse to pay the premium required for this

grade by the higher cost of the base materials.

In this present chapter, the author wishes to note at some
length the Austrian electric furnace practice for the production

of the so-called fibrous alloy steels in which double oxidation is

used and deoxidation is purposely but partly aiccomplished.

This practice is noted here for what it is worth. It is directly

against the viewpoint held by most American furnacemen that

the more thoroughly deoxidized and sound the metal, and the

more nearly it is free from inclusions, the better the resulting

finished product. The reader should compare carefully the

details of the fiber-producing practice with what has been

stated in previous chapters concerning deoxidation. After

this comparison, the relative advantages and disadvantages

from a quality standpoint become readily apparent.

MELTING PRACTICE FOR TUNGSTEN STEELS

Up to the present time, only two grades of tungsten steels

have been made; the tungsten finishing and magnet steels

containing about 5 to 7 per cent of the element, no other alloys

being present; and high-speed steels with more than 12 per cent

tungsten together with chromium and vanadium, occasionally

cobalt and uranium. Recently a class of chisel steels was
put on the market containing tungsten, usually less than 3

per cent, with or without other alloys. In discussing the melt-

ing practice, we will confine our discussion to high-speed steels,

the others present no problems not occurring in high-speed steel

melting.

The Composition of High-speed Steel.—Two important
varieties of high-speed steel are in common use.^ They both
contain between .55 and .85 per cent carbon usually between
.65 and .75 per cent, although the tendency in the past few
years has been to increase the carbon content slightly; many high-

speed steels that are very successful in daily work having .75 to .85

per cent, even as much as .90 per cent. The manganese is kept
as low as possible; always below .30, if possible under .20 per

cent. Silicon is not so important; this element is, however,
^ There are a large number of different compositions used for high-speed

steel. The two varieties above mentioned are the two chief classes, i.e.,

18 per cent W and 1 per cent. V, and 14 per cent W and 2 per cent V.
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desired below .30 per cent, as many metallurgists consider that

a higher content injures the hardening properties. Sulphur and
phosphorus are, of course, desired as low as possible in the elec-

tric furnace product, the requirement is .030 per cent or below,

sometimes as low as .025 per cent.

The difference between the two varieties of high-speed steel

depends upon the tungsten and vanadium content. One
variety is high tungsten, 16 to 18 per cent and low vanadium,

.75 to 1.25 per cent; in the other the tungsten in 12 to 15 per

cent with vanadium 1.75 to 2.25 per cent. In both cases the

chrome is between 3.50 and 5.00 per cent. If cobalt or uranium
is to be a constituent of high-speed steel, it is used in addition to

the chrome, vanadium and tungsten; 3.50 to 5.00 per cent of the

former and .50 to 1.50 per cent of the latter is the usual amount.
They are not used to any extent as they have shown nothing

remarkable. One authority says:^ ''The only notable recent

development in high-speed steel composition was the addition of

vanadium. Cobalt, uranium, cerium and zirconium have been

tried but without benefit to justify their use.''

The Melting Practice for High-speed Steel.—^Furnace men
always use as much high-speed scrap as possible in the heat, up to

two-thirds or even three-fourths of the charge. There is nearly

always high-speed scrap available and at a price that makes it a

cheaper practice than if plain scrap and ferrotungsten are used.

To save all of the alloys, melting must be without oxidation.

After the bath is molten, and the slag deoxidized and free from

tungsten, chrome and vanadium, a test is taken out and sent to

the laboratory where carbon, manganese, chrome, vanadium and

tungsten are determined. In most shops, a sample of slag is

taken at the same time and analyzed for tungsten to make sure

that all of this element has been reduced from its oxide and has

gone back into the metal.

While the analysis is being made, (this will take from 45 min.

to 13^ hr.) the slag is made carbide. As soon as the analysis

results are received, the ferrotungsten and ferrochrome are

added. Part of the ferrovanadium may also be added here,

but it is considered better practice and safer to add this ferro-

alloy toward the end of the heat. As soon as the ferrotungsten

and ferrochrome are melted, 20 min. is sufficient with a very

hot bath, the heat is well stirred, and the final tests taken. These

^ Mathews, J. A., Proc. Am. Soc. Testing Materials^ 19, II, 141-181, 1919.
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are drilled and sent to the laboratory where carbon, manganese,

tungsten, chrome and vanadium are again determined. On
this, the final analysis, chrome, tungsten and manganese should be

within the required limits, the carbon very nearly up to the mini-

mum and the vanadium content a little below that of the average

in the scrap.

The ferrosilicon is now added, washed metal if necessary

to bring up the carbon and the heat stirred. All of the ferro-

vanadium is now rapidly shoveled in and after 20 to 30 min.,

in which temperature is adjusted, the ladle is placed in position

and the heat tapped.

Notes on the Melting Practice.—There is no need to hurry the

melting and refining in high-speed steel making- The value of

the charge for a 6-ton heat or even for a 3-ton heat is so great,

that power and labor costs become very insignificant items in

making this grade of material. High-speed steel while sometimes

made in 6-ton furnaces is more often melted in lots of 1 to

3 tons. It is safer to handle this quantity than 6 tons. As
high-speed steel is preferably poured into very small ingots,

usually 3X3 or 4 X 4, very seldom larger than 6 X 6, it is

evident that temperature in pouring becomes hard to control

when 15 to 25 ingots are poured on a heat.

The carbon scrap used in the heat should be the best quality

available; clean and free from rust and excessive scale. High-

speed scrap is in a form suitable for electric furnace melting; it

commonly consists of crop ends, scrap tools, etc, and is nearly

always clean and free from rust. To dilute this good scrap with

a poor material for the balance of the charge is poor economy.
It increases greatly the oxidation in melting and the task of

reducing the various metals from their oxides after the bath is

melted. Again it should be emphasized that the cost of the alloys

tungsten, vanadium and chrome is so excessive, and the final

composition and uniformity so important, that the base used and
the time and power consumed become comparatively unim-
portant items.

Judging the temperature of high-speed steel, just previous to

tapping, is very difficult. This metal pours differently; it is more
viscous than the ordinary carbon and alloy steels. Likewise,

the film test noted on p. 136 is apt to give erratic results as

the metal films over more rapidly than carbon steel. In other

words, high speed appears colder by the melter’s usual tests than
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other steels. Therefore, to the furnaceman inexperienced

in high-speed steel melting the temperature may appear all

right, but be much too hot. The correct tapping temperature is

about 2,960 deg. F. (1,625 deg. C.). Allowing the metal to stand

about 5 min. in the ladle will reduce this to 2,875 or 2,900 deg.

F. which is about right for teeming. For a 3-ton heat, pouring

12 to 15 ingots, half 6X6 and half 4X4, with this temperature

will leave a bottom skull of about 100 lb. in the ladle. If the

heat is 6 tons, at least 20 ingots must be poured. The metal

should, therefore, be a little hotter, 2,950 to 3,000 deg. F. (1,625

to 1,650 deg. C.) when pouring is started.

Precautions in High-speed Steel Melting.—^Although the elec-

tric furnace produces a high-speed steel equal, in some cases even

superior, to the crucible in uniformity and chemical composition,

one or two precautions are necessary so that uniformity will be

attained. The first and most important is the tungsten addition.

Two forms of tungsten are available, the ferro-alloy and the pure

metal or powder. The ferro-alloy should alwaysbe used. Tung-

sten powder melts between 6,000 and 6,200 deg. F. (about 3,400

deg. C.). The average temperature of the bath in the final

period is 3,000 to 3,200 deg. F. (1,650 to 1,760 deg. C.), not

nearly high enough to effect quick solution of the powder. The

ferro-alloy on the other hand melts between 3,500 and 3,700 deg.

F. (1,925 and 2,040 deg. C.) which makes its solution in the

molten bath very much easier. In addition, and this is most

important, ferro-tungsten has a much lower specific gravity than

the powder. Therefore, it does not settle to the bottom of the

bath as rapidly as the powder. This settling of the powder is

especially bad in that it drags considerable chrome with it.

There is a temperature, just what this is is not known
definitely, above which iron and tungsten are miscible in each

other. Below this temperature the tungsten whether ferro-alloy

or powder tends to settle and lie on the bottom of the furnace in a

layer; so to obviate this condition as much as possible, the metal

should be very hot at the time of the tungsten addition; the bath

should be stirred frequently after the addition, especially after

cooling down prior to tap; and the ferro-alloy, crushed to pea size,

used in preference to the powder.

Even with all these precautions, the first heat of high-speed

steel in a furnace should be watched closely, as some of the

tungsten added will go into the bottom and stay there. This
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loss will amount to 30 to 60 lb. of the alloy with a 6,000-lb. charge

and as much as 100 lb. with a 10,000-lb. charge. After the

bottom is saturated by the first heat, subsequent heats will show
no tungsten loss. After a campaign of high-speed steel melting on
a furnace, a plain carbon tool steel heat can be conveniently made
on that furnace to wash the tungsten out of the bottom. The
first heat will contain from .30 to .80 per cent tungsten, a second
heat will show about half as much, and a third heat a trace. In

all cases, particular care must be taken with the first high-speed

heat on a furnace, to prevent it finishing too low in tungsten.

MELTING SPECIAL CHROME AND CHROME VANADIUM
STEELS

Some grades of chrome steels, especially the high carbon, high
chrome (1.00 per cent carbon, 1.50 per cent chrome) series

known as the ball-bearing steels are exceedingly difficult

to manufacture properly in the electric furnace. The chrome and
iron form compound carbides and oxides, perhaps even silicides,

of apparently no definite nor constant composition and which
give rise to innumerable defects in the rolled billet or bar. The
actual melting practice of the steel is not difficult and presents no
particular problems as does the high-speed grade. But, it has
been found that carefulness and skill exercised by the furnace
crew in handling these steels is in a great measure responsible for

the final quality of the product.

Melting Practice on Chrome Ball-bearing Steels.—The chrome
ball-bearing steels are all high in carbon ranging from .95 p(U' cent
to 1.20 per cent usually from 1.00 to 1.15 per cent. The chrome
percentage in the regular variety is 1.35 minimum and LG5 maxi-
mum. Silicon and manganese are normal, ,15 to .30 per cent for
the former and .25 to .40 per cent for the latter. Sulphur and
phosphorus are low.

The practice best suited for this grade is melting without
oxidation. Here ball-bearing steel scrap can be used with
practically no loss of chrome, and the resulting steel is of the best
possible quality. As we have already seen, due to the non-
existence of an ample supply of suitable scrap, this practice is

limited to occasional heats. Increasing the permissible limits of
phosphorus would allow the steel manufacturer to make wider use
of this practice and thus produce better steel. Lacking the scrap
for the white slag melt-down, the next best practice is melting
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with partial oxidation, as described in the previous chapter. By
melting to retain most of the carbon, manganese and chrome
present in the scrap, over-oxidation is prevented, thus simpli-

fying deoxidation and producing a better final product. In this

grade of steel, melting with complete oxidation is never necessary,

and should never be used. It will be found that, in nearly every

case, an over-oxidized heat and seamy bars result.

Another important point in ball steel melting practice: The
ferro-chrome should not be added until the slag is strongly carbide

and thus free from appreciable amounts of ferrous oxide, and imtil

the bath is likewise deoxidized and free from dissolved oxides.

Chrome readily oxidizes and, when combined with ferrous oxide,

is one of the most highly refractory and inert substances found in

molten steel. It is almost impossible to reduce this compound
oxide; it thus remains in the metal and gives rise to numerous

defects in the ingot, billet and bar. It is because of this oxide of

iron and chrome that oxidation should be restrained as much as

possible in the oxidizing period and the ferro-alloy addition made
under the conditions above outlined.

After the ferrochrome addition is melted, the heat should be

well stirred and the strongest possible carbide slag carried for at

least another hour. During this final period of deoxidation the

ferrosilicon is added in two or three portions.

The high carbon (6 to 8 per cent) ferrochrome is always used;

the 2 per cent carbon and the carbon-free varieties are too

expensive, except for special purposes or in an emergency. There

is nothing in the composition of the ferro-alloy that is apt to

cause trouble in ball steel heats except possibly silicon. This

element may be present in undesirable amounts in the high carbon

alloy. Although not proved, it is very possible, in fact probable,

that when high silicon is present, a chrome silicide (Cr^Siy) maybe
introduced into the bath and cause trouble. Phosphorus and

sulphur in the alloy usually may be neglected; the former is taken

into account only when very low phosphorus (.020 per cent or

below) steels are made.

Notes on the Melting Practice,—It is poor economy to hurry

the heat when chrome steel is made. Here is an illustration:

One company made their ball steel in a 6-ton furnace in 5 hr.

melting with complete oxidation, adding their ferro-chrome early

and tapping as soon as possible. They were greatly troubled

with seams in their finished bars. Instead of looking back to the
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melting practice, the difficiilty was partly overcome by rolling the

ingots to 4- to 6-in. rounds, annealing and rough turning, then

reheating and rolling to finished size. These were sold as hot-

rolled bars and were free from surface seams as this defect had been
removed in rough turning. It is probable that had more care and

time been given to the melting practice, and an effort made to

produce clean steel in this part of the process, the expensive

rough-turning operation could have been entirely eliminated.

In addition, there was no certainty that the finished product, as

sold, was free from internal seams and hair lines; only the visible

defects had been removed.

Trouble is often encountered when chrome scrap is melted

in quantity due to the oxidizing slag being viscous and difficult

to remove. If oxidation has been controlled so that not more than

6 per cent of chromium oxide (Cr203 ) is present in the slag, three

or four shovelfuls of fluorspar should thin the slag sufficiently

for easy removal. The stickiness caused by chrome is greatly

enchanced by a lack of acids and oxides of iron and manganese

in the slag. The first slag of the electric process is, as we have

seen, sometimes sticky, because it is high in bases due to the

excess of lime and particularly because of the small amount
of refractory bottom that invariably comes up and contami-

nates it. For that reason, and to limit the amount of fluorspar

necessary, it is advisable to use a high silica limestone, one con-

taining 5 to 7 per cent, in chrome steel heats melted with partial

oxidation.

Melting Chrome Vanadium Steels.—Most of the precautions

noted in the manufacture of ball steel arc applicable to chrome

vanadium steels. This composition of this class is roughly

manganese, .40 to .80 per cent, chrome .80 to 1.25 per cent,

vanadium .15 per cent plus, and carbon, variable, .20 to .60 per

cent. White slag melting makes the best chrome vanadium steel

although approximately one-quarter of the vanadium is lost in

melting. Here, like in ball steel, suitable scrap is not available.

The other favored practice is a combination of melting with

partial oxidation and melting with complete oxidation. If

the carbon content in the finished steel is around .50 per cent

no ore is used; but when low (.20 to .30 per cent), manganese ore

is added to the charge to supply sufficient oxygen and prevent

over-oxidation by leaving .20 to .40 per cent residual manganese
in the bath.
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Although vanadium is a very efficient deoxidizer, and although

chrome vanadium steels are sounder, as a rule, than chrome and
chrome nickel, even here the addition of chrome should be made
to a thoroughly deoxidized bath and slag for, if the difficultly

reducible chrome-iron oxide is formed, even the vanadium will

not produce soundness and seamy steel will result. The final

slag is made strongly reducing by an excess of carbide; the ferro-

chrome is then added, and deoxidation continued for at least

an hour, during which time the ferrosilicon is added in two or

three portions. After the heat is quiet, the ferro-vanadium is

added and the temperature adjusted for tapping. By adding the

vanadium after the silicon and into a thoroughly deoxidized and
degasified bath, 100 per cent of the added vanadium should be

found in the finished steel.

One precaution should be noted in making vanadium steels.

The ferro-alloy may contain up to 16 per cent or even more
silicon- Unless this is taken into the calculations, the heat will

finish too high in this element. The carbon content of the ferro-

vanadium can be ignored as it is about the same amount as is

required in the finished steel and is therefore self-contained. The
phosphorus in the alloy may introduce one, rarely two, points

into the steel.

MELTIlSfG SPECIAL NICKEL AND CHROME NICKEL STEELS

Most of the nickel and chrome nickel steels are very common
and so are familiar to all furnacemen. With the principal ones

the practice has been well standardized and a fairly uniform

product is the result. There are a few compositions, however,

that ofier difficulties in the way of producing a sound finished

product. Those we will take up briefly here. It is unfortunate

that electric steel makers almost universally hide their failures

in furnace practice but publish joyfully their successes. The
literature on the difficulties in the manufacture of electric steel

is exceedingly scant. The fumaceman hates to acknowledge

he can not make a certain composition. In fact, he will not

acknowledge it. In many cases, we would have to examine his

scrap pile to learn the truth. Therefore, in the previous section

and in this one we have not taken up the steels that the melter

swears by,'' only the ones that he swears at.”

For practically all nickel and chrome nickel steels, nickel

scrap is used. Chrome nickel scrap may be used just as freely,
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oftea it is cheaper; the melter, however, dislikes to use the latter

because of the thick slag he has to contend with at the end of

the oxidizing period. The amount of nickel scrap is adjusted

so that the percentage after the bath is melted will be from 50

to 75 points (.50 to .75 per cent) below the requirement.

Melting Nickel Steels.—The medium carbon grades are not

difficult to make and so will not be discussed. As the percentage

of carbon decreases, the difficulty of producing sound steel

increases until it reaches a maximum with the special automotive

and airplane case-hardening stock, containing .07 to .15 per

cent carbon and 4.76 to 5.25 per cent nickel. For all low carbon

nickel steels, the scrap is melted with complete oxidation,

preferably with manganese ore. The carbon, after melting,

should be .08 per cent or below. A little carbon, perhaps one

point, can be expected from the manganese addition which is

usually necessary. A fairly strong carbide slag can be used as a

maximum of four points may be picked up, and the carbon still

kept in the limits. No carbon to speak of is introduced with

the nickel.

Nickel steel, especially when containing 3 per cent or more
nickel, is sluggish and viscous even when hot and, as a rule,

lies quietly in the furnace even before degasification by silicon.

This makes more frequent '^shaking” or stirring needed than
with plain carbon or other more active heats. As the metal is

sluggish, like high-speed steel the temperature is hard to judge.

The set test (film test) is usually not reliable unless the melter is

capable of adapting it to the conditions prevailing. Most
melters judge the temperature by pouring a spoonful, as

described on p. 136, making the necessary allowance for the

sluggishness of the steel according to their experience and the

percentage of nickel present.

Defects in Nickel Steel from the Melting.—Nickel steel is

notable in metallurgical circles for one defect, flake,” a coarse

crystalline structure sometimes accompanied by a slag inclusion,

sometimes not. It results in a metal having a tensile strength
somewhat less than the normal steel and no ductility as measured
by the elongation and reduction in area. It is not the intention of

the author to discuss flake, to do so adequately would fill a
chapter, if not a volume, and the chances are, no more would be
known about the defect than before. Flake developed during the
war; it probably developed long before that but was brought
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to light about that time. It is not a sharply defined defect,

in fact it became rather popular (not in the usual sense of the

word, rather it became notorious) a few years ago for some steel

makers to cover up their inherently bad furnace practice by
exclaiming: ''Well it^s flaked, what can I do?^^ The defect was
popular because it could not be explained.

This much is known definitely about flake. It is prevalent in

nickel steel, especially when containing about 3.00 per cent of

nickel. It is rarely found in small ingots such as are made by the

crucible process. It is rare in acid nickel steel, but common in

basic. It is influenced by pouring temperatures and may be

restrained by cold pouring. Neither temperature control of

pouring, nor special forging or other treatment can eliminate it

entirely. Therefore, it must go back to the melting. Summing
up, flake must be a defect originating in the melting furnace,

when nickel is present in appreciable amounts, and when the

steel is the result of a basic melting process. Of course there are

many exceptions to this; the above statements are only gen-

eralities but probably cover the defect fairly well.

The following experiment made at the Naval Ordnance
Plant; where, by the way, every possible variation in pouring

and forging practice would not eliminate flake, is offered as

a possible explanation. A particularly large flake was chipped

out of a fracture. It was analyzed and found to contain in

excess of 10 per cent nickel. The flake of course was very thin,

probably less than H.ooo thickness, so that even with

careful chipping some of the metal behind the flake contami-

nated it. Therefore, from this result, the flake must contain

segregated nickel. This element does not segregate, not as

the element, but how about nickel oxide? Nickel supposedly

does not oxidize in a bath of molten metal. That is, nickel does

not form an oxide like manganese or chrome that rises to the top

as slag. It may, for all we know, form some kind of an oxide and

remain dissolved in the bath to segregate later causing these spots

of weakness. It is probable that silicon or some compound of

silicon reduces this oxide to the metal; because, if not, why is

flake so prevalent in basic steel where little or no silicon reduc-

tion takes place and so infrequent in acid steel where there is a

continual reduction of silica to silicon all through the last 3

hr. of the heat? There was no opportunity, at the above

mentioned plant, to test this theory by lining an electric furnace
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with acid material for the production of large nickel steel ingots,

so a theory it remains, and as such is presented in this form as a

possible basis for further and more conclusive experimental

work. It is, undoubtedly, a good plan to add ferrosilicon

early in a heat of nickel steel, degasification is more easily

accompKshed, and flake may be by this method partially, if

not wholly eliminated.

Melting Chrome Nickel Steels.—The common chrome nickel

steels give no more trouble in melting than do the chrome and
chrome vanadium. Some melters consider the high chrome

(1.50 per cent) high nickel (3.50 per cent) air-hardening steels

(hfiBcult because of the sluggishness of a bath containing 3.50

per cent of nickel. Chrome nickel steels are very apt to be

seamy. This defect can be largely controlled in the melting

practice. If the steel is to be low in carbon, melting with man-
ganese ore in the change is recommended, with the addition of

the ferro-chrome after complete deoxidation. It is probably

best to add all of the nickel as soon as the bath is completely

melted and the analysis results received from the laboratory.

High power is then used to promote carbide formation and
rapid deoxidation and to superheat the bath previous to the

chrome addition.

A chrome nickel composition that gives much trouble is the

low carbon, high nickel, high chrome case-hardening steel;

the so-called '^Krupp SpeciaP' nicknamed before the war
because Krupp was about the only steel maker that could pro-

duce a satisfactory quality. In 1917 and 1918 several plants in

this country tried to make it in quantity. One of them labored

and worried some time and finally resorted to rough turning to

get rid of the seams. The steel contains .08 to .10 per cent

carbon, .30 to .45 per cent manganese, 3.75 to 4.25 per cent

nickel and 1.40 to 1.70 per cent chrome. Melting must, of

course, be with complete oxidation to remove the carbon to the

lowest possible point. A slag containing much excess carbide is

prohibited, as the bath picks up from two to four points
from the slag, often a little more if the heat is in the furnace
longer than usual. Electric furnacemen admit that in making
sound steel of this composition, they are faced with an almost
insurmountable task.

To melt down to .05 per cent carbon with iron ore, use a
white lime slag containing no carbide so the carbon pick-up will
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not exceed more than a point or two; and use 2 per cent carbon
ferro-chrome to finish about .14 per cent carbon is the cheapest
method as far as electric furnace costs are concerned. However,
it is necessary, with this practice, to allow about 50 per cent for

scrap loss on inspection of the hot rolled bars. The best practice

is to start with clean low carbon nickel scrap and melt with
manganese ore. Use a fairly strong carbide slag to deoxidize

and add the chrome in the form of the carbon-free ferro-alloy,

preferably the one made by the Thermit process, adding it only

after the slag is free from ferrous oxide. After 34 hr.,

add half of the ferrosilicon and after an hour, add the

rest. Just before tap, tie four sticks of aluminum on the end of

an iron bar and insert rapidly down into the bath moving it

from side to side until melted. Stir the bath well before tap.

This is about the only necessity or justification for the use of

aluminum in electric steel manufacture. Although much more
costly, in this practice the end justifies the means and the best

finished product results.

MELTING CARBON TOOL STEEL

Plain high carbon tool steel forms a large part of the total

product of the electric furnace.^ It is here that the basic process

has produced more fine steel than in any other branch of the

special steels industry. The .65 to 1.20 per cent carbon tool

steel was formerly made almost exclusively by the crucible proc-

ess and by a few acid open hearth plants having small furnaces

and specializing in a high grade product. The carbon content

varies from .65 to 1.40 per cent depending upon the use to

which the steel is to be put; the most common range is .90 to

1.10 per cent, the slightly lower carbon, .65 to .85 is a close

second, while orders for the higher carbon steels 1.20 and above

are comparatively scarce.

No alloys are present with the possible exception of chrome.

Some tool manufacturers specify from .20 to .60 per cent of this

element. Nickel should be as low as possible, many buyers

prohibit a percentage exceeding .20. The difficulty of manu-
facturing tool steel without nickel is increasing steadily. Already

the average nickel content in steels melted from plain carbon

selected scrap is close to .15 per cent and as the element cannot be

removed, it must, consequently, increase as time goes on unless a

^ That is, the ingot production.
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new source of scrap, for example steel resulting from the conver-

sion of pig iron as in the Bessemer process, becomes available for

electric melting. The manufacture of nickel steel rails and struc-

tural material from nickel bearing pig iron has put this element

into steels ordinarily considered free from it. The seriousness of

the problem of keeping nickel out of tool steel is increasing each

year.

Melting Practice for Carbon Tool Steel.—In no case should

melting with complete oxidation be used. On the contrary, the

heat is melted down as high in carbon as possible, even if pig iron

must be charged with the scrap to bring up the percentage of this

element. As soon as the heat is melted, the slag is removed, the

white slag applied and deoxidized rapidly. Tests are then taken

out and sent to the laboratory for analysis. The bath is heated

up during the first part of the deoxidation period, and when the

analysis results are received, if recarburization is necessary,

washed metal is used. A hot bath will easily take up to 1,000 lb.

This is equivalent to 26 to 30 points (.25 to .30 per cent) of

carbon for a 14,000 lb. heat.

We have already discussed recarburization in the ladle and will

for emphasis repeat it briefly here. To make good steel never

recarburize in the ladle. No good ever results, and the product, in

most cases, is seamy and dirty. It is often a temptation to

discontinue the use of the more expensive washed metal or low

phosphorus pig iron and add crushed electrodes in the ladle.

Commencing ladle recarburization increases at once inspection

department rejections, and also, invariably starts complaints

from customers,

A satisfactory preparation for recarburization of tool steel

heats is known as Carburite and is a material consisting of carbon

and iron, about 48 per cent carbon and 28 per cent iron. It is

available in the form of bricks. It has the great advantage that

it does not increase the weight of the charge which must, of course,

be taken into account when washed metal or pig iron is used, and
does not chill the bath to any extent as does a matorial contain-

ing only a small amount of carbon. The bricks arc heavy and
sink at once into the metal where the carbon is promptly absorbed.
The author has never used Carburite and so can say nothing con-

cerning the relative cost compared with washed metal or pig iron.

Melting Practice for Special High-quality Tool Steel.

—

Working on the theory that the purest raw materials produce the
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best electric steel, one plant made a very high-grade product by
duplicating the crucible process- A charge consisting wholly

of washed metal and muck bar was used- It was melted without
oxidation, and any slight recarburization necessary after the

manganese was added, was made by washed metal. By calcu-

lating that approximately 10 per cent of the carbon is lost in

melting, the amount of washed metal may be adjusted so that the

bath, when melted, contained the noinimum requirement. For
example: If a charge of 15,500 lb. is used and a specification of

.95 to 1.05 per cent carbon desired, the relative proportion of the

two base materials is 11,500 lb. of muck bar or a clean low carbon
steel containing .10 to .12 per cent carbon and 4,000 lb. of

washed metal. The carbon in the charge, aftermelting, should be
.91 of which 140 lb. will come from the washed metal (3.50 per

cent C.) and about 12 lb. from the muck bar. Allowing for 10 per

cent loss of carbon the bath would contain 137 lb. or .90 to .92

carbon. Three points from the manganese addition and about

four points from the slag would bring the final carbon up to .98

per cent.

With this practice, a much more costly base is used. This is

partially offset by the saving in time as these heats can be made
satisfactorily in 5 hr. The resulting steel is the best possible

and is equal in every respect to the best carbon tool steel made by
the crucible process. It is in fact a crucible steel because the

conditions present in the crucible pot are duplicated in every

respect in the electric furnace; a high-grade raw material is used

and the metal is dead-melted or killed during the deoxidation

period. The electric furnace has the advantage over the crucible

in that 15,000 lb. are produced at one time instead of 100 lb.

This practice may be duplicated at less cost by using as part of

the charge, high-grade carbon scrap from the plant’s rolling mills

or forges, such as crop ends, rejected bars, etc. At least one plant

has built up an enviable reputation for carbon tool steel by
using the muck bar, washed metal practice. One point in its

favor is that no nickel will be present as both washed metal and
muck bar are, ordinarily, free from this element.

THE MANUFACTURE OF FIBROUS ALLOY STEELS

The article recently published by Dr. E. Kothny ^ describing the

Austrian practice for melting chrome nickel steel for airplane

1 Chem. Met. Eng.^ vol. 27, no. 21, pp. 1020-1024, Nov. 22, 1922.
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shafts is, because of its radical departure from our own established

furnace practice, worthy of attention. The charge is melted and

refined with the idea in mind of producing a so-called fibrous

structure, a structure that, according to this writer, is necessary

to meet Austrian army specifications. We wish to call attention

particularly to the underlying fallacy and wrong impression given

by Dr. Kothny in his article, that fiber is conducive to superior

properties and that it is necessary to meet rigid specifications.

In the experiment ingots were cast in throe ways: (1) Into a sand

mold, (2) into a cast-iron mold preheated to 400 deg. C. (750 deg.

P.) and (3) into a cast-iron mold just a little above atmospheric

temperature (about 50 deg. C.). Because the sand mold practice

is not used at all in America for the production of ingots, and

because the properties exhibited by the steel so cast showed nothing

exceptional, we will confine our discussion to the properties

obtained from the steel poured into cast-iron molds. An interest-

ing fact developed that is well worth noting. The ingot cast in

the cold mold solidified in 13 min., the one in the heated mold in

15 min. The structure of each was apparently the same. Thus
preheating the mold evidently has but little effect on the rate of

solidification and on the resulting structure.

Furnace Practice for Producing Fibrous Alloy Steels.

—

Selected scrap of the best quality was melted under a strongly

oxidizing slag which was removed when the bath was melted.

A second oxidizing slag was then applied and the heat worked
under this slag for the desired time. Dr. Kothny uses an excess

of ore, not mill scale. He says:

After skimming the latter (the second oxidizing slag) the finishing

slag is made up using 1 kg. ferromanganese per ton of sti^cl to hasten
the reactions and bring the latter white in a miniinuin of time.

Evidently the ferromanganese is used here on the bare bath
after the oxidizing slag is removed. The statement above is some-
what obscure and we do not see how the ferromangauoso could
be used with the slag. It is possible though, that the slag was
added to the bath and followed immediately by the alloy.

He goes on to say

:

When it is white enough ferromanganese is added to eliminate red-
shortness whereupon ferrochrome and ferrosilioon are added.

A metal sample is then taken and tested, and if this shows the
bath to be all right, the temperature is adjusted and the
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heat tapped. The treatment accorded to the metal test is

somewhat unusual. A sample of sufficient size to pour a small

3-in. ingot in a chilled mold is removed from the bath.

This test ingot is forged to a slab 2 by 5 cm. (.8 by 2.0 in.) in cross-

section. Two pieces 2 cm. (.8 in.) long are cut off and nicked longitudi-

nally. Both pieces are hardened in water from 800 to 850 deg. C.

(1,470 to 1,550 deg.F.) and one drawn back in a lead pot at 400 to 450
deg. C. (750 to 840 deg. F.). If the tempered piece shows a fibrous

structure and good ability to flow, the heat is cast into forging ingots for

making airplane shafts.

Discussion of the Melting Practice.—^Let us analyze the melting

practice to see what condition will be present when oxidizing is

completed. Tn the first place a fallacy is at once apparent.

The practice requires a selected scrap of the best quality. This
predicates a clean, low phosphorus material. Very well. Now,
Dr. Kothny charges an excess of ore with this selected scrap;

he does not say how much, but probably about 40 lb. perhaps
more for a heat of tons; melts this charge, rakes off this

slag, and adds another slag containing more ore. In other words,

he introduces a large excess of FeO into the molten bath. In

fact he probably saturates it. Now, if he saturates the bath
with ferrous oxide, why cannot a rusty scrap be used? To use a

clean scrap and then add an excess of iron oxide is contradictory

to an extreme.

The metal at the end of the oxidizing period will, therefore,

be nearly free from carbon, silicon, manganese and phosphorus

and practically saturated with ferrous oxide. He admits this

when he adds ferromanganese to eliminate red-shortness.

Discussion of Deoxidation.—In his account, Dr. Kothny
makes no mention of any deoxidation by a carbide slag. He uses

ferromanganese and fcrrosilicon for this purpose. The first

thing that happens is the reaction between the FeO and the

ferromanganese.
FeO + FeMn->MnO + 2Fe

This reaction is never 100 per cent complete although red-

shortness is removed,^ MnO replacing FeO. The bath, there-

fore, contains a little FeO and much MnO. On adding ferro-

silicon he will have further deoxidation with the formation of

iron and manganese silicates; probably a much greater amount

1 Red-shortness caused by FeO is only apparent when a large excess

of this constituent is present.

14
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of MnSiOa than FeSiOs- The ferrochrome is then added and

as soon as possible the heat is tapped.

Since there was little if any deoxidation of the metal by the

white slag, and since the bath was greatly overoxidized, to be

later deoxidized by manganese and silicon, it follows that at

tap he will have a metal practically free from FeO and MnO but

containing a large amount of suspended manganese silicate with

possibly some iron silicate. Dr. Kothny closes his article by

saying:

No difference in microstructure can be observed in heats which

have a granular fracture and those which are fully fibrous.

This statement seems to be rather extreme but it shows

that the suspended silicates which must be present are well

dispersed to be invisible under ordinary magnifications.

From the description of the furnace practice the metal, at

the moment of tap, is apparently almost free from FeO (because

manganese and silicon are efficient deoxidizers) and MnO.
However, it must be admitted that it will contain a large amount
of manganese silicate and possibly some iron silicate. The
reason for this is: Deoxidation was accomplished in the metal by

solid deoxidizers and not at the plane of contact between metal and

slag, as is the case in properly made electric steel deoxidized by

the carbide slag. Although—^this is important—the fusible

silicates formed tend to coalesce and leave the metal, this cleans-

ing is never complete when an appreciable amount of these

silicates is present and thus the metal must, at the moment of tap,

especially if tapping is hurried, contain an appreciable amount of

these inclusions; whereas when electric steel is deoxidized by the

carbide slag, thus removing the bulk of the FeO and MnO from the

bath without the formation of silicates and only depcuiding on the

silicon to cleanse the bath of the final traces, it follows that the

steel when tapped will be free from this class of inclusions.

The comparatively large amount of silicate inclusions present

in the bath when overoxidized in melting and later deoxidized by
manganese and silicon is, no doubt, the cause of the fibrous

structure.

Further Treatment of the Fibrous Metal.—The ingots receive a

reduction of from 65 to 80 per cent. The manganese silicate is

thus worked down into fibres; mostly this working is in a longi-

tudinal direction. It may, however, be to a slight degree in a
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transverse direction, if the ingots are forged or hammered
instead of being rolled. It is well recognized that manganese
and iron silicates are harmful to steel because they break up
the continuity and cohesion of the grains. In the case of rolled

material, the non-metallic inclusions present will, of course,

be elongated in the direction of hot-working and thus will have
little if any influence on the cohesion of the grains in the longi-

tudinal section, as their cross-section, if the reduction in rolling

is high, will be infinitesimal.

Transversely, however, we have a different story to tell.

These inclusions which are rolled into fibres of minute cross-

section and which have practically no influence on the continuity

of the grains, and thus on the physical properties of the longi-

tudinal test piece, exert a very serious influence on a transverse

section. Transversely, the cross-sections of these silicates are

comparatively large; their effect upon the continuity and cohesion

of the grains is great, therefore we find in every case that the

physical properties of the transverse test suffer.

It is for this very reason that the United States Navy has

practically eliminated the so-called fibrous armor plate which,

by the way, is an adaptation from Germany, and has insisted for

some years that the steel submitted to the government for

ordnance purposes pass stringent tranverse physical tests.

The tests now required by the Navy are all transverse; basic

open-hearth steel can pass them but seldom;^ acid open-hearth

steel does much bettor, but passes only when great care is used in

deoxidation; but electric steel made right passes every time and

in almost every case greatly exceeds the requirements.-

Fiber and the Transverse Physical Test.—Granting that the

requirement of stringent transverse tests is necessary for good

ordnance and other high grade steels, let us look at the effect

of fiber on the transverse test. In the first place, the transverse

test is a test cut from the metal at approximately right angles to

the direction of hot working. In a forging for a gun tube, it is

taken radially out from the center. Thus the transverse test in

ordnance, or in any other high-duty steel for that matter, repre-

sents the direction of greatest strain. In big guns it surely

does, as firing strains are exerted radially and thus transversely

against the tube.

1 See p. 16.

* Tests made on electric steel at the U. S. Naval Ordnance Plant.
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When the stress is in the same direction as hot working,

the fibrous steel holds its own very well. It is certainly not

superior to clean steel but the bad influence of the silicate

inclusions, in the case of the longitudinal test, is practically nil.

This bad influence becomes greatest in the transverse test.

No doubt, could we eliminate non-metallic inclusions altogether

from steel, the transverse test would show physical properties

almost as good as those of the longitudinal test. This is the case

now with well-made electric steel. We are almost positive that

the direction of hot working has but little actual influence on the

physical properties of steel; it is the non-metallic inclusions

wMch are always present and which become elongated and

spread out when the metal is very plastic, that break up the

continuity and cohesion of the metallic grains and thus afford

points or even spots of weakness which lower the physical

properties, which lowering is almost always evident in the

transverse test.

Comparison of Physical Properties of Fibrous and Clean

Steels.—It is interesting to note the specifications for airplane

motor shafting for the Austrian army

:

Longitudinal test. TrauHverse teat.

lb. per sq. in. lb. per sq. in.

Elastic limit, minimum 135,000 135,000

Ultimate strength, minimum 149,500 149,500
Elongation, minimum, per cent 7 4

Contraction, minimum, per cent 45 15

Notch toughness, kg.-m. 8 1

1

2.5

1

All fractures, and the nick and bend test, shall show a full fibrous struc-

ture, and a good ability to flow.

The difference in ductility between the longitudinal and

transverse test as exemplified by the elongation, contraction

and notch toughness should be noted. These specifications

may be compared with the specifications issued by the U. S.

Navy for a steel of approximately the same composition as the

Austrian steel. The requirements are

Tensile strength, lb. per sq. in. minimum 130 , 000
Elastic limit, lb. per sq. in. minimum 105,000
Elongation, per cent minimum 15

Reduction in area, per cent minimum 40
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These are the requirements that the test piece must meet after

being cut from the metal in a direction transverse to hot working.
The U. S. Navy requirements for a transverse test are but
little below the Austrian requirements for the longitudinal

test. The difference between the requirements for ductility as

measured by the elongation and reduction in area should be noted
particularly. The Austrian army requires that their so-called

fibrous steels shall exceed 4 per cent elongation as against

15 per cent for the U, S, Navy and 15 per cent contraction as

against 40 per cent.

Comparing actual physical properties, we will take two tests

from Dr. Kothny^s article, on ingot B 3, picking the best results.

Fibbotjs Steel

Longitudinal
1

Transverse
I

Ultimate strength 124,000
1

134,000
Yield point 107,000 117,000
Elongation, per cent 11.5 1 7.9

Contraction in area, per cent 61 27

Notch toughness, kg.-m. 17.0 1 3.5

h'racture fibrous
1

fibrous

These results are for a chrome nickel steel containing .40 per

cent carbon, .42 per cent manganese, 2.54 per cent nickel and .48

per cent chrome.^

The following test results on steel for a 6-in. C2 hoop made at

the U. S. Naval Ordnance plant at Charleston speak for them-

selves.^ The steel in this case was .38 per cent carbon and .72

per cent manganese, no alloys being 'present.

Clean Electric Steel

1

1

Longitudinal
1 i

Tnuisverse

Ultimate strength 103,000 101,800

Yield point i 83,000 80,000

Elongation, per cent 26 23

Contraction, per cent 53 46

Fracture silky silky

1 In the physical results noted the test pieces were heat treated to obtain

the best results.
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It is at once apparent how much the transverse test of the

fibrous steel is inferior to the clean steel, notwithstanding that

2}4 per cent of nickel and 3^ per cent of chrome should add

greatly to the ductility. In fact if the fibrous steel was made
correctly, the ultimate and yield point should be about the same as

noted above, but the contraction in area should be close to 50

per cent instead of only 27 per cent and the elongation should be

15 per cent or greater instead of 7.9 as is the case with the fibrous

material.

Conclusions Regarding Fiber.—Regarding fibrous steel, we can

come to only one conclusion, namely, that this condition, formerly

considered so beneficial to steel, is in reality harmful. The bad

effect of fiber is readily apparent on the transverse test, this test

showing how radically the so-called fiber will reduce the ductility

as measured by the elongation and reduction in area.

Manganese silicate with some ferrous silicate, both in a finely

dispersed form, is probably the cause of the fibrous structure.

When these inclusions are greatly elongated by rolling, forging

or hammering, their effect upon a longitudinal section is practi-

cally negligible, in fact, many steel men consider that a fibrous

condition improves the ductility (for example wrought iron) . On
the transverse section, fiber exercises a particularly harmful influ-

ence, by breaking up the cohesion and continuity of the grains, it

greatly reduces the ductility.

The investigation of Dr. Kothny shows beyond a doubt, that in

order to obtain fiber in electric steel, it must be overoxidized;

not only must it be melted with ore, but this oxidizing slag must
be removed and a new one applied, one containing still more ore.

We have already noted in the previous chapter the practice of

melting with complete oxidation and have seen that it produces,

in most cases, an inferior steel. We have attributed this

inferiority to the fact that it is overoxidizod and that this over-

oxidation produced by the use of too much oxide in melting results

in a condition hard to cure; in other words, an overoxidized metal

becomes increasingly hard to deoxidize as the amount of oxidation

increases.

If the electric process is to build up a reputation similar to the

crucible process in the production of high quality steel, it must
produce steel that is sound, steel free from oxidation defects and
gas, and steel in which weakening non-metallic inclusions are

practically absent. Too often, in actual use, the supposedly
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highest grade chrome nickel automotive steels will fail suddenly

and unexpectedly. It may be definitely stated that these failures

originate at a spot of weakness caused by a non-metallic inclusion

which, although it may be sub-microscopic in size, is probably in

such form that the cohesion of the crystals is utterly destroyed.

Repeated stresses even though they be far below the elastic limit

of the metal, have a cumulative effect upon this spot of weakness

and a failure results. As fiber is undoubtedly the ultimate

result of non-metallic inclusions, it follows that this condition is

undesirable and may be harmful to an extreme in steels which

must stand severe and unusual strains, and which must, conse-

quently, pass the most rigid physical requirements. Clean

steel will do this, unclean steel will not; and as we are almost

positive that fiber is a condition present in unclean steel, it follows

that the fibrous steel is not so good as the thoroughly clean metal.

It seems paradoxical to take clean high-grade scrap, spoil it by

melting with two oxidizing slags, and then deoxidize with ferro-

alloys, ignoring altogether the real advantage of the electric

process, which produces clean steel from clean scrap by restricting

oxidation and deoxidizing under ideal conditions. And all of the

above complicated procedure is to produce a metal which has

inferior physical properties. If it is desirable to overoxidize in

melting and use ferro-alloys for deoxidation, why not do it in the

basic open-hearth furnace where it can be done cheaply?



CHAPTER X

THE HOT METAL PROCESS

Charging and Slag Making—Deoxidizing and Tapping—Refining Blown
Bessemer Metal—the Triplex Process.

The hot metal process for the manufacture of electric steel

ingots consists of refining a charge of metal which has been melted

and partially refined by some other process. The hot metal

process is especially adapted to the manufacture of the various

alloy steels in much larger tonnages than is possible in the cold

scrap process. Steel made by the hot metal process is much
cheaper than cold scrap electric steel as the expensive melting

costs are eliminated. Likewise, the violent current surges,

present in the melting period and responsible for the high demand
charges placed upon the electric steel plant by the central station,

are also eliminated.

Electric steel made by the hot metal process and poured into

ingots is nearly always produced in furnaces of comparatively
large size, up to 30 or more tons. Reccntly^'a 60-ton furnace was
contracted for, which will soon be in operation. The Heroiilt

furnaces now operating on hot metal arc rated as 15 to 30 tons.

They are nearly always overcharged, commonly 25 per cent,

sometimes 50 to 75 per cent. Later in this section wo will

present a furnace log of a 95-ton heat of chrome nickel armor plate

made in two 30-ton furnaces. This degree of overcharging
is somewhat unusual; it is common, however, to tap 80,000 lb.

from a 30-ton furnace.

Hot metal electric steel does not have such a good reputation
for quality as that produced from cold scrap in the smaller

furnaces. Nine out of ten purchasers will prefer cold scrap
electric steel to that made from hot metal. If they are asked
why they prefer it they will all maintain that it is more sound.
In most cases it is. There are four reasons for this : First, because
many times it is overoxidized in melting; second, because it is

more difficult to deoxidize properly in the 25- or 30-ton furnace

* April, 1923, see p. 95.
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than in the 6-ton; third, because most melters on hot metal
furnaces are former open-hearth men—^the electric steel industry

is so young that few furnacemen have worked on this type
furnace to the exclusion of any other—and consequently do
not realize the full possibilities of the process and are not famil-

iar with the basic principles that underlie deoxidation; and
fourth, because, until recently, large furnace installations were
confined to plants whose motto, even if they would not admit it,

was, 'Honnage first, cost second, quality third/' Accustomed
to making steel on a tonnage basis as cheaply as possible; and in

addition, often operated as an adjunct to the open hearth;

they tried to place the electric furnace in the same category as

the open hearth and consequently made an inferior, or at best

only a passable, product.

The practice of refining molten open-hearth metal in an

electric furnace is very often spoken of as duplexing. This

is unfortunate as the same term is applied to the refining of

blown Bessemer metal in the tilting open hearth. We have,

therefore, spoken here of the practice in which the electric

furnace refines molten open-hearth metal as the hot metal process

in order that no confusion will ensue. When the electric furnace

is the final step of a three furnace process, i,e, Bessemer to open

hearth to electric furnace, we may very properly and without

ambiguity speak of it as the triplex process.

The hot metal process may be divided into two distinct

steps: (1) Charging and slag making and (2) deoxidizing and

tapping.

CHARGING AND SLAG MAKING

The method of charging the furnace differs depending on

whether the hot metal is obtained from a furnace in the same

building, or whether it must be hauled from another part of the

plant. In most cases where open-hearth metal is used, the

electric furnaces are located adjacent to the open hearth. hen

Bessemer metal is refined the electric furnaces are, on the con-

trary, often at some distance from the converter building. The

description of charging in this latter case will be properly post-

poned until we take up the refining of Bessemer metal in a

later section.

Slag making in the hot metal furnace depends on the metal

used. If open-hearth metal is charged, the oxidizing slag is
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aecessarily omitted as all oxidizable elements including phos-

phorus have been removed in the open hearth. Therefore the

electric furnace must only deoxidize and desulphurize. With
Bessemer metal both oxidizing and deoxidizing slags must be

used. This practice will be described later.

Charging the Furnace.—^After making the necessary bottom

repairs—^200 to 600 lb. of dolomite or magdolite are used

—

the furnace is ready for charging. A spout is placed in position,

(Fig. 33,) and the open-hearth metal brought to the furnace in

Fig. 33.—Charging a 30-ton electric furnace with molten opon-hcart-h inutal.

a bottom pour ladle by a traveling crane. After si)otting the

ladle properly over the spout, the nozzle is opened and the metal
allowed to run into the furnace through one of the doors (Fig. 33).

There are two methods of charging; both have th(;ir disad-

vantages. Using a bottom pour ladle as shown in Fig. 33 thc^

weight of the metal going into the furnace must be estimated;
although later, if nickel steel is made, the exact charge can be
figured from the percentage of this element present. By using a
lip poured transfer ladle which may be run over a track scale

and weighed, the slag must be raked off by hand-rabbling before
the metal can be charged into the furnace; a hot and disagreeable
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job at the best. None of the open-hearth slag which is high in

oxides should be permitted to get into the electric furnace, as

it only increases the difficulty of deoxidation.

In making heavy ordnance by the hot metal electric process,

the contents of a 75-ton open-hearth furnace is tapped and
transferred to the electric furnaces, about half of the heat being
poured into each. Using the same size nozzle in the ladle

and knowing the charge in the open-hearth furnace, it becomes
easy, after a little experience, to judge when just about half of

the metal is poured. After pouring is complete, the slag is made
and the metal deoxidized as described below.

Composition of the Metal Charged.—The operator on the

electric furnace usually orders the open-hearth furnaceman to

supply him with hot metal of a definite composition. The carbon

is kept down to such a point that, after all metallic additions to

the electric heat, the metal will require little if any recarburizing.

We have seen in the previous chapter that it is undesirable to

recarburize electric steel in the ladle. Although some recarburi-

zation may be accomplished by washed metal or pig iron this is

kept to a minimum.
In good electric furnace practice, the open-hearth metal is

deoxidized as much as possible before being poured into the

electric furnace. To this end, ferromanganese and usually ferro-

silicon are added to the metal in the ladle while tapping the open

hearth. As not more than 10 min. elapse between the tapping

of the open hearth and the charging of the electric furnace,

insufficient time is allowed to insure the steel being clean, but

deoxidation is accomplished to some extent and the work thrown

on the electric furnace white slag thereby lessened.

In making alloy steel, nickel scrap may be charged into the

opon-hearth furnace. No alloying additions, however, are ever

made to the open-hearth metal except perhaps ferromanganese

and ferrosilicon, all of the alloys are reserved for the latter part

of the electric furnace deoxidation period.

The greatest source of trouble to the electric furnace melter at

the beginning of the heat comes from too cold open-hearth metal.

Unless both furnace and metal are hot, it will skull around the

outer circumference of the hearth and will be melted off with some

difficulty, and at a waste of time and power.

In general, for best results the molten open-hearth metal should

contain: Carbon, 10 to 25 points below the final requirements;
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manganese, .15 to .30 per cent and phosphorus under .020 per

cent preferably under .015 per cent. Silicon will be practically

nil and sulphur may be present in any amount up to .08 per cent.

Above this point, desulphurization becomes somewhat of a

problem.

Preliminary Slag Making.—^As the molten metal is flowing into

the electric furnace through one door (Fig. 33), the first and second
helpers are shoveling lime in through one of the other working

doors. By the time the metal is all charged, 500 to 1,000 lb. or

more have been added. (See Log Sheet 5.) While the metal is

running into the furnace, ferrosilicon (50 per cent silicon) is

sometimes added in small doses into the spout, where it is readily

dissolved by the metal. This serves to eliminate any wildness.

After charging is complete, sufficient fluorspar, 100 to 200 lb.

is added to thin the lime, the doors are closed and full power is put

on the furnace to melt the metal and slag as soon as possible. If

both metal and furnace were hot, and no skull has formed on the

bottom or near the banks, 30 min. on high power will be sufficient

to put both metal and slag in condition for deoxidizing.

It will be at once noted that white slag-making in the big

furnace is accomplished differently from the 6 ton. In the

latter the white slag, already mixed on the shop floor, may bo

shoveled onto the bare bath of metal after the black slag is taken
off. In the cold scrap process, the bath is necessarily hot and the

conditions are good for the immediate formation of a white slag.

The big furnace which has been empty at least 20 min., has

cooled appreciably; also the transferred open-hearth metal is

often on the cold side. The metal after charging even iinck^r the

best conditions, if not actually frozen around the edge of the bath,

is somewhat mushy. This condition, together with the largcn*

circumference of the bath, makes it advisable to build up the slag

in the furnace, instead of mixing it on the floor.

DEOXIDIZING AND TAPPING

After the metal and slag have become hot, we have in the
furnace a bath of partly oxidized metal covered by a slag con-

sisting principally of lime, thinned by a little fluorspar. The
slag is dark and in most cases thick and viscous especially when
the furnace is cold or only a small amount of spar was used. We
are now ready for deoxidation.
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Deoxidizing the Slag.—^After the bath has become suflBlciently

heated and fluid, if nickel steel is to be made, metallic nickel is

added. After this is melted, a test is taken and sent to the
laboratory to be analyzed for carbon, manganese and nickel.

Knowing the exact amount of nickel in the charge as determined
in the last test from the open hearth, and knowing the amount of

nickel added and the percentage resulting from this addition,

the exact weight of the metal in the furnace is readily calculated.'

Powdered coke is now scattered over the slag, about 100 to 200
lb. being used. If necessary, more fluorspar is added to obtain

the desired fluidity. Silica sand is often used instead of fluorspar.

In this case, the fluidity is obtained by the formation of calcium

silicates. The question of the desirability of silica sand for use in

electric furnace slags has been discussed in a previous chapter.

After 15 or 20 min. the slag becomes lighter in color changing

from dark to light brown; more coke is added, from time to time,

keeping the furnace on high power to promote the formation of

calcium carbide. Thirty minutes further should suffice for the

slag to change from light brown to white or gray, the latter

denoting an excess of carbon. When a spoon containing a little

slag is dipped in water a strong characteristic odor of acetylene

should now be noticeable.

Because of the extended discussion of deoxidation in a previous

chapter on the cold-scrap process, we will not need to dwell longer

on this same procedure in the larger furnace. It is sufficient to

say that when the slag contains an excess of calcium carbide it

indicates that oxides are absent from the slag and, because of

the migration from metal to slag to restore the equilibrium and

through the area of contact between metal and slag, oxides in

appreciable amounts should be almost entirely absent from

the bath.

It is now only necessary to maintain the proper slag conditions

throughout the remainder of the heat, i,e., maintain a strongly

1 To get the exact weight of the charge, the calculation is as follows

:

Assume that the last test from the open hearth taken 10 min. before tap

showed a percentage of 1.70 nickel. Part of the open-hearth heat was

charged into one electric furnace, melted and 1,000 lb. of nickel (99 per

cent) added. After this was melted, the heat was stirred and a test taken

for analysis. This was found to contain 2.80 per cent nickel. There-

fore, 1,000 lb. increased the percentage 1.10 and since the nickel is 99 per

cent pure 990 lb. are equivalent to 1.10 per cent of 90,000 lb. Therefore

90,000 lb. is the amount in the furnace.
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Log Sheet 5A.—^Fubnace Log Sheet op a Heat op Electbic Abmob
Plate Made in Two 30-ton Hehoult Pubnaces

Part A Furnace F (H of Heat)

Details of heat

C Mn Si S P Ni Cr

Analysis
ordered

.32

.40

.25

.35

01^
less

.06

.18

015

less

3 . 50

4700
1.75

2.26

Date
Furnace No.

Jan. 24, 1922
F

Heat No.
Ingot No.
Finished weight

ingot
of armor

128
201(43''X90'0|

189,540

Additions to furnace

O.H. metal
Nickel shot
Ferromangan ese
FerroaiJicon (SO per cent)
Ferrochrome (8 per cent C)
Ferrochrome (6 per cent C)
Ferrochrome (2 per cent C)

96,000
1,240
200

(40) +400
2,250
650
230

Additions to slag

Lime

Sand

Fluorspar
Dolomite (for bottom)
Coke

1,800

200

600
500
500

Melters log

Tapped previous heat

Charged from (Jan. 23, 1922)
to (Jan. 23, 1922)

Power on (Jan. 23, 1922)
Tapped (Jan 24, 1922)
Length of heat, hours

Heat test in seconds
Temperature at tap
Temperature of ingot No.

201
Meter at tap
Meter at charge
Total K.W.H. used
K.W.H. per ton
No. of heats roof
No. of heats lining
New electrode No. 3
New electrode, weight

Jan. 20, 1922

6:20 p.m.
0:31 p.m.
0:28 p.m.
3:19 a.m.

8.9

10
2,840 deg. F.

2,000 deg. F.
8,968
8,842

12,600
258.35

2
41

24 in.

1,823

Time

6:26 p.m. Started charging

6:31 p.m.
6:40 p.m.

6:50 p.m.

8:45 p.m.

9:10 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
9:40 p.m.

10:20 p.m.
10:45 p m,
10:50 p.m.
11:00 p.m.

11:30 p.m.

11:45 p.m
Jan. 24th.
12:00 a.m.

12:10 a.m.
12:15 a.m.
1:00 a.m.

1:05 a.m.

1:30 a.m.
2:05 a.m.
2:10 a.m.
2:15 a.m.
2:25 a.m.

2:30 a.m
2:43 a.m.

2:55 a.m
3:00 a.m.
3:07 a.m,
3:12 a m.
3*15 a.m.
3:16 a.m.
3:10 a.m.

Added 40 ferrosilicon
First test—500 lime—200 spar
200 lime—50 sand
Metal cold—heavy skull

Results first test—C .14 per cent

Melted—900 nickel shot

550 ferrochrome 6 por cent C
Rabbled—slag brown
200 lime—200 coke—100 spar
1,500 ferrochrome 8 por cent C
75 ferromanganese
Rabbled—slag green
200 niekel shot—second tost

Result seeond test C. 27 per cent

750 ferrochrome 8 per cent C

500 lime—200 coke—100 spar—
100 sand

Rabbled—slag carbide
Third test—100 sijar
Stirred—slag carbide

Results third teste 34 per cent;
Mn .20 per cent; Ni 3.(57 per
cent; Cr 1.85 per cent

Rtirrod—slag carbide—100 coke
MO nickel shot
400 lime—50 sand—100 spar
125 ferromunganoHc
Power oiT 5 min. to lower
electrode

Stirred— slag carbide
230 ferrochrome 2 per cent C

400 ferrosilioon
Stirred—slag carbide
Sot test 10 sec.—lioat quiet
Set test 10 sec—heat <iuiet
Set tost 10 sec.—slag O. K.
Power olT

Heat tapped

Pouring practice

Total charge
Ingot weight
Scrap (pit and ladle)
Furnace loss

100,870
97., 540
1,000
2,330

Started pouring
Finished pouring
Rate of pouring.
Lb. per min.

3:28 a.m.
3:40 a.m.

15,795

Hold in ladle
Time in mold
Stylo mold
Hot top

5 min.
10 7 lir.

43X90
<12X33X90

Remarks.—Teen in 100-ton ladle with furnace H—2H in.-nozzle

—

light bottom skull in
ladle—light skull in furnace—condition bottom and lining O.K.

Analysis of ingot.
C Mn Si S P Ni Cr
.38 . 32 .173 .009 .013 3.71 1.90
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Log Sheet 5B.—^Fuenace Log Sheet of a Heat op Electric Armor
Plate Made in Two 30-ton Heroult Furnaces

Part B Furnace H CH of heat)

Details of Heat

C 1 Si S P Ni Cr

Analysis .32 .25 .06 .015 .015 3.50 1.75
ordered .40 .36 .18 less less 4,00 2.25

Date
Furnace No.
Heat No.
Ingot No.

Finished weight of armor
ingot

Jan. 24, 1922
H
128

201C43''X90")|

189,540

Additions to furnace

O H. metal
Nickel shot
Ferromanganese
Ferrosilicon (,50 per cent)
Ferrochrome f8 per cent C)
Ferrochromo (2 per cent C)

Additions to slag

Lime
Sand

Fluorspar
Dolomite (for bottom)
Coke

Tupped previous heat
Charged from (Jan. 23)

to (Jan. 23)

Power on (Jan. 23)

Heat tapped (Jan 24)

Length of heat (houis)
Heat teat in aeconds
Temperature at tap
Temperature of ingot 201
Meter at tap
Meter at charge
Total kw.-hr. used
kw.-hr. per ton
No. of heats roof
No. of heats lining

6:15 p.m.

6:25 p.m.
6:35 p.m.
6:40 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

8:45 p.m.

9:15 p.m.
9:45 p m.
10:00 p m.
10:10 p.m.
10:18 p.m.
10:20 p.m.

10:45 p.m.

11:00 p.m.
11:20 p m.
Jan. 24

12:00 a.m.
12:05 a.m.
12:25 a.m.

Jan. 20, 1922 12:40 a.m.
6:15 p.m. ' 1:00 a.m.
6:25 p.m. i;30 a.m.

6:19 p.m.
j,

2:00 a.m.

91,000
1,180
142

(25) +370
1,670
1,000

Melters log

Time

3:23 a.m.

9.1
9

2,797 deg. F.
2,690 deg. F.

8,625
8,498
12,700
276.08

27
45

2:45 a.m.

2:55 a m.
3 03 a.m.
3T4 a m.
3T6 a m.
3:23 a.m.

Started charging
Added 25 lb. ferrosilicon

First test—added 300 lime
Added 500 lime—100 spar
Metal cold—heavy skull
Results first test: C .13 per cent;
Mn .23 per cent; Ni 2.72 per
cent

Skull melted—nickel 1,000 lb.

Lime 500—coke 200—sand 200

1,000 ferrochrome, 8 per cent C
670 ferrochrome, 8 per cent O
100 lime—200 spar
Rabbled—slag white
Rabbled—slag white
Second test—added 200 coke

Results second test: C .31 per
cent; Ni 3.77 per cent

500 ferrochrome, 2 per cent C
500 ferrochrome, 2 per cent C

Added lime 200—^spar 100
80 ferromanganese
Third test—200 coke

Rabbled—slag carbide
Rabbled—added lOO sand
Results third test: C 38 per cent
Mn .25 per cent; Ni 3.62 per
cent; Cr 1.95 per cent
Rabbled—added spar 100—^lime

400
180 nickel shot—02 ferromanga-
nese

370 ferrosilicon

Set test 9 sec—medium skull

Set test 9 sec.—metal quiet
Power off

Heat tapped

Pouring practice

Total charge
Ingot weight
Scrap (pit and ladle)
Furnace loss

95,362
92,000

900
2,462

Started pouring
Finished pouring
Rate of pouring,

lb. per mm.

3:28 a.m.
,

3:40 a.m. .

15,795
j

Held in ladle
Time in mold
Style mold
Hot top

5 min
10 7 hr.

1 43X90
42X33X90

Kf.ma.rks.—Teem in lOO-ton ladle with furnace F—2H-in. nozzle—light bottom skull

in ladle—heavy bottom skull in furnace^-condition bottom and lining O.K..

Analy.sis of ingot.

C Mn Si S P Ni Cr
.38 .32 .173 .009 .013 3.71 1,90
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reducing condition through the presence of .50 to 3 per cent

calcium carbide.

Adding Alloys.—The deoxidation of the bath should be

practically complete within 30 min. after the slag shows the

presence of carbide. As soon as there is carbide present alloying

additions may be made as rapidly as possible; the only pre-

caution necessary is against chilling the bath too much at this

point. Only in the case of ferrovanadium is the alloy added

toward the end of the heat. .

From Log Sheet 5^ an idea can be gotten of about the rate in

which the alloys are added. In the case of ferrochAme and

ferromanganese close to 100 per cent will go directly into the

metal. It occasionally happens that, after an addition of

chrome the slag will show a greenish tint due to a small amount of

the metal oxidizing to CraOs. A few shovelfuls of coke scattered

on the slag will reduce this oxide, driving the metal into the

steel.

Because of its large area, the bath in the hot metal furnace, in

contrast to the smaller size, should be rabbled frequently. This

is especially necessary to keep the slag in condition, as atmos-

pheric oxidation near the doors tends to prevent the formation

of calcium carbide. This is one of the difficult jobs in deoxidiz-

ing in the large furnace. It is easy to keep the slag in shape whore

it is acted on by the arc or in the region of high temperature

near the arc. The use of considerable powdered coke at all

times in the hot metal furnace, even at the risk of absorption

of carbon by the bath is recommended.

^The heat outlined in Log Sheet 5 should not be taken hk representative

of hot metal electric practice. In the first place, the elapsed time of this

heat is much longer than would be the case if the furnaces were in const ant

use. Heat 128 in Log Sheet 5 was made after both electric furnaces had
been idle 4 days.

In addition, making armor plate heats of 95 tons in two 30-ton elccdric

furnaces is a somewhat radical procedure and as the heat shown in Log
Sheet 5 was but the third or fourth one of this kind ever made, the furnace-

men being somewhat unfamiliar with the practice had, in one sense, “to

feel their way.’^ It is obvious that the money loss if a heat of this com-
position and size were spoiled would be considerable, consequently the

furnacemen were cautioned not to hurry.

Thirty-ton heats of electric alloy steel can be made satisfactorily in 4 to

6 hr. and have been made in this time in regular practice. The armor plate

heat in Log Sheet 5 was given, not to present regular practice but to show
what the big electric furnace is capable of in the line of ordnance manufacture.
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Degasification.—^After deoxidation is complete, it is necessary
to degasify. This is not so easily accomplished as deoxidation.

Even after 1 to 6 hr. under a carbide slag the metal will

show a tendency to be wild; it will spark in pouring a test and will

in most cases be blowy. The presence of gas in electric steel and
the means of removing this harmful intruder were discussed in a
previous chapter. Like the cold-scrap process, it is advisable

to add the degasifying alloy, ferrosilicon, in small doses during
the last 45 to 60 min. of the heat instead of right at the end of the
operation which has been customary for some years. After

the steel has been under the carbide slag for to 3 hr. and is

completely degasified and sound as shown by the heat test,

the temperature is adjusted, if necessary, to the proper point,

the ladle is placed in position, and the heat tapped.

In the hot metal process, even more than in the small furnaces,

the operator should be constantly on guard against untoward
incidents that will throw the slag back. Although this was
discussed in a previous chapter, it is well to touch on this point

again, as the continued presence of a strongly reducing slag is

vital for a quality product. The slag in the big furnace is more
delicately adjusted—theoretically this should not be the case, but
it is a fact nevertheless—^than the carbide slag in the small fur-

nace, and is more easily influenced by any untoward conditions

than in the smaller furnace. Too frequent opening of doors, a

too highly localized condition in heating causing the roof to drip,

or the bottom coming up making the slag viscous and introducing

a certain amount of oxides into it which are present in the dolo-

mitic refractory, any of these may cause the slag to turn at a

moment’s notice. The result will be a partial spoliation of

deoxidation and probably a blowy, inferior steel. For this

reason, it is not desirable to hold a heat in a big furnace any longer

than is absolutely necessary to secure a completely deoxidized

and degasified condition. When this is attained, the heat

is tapped.

Desulphurization.—The hot metal electric furnace is never

called upon to remove such a large percentage of sulphur

as is often present in a cold-scrap charge. Consequently,

desulphurization is usually very complete.^ In one plant the

open-hearth metal averaged .025 to .030 per cent, the electric

furnace final slag removed all but about .010 per cent. The
1 By reactions 3, 4, 5 and 9, pp. 152 and 156.

16
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carbide slag can remove more than 20 or 30 points of sulphur

easily, but it is rarely necessary.

In the hot metal process, desulphurization may be said to be

nearly automatic. It needs practically no attention from the

melter. If it should happen that high sulphur molten metal is

used, desulphurization, with good practice, should be as complete

Fig .34.—Tapping a 30-ton Heroult furnace.

with thelDi^itirnace as in the 6-ton. In any case, as we have seen

in the previous chapter, the furnace operator should strive for

complete deoxidation and carry at all times a slag that is strong in

carbide. If deoxidation is complete, desulphurization will take
care of itself.

Like the cold-scrap process it is doubtful if the percentage of

residual sulphur in the metal can be brought much below .010 per
cent. In fact to strive for such a low sulphur is probably a
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waste of time as it has been practically proved that a percentage
of as much as .030 per cent possibly higher can do no harm to
otherwise good steel.

Tapping the Heat*—The operation of tapping is similar to the
same procedure in the smaller furnace. The power is shut off,

the electrodes are raised some 2 or 3 ft. above the bath, and the
tap hole opened. The furnace is then quickly tilted until the
slag line is above the tap hole, after which the metal is allowed to

run quietly into the ladle (Fig. 34). After the metal is all

tapped, the slag is run out of the furnace, forming a thick protecting

covering for the steel. The steel which is tapped at the proper
temperature is held as long as possible in the ladle, 10 min. at

least, longer if possible. This is a final precaution against the
presence in the metal of suspended oxides or reaction products.

Tapping temperatures vary with the composition and the grade

of steel. It will be noted in Log Sheet 5 that the set tests are 9

and 10 sec. and both heats were between 2,795 and 2,850 deg.

F, (1,540 to 1,565 deg. C.) when tapped; this is cold-pouring

practice and is lowerthan usual. In theregular run of alloy steels,

the heats are tapped between 2,900 and 3,100 deg. F. (1,600 to

1,700 deg. C.). While the usual tests are always used to deter-

mine the temperature of the metal; these tests are the pouring

test and set test described on p. 136; most plants check the

temperature of the metal when tapping and again when pouring

with an optical pyrometer.

REFINING BLOWN BESSEMER METAL

It is undoubtedly best, and results in a more satisfactory

practice and better electric steel, to charge the hot metal electric

furnace with molten open-hearth metal. The practice of refin-

ing molten Bessemer metal was followed by one large plant a few

years ago, but, at present, due to the difficulties encountered,

is rarely done, at least it is rare as a regular procedure. This

statement applies particularly to ingot production; the practice

is more common in foundries where the molten contents of the

small converter is given an additional refining in the small

electric furnace.

Even though not a practical operation, we will note the details

of the practice principally to view the problems involved and the

difficulty of producing high-grade ingots. One of the chief
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difficulties encountered is that of handling the Bessemer metal

and getting rid of the acid slag which would be disastrous to a

basic process.

The refining of Bessemer steel offers no especial economic

advantages over molten open-hearth metal, except perhaps

additional tonnage. However, when the Bessemer process is

combined with the basic open-hearth, as in the duplex process

and this double refined steel deoxidized and finished in the large

electric furnace, then the economic advantages become recogniz-

able. It is to the triplex process that we must look, if we expect

a phenomenal growth in electric steel ingot production.

General Features of the Bessemer-Electric Furnace Prac-

tice.—For use as a base in the electric furnace, pig iron is blown

down to .50 to .75 per cent carbon and tapped, the contents of

one or two vessels as the case may be is then immediately trans-

ferred to the electric furnace. The temperature to which the

Bessemer steel is blown depends on how far the metal must be

hauled. It is always blown suflS.ciently hot so there will be no

skulhng, if possible to avoid it, either in the ladle or in the

electric furnace. A regulation standard gage transfer ladle is

used to transfer the metal. ^ It is run over a track scale and
weighed at the entrance to the electric furnace building. After

being hoisted by a crane and brought to the furnace platform,

the ladle is tilted slightly and the acid slag removed by rabbling.

This is one of the awkward features of this practice. It is very

difficult to rabble off the slag completely from a ladle filled

with hot metal and suspended by a crane in midair.

After the slag is removed, the metal is poured into the ol(‘ctric

furnace over the top of the ladle. By the time the mental has

reached the electric furnace, the carbon has been reduced some-
what due to the oxidation of this clement by the oxides dissolved

in the metal. It is good practice to deoxidize the Bcsscuikt

metal with ferromanganese and ferrosilicon when tappc'd,

although to do this means a waste of both of those alloys.

The molten steel when charged into the electric furnace

will contain .20 to .40 per cent carbon, no silicon, from a tracer to

.20 per cent manganese and all of the phosphorus, .095 per c(mt,

^ This is the case when the converter building is at some distance from
the electric furnaces, as in large plants. In a foundry the converters and
electric furnaces are usually in the same building so a bottom pour ladle

may be used.
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and sulphur, .03 to .06 per cent, in the pig iron. The first

slag of the electric process consisting of limestone (or lime) and
iron ore or scale is thrown into the furnace, partly before the
molten metal is charged; the rest being added as soon as charging
is complete. The oxidizing reaction immediately eliminates the
phosphorus and carbon and in 30 min. the black slag is ready to

remove. This is accomplished, like the cold-scrap process by
hand rabbling, another difficult accomplishment in a furnace of

15 tons or more.

After the black slag is removed the metal is recarburized and
the white slag added. This is the usual composition, lime,

coke, and fluorspar or sand. High power is then applied until

the slag is in shape and the metal is deoxidized and desulphur-
ized. The heat may now be finished as desired, any ferro-

alloys are added, together with ferromanganese and ferrosilicon

to give the desired analysis.

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Bessemer-Electric

Furnace Process.—There are three points very objectionable

in this process; they seem to eliminate it from the possibility of

future expansion.^ The first is the difficulty of removing
the acid slag from the Bessemer metal before being charged

into the electric furnace.^ No one, who has not actually tried

it, can realize the difficulty of facing a tilted ladle of molten metal

and rabbling off the slag with a 25-lb., 16-ft. skimmer. This

difficulty is increased by the necessity of removing the last

traces of the slag. The objection of introducing any highly

silicious slag into a basic furnace is obvious.

The next difficulty is removing the black slag. Slagging off

is hard enough in a 6-ton furnace, and it becomes a test of endur-

ance and strength to remove all of the slag from a 15- or 20-ton

furnace overcharged at least 25 per cent. The large diameter

of the bath contributes principally to this difficulty. In fact,

slagging off in a hot metal furnace is impractical although it

has been done over a long period.

Another disadvantage is the difficulty of making good electric

steel by this process. It is well known that Bessemer steel is at

best highly charged with oxides and gases and is consequently

the poorest product of the steel making processes. Wit|h present

1 That is, in ingot production. j

® Only necessary when a standard gage transf^ l^\e is jised.
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knowledge of deoxidation, the purest base makes the best elec-

tric steel, therefore it follows that Bessemer metal makes a poor

grade of electric steel. This has been proved in practice. Theo-

retically, perhaps practically in the next few years the direct arc

furnace will produce a high grade product from a poor base.

In present practice, this is not accomplished to any great extent.

With these disadvantages, the refining of Bessemer metal may
be dismissed as impractical at present.

There is one advantage of refining Bessemer metal in the

electric furnace; that advantage is tonnage. One 15-ton electric

furnace using this practice, tapped regularly eight heats averag-

ing 40,000 lb. each every 24 hr. Operated in conjunction with

a Bessemer plant, the electric furnace is assured of metal to

charge as soon as a heat is tapped; the two processes synchronize

perfectly, a feature that is not present with stationary open-

hearth, electric furnace practice.

The Bessemer-Electric Furnace Practice in the Foundry.

—

The principal objections offered against the Besscmer-electric

furnace process when the product is poured into ingots are not

applicable to the process when used for the manufacture of

castings. As handled in the foundry, this form of hot metal

process becomes very successful. In the first place, the heats

are small, never greater than 6 tons, often much less. Thus
slagging off the metal in the electric furnace presents no problems

whatever. Likewise, as both converter and electric furnace are

commonly in the same building and thus served by the same
crane, the metal may be transferred by a regulation bottom pour
ladle, therefore the difficulty of removing the slag from the nu'-tal

in the transfer ladle is entirely obviated.

The process as applicable to the manufacture of steel castings

has the great advantage that the cheapness of the BesseiiK'rmay be
combined with ultra-refining possible in the electric furnace to

produce a product much superior to that produced by the con-

verter. Although the Bessemer-clectric furnace practice cannot,
on account of the overoxidation introduced in the conversion,

produce very high-grade steel, that is high grade in the sense that
these words are used when applied to ingots of tool steel or as

compared to the crucible process; nevertheless, the additional
refining and deoxidation accomplished in the electric furnace
increase greatly the quality of the castings over that possible in

the Bessemer or open hearth.
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THE TRIPLEX PROCESS

The triplex process, Bessemer to open hearth to electric furnace
is not used to any extent to produce electric steel. In the first

place it is only practicable in the very large plant, and then only
when the demand for the product of the electric furnace is very
large. Two 25-ton electric furnaces operated continuously 6

days a week would turn out about 150,000 tons of ingots a year.

This is nearly twice the total ingot production for 1922. One
plant in the Middle West is equipped to make this tonnage. It

is readily apparent how great the possible tonnage of high-grade

steel may be made with little extra effort.

Operating Details of the Triplex Process.—^Molten pig iron is

blown to the desired carbon content in the Bessemer converter

and transferred to a 100- or 200-ton tilting open-hearth furnace.

Manganese and silicon are eliminated entirely in the Bessemer;

phosphorus is removed by means of a very basic slag in the open
hearth. A convenient portion, usually 25 to 45 tons is tapped
from the open-hearth furnace and charged into the electric fur-

nace where refining is completedby deoxidizing and desulphurizing

with a white slag. A 25-ton electric furnace will produce by this

process about 250 tons of ingot a day.

It may be interesting to note the approximate temperatures

of the metal in its progress from pig iron as cast from the blast

furnace to finished electric steel.

Dbg. F.

Pig iron in the ladle 2,600

Mixer metal 2,500

Metal charged into converter 2,475

Metal tapped from converter 2,875

Metal charged into open-hearth furnace 2,800

Metal tapped from open-hearth furnace 2,875

Metal charged into electric furnace 2,850

Metal tapped from electric furnace 2,800

First electric ingot 2,750

Last electric ingot 2,700

Electric furnaces in this practice are usually located in the same

building and adjacent to the tilting open-hearth furnaces simpli-

fying the process greatly. Refining in the electric furnace is

accomplished in exactly the same way as when molten metal from

the stationary open hearth is used. This has been covered in

detail in the earlier part of this chapter.
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Advantages of the Triplex Process.—Where equipment is

available—only present, of course, in the big plant—this is the

ideal way to make electric steel in large lots. All of the advan-

tages of rapid furnace operation present with the Bessemer-

electric furnace practice are present here, and none of the

disadvantages. It is not necessary to slag off in the electric

furnace as the phosphorus is removed in the open hearth. In

transferring the metal from electric furnace to open hearth a

bottom-pour ladle may be used. All details of the process work

in perfect harmony and unison, consequently a large tonnage is

possible at a low cost.

In addition, and far more important, more attention can be

paid to deoxidation as this is the only operation performed in the

electric furnace. Also the metal as received from the open hearth

is never as badly oxidized as it is from the Bessemer, therefore less

work is thrown on the electric furnace and a better product

results.

Obviously, the triplex process is only economical if pig iron is

cheap and in plants operating their own blast furnaces. Power
cost, one of the principal items in the manufacture of electric

steel, is very low in the triplex process. Assuming that electric

current is 1.5 cents a kilowatt hour—this is perhaps al)ove the

average—and that it takes 3 hr. to refine 30 tons of metal at

an expenditure of 4,500 kw. hr., the cost of the power will not

exceed $2.25 per ton. Adding on refractories, labor, overhead, etc.

the total base cost of refining steel (that is the metal base without

alloy additions, in other words plain carbon steel) should not !)e

more than $5 to $6 a ton in excess of what duplex op(m-

hearth steel costs. And this for a steel that is at least 50 p('r cc'nt

better in quality. It is here that the electric process as a tonnage
proposition has a practically unlimited future.



CHAPTER XI

ELECTRIC STEEL POURING PRACTICE

Tlte Mechanism of Pouring—Mold Design—Top and Bottom Pouring

Practice—Temperature and Rate of Pouring,

As the manufacture of electric steel is, to a large measure,

confined to the production of the higher grade products, the

correct teeming or pouring^ of the ingots becomes of greatest

importance. In open-hearth and Bessemer practice, the maker
is concerned chiefly with getting out a satisfactory product at a

minimum cost. To do this he combines tonnage with facilities

for easy handling and casts his ingots accordingly. As the heats

in the basic open-hearth product commonly are 100 tons, he

must pour very quickly and in very large molds to prevent the

last part of the steel in the ladle from becoming too cold. To
facilitate stripping, he mounts the molds on cars large end

down. He knows that in basic open-hearth or Bessemer steel,

especially with the milder grades, the amount of oxidation will

be such that he will have no pipe to contend with.

In the electric process the steels are well deoxidized and with a

maximum tendency to pipe. Moreover, this process produces

many varieties of alloy steels, a number of which are inherently

tender and delicate to handle, and which crack easily unless

great care is taken in the process of pouring.

In order to simplify our discussion of pouring practice, we

will take up first the general mechanism of pouring, citing the

process from the tapping of the heat to the stripping of the

ingots. That completed, we will discuss briefly top and bottom

‘ We use the terms teem and pour synomously in this chapter. This

will greatly simplify discussion. Speaking correctly, to teem means to

transfer the steel from the ladle to the mold while pour in its strictest sense

is the method of teeming, i.e., we speak of ingots being bottom poured or

top poured. This distinction is not important and is rarely used in the

mill. In fact, the practical steel man seldom “teems” his ingots, he always

“pours” them. For that reason we will use either teem or pour; pref-

erably the latter to signify the transfer of metal from ladle to mold irre-

spective of the method used.

233
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pouring and the advantages and disadvantages of each, and take

up at some length the important items of mold design and hot and

cold pouring practice-

THE MECHANISM OF POURING

After the heat is tapped, and the metal and slag drained

completely from the furnace, a few shovelfuls of lime are thrown

onto the top of the slag in the ladle to aid in preventing too

rapid chilling. The ladle is then raised out of the pit and held

quietly for the time necessary to allow the remaining inclusions

and gas to leave the steel. This time varies according to the

temperature of the metal at tap and the desired pouring tempera-

Fig. 35.—Section through a bottom-pour Iji(I1(‘.

ture. It may be only a minute or two, or as much as 5 to 10

min., depending on conditions. The ladle is then carried by
the crane to the molds and pouring started. During the pouring

of the heat, one or two metal tests are taken for chemical analy-

sis. After all of the ingots are teemed, the ladle is taken to the

slag pit and inverted to remove the slag. This is a brief sketch

of the mechanism of pouring.

The Ladle.—Ladles are of the regular bottom pour type
(see Fig. 35, Fig. 43, p. 252 and Fig. 44, p. 255) and are of sufficient

size to hold one, sometimes two heats, with a protecting blanket
of slag. They are lined with one or two courses of silica or
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firebrick. To save the ladle lining, it is- customary in many
plants to apply a ladle wash usually of fireclay to protect the
brickwork. This wash is only a thin slurry and spalls off almost
immediately when the ladle is filled, thus introducing 3 to 10 lb.

of foreign material usually in a finely divided state into the
metal. This is one possibility for an increase in slag inclusions.

It is undoubtedly best to tap the metal into a ladle having no
fireclay wash. In this case, should pieces of the brick spall, it

is probable that they will be of sufficient size to rise immediately
to the top by gravity.

The size of the nozzle varies with the size of the heat and
depending on whether the steel should be hot or cold poured.
In general, American practice favors cold pouring on high grade
steels so the nozzle will be sufficiently large to eliminate some
of the danger from frozen stoppers and enable the whole heat to

be poured rapidly and thus at nearly the same temperature.

The average size nozzle for a small heat is 1 to 1% in.; for a large

heat 13^ to 2}4, in., with 2 in. about right.

Ladles are preheated as hot as possible before being used.

The advantage of this is obvious and the extra expense well

justified in every case. For heating, gas or oil is used. Most
small plants use gas which, while more expensive, is more cheaply

installed. The burner is arranged with a ball and socket joint

so it can be let down into the ladle in order that the hottest

part of the flame will be directed onto the bottom.

Pouring Troubles. Running Stoppers.—The stopper head

and sleeves are changed after each heat. Particular care is

necessary in setting the stopper and nozzle so that a running

stopper^ will not occur. It is customary to test each ladle just

before the heat is tapped. To make this test, the stopper rod

is brought down hard, forcing the stopper head into the cavity

of the nozzle; in other words the ladle is shut off, and a pound or

two of fine mesh, dry sand is poured around the lower end of the

rod. The ladleman holds his hand beneath the nozzle to detect

any sand leaking through. After the test, it is advisable to

blow the sand out of the ladle with compressed air; if it is left in,

as is often the case, material is available for an increase in non-

metallic inclusions. The metal next to the bottom of the ladle is

1 When the stopper head does Qot fit tightly into the cavity of the nozzle

a stream of molten steel leaks through. This is known as a running stopper;

sometimes as a leaky stopper.
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always colder than the rest due to the chilling effect of the

relatively large area of the bottom; in most cases, it is so viscous

that the sand cannot get through it to rise to the top. If the

sand is not blown out, the first 200 or 300 lb. of steel should be

scrapped.

In case a running stopper develops, two alternatives are

possible. The first is to carry the ladle to the pouring platform

as rapidly as possible and pour the heat. This can be done

unless the stopper head is completely gone and the metal is

running out in a full stream. With a clever craneman heats can

be poured even though the ladlemari and mold men cannot got

near the ladle. If the running stopper is not too bad the ladle

may be handled in the regular way as often a leak will close up

after two or three ingots are teemed. In every case the advisa-

bility of pouring is left to the shop foreman who decides whether

it is safe to try to save the metal. Often it is more economical,

in the case of a small heat, to scrap the whole contents of the

ladle than clean up the mess made in the vicinity of the molds by
the splashing and spattering of the leaking stream. Running
stoppers are caused chiefly by improper setting of the stopper

head, sometimes by the stopper head being of inferior quality

and spalling off and occasionally because the metal is so hot that

the stopper head is burned completely off.

A bad running stopper is in some cases dangerous. Although
precautions are widely known and practiced when this condition

occurs, we can mention them here for the benefit of the inex-

perienced. If the shop foreman decides to attempt to pour the

heat the craneman in carrying the ladle from furnace to molds
keeps it as close to the ground as he can; for, the higher the

ladle is carried the more the metal will splash and of course,

the greater the danger and chance of accident. In all cases the

leaking stream must be kept away from any moisture, even a

damp spot on the ground is likely to cause an explosion. Unless
the craneman is unusually expert a very bad running stopper is

nearly always sufficient cause to scrap the metal. ^ In this case,

the ladle is carried to the slag pit or other convenient spot,

lowered until the nozzle is 6 or 8 in. from the ground, and the
metal allowed to run out quietly into a pool that can be con-

veniently controlled.

^ Occasionally it is possible to pour the metal back into the furnace.
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Pouring Troubles. Frozen Stoppers.—Next to the leaky
stopper, the worst calamity in pouring comes from a frozen

stopper. The bottom of the ladle is always very cold compared
with the molten contents and of course chiUs the metal next to
it considerably. If the heat is tapped too cold as happens more
often than necessary in many shops, the first 2 or 3 in.

of metal just above the bottom will become mushy, in some
cases so sticky that the nozzle is opened and closed with much
difficulty. Pouring is thus hindered and a situation has arisen

that demands immediate and drastic treatment. As a rule,

the experienced ladleman can judge the temperature of the metal

by the way the first one or two ingots pour and can, if he sees

it is cold, hurry the pouring to save the rest of the heat. Whenthe

stopper has actually frozen, either of two means may be taken

to open it- In the first method one of the mold men places a

steel bar in. round, about 10 ft. long) with a 6-in. right-

angle bend on the end, in a position so that the 6-m. end is

vertical and resting on the top of an ingot mold. The nozzle is

spotted directly over this bar and the ladle lowered slowly

until this 6-in. end is forced up into the nozzle, dislodging

or piercing the pasty or semi-solid metal and allowing the steel

to again run out. The second means is by oxygen. Either a

large tank is placed permanently in the melt shop and a line piped

to the molds, or a small tank weighing about 40 lb. and equipped

with shoulder straps so it can be conveniently carried about

is furnished. In cither case, a hose from the tank or pipe line

is provided having a 6-ft. piece of or pipe to supply

the gas to the nozzle of the ladle. Three inches of the end of

this pipe are bent into a right angle. A stream of oxygen under

pressure may be directed up a nozzle filled with solid metal;

the latter melts at once and allows the molten interior to run out

into the mold.

If it happens that the heat is so cold that the nozzle cannot be

opened at all, even to pour the first ingot, the ladle is taken back

and the contents dumped over the lip into the furnace. The

metal is heated up, the chemical composition readjusted, if

necessary, and the bath deoxidized again. It is then tapped into

a clean ladle. In any case it maybe said that a condition whereby

the metal is so cold that a frozen stopper results is preventable and

in almost every instance is caused by carelessness or ignorance

on the part of the furnaceman. We might modify this statement
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slightly; with American practice on alloy steels, particularly

the nickel and chrome nickel grades, the melter attempts to

keep the metal just as cold as possible and yet have it pour com-

pletely. It is comparatively easy, under these conditions, to

overstep the lower temperature limit causing a frozen stopper

or excessive skulling.

Taking the Ladle Test.—During the teeming of the ingots, it

is necessary to take the ladle or final test, the analysis of which will

be representative of the average composition of the whole heat.

Fig, 3G.—Standard ladle test mold—No. 1.

If only one test is required, it is taken after approximately

half of the heat is poured. It is customary in most plants to

take two tests, one when the heat is one-third and the other

when two-thirds poured. Two types of ladle test molds that

may be used are shown in Figs. 36 and 37.^ With form 2

the mold is held directly under the ladle while the steam is

momentarily slackened. As soon as the spoonful of metal has
solidified it is knocked out, stamped with the heat number and

1 Methods of the Chemists of the U. S. Steel Corporation for the Sam-
pling and Analysis of Alloy Steels,” edited by J. M. Camp, pp. 3-4, 1921.
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6iole Vrew

sent to the laboratory to be drilled and analyzed. Form 1

is the most popular and perhaps the best form of test. It is a
split mold, the two halves are held together by a cast iron holder

or stand. With this mold a spoon is used. After a third of

the ingots are teemed, the spoon is held under the ladle and the
nozzle opened slightly so that no splashing occurs. When the

spoon is filled, the metal is poured quickly into the mold as

shown in Fig. 38. As soon as the metal solidifies, the mold is

pulled out of the holder, the two halves fall apart exposing the

test. The red hot piece is stamped with the heat number and
sent to the laboratory where it is drilled and analyzed.

Strippin g.—Practically all ,

electric steels are poured into -

molds that are larger at the

top than at the bottom, con-

sequently, the regulation strip-

per used on Bessemer and open-
hearth steels cannot be used, as

the mold must be inverted to

remove the ingot. Stripping

is usually by a crane, by attach-

ing chains and hooks to the

chain-holds at the bottom of

the mold it is inverted and the

ingot slips out. Because of the

inconvenience and difficulty of

stripping ingots cast big end up,

particular care is used in slurring

the interior surface so that the removal will be easy. ^'Stickers'

present a difficult problem to the special steels shop and great care

is therefore taken to keep the interior surface in good shape

so they will be reduced to a minimum. Sticking unless caused

by roughness of the mold, and this is rare, is due principally to aJ

loose fit between the mold and stool and a resulting fin at this

point. This fin can often be removed by hammer and chisel, or

in some cases burned off with an acetylene torch.

The simplest method of stripping, the one practiced by many
shops, is to place a hook in the molten metal after the sink head^

Fig. 87.-

Top View*

-Standard ladle test mold-
No. 2.

1 A “sticker'’ is an ingot, the surface of which is held tightly by the wall

of the mold and is thus removed from the mold with difficulty.

2 See p. 247 for definition of a sink head.
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is poured; it becomes firmly embedded when the metal solidifies

and thus facilitates stripping by the easy method of hooking on a
chain and lifting the ingot out of the mold with a crane. This
method is of doubtful value, as it defeats in part the object of the
sink head. The cold hook causes the metal, which should stay
liquid as long as possible to feed the pipe, to film over almost at
once. Undoubtedly, the best method of stripping is to invert the
mold removing if from the ingot, instead of removing the ingot
from the mold.

Stripping is simple in the case of the split mold. This type has
become very common lately for small heats and seems to be giving

excellent satisfaction. The rings holding the mold in place are

removed, the halves then fall apart and expose the ingot.

Pipe Eliminators .—We will not discuss pipe, as it is a necessary

evil connected with electric steel manufacture, but will take this

opportunity to say a few words about its elimination. In the

first place, the author feels safe in asserting that practically and
economically it cannot be done. The elimination of pipe has

proved a fertile field for the genius of the modern steel maker.

Pipe is a source of continual irritation to him. Over it he has

little control, and like all other human beings, the fact that he

cannot get rid of it spurs him to continued efforts to try. It is

surprising how many quacks are at large in the country trying

to foster on the steel mills their patent pipe eradicator. In his

laboratory, the author has had the opportunity to analyze many
of these cure-alls. Mostly he has found that they consist of

pulverized coke or anthracite coal, some are a mixture of coke or

charcoal and tar, others arc composed of coke and scale (Fe;:04).

In his experience the author has met with two sure pipe elimi-

nators, one was too expensive, and with the other the cure was

worse than the disease. The first was a typical thermit mixture

and depended for its action on the heat evolved by the reduction

of iron oxide with metallic aluminum. The fireworks occurring

when this mixture was placed on top of the mold was sufficient to

keep the steel molten long enough to feed the pipe completely.

The only fault was its cost. The other sure cure was powdered

coke and kerosene oil mixed to a paste and applied to the top of

the ingot. Inspection of the ingots showed that the pipe was gone,

the cavity was at the extreme top of the sink head, but the carbon

from the pipe eradicator had been absorbed in such amount, that

the whole top of the ingot was highly segregated and it was
16
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necessary to scrap just as much or more than if the normal pipe

has been present. Perhaps the best method of pipe elimination

is the use of heated sink heads, controlling the temperature of the

metal and the rate of pouring; thus placing the pipe well,up into

the sink head where it can be scrapped with a minimum expense

and loss.

Cooling the Ingots.—It is universally the practice in the

manufacture of high-grade steel to allow the ingots to cool,

usually to atmospheric temperature, before reheating for rolling

or forging. Most of the special steels, especially the alloy steels,

are exceedingly delicate and must be poured and handled care-

fully to prevent cracking and other ingot defects. In addition to

the danger from cracking in the solidfication of the metal in the

mold, there is always present in some alloy steels a danger of

cracking after solidification, if the outside surface is cooled too

quickly when the interior is stiU very hot or pasty. To eliminate

this possibility, the ingots are stripped as soon as they are all

solid; that is, when there is no danger of the pipe changing loca-

tion due to a shifting of the molten interior; and buried in lime or

ashes to promote slow cooling through this danger range. In

most special steel plants, a pit is placed conveniently where the

red hot ingots may be placed and covered with ashes. Often it

is sufficient to place the ingots side by side, depending on the

radiated heat to keep them from cooling too rapidly.

It may be said that the precautions used in cooling the ingots

carefully to prevent cracking should be likewise observed in

reheating for rolling or forging. Here too rapid heating may set

up strains that will crack the surface of the ingot and make the

steel worthless.

MOLD DESIGN

The molds used in electric steel making arc of all sizes, shapes

and description. They may be round, square, octagon or corru-

gated and are as small as 3 X 3 in. for small heats of high-speed

and other costly steels to as much as 43 X 90 for 100-ton heats

of armor plate and heavy ordnance. Round molds are not

favored for general practice; their use is confined principally

to ingots for special purposes; armor-piercing shells is one

instance where round ingots are sometimes cast. For regular

practice square, octagon or corrugated molds are favored, the

square type are always designed with rounded corners to reduce
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cooling strains, the octagon and corrugated ingots are used for

the same reason, and to reduce the forging to a certain degree.

Although the sizes vary greatly, for the 6-ton furnace the
molds are usually 6 X 6, 9 X 9, or 12 X 12^ the size depending
upon the plant^s rolling mills and the size of the finished product.

For the larger hot metal furnaces any mold size may be used; it

is regulated so that not more than 15 to 25 ingots are poured on
a heat. More than this necessitates a steel too hot at the begin-

ning of pouring in order that the last ingots will not be too cold.

Molds are made of a good grade of Bessemer iron and are

machined until the inner surface is smooth and free from irregu-

larities. This detail is of prime importance as an absolutely

smooth surface is essential to prevent sticking, tearing and
cracking.

Taper of Molds.—^As before noted, all molds whether square,

octagon or corrugated taper from bottom to top; the top is

on an average 1 to 2 in. larger in cross-section than the bottom
(Table XIV) tapering about .2 in. per foot. Some molds
of excellent design exceed this figure, tapering as much as

.3 to .4 in. per running foot. The function of the taper is

principally to promote ease in stripping. Assuming that both

ingot and mold surface are perfectly smooth, the metal will

contract suflSciently in cooling to become loosened from the mold,

thus when the latter is inverted, it will slip out easily. The
contraction of the ingot in cooling is rarely more than just suffi-

cient to permit this easy stripping, as neither the surface of the

mold nor of the ingot is perfectly smooth. Again, this contrac-

tion is partly counteracted by the resistance to contraction of

the slower cooling interior of the ingot.

Too much taper should be avoided, as it increases difficulty in

forging or rolling. It is only necessary to give the mold sufficient

to permit of easy stripping. Taper aids in throwing segregation

and pipe well up into the top of the ingot, in many cases into

the sink head where it can be cropped. It has been found in

practice that the pipe is located higher and is more compact

and consequently more easily rid of in ingots cast big end up,

than when they are cast big end down, as in Bessemer and open-

hearth practice. We may say, therefore, that the function of

the taper is to facilitate stripping and control the position of

the pipe.

1 The dimensions refer to the size of the resulting ingot.
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Table XIV.

—

Data on Ingots

Size

of

ingot

Cross-

section of

ingot at

top, in.

Cross-

section of

ingot at

bottom, in.

Length
in

inches 1

Average

weight of

ingot per

inch of

length, lb.

Total

average

weight of

ingot, lb.

6 6 5H. 42 9 375

9 9 8 42 20 850
10 lOH 9H 48 24 1,150

10 lOH 9H 60 24 1,450
10 lOM 9K 72 24 1,726

14 14H 13M 72 47 3,385
16 mi 15H 72 60 4,420
18 19M 18 72 83 6,975
20 20M 19 72 96 6,910
23 23M 22 75 130 9,750
30 31 29 78 218 17,000
58^ about 58 120,000’
682 about 68 162.000’
682 about 68 213,000’

^ Exclusive of sink head.
® Used for ordnance.
3 Estimated weight.

Square Molds.—The molds used for 6-ton heats arc nearly

always square. A new design is shown in Fig. 39. In addition

to the rounded corners, this mold tapers and is rounded off at

the bottom as shown in the illustration. A plug fits into the

circular opening. An advantage of this type is that the metal
is not permitted to freeze fast and be held firmly at the bottom.

It often happens that the steel in solidifying attaches itsedf

firmly to the top of the ingot at the point where the sink lu^ad

joins the mold and by means of this adherence, through a fin

or the irregularity at the junction of the sink head, is pri^vcuitc'd

from vertical shrinkage in cooling. If also prcvcuited at the

bottom, the skin of the cooling ingot will invariably rupture

itself, resulting in a transverse crack. It is essential that vertical

shrinkage be permitted to avoid cracking and this is very well

accomplished in the mold shown in Fig. 39. Another advantage
of the square mold is that the corners afford firm points of contact
of mold and metal on four sides for the whole length of the mold
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and thus prevent, to a degree at least, transverse shrinkage

cracks.

On the other hand, ingots poured into square molds are more

prone to develop longitudinal cracks than the octagon or another

design producing a many-sided ingot. The skin of the ingot

solidifying first is in the form of a square. It is contracting much
more rapidly than the molten or mushy interior. A pressure on

this thin skin therefore develops and as the shape is square it

will not accommodate itself to this pressure as easily as if many-

sided. Thus longitudinal shrinkage cracks may develop. We
will sec later that shrinkage cracks are to a large measure caused

by the pouring temperature. The chances of this defect being

present, assuming that the pouring temperature is right, are

increased by the square mold and decreased by the octagon and

corrugated designs. Square molds are more apt to develop an

undesirable ingot structure than octagon or corrugated. This

is due to the rapidity by which the corners solidify resulting in

planes of weakness running from corner to corner. Rounding

off the outside corners of the mold thus making the mold wall

thinner at the corners will partly correct this.

Split Molds.—Square molds of the Gathmann type m which

the bottom is closed, except for a hole into which a cast-iron plug

fits tightly, are difficult to keep in good condition. Slurring and

smoothing the inside walls are much simpler when the mold is

open at both ends. In this latter type, conditions are more

favorable for careful maintenance, thus their life is longer and
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costs lower. To eliminate this difiELculty present in molds of the

Gathmann type, prolong the life of the molds and produce ingots

with better surface by more careful slurring the split mold has

come into extended use. This mold is only practical in small

size ingots; it is troublesome to set up in sizes greater than 9X9.
The split mold consists of two halves held together at top and

bottom by rings and wedges. They are ideal in many ways,

they can be carefully cleaned and completely slurred, and strip-

ing difficulties are unknown. They have one great disadvantage.

The mold is somewhat difficult to set up properly. If the edges

of the two pieces do not fit perfectly, the resulting ingot will have

a fin on two opposite corners. These fins are usually slight and

Fig. 40,—Mold for 30-in. octagon ingot.

are easily and cheaply chipped off. No doubt the advantages of

the split mold for shops pouring 9X9 or G X 0 ingots are

sufficient to give them preference over the Gathmann or other

square molds of its type.

Octagon and Fluted Molds.—There is no question but what the

octagon and fluted mold, provided the latter has not too many
faces, produces the best ingot. In these types, the solidified skin

has the maximum accommodating shape. Longitudinal crack-

ing is thus reduced to a minimum. The octagon, like the square
mold, has the corners to act as ties for the solidifying metal over

the whole vertical distance, thus preventing, to some extent,
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transverse cracking. The octagon mold has the additional
advantage of four more corners than the square. Although
fluted ingots having up to twelve faces are in common use, there
is apparently no advantage in increasing the number of sides
above eight. In addition increasing the number of sides brings
the shape of the ingot nearer to a circle which form has the least

accommodating shape.

Octagon and other many-sided molds are sometimes difficult

to slur properly. The best results are obtained with a thin
mixture of bone graphite and water. Even with all precautions
stickers’’ are more frequent and the ingot surface not so good as

is the case with square molds.

Sink Heads.—The sink head is that portion of the ingot at the
top that is poured last, often though not necessarily of smaller

cross-section than the rest of the ingot and designed to provide as

much sound metal as possible by bringing pipe and segregation

up out of the body of the ingot proper. It is often called the hot
top. For the sink head, hollow brick of the same or smaller cross-

section are placed on top of the mold (see Fig. 43, p. 252).

Recent molds are designed somewhat as shown in Fig. 41, thus

allowing the sink head to rest on the offset.

A tight fit is desirable between the mold and the bottom of the

sink head to prevent as far as possible the formation of a fin at

the junction.

It is very desirable to heat the sink head to a high temperature

before placing on the molds. One shop used for this purpose a

gas fired nuifflc furnace in which the brick attained a temperature

of approximately 1,600 deg. F. This practice is recommended.

To protect the brick from cracking and falling apart after being

filled with metal, they are often bound with one or two turns of

wire. The brick crack in nearly every case and can be used only

once.

The pipe or contraction cavity always forms in that part of the

ingot last to solidify. In steel poured correctly this will be at the

top of the ingot. By keeping the upper part of the ingot liquid

and feeding the molten metal down as the interior cools and

shrinks, this contraction cavity is thus thrown high up, preferably

out of the body of the ingot and into the sink head. The pipe

carries most of the segregation with it; thus after rolling, forging

or other hot-working operation, if the sink head is cropped these

defects will be largely eliminated.
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To control the position of the pipe, the top part of the mold is

cast with thinner walls than the bottom and the sink head made
of refractory material and thin to keep this part of the ingot

molten as long as possible. In nearly every plant, some sub-

stance is placed upon the top of the sink head to further insulate

the metal from the cool air. This may be lime, coke or a mixture

of lime and coke. We have already seen, though, that pipe cannot

be conveniently eliminated; it is therefore necessary to control

Top View

A-Sfnk Head
B^Sfoo!
C-PIug

Fig. 41.—Section through a square mold and sink head.

its position so that it will be in that part of the ingot where it will

do the least harm, and where it may easily be disposed of after
rolling.

Slurring.—We have already had occasion to refer to the process
of slurring. This consists of depositing on the inside surface of
the mold, in a very thin continuous layer, some substance by
which the steel will be prevented from sticking to the mold. In
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addition, this slurry serves to fill up any minute holes, depressions,

or inequalities of the mold wall and thus improves the surface of

the ingot.

Many combinations are used for slurring, in fact practically

every shop has its own methods. The most common is a mix-
ture of graphite with either water or a light oil such as kerosene.

This is applied with a long-handled brush. The heat of the mold
drives oflf the water or volatile constituents in the oil and leaves

a thin continuous film of carbon. Another favored slurry is a
mixture of tar and light oil, heated, mixed and applied with a
brush. Some melters '"smoke the molds. For this purpose
they are placed upright on parallel rows of rails, and wood,
rosin or other substance producing a heavy black smoke is burned
under them. This method deposits a layer of soot on the inside

surface. It is not so sure a method for the formation of a
continuous layer of carbon as graphite and oil.

TOP AND BOTTOM POURING PRACTICE

Two methods of pouring are in common use, top pouring

and bottom pouring. Each has its advantages and disadvan-

tages which will be noted briefly. In addition to these two

methods, a special procedure is sometimes used for pouring

special products, for example ingots for hollow drill steel, very

large ordnance ingots etc. There are also special methods of

top pouring among which may be mentioned box or pot pouring,

pouring in pairs, pouring in fours, etc.

Ingots less than 12 X12 in size are almost always top poured,

ingots ranging from 12 X 12 to the largest ones of 100 to 200 tons

may bo top poured, bottom poured or both. The variations of

top pouring, i.e., box or pot pouring, series pouring, are used

principally in an effort to overcome some of the inherent dis-

advantages of the method; improve the surface, and eliminate

scabs, cold shuts and other surface defects.

Bottom Pouring.—In bottom pouring, four to eight ingot

molds of the same size are arranged on a large circular, hexagonal

or octagonal cast-iron base. They are connected by fireclay or

silica runner brick and are all poured at the same time through a

central spout or riser. The arrangement of the equipment is

clearly shown in Fig. 42.
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Bottom pouring has the following advantages:

(1) The top surface of the rising metal in the mold is undis-

turbed by the impact of the stream from the ladle consequently

there is no churning or splashing.

(2) Molds receive less wear especially at the bottom which is

not corroded by the impact of the stream.

(3) All of the heat may be poured at once and as rapidly as

desired; the rate of filling is the same for all of the ingots and

Fig. 42.—Arrangement of molds for bottom pouring.

the temperature is the same for all. In addition, the surface

of the rising metal may be watched closely without interference

by the ladle. This third advantage is most important.

Bottom pouring has its disadvantages as well:

(1) It is more expensive due to the complicated equipment
necessary and the extra labor involved in setting it up and
tearing it down after each heat is poured.
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(2) When the shop is making a large tonnage of electric steel,

so many sets of molds must be set up at once that it takes much
floor space.

(3) All the metal in the runners is scrap and must be
dug out after each heat. This is of consequence only on 8Tna.n

heats.

(4) Unless the molds are set up carefully, breakouts are

apt to occur. Likewise in pouring steel a little too cold runners
will sometimes freeze.

(5) There is always possibility of runner bricks spalling, thus
increasing the number of inclusions in the steel. Care must
also be taken to see that the whole equipment after being set up
is clean and free from dirt which would, of course, be taken up by
the metal in its passage through the runners.

(6) It is claimed by some, no doubt rightly, that an excess of

heat is supplied to the bottom of the ingot while the top is com-
paratively cool and that this condition aggravates the tendency
of the steel to pipe, especially below the sink head. It is also

claimed that bottom pouring increases the chance of secondary

pipe formation.

Top Pouring.—^Top pouring does not need detailed description.

The ladle is spotted directly over the center of the mold and the

ingot poured at the desired rate. (See Fig. 43 and Fig. 44,

p. 265.)

The outstanding advantage of top pouring is the feeding of

the hottest metal at every instant during the pouring of an

ingot onto the top where it can fill any shrinkage cavity thus

producing, under proper conditions, an ingot of solid, dense metal

all the way to the sink head. Top pouring lessens the possi-

bility of secondary pipe^ and throws the main pipe into the

sink head where it may be scrapped.

The other advantages and disadvantages of top pouring are

just the converse of those enumerated under bottom pouring.

Summing up the relative advantages of top and bottom pouring

it may be said that:

(1) Bottom pouring produces an ingot of better surface
;
permits

a number of ingots to be poured at once and at the same temper-

^ Secondary pipe is a shrinkage cavity well down in the body of the

ingot as distinguished from the main pipe that is located at the top in the

sink head.
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ature, and is less destructive to molds; but it also increases the

possibility of secondary pipe or of the main pipe extending down
into the body of the ingot thus causing unsound steel. In addi-

tion, it is more expensive and diflS.cult of manipulation.

(2) Top pouring tends to produce a rough surface on the ingot

due to splashing, cold shuts, etc. and is more destructive to molds.

However, it produces an ingot more apt to be thoroughly sound
internally with practically no chance of secondary pipe. Also,

Fig. 43.—Top pouring a 6-ton heat,

there are no additional inclusions incorporated into the metal in

pouring as may happen when runner bricks are used.

It is altogether possible that the advantages of top pouring,
even when cost is not so important as quality, outweigh the
advantages of bottom pouring. This is an open question and
one which has never been satisfactorily settled. To the shop
that has practiced bottom pouring for a number of years, to
change would probably result in the production of steel inferior
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to their present product. Consequently, many plants still

bottom pour even though the costs are greater.^

Miscellaneous Methods of Top Pouring.—^Manufacturers of
electric steel especially tool steel makers producing heats of
6 tons or less have tried to overcome some of the disadvantages
of top pouring by using a box or pot between the ladle and the
mold. If a pot is used, it may be a 50-lb. crucible pot with a hole
drilled in the bottom slightly smaller in size than the nozzle
of the ladle. Instead of the pot, a sheet-iron box lined with silica

brick and containing a nozzle is often used. The pot or box may
be hung from the ladle or suitably supported over the molds.
In one plant, a large brick-lined box was mounted on wheels
and rails directly over the mold pit. This box contained four
nozzles by which four 9X9 ingots were poured at the same time.

Pot or box pouring is intended to eliminate some of the force

and resulting splashing that occurs in regular top pouring. By
having a slightly smaller hole or nozzle in the pot a slow steady

stream, without the immense pressure of the tons of metal above
it, may be directed down into the exact center of the ingot mold.
The metal can be fed to the pot from the ladle as needed.

The function of the box or pot in acting as a secondary ladle

is of limited application, and has so many disadvantages that its

use has not become extensive. Chief among its disadvantages

is the liability of the hole or nozzle in the box to freeze. Even
though heated very hot before use the box or pot is so much
colder than the metal that it tends to chill it excessively; because

it has not the large volume of molten metal present to partially

counteract this chilling, as is the case with the very much larger

ladle. Although there is no doubt but that better surface

results, the difficulties attending successful pot pouring are many,

so many that it is hardly worth while as a regular practice.

Pouring Ingots for Hollow Drill Steel.—A method of pouring

ingots for hollow drill steel recently developed by an Eastern

electric steel plant is worthy of mention. ^ A high-grade low

carbon steel tube which has been cleaned and freed from scale

by a sand blast is filled with sand which is packed tightly to

1 This is more particularly the case with the manufacture of ordnance

by the acid open hearth. Most electric furnace plants top pour, although

some making gun steels during the war favored the other practice.

2 Armstronq, P. a. E., Drill Steel from Hollow Ingots, Chem, Met Eng.^

24, 960-964, 1921.
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exclude air thus preventing oxidation and scaling on the inside.

It is inserted in the ingot mold, and hot metal is cast around it

in the usual manner. The ingots are rolled to finished size and
the sand extracted. The writer of the article states that this

method is superior to the usual practice of rolling pierced billets

as no decarburization of the center results. The steel tube in the

center increases the diameter of the center hole on freezing, there-

fore tends to overcome shrinkage cracks and strains. It is

stated that there is greater freedom from external and internal

straining due to a more uniform cooling rate, and an inherent

smaller crystal size and less liability for the steel to crack on the

inside of the hole during forging and hardening. It is also

stated that harmful segregation resulting in weakness of the wall

of the hole will be absent.

Pouring Large Ingots for Ordnance.—^The very large ingots

for the manufacture of heavy ordnance often require special

pouring methods. The problems involved in handling these

large ingots are more often met with in acid open-hearth steel

than in electric, as the latter has not yet been made in larger

lots than 90 to 100 tons. At the U. S. Naval Ordnance plant,

where these 100-ton electric heats were made, all of the ingots

were top poured. Figure 44 shows one of them, a heat of armor
plate. The ladle contained the combined contents of two 30-

ton furnaces holding about 98,000 lb. each. The total ingot

weight was 193,000 lb. A pit was necessary in which to set

up the mold, which in this case, was more than 12 ft, high. At
present brick hot tops arc not available for these large size

ingots so they are constructed on top of the mold from sand or
from brick-lined sheet iron. In acid open-hearth practice the
large armor ingots are sometimes both top and bottom poured.
This is a successful procedure and will probably be used for

electric steel when this method becomes standard for guns and
armor plate. Two ladles are used. Bottom pouring is start(‘d

first and continued until the mold is about one-third full. Com-
pletion is by top pouring. The splashing common with a top
filled ingot is absent here as the pool of metal from the bottom
pouring prevents this undesirable condition.

Armor-piercing shells are occasionally poured into round
tapered molds. The mold is 12 to 20 in. in diameter at the
top and tapers gradually to a 4-in. tong-hold at the bottom.
These ingots, because of their shape need little forging. For
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that reason the resulting shells are not as good as those made
from a regular ingot, and worked down to shape by forging, as

they do not get sufficient work to break up the columnar ingot

structure.

Fig. 44.—Pouring an armor ingot.

TEMPERATURE AND RATE OF POURING

It has been mentioned several times in the foregoing pages

that American practice favors cold pouring. This is true with

alloy steels, particularly those containing nickel. As the ques-

tion of hot and cold pouring is intimately connected with the

final quality of the metal, we will look at both sides of the question

in the present section. Not only does the temperature of the

metal influence the flnal quality, the rate of pouring is nearly

as important. It is evident that if a hot steel is poured very

slowly, we might say infinitely slow, it will be the equivalent
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of cold pouring. Also a cold metal will be made colder by slow

pouring, but naturally cannot be made hotter even by the most
rapid pouring. As cold pouring is the most important, we will

take this method up first.

The Advantages and Disadvantages of Cold Pouring.—Cold
pouring has the following advantages:

(1) Cold pouring favors qmck solidification in the mold; with

a thick crust of solidified metal against the walls; this crust

tending to prevent cracking. It may be said therefore, that cold

pouring prevents cracking. This, the principal advantage, is

sufficient to cause the maker to favor this method.

(2) Cold pouring tends to shorten the pipe. The metal in the

molds is comparatively cold, that in the ladle being constantly

fed into the mold is much hotter, as the larger body of metal in the

ladle will cool much more slowly than the small body of metal in

the mold. Consequently, the hotter metal being fed down into

the mold immediately fills any pipe. This advantage is, of course,

enhanced when large sink heads are used on the molds.

(3) Cold pouring, in causing almost abrupt solidification,

especially near the walls, tends to reduce and partially eliminate

the large crystal structure often met with in ingots and known as

ingotism.

Opposed to these advantages are two disadvantages, both
important :

(1) Steel poured cold is not all liquid. It is an emulsion of

semi-solid steel in liquid steel, as part of the metal is at or slightly

below its solidification point. Obviously in a thick fluid any
slag inclusions, gas bubbles and other foreign substances would
rise to the top with difficulty if at all.

(2) When the ingots are top poured, if the metal is too cold,

small particles splashing against the cold walls will instantly

freeze; if the added molten metal is not hot enough to melt these
frozen particles, we have a spot or bead on the ingot surface

known as a scab or cold shut.

Summing up cold-pouring practice, we may say that this pro-
cedure prevents cracking, aids in eliminating pipe and reduces
ingotism.^ Opposed to these advantages, it favors the retention
of inclusions and gas, and results in a bad surface on the ingot.
The advantage of reducing pipemaynot be evident if the ingots are
bottom poured, in fact, to pour the ingots from the bottom with

^ Cold pouring is said to reduce the amount of flake in nickel steels.
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cold metal favors the formation of secondary pipe and a resulting
scrapped ingot.

The Advantages and Disadvantages of Hot Pouring.—^The
advantages of hot pouring are almost the converse of cold
pouring. As soon as the molten metal strikes the mold, the part
in contact with the walls immediately solidifies. Thus a thin
skin of solid metal is formed, which as it thickens, contracts in

cooling. Continued pouring adds more very hot metal to
the top of the ingot which presses down on the still molten
interior near the bottom, and exerts a heavy pressure known as
ferrostatic pressure. This pressure caused by the weight of the
molten metal above on the molten interior below and exerted

radially on the thin solidified skin often causes rupture of this

contracting skin and results in a crack. Cracking is the chief

disadvantage of hot pouring.

The principal advantage of hot pouring is that, due to the metal
remaining molten longer in the mold, more opportunity is granted

for the solid non-metallic inclusions and gas to rise to the top.

This advantage may be worthy of attention in the case of open-

hearth steel, but with electric steel, it admits poor furnace

practice, as the furnace is the proper place to cleanse the metal,

not the molds.

The relative advantages of hot and cold pouring may now be

summarized in a very few words. Cold pouring is undoubtedly

the best. It insures freedom from cracks and produces a limited

amount of ingotism and a smaller pipe, while hot pouring favors

cracking, possibly favors piping and certainly favors ingotism.

For the reasons summarized here, cold pouring is practiced

universally in the manufacture of high-grade steels in this

country.

Rate of Pouring.—Fast and slow pouring both have their

advantages. Slow pouring is probably better in most cases than

fast, although in some grades of steel which are poured very cold

a large nozzle and fast pouring are necessary to prevent a frozen

stopper or an excessive ladle skull. Too fast pouring will favor

cracking; this is enhanced by hot pouring. Slow pouring tends

to reduce the pipe. This in a large measure is enhanced by cold

pouring. In general, it may be said that in the best practice

the metal should be poured cold and as slowly as conditions will

permit, remembering that the fast pouring of very cold steel is

the equivalent of the slow pouring of hotter steel,

n
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In any case, pouring should be steady; “stop pours” are
invariably productive of bad results, especially when the heat ison the cold side. It occasionally happens when pouring cold ifthe ladle is shut off momentarily, the upper surface of the metalmay freeze where it is in contact with the mold and due to the
metal not being sufficiently hot to melt it when pouring is resumed
will form a spot or cold shut on the surface of the ingot Stoupours are nearly always productive of a bad surface on the ingotbtop pouring is sometimes practical with hot steel; the ingotme udmg the sink head is filled, after pouring the nexl ingot the
ladle IS brought back and more metal added to the one poured

ovrjonly in the body of the ingot, not in the case of the sink head.



CHAPTER XII

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF BASIC ELECTRIC STEEL

The Chemical Composition of Electrie Sted—NonrmetaUic Impurities in
Electric Steel—Gas in Electric Steel

In the foregoing chapters we have discussed at length the

manufacture of basic electric steel beginning with the raw
materials and ending with the pouring of the ingots. It is

desirable that in closing our discussion of basic practice we view

some of the characteristics of electric steel and note wherein this

grade of material differs from the more common grades made by
the Bessemer and open-hearth processes. The basic electric

process is unique in two respects: (1) Complete control of sul-

phur and phosphorus and (2) production of a material free from

solid non-metallic inclusions and occluded or dissolved gases.

Electric steel has made an enviable reputation for itself, perhaps

not so good as those interested in high grade steel desire, but good

enough to satisfy even the most doubtful critic of the virtues

and superior characteristics of this product. Electric melting

is so new as yet, so untried and so experimental, that nothing but

progress can be expected. Its progress in the past few years

has been phenomenal as far as installations of new units is con-

cerned; perhaps it has advanced too fast for its own good, but

the fact remains, the steel-consuming industries are slowly but

steadily and surely demanding that better steels of lighter section

replace the one's now accepted as standard. This is especially true

in the automotive industry. Motor cars are already becoming

lighter in weight but with no sacrifice of quality and strength.

This is due to using a better grade of steel throughout the industry.

Alloy steel has marked an epoch in the advance of ferro-metallur-

gical products. But alloy steel is not of first importance. The

prime essential in steel is cleanliness. When steel is made clean

and kept clean and uniform, then will those sudden and inex-

plicable failures, now causing so much concern to users of the

best steels, cease. Then will the real quality of the metal become

apparent, then will the user know he can depend upon the steel

259
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he puts into his product, and then will exhaustive service tests and

expensive metallugical investigation and testing, now made on

steels destined for fine motor cars, be no longer necessary.

The U. S. Government proved more .conclusively than has ever

been proved before how cleanliness improves the properties of

steel. Tests made over a period of a year at the Ordnance Plant

showed conclusively that electric ordnance steels containing loss

than .50 per cent nickel, in other words with nickel present only

as an impurity and not added intentionally, were equal in every

case, and superior in a number of cases, to ordnance steel of

the same composition made in the acid open hearth and contain-

ing 3 per cent of nickel. What better proof of the superiority

of clean steel over the common grades could be desired? And
metallurgists admit that the acid open hearth produces the

fi.nest steel of any oxidation process. In this connection, it

might be said with all fairness that much better electric steel

could be made than was produced at that plant. This was due

principally to the unfamiliarity of furnacemen with electric

furnaces of such large capacity, and through attempting to make
100-ton heats in two 30-ton furnaces. The first 100-ton electric

heat had to be made sometime, and the United States Navy is

to be complimented that it was the first to take this important

step.

It is desirable in our summary that firstwo look for a moment at

the chemical composition.

THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ELECTRIC STEEL

The electric furnace has gained wide renown in steel metallurgy

as the only steel-making medium in which both dophosphorizaiion

and desulphurization are possible. This is a feature of the basic

electric process the value of which should not bo underestimated.

But the power of the process to control and eliminate those two
impurities has given rise to wide misapprehension; has resulted

in many furnacemen thinking that the function of the basic

electric process is to dephosphorize and desulphurize and this

only; and has caused many engineers and purchasing agents to

consider that all electric steel is low in both sulphur and phos-

phorus; to specify low sulphur and phosphorus, each commonly
below .025 per cent; and to consider the amount of these two
impurities as paramount in the quality of the material. This is

fundamentally wrong. Low sulphur and low phosphorus are
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very desirable, but a small amount of these elements is not the
only desideratum, in fact, low phosphorus and low sulphur
are of minor importance compared with deoxidation and cleanli-
ness. We will consider these points more in detail.

Amount of Phosphorus in Electric Steel.—To remove phos-
phorus we must oxidize. This means that unless the furnaceman
is very expert an excess of oxides above that necessary to remove
the phosphorus is at the same tune introduced into the bath.
It is almost universal for customers to specify that electric steel

shall be below .030 per cent of this element, probably 95 per cent
of them require that .025 per cent be the maximum and a large
number, considerably more than half, will not permit more than
.020 per cent. The electric furnace plant is often called upon to
make steel containing less than .015 per cent and sometimes even
less than .010 per cent. Removing this element below .015^ per
cent presents no difficulty, every furnace plant cheerfully accept-

ing orders with a maximum of .020 per cent specified. A few
shovelfuls of ore and the trick is done, unless the scrap is very
high in this element when more care must be used. Now
when we oxidize strongly, we increase the difficulty of deoxidizing

therefore when we overoxidize we take chances on imperfect

deoxidation and a resulting unsound steel. It is admittedly much
more difficult to deoxidize an overoxidized bath than one which

was nioltod with partial or practically no oxidation. Theoreti-

cally this should not be the case but practically it is; whether a

modification of the laws of mass action or equilibrium enter into

this (pu'stion we cannot say but in nearly every instance we can

medt with ore, deoxidize by a slag high in calcium carbide and

containing not more than a trace of ferrous oxide and still have a

l('ss sound product than if we restricted oxidation and deoxidized

by the same slag in the same way. A strongly deoxidizing slag

accompanied by such deoxidizers as manganese, and silicon,

cv(ui aluminum and titanium will not result in a steel as sound and

(dean as if the scrap was melted with a restricted supply of

oxygon.

Advantages of a Higher Phosphorus Limit for Electric Steel.

—

The point we wish to make is this: When the furnace plant accepts

orders for steel containing less than .020 per cent phosphorus it

must sometimes take drastic measures (an excess of ore for

1 The motal after melting must contain less than .015 per cent phosphorus

if a percentage less than .020 per cent is required in the finished steel.
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example) to reduce this element to below .015 per cent which is

necessary if the finished steel is to be within the limit imposed.

The result is only a fair, sometimes only a passable product as

far as soundness is concerned. This is the first argument for

higher limits in phosphorus.

The next point is one of economy as well as quality- The
electric furnace is primarily a reducing medium; oxidizing is,

even under the best conditions, costly and in many cases not

satisfactory. We have other processes that will oxidize just as

completely and much more economically than the electric

furnace. When the electric furnace must do the melting, as is

the case with most small units, if we can melt with little or no
oxidation, we can melt faster, we do not need to spend the time

necessary to slag off completely or in many cases use two oxidiz-

ing slags, and we can deoxidize quickly and completely. We
have viewed this practice at length in a previous chapter as

melting without oxidation and melting with partial oxidation.

Now, admitting that melting without, or at most with very

little oxidation, is the best and most economical practice,

increasing the permissible limits for phosphorus to .040 per cent

or even .030 per cent especially for the tool steels and other

special grades would increase the available supply of scrap for

this melting practice many hundred per cent, and make it a daily

procedure instead of one cariied out occasionally. Scrap dealers

can furnish a practically unlimited amount of scrap guaranteed

to be below .040 per cent. On the contrary they have none which
is guaranteed to be below .020 per cent. Even witli an upper
limit of .030 per cent scrap would be available in large amounts,
as practically all low carbon basic open-hearth steel is below this

figure and basic open-hearth steel goes into rather well-defined

products from which ample scrap is available.

Electric steel melted without oxidation is, in practically every
case, superior to that made with any other elcct-ric nu^lfing

practice. Not only that but it is also cheaper. If scrap was
available, and there would be plenty if the phosphorus limits were
raised, the general quality of electric steel made from an all-scrap

base should increase to a marked degree.

Let us look at the hot metal process for a moment. It is here
that the great expansion of electric steel inthe future should occur.

If higher phosphorus were permitted in the electric furnace, the
open-hearth melter supplying the hot metal would not be com-
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pelled to oxidize so completely. He could conveniently remove
his carbon, manganese and phosphorus in the usual manner, and
could partially deoxidize his metal just before tap with 10 per
cent ferro silicon in the furnace or while tapping with the 50 per
cent alloy in the ladle and would not have to worry about a small
amount of possible rephosphorization caused by this deoxidizing
alloy.

Disadvantages of a Higher Phosphorus Limit.—^There is con-
siderable doubt in the minds of many metallurgists whether phos-
phorus does any harm at all in amounts below .040 per cent. If

this is the case, there is no difference in cleanliness, soundness
and quality as far as this element is concerned in steels con-
taining .039 per cent, .029 per cent, .019 per cent and .009 per
cent respectively. Lest it should be misunderstood, it should be
noted that in the basic electric steel industry *^high’^ phosphorus
is one exceeding .030 per cent. Phosphorus percentages of more
than .040 are practically unknown in basic practice. Therefore

we call .030 to .040 per cent high phosphorus, .015 to .025 per

cent normal phosphorus and below .015 per cent low phosphorus.

Ghosts and banded structme have been laid at the door of

phosphorus; perhaps wrongly, surely with too much certainty in

view of the present known facts. Recent investigators have
shown, probably conclusively, that solid non-metallic inclusions

in the ferrite lines are responsible. If more attention were paid

to the presence and possible harm of included ferrous oxide,

silicates of various compositions and a number of gases instead of

phosphorus better steel would doubtless be made. Steel makers

and stexd users are too much bound by precedent. Many years

ago, phosphorus was found to cause cold shortness. The maker

has been struggling against and the user has been avoiding the

element ever since. It is true that phosphorus is harmful in

appreciable amounts but can we call a percentage of .040 per cent

or below appreciable? Then again, a reason for the apparent

importance of phosphorus is the fact that it can be determined

with great accuracy by chemical analysis while oxides, silicates

and gases cannot. Acid open-hearth steel always contains more

phosphorus, often three times as much as basic open hearth.

Acid open hearth is admittedlymuchbetter than basic openhearth

(see p. 16). Why? Because it is more thoroughly deoxidized

than the basic product. If phosphorus were a measure of

quality the acid open hearth would not now be the acknowledged
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medium for the manufacture of ordnance steels, in fact the acid

process would not have survived.

The Amount of Sulphur in Electric Steel.—Sulphur is the

element that worries the electric steel maker the least. When
his deoxidizing slag is functioning properly, desulphurization

is automatic and complete. Unless unusual conditions arc

present, high sulphur in the scrap or in the slag-making materials,

the percentage of this element in the finished product is nearly

always below .025 per cent, usually below .020 per cent and often

below .015 per cent. These percentages, obtained easily and as

a natural sequence to deoxidation, represent a harmless amount.
Above .025 per cent sulphur the amount of manganese sulphide

begins to be noticeable in a photomicrograph of the metal

although it may be harmlessly distributed even when as much as

.050 per cent is present. Sulphur is never as harmless in small

amounts as phosphorus; the latter dissolves in the ferrite as

iron phosphide, FeaP, but the former, as manganese sulphide,

MnS, is insoluble and appears as rounded areas or elongated

fibres in the metal, sometimes in the grains, often at the grain

boundaries. Because manganese sulphide is present as an
inclusion, and because inclusions are harmful as breaking up the

continuity of the metal, it follows then that sulphur in an}'’

amount is undesirable, much more undesirable than phosphorus
which in small amounts is in solution in the ferrite. Sulphur
can be eliminated with little trouble in the basic electric furnace.

This removal is, as we have seen, practically automatic. Thcu*(^-

fore an increase in the allowable limits of this clement is not so

important as in the case of phosphorus, although it is prol)ahlo

that steel containing .030 per cent sulphur is of exactly avS good
quality, as far as this element is concerned, as one with .020

per cent. It would be unnecessary and would perhaps result

in too much manganese sulphide which might possibly cause harxn,

if limits higher than .030 per cent were permitted.
Other Elements in Electric Steel.—There is very little concern-

ing the other elements in electric steel that needs any discussion in
addition to what has been said in the chapters on the melting
practice. All of the common constituents except nickel and
copper are under the melter's control. The danger of nickel in
tool steel has already been noted. Copper like nickel cannot be
removed when once in the metal. This element has long been
considered harmful to steel; during the war the Government
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prohibited more than .20 per cent copper in some of their ordnance
steels. Recently the experiments of the U. S. Navy with copper
gun steels have dealt a death blow to the fallacy that this ele^
ment is harmful. Evidently the harm in copper came from the
formation of copper sulphide. Probably this constituent would
cause hot shortness as easily as iron sulphide. If an excess
of manganese is present to insure that all of the sulphur exists
as manganese sulphide, no copper sulphide could exist. This
is particularly true with electric steels where the amount of
sulphui is so low and the amount of manganese is so many times
that necessary to combine with all of the sulphur. The copper
steels made at the Ordnance Plant and containing .50 per cent
and 1.00 per cent of this element gave no evidences of being
hot short.

NON-METALLIC IMPURITIES IN ELECTRIC STEEL

The non-metallic impurities possibly present in electric

steel are of five classes, of which the first two are the most
important. They are

:

(1) Products from the reaption between dissolved and
suspended oxides and gases and deoxidizers.

(2) Oxides, not acted on by deoxidizers.

(3) Oxides from the oxidation of the metal in tapping and
pouring.

(4) Mechanically mixed slag.

(5) Dirt from ladle bricks, molds, runners and other sources,

foreign to the furnace, and picked up by the metal through contact.

Any or all of those five classes may be present. Concerning
their importance the first is the source of most of the inclusions

found in electric steel. The second class should not be present

at all but sometimes is present and may cause much harm,
in fact a small amount of ferrous oxide is probably present in all

electric steel melted with complete oxidation. In tapping the

heat and in pouring the ingots the metal in passing through

the air may become oxidized to a greater or less extent. The
possibility of contamination by oxides in this third class is

present in all grades of steel and cannot be easily prevented.

The oxidation here is not great in amount. The introduction of

mixed slag noted in the fourth class can, to a large measure, be

prevented and is prevented in good practice. Mechanically
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mixed or entrapped dirt picked up from spout, ladle lining and

from the interior of molds is insignificant. All furnacemen use

care in keeping ladle and molds clean so the chances of the

metal picking up dirt are reduced to a minimum. In addition

most of the foreign material accidently entrapped is of a size

sufficiently large to rise to the top by gravity.

Inclusions from Reaction Products.—^We have noted in a

previous chapter (p. 170) where the chemistry of deoxidation

was discussed, why electric steel should be free from inclusions

resulting from reaction products. If the slag is strongly carbide,

ferrous oxide and manganese oxide cannot exist in it in appreciable

amounts; and through migration from metal to slag, and by
gravity, the metal likewise should be free from oxides and from

silicates *of iron and manganese. This is never wholly true,

although in the electric process conditions arc ideal for a com-

plete elimination of these impurities. If the silicates succeed

in coalescing completely into particles large enough to be influ-

enced by gravity and not held by mass action, the steel will be

completely free unless more inclusions are introduced at a late

period in the process when insufficient time is available for these

to leave the bath.

In melting with partial or restricted oxidation, the manganese
addition and 1 hr. under the carbide slag arc sufficient to

eliminate dissolved ferrous oxide almost completely. Then when
ferrosilicon is added late in the heat, there will bo no solid oxide

in the bath available for the formation of silicates of iron and
manganese. The resulting steel should be free from ilu^se

inclusions. Now, if the melting is with coinplotci oxidation, a

large excess of ferrous oxide will be dissolved in the bath. Neitlu^r

the manganese addition nor the carbide slag will cliininatc this

dissolved impurity completely because the greater the excess the

more difficult the removal of the final traces, and the more time
necessary to accomplish this removal. When the final addi-

tion of silicon is made, this more energetic dc^oxidizer will react

with these last traces of ferrous oxide and with some manganese
to form the regular compound slag-forming silicates. At this

stage too little time is available for complete coalescing and
elimination, and consequently, the steel will contain a few
silicate slag inclusions.

With well deoxidized electric steel melted with care, and
deoxidized by a strongly carbide slag, non-metallic inclusions
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as represented by silicate reaction products should be completely
or very nearly completely absent.

Manganese sulphide, MnS, is the other reaction product with
which the maker of electric steel must contend. It is present
in the scrap as manganese sulphide, occasionally with much
sulphur as iron sulphide, FeS; and will be retained by the bath
after melting as the former, perhaps the latter constituent. Fer-
rous sulphide is rare and will be completely superseded by man-
ganese sulphide as soon as the manganese addition is made. All

of the sulphur not removed by the carbide slag as calcium
sulphide will be found in finished steel as gray areas of manganese
sulphide, rounded in cast steel or in the transverse section or

elongated into fibres in the longitudinal section. If the electric

furnace final slag removes all but .020 per cent sulphur, only

.050 per cent manganese sulphide will be present and usually

so well distributed as to be practically harmless.

Summing up, we say that electric steel will contain a small

amount of finely dispersed manganese sulphide, so little as to

be practically harmless and if proper care is used in the refining,

a negligible amount of silicates.

Inclusions of Oxides.—The possible inclusions from oxides

include ferrous oxide not acted on by deoxidizers and silica

entrapped and not forming fusible silicates. In addition, the

metal may contain carbon monoxide which being a gas will be

more properly discussed in the next section. Theoretically,

basic electric steel should contain no dissolved ferrous oxide,

practically, however, in electric steel melted with complete

oxidation it is probable that it does contain some. This whole

question is exceedingly uncertain and complex, therefore any

st-atemont made must necessarily be in the nature of a conjecture.

This much is certain however, considerable ferrous oxide escap-

ing reduction is present in Bessemer and some grades of open-

hearth steel. If a part of this oxide escapes reduction in these

two processes due to mass action, lag in the completion of

reactions and for other reasons we may without possibility of

contradiction assume that some, though a very much smaller

amount, escapes reduction in electric steel in which oxidation

with ore was practiced. We have no way of determining accu-

rately how much ferrous oxide actually exists in steel and because

chemical analysis falls short in this respect, we are too often ready

to ignore what we cannot determine with certainty. At least
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two authorities, probably more, have stated that hot shortness

may be caused as easily by dissolved ferrous oxide as by sulphur.

In the case of ferrous oxide in electric steel, we know that

we can remove most of this constituent from the final slag by
calcium carbide and we know that the ferrous oxide in metal

and slag tends to establish a state of equilibrium. We also

know with certainty that no matter how reducing we make our

slag, we alwaj^'S find at least traces of ferrous oxide present.

It follows therefore, that there will be a very small amount
present in the molten bath. This amount may bo called negli-

gible, probably it is after being acted upon by calcium carbide,

carbon, manganese and silicon; however, we do not know just

how harmless or otherwise even an exceedingly minute trace of

this oxide may be.

We have already seen that it is desirable to add at least

part of the silicon used for degasifying about three quarters

of an hour or more before tap. This is to accomplish the deoxidiz-

ing of any carbon monoxide early so the resulting reaction prod-

uct, silica, will have time to leave the stool. When we add
silicon, we have little if any manganese or ferrous oxide present

in the bath, therefore conditions arc not favorable for the forma-

tion of easily fusible silicates that coalesce and rise quickly

through gravity. Instead, the reaction product silica, Si()2, is

solid at steel-making temperatures and tends to rennain emulsified

and entrapped in the metal, rising to the top only if a consider-

able period of time is allowed. It has been found by cxi)orience

that the early addition of silicon produces a more compl(d,ely

deoxidized and sound product than when this alloy is addtnl

just a few minutes before tap.

Therefore, as far as included oxides arc concerned, basic

electric steel should be free or very nearly free from fen-rous

and manganese oxide, and if the silicon is added early and into

a hot bath, should contain only a small amount of occluded
silica. In addition, the traces of this constituent should be
so well dispersed as to be harmless.

Oxidation of the Metal in Tapping and Pouring.—It is certain

that some ferrous oxide is formed by the oxidation of the metal
in passing from furnace to ladle and from ladle to mold. With
present methods of steel manufacture, the oxidation that occurs
here cannot be eliminated nor even controlled. We have no
way of knowing how much oxidation happens here, but it cannot
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be appreciable as in practically every instance the quality of
the ingots is determined by the history of melting and refining.
Although we say this advisedly, realizing that the influence of
ferrous oxide on the final qualities of steel is a matter about
which very little is known, it has been the experience of most
metallurgists that when a blowy or dirty electric steel heat is

made, the poor qualities can usually be traced to the furnace
practice.

Like the ferrous oxide that may remain in the metal after

deoxidation, as noted on a previous page, any ferrous oxide from
oxidation by the air in tapping or teeming will dissolve in the
molten metal and while it may remain in the solid steel as the

oxide, it may also be reduced by any carbon,^ with which it comes
into contact, forming carbon monoxide gas. The blue flames

seen darting from the top of the ladle slag in an electric heat

are the result of carbon monoxide burning to carbon dioxide. As
these flames appear to a slight extent even in well deoxidized and
degasified steel, steel on which the heat test poured solid and free

from blow-holes, they are probably the result, partly at least,

of ferrous oxide introduced into the metal in tapping with later

reduction by the carbon. Therefore, concerning the oxidation

of the metal in tapping and pouring, it is certain that some takes

place; it is probable though, that what does occur is not of great

importance in determining final quality. This oxidation is not

(easily preventable and so must be accepted as a necessary evil.

Th(^ oxidation here is probably of such slight influence on the

final (piality of the steel that it may be ignored.

Mechanically Mixed Slag.—Electric steel makers, when using

the old style furnaces, have been troubled with occasional slag

patches in the steel. This was due principally to the intermixing

of slag and metal in the ladle. We have discussed this before

and have seen that on furnaces of recent construction, a special

door or a skim gate is used to separate metal from slag and to

tap the former completely before the latter. When metal and

slag are mixed together, the violent churning taking place in the

ladle is sufficient to break up some of the slag in particles fine

enough to be retained in the body of the metal.

The slag in the basic process is so high in bases and has so

little surface tension that it breaks up readily and mixes inti-

^ It may also he reduced by any manganese or silicon with, which it conies

into contact.
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mately with the metal. The slag from an acid process on the

contrary has much greater surface tension and therefore does

not break up readily. This is one reason why crucible steel is

so free from slag spots and why electric steel will have slag spots

if metal and slag are tapped together. As now made, in the

greater majority of shops, electric steel should be free from non-

metallic impurities introduced through the mixing of metal and

slag.

Dirt and Other Foreign Inclusions in Electric Steel.—We
have noted, in a previous chapter, that electric steel should be

tapped into a ladle containing no slurry or wash and that the sand

used for testing the nozzle should be blown out before the ladle

is used. In other words, the ladle should be perfectly clean.

This is now watched in practically every shop. In addition the

molds should be clean. In many plants they arc kept covered

and as an extra precaution are blown out with compressed air

just before the heat is teemed. This applies to top pouring.

It is more common in bottom pouring to find occasional ingots

that are dirty as keeping the molds and runners absolutely

clean requires considerable care.

In general, extraneous dirt and other foreign substances

introduced into the metal from ladle and molds is nearly always

due to carelessness and is consequently readily preventable.

Summary.—^We may summarize briefly. It may bo said that

electric steel should be practically free from solid non-metallic

inclusions because

:

(1) Reaction products such as iron and manganese siHeaters

resulting from deoxidizing reactions cannot be present in appre-

ciable amounts.

(2) The reaction products that are present hav(i iiin<^ allowed

for them to leave the steel.

(3) Except the extremely minute amount of ferrous oxide hidd

by mass action this constituent should be absent. This small

amount will depend upon the melting practice used. In melting
with complete oxidation the dissolved ferrous oxide may bo
sufficient to affect the physical properties slightly; if on the other

hand the heat is melted without oxidation, the amount should be
infinitesimal.

(4) There will be a small amount of occluded silica present

depending upon the amount of gas in the bath and the time of

adding the ferro-silicon. This solid non-metallic inclusion should
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be highly dispersed and^ in the amount possible in good electric

steel, harmless.

(5) All of the sulphur will be present as manganese sulphide.
This impurity is never great in amount as the natural deoxidation
eliminates sulphur almost completely. In most cases, the
amount of MnS may be called negligible.

(6) A small amount of oxidation due to the passage of the metal
through the air in tapping or poming may occur. It is slight

and has but little influence on the properties of the steel. This
oxidation probably results in the formation of a small amount of

carbon monoxide gas.

(7) When precautions are takento hold backthe slag in tapping,

none should become mechanically mixed with the steel.

(8) In good practice, there is no opportunity for extraneous

dirt and foreign matter to be present in the metal.

We see therefore, that except for a small amount of manganese
sulphide and possible traces of silica, electric steel should be
free from non-metallic inclusions when melted with restricted or

with no oxidation. Even when melted with complete oxidation,

if it is deoxidized thoroughly, it should be much cleaner than

basic open hearth and very much cleaner than Bessemer.

GAS IN ELECTRIC STEEL

One of the principal reasons for the superiority of electric steel

over open-hearth and Bessemer metal lies in its comparative

fre(^dom from gas. For sometime it has been suspected that gas

may ho pr('S(^nt and have an extremely deleterious effect on steel.

Ii(‘cently a large number of investigators have shown that molten

steel may dissolve or absorb appreciable quantities of hydrogen,

carbon monoxide and nitrogen. One of the gi’eat difficulties

(^countered in investigating gas in steel is that chemical analysis

is practically helpless in determining the amount present, and the

microscope is but little better. One or two investigators, however,

have shown that some gases predominate and that these gases may
have a remarkable effect on the physical properties.

Amount of Gas in Steel.—Due to a comparatively recent

research we have gained an approximate idea of the amount of

gas that may be present. Two German investigators^ showed

that on a very large number of open-hearth steels, the gas dissolved

was 13 to 130 cc. per 100 gm. of metal. This is equal, taking the

^ Oberhopfer and Beutell, Stahl und Eisen, 39, pp. 1584r-90, 1919.
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lowest figure, to more than 130,000 cc, per ton or for a 10-ton

ingot 1,300 liters. These figures give some idea of the amount of

gas that may be dissolved or occluded in apparently sound metal.

The investigators, in analyzing the gas, found that it averaged

about 75 per cent carbon monoxide; the rest was hydrogen,

nitrogen and a small amount of carbon dioxide. If good open

hearth steel will contain from 130 to 1,300 liters of gas per ton, it is

to be expected that this gas will have some influence on the

physical properties. Therefore from the above figures, it is

quite evident that steel metallurgists have paid far too little

attention to the presence of gas in steel and to its effect on the

final quality.

The gas that has received more study than any other is

nitrogen. It has been proved without possible doubt that

nitrogen reduces the tensile strength and greatly reduces the

ductility. This is due to the brittleness of iron nitride. It is in

the reduction of the nitrogen content that ferrotitanium has

become so important.

Amount of Gas in Electric Steel.—^Let us compare for a moment
the relative amounts of gas in basic open-hearth and basic electric

steel. In the open-hearth process we have an oxidizing atmos-

phere in the furnace due to the nature of the heat (producer gas,

oil etc. and air). With these hot gases, arc introduced large

volumes of nitrogen and some hydrogen from the dissociation of

water vapor in the air. From the oxidation of the carbon w(i have

carbon monoxide. Therefore the bath in the op(Mi-hoart<h proc('ss

may contain oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen and carbon monoxides.

Now in the electric process, we have no atmospheric oxygen

introduced (except a little that may leak in around the doors and
which is negligible). Consequently no oxygon, hydrogcui nor

nitrogen can possibly be present in the metal, ^ after nn'lting is

complete. It is at once evident, that here electric steel is superior

to either open-hearth or Bessemer.

Carbon monoxide is the only gas that may bo present. This

gas caused by the oxidation of the carbon by ferrous oxide is

present in an amount depending on how far oxidation was carried.

It follows therefore that when the heat was melted with complete

1 This is true in the cold-scrap process. When molten open-hearth
metal is refined a little oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen may be introduced
into the electric furnace with the hot metal. The whole deoxidation period

is then available for this to be eliminated.
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oxidation there will be much more CO present than when
oxidation was restricted. But even with complete oxidation we
do not have the condition that is present in the open hearth,
especially in the pig and ore process where a very large excess of
oxygen is introduced. Besides, we never have the oxygen in the
furnace gases. Consequently, in the electric furnace even under
the strongest oxidizing conditions, carbon monoxide will be much
less in amount than in the open hearth and in addition nitrogen,
hydrogen and oxygen will be completely absent.

Wo have already noted in detail the process of degasification

whereby the dissolved carbon monoxide that has persisted to the
end of the refining is reduced by silicon and thus eliminated. The
result is that with care in melting and refining, electric steel

should never be blowy, but should on the contrary be very sound
and free from gas cavities. So, except for a little carbon monox-
ide introduced through the interaction of FeO and C after the

heat is tapped, and this should be negligible, it follows that blowy
electric steel is the result of the poorest furnace practice.

The Acid Test for Degasified Steel.—The amount of gases

(perhaps of oxides as well) in steel has a direct influence on the

solubility of the metal in dilute acids. In fact it is possible to

classify steels approximately as this method is a direct measure''

of the (h'nsity of the metal. The test is only applicable to steels

containing no alloys or at most but small amounts. The test in

brief is as follows: 5 gm. of the sifted drillings (through 20

niesh and on 40 mesh) are placed in a beaker and 100 cc. of

(lilut.o hydrochloric acid (one part acid, one part water) added.

B('ss('ni(u* si-eel dissolves in a few minutes, 5 to 10, when gentle

heat is applic'd. liasic open-hearth steel takes 15 to 20 min. or

twic(^ as long and electric and crucible steels, the two most perfectly

deoxidized metals, will not be dissolved completely in less than

30 min. often taking 45 min. to 1 hr. for solution to be com-

pl(d-(dy (4‘fectcd. In making this test it is essential, for com-

parai-ive purposes, that the steels be in the same condition;

annealed or air cooled, for example. The solubiliy test is there-

fore a direct indication of the quality of the metal.

The conclusion drawn from the solubility test is:

(1) Bessemer steel is the most unsound of the three varieties

noted above.

(2) Basic open-hearth steel occupies a place midway between

Bessemer and electric.

18
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(3) Electric and crucible steels have the slowest rate of solu-
tion. The cohesion between the grains or molecular masses as
the case may be is the greatest in these steels. This higher
cohesion is caused by absence of gases or oxidation defects. The
above facts are self-evident and need no further discussion.
Conclusion.—In concluding, we may, in a short statement,

sum up all we have learned about the manufacture of electric
steel by the basic process.

(1) Electric steel can be made in any unit from a few hundred
pounds to 100 tons, can be made nearly free from sulphur and
phosphorus if desired, and can be made to an exact analysis.
Because aU alloying additions are made to the furnace, it will be
uniform in composition and because of the reducing conditions
present there will be no loss of alloys.

(2) Because of the flexibility of the process and due to the
heat which is not oxidizing, as is the case with the Bessemer and
open-hearth, oxidation may be controlled; the melting may be
with complete oxidation, with partial oxidation or with no
oxidation. Deoxidation can be made very complete in all cases.
Due to the efficiency of the deoxidizing reactions, the absence of
appreciable amounts of solid non-metallic inclusions in the
^finished steel may be assured. Due to the nature of the heat, the
absence of air and the efficiency of silicon in eliminating carbon
monoxide, the absence of dissolved or occluded gases may also
be assured.

Therefore, steel of the highest (piality can bo made by the
basic electric process in heats of any size up to 100 tons.



CHAPTER XIII

ACID-MELTING PRACTICE

General Features of the Acid Process—Mdting and Refining—Chemistry
of the Add Process-Add v&rsus Basic Electric Sted.

In the past few years the manufacture of electric steel in

acid-lined furnaces has increased greatly; increased to such an
extent that at present about half of the total production of steel

castings, in fact nearly all of the small castings production is

the result of the acid process. While not adapted to ingot

manufacture and possessing too many inherent disadvantages

to be used for this product in furnaces of 6 tons and larger,

it has gained a wide following in castings production for which it

possesses too many advantages to be completely supplanted by
basic practice.

Theoretically the acid process cannot produce as good steel as

the basic. Practically, however, exceptionally good material has

been made in acid-lined furnaces, as good, or even better in some
cases, than some basic electric steel. This is due to two things:

(1) The high surface tension of the acid slag tends to prevent slag

emulsification and a large number of resulting inclusions; and

(2) acid furnaces are nearly always small in size, are operated

in most instances independent of other melting operations and are,

in tlu! majority of shops, in charge of men understanding their

oj)eration and interested primarily in producing a high-grade

product. In castings production the electric furnace has, in

many (!as(‘s, supplanted the crucible and Bessemer process;

Rupplani.(‘d thci crucible because it is more flexible and because

highc'.r t(mip(iratures and a more fluid steel can be obtained; and

supplanted the Bessemer converter because the product is

more sound, more uniform and higher grade.

Another advantage of the acid process is the continued

silicon reduction going on through the latter part of the refining

period. The silicon reduced from the silica in the slag migrates

into the metal and by means of its great aflBnity for oxygen

produces a continued degasification and deoxidation all through
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the latter part of the process. This feature of acid practice is the

cause of some dispute among metallurgists; some hold that

the reduction of silica to silicon is of great benefit to the metal;

others on the contrary belittle the deoxidation and degasification

accomplished by this element, maintaining that the benefits

are of doubtful value. We shall have occasion to refer to this

again in a latter section.

Acid electric furnace practice received a great impetus during

the war when numerous foundries after installing electric furnaces

found that they could not obtain magnesite except at a pro-

hibitive cost; in fact some of them could not get this basic

refractory at any price. Thus they lined their furnaces with

acid material and produced their castings by the acid process.

They found that, on the whole, it was so satisfactory especially

in the production of small work (200 lb. and loss) that even

when basic refactories became cheaper and easier to secure, they

refused to change to the basic process. As a result several

prominent foundries are at present producing very high-grade

castings in acid-lined furnaces.

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE ACID PROCESS

In the acid electric process the whole lining, including the

bottom and lower side walls is acid material. The scrap is

melted in the usual way, the carbon, manganese and silicon arc

oxidized wholly or in part during or just after melting. The
rust and dirt on the scrap together with the silicious material

worn or dislodged from bottom and banks forms the slag. The
carbon, if too high, is lowered by successive small additions of

iron ore until the proper percentage is reached aftca- whi(di the

metal is deoxidized as much as possible in the furnac(i and tlu'

temperature adjusted. Ferromanganese together* with ferro-

silicon if necessary is added, the ladle is placed in position, and
the heat tapped.

In viewing the general features of the acid process preliminary

to a discussion of melting and refining three divisions naturally

present themselves: (1) The furnace, (2) the lining, roof and
bottom and (3) the scrap used.

The Furnace.—As before noted the acid process is used
primarily for castings; it is of great importance in the production
of small castings; consequently the furnaces are nearly
always of small size. The most common capacity is 3 tons;
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furnaces of 1 and 2 tons sometimes being used. The
larger cold-scrap furnaces so common in the production of
basic ingots, 6 to 8 tons, are not favored by many foundry
operators.

Most acid furnaces are overcharged. By constructing a
cup-shaped hearth the furnace can easily hold at least 50 per cent
overload. Thus it is common to tap 8,000 to 10,000 lb.

from a 3-ton furnace.

Most of the furnaces working on acid castings are Heroult
or furnaces of the Heroult type, Le. direct, series arc with a
non-conducting hearth. * The keen competition in the manufac-
ture of castings makes it necessary to operate each furnace as
rapidly and economically as possible. In addition, many castings

plants operate days only. The direct arc furnace is admirably
suited for both of the above essentials.

The Lining and Roof.—The lining and roof are of silica brick;

the bottom is of silica brick and silica sand. The brickwork of

the walls, like the 64on basic furnace described in Chapter IV,
is commonly 133^ in. thick and is composed of one course of

silica straights laid flat and parallel to the furnace shell^ and
one course of silica headers. In some furnaces a 9-in. wall is

used. The brickwork of the acid furnace is laid with a thin

mortar of fireclay, just enough being used to fill up any crevices

or irrc'gulariti(^s in the brick. Expansion joints of thin lath or

cardboard are put into a new lining at frequent intervals as silica

brick expands appreciably when the furnace is first heated.

Hoofs arc constructed similarily to those used on basic furnaces.

]<br th(' 3-ton most mclters prefer standard shapes instead of

the sp<H*.ial shapes used commonly on the 6-ton Heroult.

Linings and roofs on acid furnaces have a variable life depend-

ing almost wholly on operating conditions. The expansion and

contraction of silica brick promotes comparatively early failure

when the furnace is operated intermittently as is the case in many
shops.^ Unlike the 6-ton furnace producing basic ingots, and

which invariably shuts down but 18 to 24 hr. on Sunday, in many

foundries the small acid furnace runs day turn only. This is

one cause for earlier failure of the lining. It should not be taken

as an accepted fact that the lining and roof of the acid furnace

^ Firebrick are sometimes used here instead of silica brick.

2 Silica brick are likely to crack when subjected to extreme temperature

changes. See p. 24.
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fail sooner than the lining and roof of the basic furnace. In

continuous operation they will both give about the same service,

in fact many acid furnaces produce much greater tonnage on a

lining and roof than basic furnaces.^

The Bottom.—Instead of the shallow saucer-shaped hearth

common in the larger furnaces, the small furnace usually has a

deep cup-shaped bottom. As we stated on a previous page this

allows a furnace of given capacity to carry a considerable over-

load. In addition this arrangement is advantageous in that most

of the charge is piled in the center of the furnace, directly beneath

the electrodes. The cup-shaped hearth may be used in acid

furnace practice as it is not necessary to have so large a plane of

contact between slag and metal as in the basic process.

The bottom proper is silica sand. It may be put in by burning

or tamping. The fritted bottom is, of course, the best as the

sand in each layer is set solid; not just the top 3 to 0 in. as in

the tamped hearth.

In building a tamped bottom silica sand and a small amount
of fireclay, or ground ganister, silica sand and fireclay are mixed,

shoveled into the furnace and tamped in solidly, usually with

a foundry air rammer. The furnace is then dried by a wood
fire for 24 to 48 hr. After the ashes arc dumped, coke or pieces

of broken electrodes is distributed over the hearth and the power
turned on. The heat is kept low and the power is turned off

and on intermittently to avoid overheating the roof and upper side

walls. The refractories should be completely set in 8 to 10

hr. The furnace is then ready for the first heat.

The fritted bottom is composed of silica sand containing 4 to

8 per cent iron oxide (Fe203 ) or silica sand mixed with a little

fireclay. This is shoveled in and fritted to the bottom in layc^rs

much the same way as in the basic furnace.

Bottom Repairs.—Repairs are made to the bottom and lowc'r

side walls after each heat. For this purpose silica sand or a

mixture of ground ganister and silica sand is used. The sand
or the mixture is usually dampened a little so it can be placed

more accurately with a shovel. Dry sand is placed high up on
the side walls with difficulty, as it tends to drift down onto the

bottom unless dampened enough to stick. When a heel (see

1 As there is little if any refining in the acid process it follows that the
metal will not be in the furnace any length of time. Therefore the lining

should last much longer than with the basic process.
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below, is left in the furnace after each heat repairs are made only
to the walls. The bottom is taken care of when the furnace is

completely emptied after the last heat of the day.
It is necessary to clean all holes in the bottom of metal before

making repairs. (This is true of the basic process as well as
the acid.) The end of a cold rabble or hooked bar is turned
about in the hole until the metal freezes onto it. This is known
as ^ balling out the metal. After making the necessary repairs
to the bottom and side walls it is advisable to let the furnace
stand empty for a few minutes to permit the added refractories

to set firmly into place.

The Scrap.—The scrap used in the acid process does not differ

materially from that used in a basic-lined furnace. From 25 to

50 per cent of the charge is oftenfoundry scrap. This is commonly
placed on the bottom of the furnace. The balance, which is

usually fine scrap, is then placed on top. This latter may be heavy
lathe turnings, boiler plate punchings, light plate scrap, light forge

flashings, etc. The scrap, as far as possible, is piled in the center

of the furnace to avoid too much ^‘pushing in^^ and should be
heavy enough to prevent the electrodes from boring to the bottom
too fast.

As is characteristic with acid processes in general, the acid

electric process removes neither sulphur nor phosphorus and,

as these elements sometimes increase slightly, the average in

the (charge must be a little below the requirements of the finished

si.(»el. Basic open hearth scrap is always satisfactory for the

acid proc('ss as it is nearly always below .040 per cent and often

below .030 p('r cent in both sulphur and phosphorus. The
avcrag('. foundry scrap will range somewhat higher, probably

between .0*10 and .050 per cent. It is, of course, necessary to

attach the proper importance to the percentage of sulphur and

phosphorus in the scrap. This subject needs no further discus-

sion as the amount in the finished steel depends wholly on the

amount in the charge and is thus beyond the control of the

furnaceman.

Some foundries melt an extra large charge for the first heat of

the day and leave a few hundred pounds of molten metal in the

furnace when each succeeding heat is tapped. This is known as

a “heel. '' When the scrap is charged for the second and ensuing

heats this molten metal serves to weld the scrap into a compact

mass that offers better contact for melting. Repairs are made to
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the furnace above this residual molten metal after each heat.

When the last heat of the day is tapped the metal is drained

completely from the furnace and the bottom thoroughly repaired.

MELTING AND REFINING

The acid process as practiced in electric furnaces is a onc-slag

process. Another feature distinguishing it from basic furnace

practice is that ordinarily no slag making materials arc added to

the charge or to the molten bath. The whole slag comes from the

impurities either on or contained in the scrap together with the

silicious material worn away or detached from bottom and banks.

Melting and refining is rapid, and aside from the characteristics

of the slag and chemistry of the process which will be discussed in

a later section, is comparatively simple.

The practice may be divided into two periods: (1) Melting

and oring down and (2) finishing the heat.

Melting.—Most of the details of charging have been discussed

on a previous page. When a good grade of shoveling scrap

is used a 3-ton furnace can be charged by hand in 10 to 25

min. Hand charging is nearly always used; there is no

advantage in the use of a charging machine for the small furnace.

In fact, taking into consideration the space taken up and the

additional investment required, it is doubtful whether mechanical

charging is practical for a furnace of less than 8 to 10 tons capac-

ity and probably only practical here when four to six furnaces are

being operated continually.

After charging is complete the power is thrown on and the scrap

melted as rapidly as possible. The time of melting varies from

45 min. to l}i hr. for a 3-ton furnace, depending upon the design

of the furnace, the character and compactness of the charge, and
the experience and skill of the furnaceman. Some pushing in is

usually necessary, although this job is avoided to some degree

by a deep hearth.

Melting should be without excessive oxidation, which may be

prevented by using a clean scrap. The principal reason for

avoiding excessive oxidation is to secure the benefits of leaving

some residual manganese in the bath.

To control oxidation it is essential that successive charges be

made up of scrap of about the same size and character. The
character of the scrap; that is, the amount of rust and dirt

governs to a large extent the amount of oxidation and the result-
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slag volume. Clean scrap produces a small amount of slag;
conversely, rusty scrap, a large amount of slag. In standard-
ized practice, the slag volume should be kept nearly constant
as abrupt changes in this variable necessitate changes in the
method of handling the heat.

Refining. As soon as the bath is melted, the metal is stirred
and a test taken. This metal test is broken and the carbon is

estimated from the appearance of the fracture. To serve as a
check one-half of the test is drilled and analyzed for carbon and
manganese by the laboratory.

The metal after melting is completed may be almost free from
slag. The slag, however, accumulates rapidly from this point
to tap.

If the carbon content has been adjudged to be too high, the
melter adds ore to the bath. This he throws into the furnace in

small doses, 3 to 6 lb. at a time, waiting for the action pro-

duced by one addition to cease before adding another. The
melter judges the carbon elimination by fracture tests. When
he decides that the percentage is about right he may or may not

take out another metal test for analysis. In either case, as soon

as the carbon is down to the right point the heat is ready to be
finished.

Finishing the Heat.—Finishing an acid heat consists simply of

heating the metal up to the desired point, adding ferroman-

ganese, sometimes ferrosilicon as well, and tapping. Electric

stexd for castings ordinarily contains about .25 per cent carbon.

After considerable prctice the melter can make the heat without

the aid of a laboratory although most foundries now employ a

ch(‘inist to check their melter's estimate of the carbon percent-

age'. ‘ While the melter is waiting for the laboratory to inform

him of the carbon percentage in his last test he is heating his bath

to the point required for the particular product being made.

It will be noted that here the acid process differs radically

from basic practice. In the latter the deoxidation takes place in

a hot bath and the last 5 or 10 min. is spent in cooling to

tapping temperature. Contrary to this, the furnaceman on an

acid furnace avoids a hot bath during refining to prevent excessive

1 It is much more difficult to “read a fracture” accurately on electric

steel than on open-hearth. Electric steel is nearly always more close

grained than the fracture of a test piece of the corresponding carbon con-

tent from the open-hearth.
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silicon reduction and applies additional heat to this metal in the

last few minutes.

Tapping the Heat.—Most small heats (3 tons or less) are

tapped into lip-pour ladles. These are more economical for

foundry use than the bottom-pour ladles used for ingots. By the

lip-pour ladle practically all pouring troubles such as leaky

stoppers, frozen stoppers, and the like are obviated. In addition,

pouring into hand ladles is made easier. The chief objection to

the regular bottom-pour ladle is the trouble and care nc'C(3ssary

in setting the stopper. It is as much work to set a stopper for a

3-ton ladle as for a 100-ton ladle.

An important objection to the lip-pour ladle is the likelihood

of slag getting into a mold, unless carefully held back. This

objection would prevent its use in basic practice as the basic

slag has so little surface tension and is so easily broken up and

dispersed into a finely divided form that a lip-pour ladle would

produce a material almost sure to contain slag spots. The acid

slag, on the contrary, has a much higher surface tension; it is,

therefore, much more difficult to disintegrate and thus emulsify

it. A small amount of slag poured into the mold with the metal

would, unless entrapped by the mold walls, rise quickly to the top

by gravity. It seems unnecessary to state, however, that oven

though the acid slag has this desirable characteristic, it should

be kept out of the mold altogether.

Alloy additions may be made to the furnace cither just befon'

tap or to the ladle while tapping. The former is undoubtcully

the best. It is customary to add the ferromanganese to the

metal in the furnace 5 to 10 min. before tapping. If fc'rro-

silicon is also used the addition of this alloy may cither pr(‘C(‘de

or follow the ferromanganese in the furnace' or maybe thrown in

the ladle. Alloys other than these two arc not used often. If

nickel steel is made the nickel may be added any time during the

refining period. Chrome is best added to the metal in the furnace

just before tap and after the manganese additions to prevent

loss of the alloy by oxidation.

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE ACID PROCESS

It can be inferred from the discussion of melting and refining

in the previous section that the chemistry of the process is much
1 It will be shown in the next section why ferrosilicon should be added

before ferromanganese.
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simpler than in basic practice. There are but three elements to
control, carbon, manganese and silicon, against five in the basic
electric process. The two most undesirable elements, sulphurand
phosphorus, are not affected by refining hence cause the furnace-
man no concern. The oxidation of the carbon, manganese and
silicon is but little different from the oxidation of these same
elements in basic practice. Bymeans of the oxygenintroduced as
rust or scale on the scrap or later as ore or scale into the molten
bath, the silicon and manganese are oxidized and go into the
slag as manganese silicate. Some iron as silicate likewise findp

its way into the slag. The carbon is oxidized to carbon monoxide
and escapes as a gas.

Therefore, in taking up the chemistry of the acid process,

it will not be necessary to dwell any longer on the oxidation and
removal of these three elements because we have learned in a pre-

vious chapter (Chap. VII) the procedure whereby these three

elements are eliminated either in melting or soon after the bath
is molten.

The acid process has, however, two characteristics that warrant

viewing in detail. They are: (1) The reduction of the silica in

the slag to silicon and the action of this element on the metal and

(2) the composition and characteristics of the acid slag. To
comprehend the acid process these two characteristics must be

thoroughly understood.

The Reduction of Silica to Silicon.—The essentials for the reduc-

tion of silica (Si02) to silicon are carbon and a high temperature.^

In the'- acid open hearth there is usually sufficient silicon reduction

to have .08 to .10 per cent in the metal when refining is completed.

From this it is quite evident that in the electric furnace where the

temperature is much higher the reduction of silica to silicon will

proceed much more rapidly. This is the case and unless tem-

perature conditions in the furnace are controlled closely too much

silica will be reduced to silicon and the resulting steel will contain

more than the desired amount. Thus the temperature of the

molten bath is, as wo saw in the previous section, kept as low as

possible during refining, being increased only in the last few

minutes.

^ A high percentage of acid (SiOz) in tlie slag will result in some silicon

reduction to restore the equilibrium. This is another cause of silicon

reduction.
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The majority of metallurgists are convinced that the reduction

of silica to silicon which is going on to a slight extent at least, all

during refining (this is especially true in the vicinity of the

electrodes where the slag is always very hot) is of great benefit

in deoxidizing and degasifying the bath preliminary to the final

silicon and the manganese addition. They are also pretty well

convinced that silicon reduction is a factor of prime importance in

the superior properties exhibited by much acid steel. One or

two of them have gone so far as to say that the deoxidizing and

degasifying powers of silicon reduced from silica arc greater and

more effective than the deoxidizing and degasifying powers of

silicon added as the ferro-alloy. Whether this last statement is

true or not, it can be stated with a good deal of assurance that sili-

con reduction and resulting continual deoxidation is in a largo

measure responsible for the superior properties exhibited by
acid open-hearth steel over the same material made in the basic

open-hearth furnace. This, of course, docs not hold for acid and
basic electric steel (we will discuss this in the next seciion) but

the same principle holds good, namely, that silicon reduction is

of great benefit to the final properties of the steel.

The continued reduction of silicon which goes on rapidly

if the temperature is sufficiently high, is a source of some annoy-
ance to the furnace meltcr, unless he has a well-standardized

practice. Under varying furnace conditions, a variable amount
will be reduced and will go into the steel. It even happens occa-

sionally that the reduction goes too far and the finished steel con-

tains more than is required (.30 per cent or less in acid st(Hd

for castings). Even when the temperature of refining is k('pt

low, frequently the heat will need no furth(ir addition of silic^on

before tap.

Preliminary Composition of the Acid Slag.—The acid slag is a

complex iron-mangancsc-silicatc or, if some lime has Ixion us(mI

in the slag, a complex calcium-iron-manganesc silicate. TIk^

composition immediately after melting is 50 to 55 per cent silica,

Si02, and 45 to 50 per cent iron oxide, FcO, plus manganeses
oxide, MnO. As soon as the slag is formed it adjusts itself to a
definite degree of acidity which remains constant throughout
the rest of the heat. The silicates of iron and manganese,
especially the former, are strongly oxidizing, thus as first formed
the slag is strongly oxidizing.
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If, immediately after melting tlie acid slag is high in bases
(FeO+MnO), due to a high percentage of manganese in the scrap
and too much oxidation in melting, silica will be fluxed from the
lining to restore the equilibrium. If the slag is too high in acids
(Si02) due to corrosion of the hearth or lining or to dirt on the scrap
some silica will be reduced to silicon and the slag relieved of some
of the excess acid.

If the charge was clean and not too high in manganese, but
little slag should be formed by the time melting is complete.
What little is floating on the metal at this stage should be thin
to allow the ready escape of carbon monoxide gas when the
carbon is oxidized. If the slag is too thick it may be thinned by
scattering a little powdered ore or scale over its surface.

Deoxidizing the Slag.—^After the charge is melted and the
carbon removed to a point some 3 to 5 points above the required

percentage in the finished steel the slag is then deoxidized. It

should be clearly understood at this point that deoxidation

in the acid-lined furnace is only relative. It never becomes
absolute as is possible with a basic lining and carbide slag.

The most that can be accomplished in the acid furnace is the

lowering of the iron oxide percentage to the lowest point con-

sistent with practical operating conditions.

Iron oxide cannot be reduced from an acid slag by main-

taining reducing conditions. The only thing possible is to

substitute a stronger base for the FeO using for this stronger

base a material that will form a non-oxidizing silicate. This

material is lime. Sufficient lime to combine with all of the

silica cannot be used; in fact we cannot even approach the

maximum, as calcium silicate, CaSiOs, has a strongly corrosive

('ffc'ct on the acid refractories. It is necessary therefore to

deoxidize the slag as much as possible but still keep the percent-

age of calcium silicate down to the point where it is not exces-

sively harmful. As we cannot reduce the iron oxide content

altogether by lime we therefore increase the manganese oxide

content and thus substitute a constituent that although oxidizing

in ii,sclf is of more benefit to the metal than iron oxide. By

adding a little powdered ferromanganese^ to the slag the percent-

age of MnO may be increased at the expense of the iron oxide.

Then by adding lime we decrease the 'iron oxide content still

further and thus decrease the oxidizing powers of the slag.

^ Many shops use manganese ore for this purpose.
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When melted the slag contains approximately 60 per cent

silica, 25 to 30 per cent iron oxide, and about 20 per cent man-

ganese oxide. By gradual deoxidation as outlined above the

manganese oxide content is increased from 20 to about 25 per

cent; a calcium oxide percentage of approximately 10 is added

to the slag and the FeO reduced thereby to 15 per cent or below.

As the percentage of iron oxide in the slag decreases the

color of the slag becomes lighter.* As formed the slag is a

brownish black; when the FeO content is about 22 per cent it is

light brown, when about 18 to 20 per cent it is a light yellowish

brown or a greenish yellow if the manganese oxide is high. When
the iron oxide has been reduced to about 15 per cent the slag

becomes gray or greenish gray.

Preliminary Deoxidation of the Metal.—^The preliminary

deoxidation of the metal is by carbon. After the oring down is

complete the carbon is some 3 to 5 points higher than is required.

At this point the bath also contains dissolved FeO. The amount
of this impurity varies; we do not know how much is present;

but we do assume that it is in direct proportion and is in equili-

rium with the iron oxide in the slag. As we reduce the FeO
content of the slag there is a migration from metal to slag to

restore the disturbed equilibrium. Therefore sonic ferrous

oxide removal from the molten bath takes place in this way. In

addition there is the deoxidation by carbon. Ferrous oxide

and carbon (as iron carbide, FcaC) cannot exist side by side at

steel-making temperatures. They immediately react according

to the reaction

FeO + FesC^Fe + CO

thus there is some deoxidation by the carbon left in the bath.

This deoxidation is sufficient to cause a gradual lowering of

the carbon percentage in the final refining period.' The lower-

ing of the carbon varies with the amount of oxidation, with the

amount of ore added, and with the amount of oxidation of the

slag. In general it is 2 to 5 points in the final 30 min.

Final Deoxidation of the Metal.—^There is also some deoxida-

tion by silicon reduced from silica in the slag. This energetic

deoxidizer is also an efficient degasifier, in fact its degasifying

powers are more pronounced than its ability to deoxidize. If

1 This should be contrasted with basic practice where the carbon is apt
to increase slightly in the deoxidation period.
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there is not suflBcient deoxidation accomplished by the slag, by
the carbon and by the reduced silicon, some ferrosilicon

may be added. This is followed by the final deoxidizer,

ferromanganese.

In the addition of the ferromanganese lies one of the secrets

of making good acid steel. The silicon should be added first,

well before tap and should, in every case, be followed by manga-

nese. The reason for this is: Silica is the predominating con-

stituent in the acid slag. Therefore the slag has no affinity for

the reaction product silica, formed by the reaction of ferrous

oxide or carbon monoxide and silicon

:

Si + 2Fe0-.Si02 + 2Fe
Si + 2CO -^SiOg + 2C.

The silica formed will tend to remain entrapped in the body of

the molten metal in an emulsified state and will thus form one

source of non-metallic inclusions.

Although the deoxidation by the slag, by carbon, and by

i*ediicc(l silicon might be called complete as is shown by some

of the silicon going into the body of the metal, there is

still some ferrous oxide dissolved which, due to mass action,

has escaped reduction by the silicon; because sufficient excess of

silicoii was not reduced from the slag to overcome the effects

of this action. If manganese is now added just before tap

the large excess of this deoxidizer will be sufficient to complete

the deoxidation according to the reaction

FeO + Mn-^Fe + MnO.

With iuangiuu'S(' oxido, MnO, and silica, Si02, both present in the

hath the tcncloney to form manganese silicate is great so the

following reaction proceeds in the interval between the manganese

addition and the final pouring of the steel;

MnO + Si02-^MnSi03

The reaction product, manganese silicate, is liquid at the tern-

perature of the metal, and as such tends to coalesce into sizeable

masses and through its lighter specific gravity rises to the top to

join the slag. Thus we see that the formation of manganese

silicate through the addition of ferromanganese last is the desir-

able condition to attain; this compound, in contr^t to silica,

Si02, which is solid at bath temperatures, is liquid, ^
gravity and thus readily removable by gravity from the body o

the metal.
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It must be admitted that most melters add the manganese
first. This is followed by the ferrosilicon, if this alloy is used

at all, added to the furnace or to the ladle. This order of

adding these two alloys is followed in basic furnace operation

and is correct under basic slag conditions. The opposite method
should be used in acid practice.

Even though the melter reserves his silicon addition for the

last step, he is really getting some of the benefits of an earlier

silicon addition, as he has, inherent in his process, the reduction

of silicon from silica in his slag. It is because of this early

silicon reduction, much stronger in the electric furnace than in

the acid open-hearth, that acid steel may be thoroughly sound
and free from inclusions even though the manganese addition is

made first.

Summary of the Chemistry of the Acid Process,—It is advis-

able to summarize the foregoing discussion of the chemistry of

the acid process with special attention to the chemistry of deoxida-

tion. The steps involved in the chemistry of making a heat

of acid electric steel are as follows:

(1) The charge is melted with a minimum of oxidation. The
silicon in the scrap is eliminated entirely by the time melting

is complete; the manganese is eliminated more or less completely;

and the carbon removed to some extent.

(2) The slag, after melting is complete, is a complex iron-

manganese silicate containing about 55, per cent silica and 45
per cent iron and manganese oxides. This degree of relative

acidity and basicity remains constant during the balance of the

heat.

(3) If the carbon, after melting, is too high, suflicicuit iron

oxide in the form of ore or scale is added in small doses to reduces

it to the desired amount. This desired amount is a percentage
that, after a little is lost through the reactions of deoxidation,

and after the final manganese addition is made, will be in the
limits required by the finished product.

(4) The slag is then deoxidized. This takes place in two steps

:

(a) By means of a little powdered ferromanganese the percent-
age of manganese oxide is increased and (b) by nutans of lime,

calcium silicate is formed. These two steps arc sufficient to

reduce the percentage of ferrous oxide from 25 to about 15,

sometimes even lower.
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(5) The decrease in ferrous oxide in the slag disturbs the

equilibrium between the ferrous oxide in the bath and the ferrous

oxide in the slag and produces a partial deoxidation of the steel

by a migration of FeO from bath to slag to restore the disturbed

equilibrium.

(6) Deoxidation is further accomplished by the action of the

carbon in the bath upon the ferrous oxide dissolved in the metal.

The effect of this action is to reduce the carbon percentage

slightly. The reaction liberates carbon monoxide gas, most of

which escapes; some however remains entrapped in the metal

to bo later removed by the silicon and manganese additions.

(7) Due to the heat of the arc and to carbon in the metal some

of the silica in the slag is reduced to silicon. This silicon

migrates into the metal and aids in the deoxidation and degasifica-

tion. If this silicon reduction is not sufficient to leave .15 to

.30 per cent of the element in the steel ferrosilicon is added.

(8) Just before tap sufficient ferromanganese is added to

result in a percentage equal to that required in the finished

steel. Five to fifteen per cent are allowed for loss. The

manganese that is oxidized seeks out any oxidized silica remain-

ing in the metal, to form manganese silicate, which because of

its low melting point coalesces quickly and through its low specific

gravity rises to join the slag.
^ ^ ^

(9) Although the acid slag contains 25 to 40 per cent oxidizing

constituents (FeO + MnO); if we lower the ferrous oxide per-

ccntiigc', to the lowest possible point and take advantage of the

boiK'fils itumsanosc may have on the steel; we may by these

two fact,()i-s bring the ill effects of the oxidizing slag down to a

minimum and thus produce sound steel.

ACID VERSUS BASIC ELECTRIC STEEL

In closing i.his chapter it is desirable that we take the oppor-

tunity to view the advantages and disadvantages of the acid

and the basic process. Both are well entrenched m the steel

industry of this country. Both have many advantages; both

have their disadvantages as well. They both have enthusms ic

champions; tlie advocates of one are often somewhat

against the other. It is necessary therefore that in com^ g

tL two wc make every effort to be perfectly fair. F^m the

results of his own experience and from the opinions

in both Mid and baai. elootric inmaoa praoUco

19
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the author has arrived at the following conclusions: (4) Basic

practice is best:

(1) For the usual run of plain carbon and alloy steel ingots

made in lots of 3 to 40 tons.

(2) For steels of unusual or special analysis in lots of any size

from 1 to 40 tons, including high-speed steel

(3) Where sulphur and phosphorus must be low, f.c,, each

below .030 per cent.

(4) Where the chemical composition must bo confiru^d to a

very close range.

(5) Where the low surface tension and easy friability of the

basic deoxidizing slag will not influence the quality of the product.

(6) Where a large daily tonnage per furnace is not of prime

importance.

(7) Where a low cost is not as essential as a steel completely

freed of oxidation defects and gases.

(£) Acid practice is best:

(1) For light, fast work in the foundry, especially for small

castings (200 lb. or less).

(2) Where high production and economy of operation is of

first importance. Acid operation gives better power consump-
tion (about 10 per cent better). Also the cost of refractories

is much lower.

(3) Where little or no refining is necessary.

(4) Where very slow sulphur and phosphorus arc not import ant

and where a steady supply of good scrap is assured.

(5) Where the range of carbon, manganese and silicon in the

finished steel is comparatively wide.

(6) Where the property of high surface tension of the acid

slag is of importance.

(7) If alloy steels are not a daily product.

Now, having compared in a general way, the relative economic
and operating advantages of acid and basic practice wo will take
up this comparison in more detail.

The Lining and Charge in Acid and Basic Practice.—The
lining of the basic furnace is by far the most expensive. Likewise
it is also the least satisfactory. We have seen in a previous
chapter (Chapter 11) in just what way acid refractories are
superior to basic refractories. It will not be necessary to review
this here. In addition magnesite brick cost many times what
silica brick cost, and as raw magnesite is, in most cases, imported,
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American furnacemen are not assured of a steady uninterrupted

supply. The general superiority and lower cost of the acid

lining over the basic is unquestioned and is one great advantage

in favor of aci^ furnace practice.

In regard to scrap, basic furnace practice is ordinarily assumed

to have a great advantage over acid in that sulphur and phos-

phorus are removed* by basic slags and thus cheaper scrap of

lower grade than that necessary for acid practice may be used.

While this is theoretically true; practically, the American furnace-

man cannot produce as good steel from poor scrap as he can from

good scrap, other things being equal. In fact, as we have

repeatedly emphasized in an earlier part of this book, to produce

high-grade electric steel the charge must be melted without, or at

most, with partial oxidation. We have also seen that the

phosphorus in the charge should not be over .040 or .050 per cent

unless complete oxidation is used. Thus it follows that with the

exception of sulphur which, in the basic process is removed

automatically, the chemical composition of the charge should be

about the same in both acid and basic practice.

A clean scrap is desirable in either practice. Although a dirty,

rusty material can be used in both acid and basic practice, it is

preferable and results in a better product if the scrap is clean and

free from excessive dirt, rust or scale.

Wc may conclude therefore, that, although the acid process

rcciuires scrap a little better chemically and physically than basic,

the diff(u*(‘iu;c is not sufficient to throw the balance strongly in

favor of the basic-lined furnace.

Melting and Oxidizing in Acid and Basic Practice. In both

acid and basic practice the charge is melted as fast as possible and

oxc(^ssivG oxidation prevented if high-grade steels are to be

made. Both processes remove all of the silicon, most of the

manganese and a variable amount of carbon in melting. In

addition the basic slag removes phosphorus to a greater or less

extent. This is, of course, an overwhelming advantage if very low

phosphorus steels are to be made.

Neither process has any advantage in melting or oxidizing as

far as time is concerned. In the basic process, however, 20 to dO

min. sometimes more, is necessary to remove the oxidizing slag.

This time is saved in acid practice as only one slag is used.

Refining in Acid and Basic Practice.-The basic slag removes

sulphur, the acid slag does not. This in itself is sufficient to
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throw the balance of favor to the basic furnace if high-grade alloy

and tool steels are to be made. In fact, total and positive

desulphurization is accomplished by no steel-making operation

except the basic electric process. This advantage cannot be

overestimated and is one of the chief reasons why the basic

process is preferred by makers of fine steels. The phosphorus

content in the scrap may be more or less controllcKl. The basic

open hearth produces an enormous tonnage of low phosphorus

steel much of which will eventually be turned back into melting

scrap. Present open-hearth steels are on an averages somewhat

higher in sulphur than in phosphorus. A removal of sulphur

gives the basic electric process its greatest advantage.

In the final period in the basic process the mclter exorcises

absolute control over the carbon, silicon and manganese. In the

acid process these elements cannot be held to such close limits,

hence the basic process has a great advantage when special

steels are made and when narrow chemical limits arc imposed.

From the above statements of the amount of refining it is

evident that basic practice must need more time in the refining

period. In the acid furnace a heat may be conipleted and tapped

in 20 or 30 min. after the heat is melted. Refining seldom takes

more than an hour. On the contrary in basic practices to 2

hr. is the least time that a heat can bo held under a carbide slag

and still called finished. Often 2 to 3 hr. under the final slag arc

required. Hence we see that the basic process has a great

advantage in the refining of the metal and in nu'cting close

chemical specifications but that the time rcupiired for refining is

from two to four times that necessary in the acid heat.

Deoxidation in Acid and Basic Practice.- In deoxidatioji the

arguments are overwhelmingly in favor of basic practi(;c. Th(^

carbide slag deoxidizes positively and complci-cly. By d(‘oxi-

dizing with a strongly carbide slag and final degasification by
silicon, a heat of stool made in a basic electric furnace should Ix^ as

sound, dense and free from non-metallic inclusions and gas, as is

possible to produce by any steel-making operation.

In the acid process deoxidation is not nearly as complete.

The slag is more or less oxidizing all through the heat; deoxi-

dation must, therefore, be accomplished by deoxidizing agents.

While these agents, ferromanganese and fcrrosilicon, should
deoxidize and degasify completely, in many cases they arc not 100
per cent eflBicient. In addition, if there is no deoxidation by the
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3lag, much more must be accomplished by the ferro-alloys, and as

a result, the chances of complete deoxidation and degasification are

much less. Likewise the opportunity for the bath being freed of

non-metallic reaction products is much greater in the basic than
in the acid process. Opposed to the advantage of a more
thorough and complete deoxidation by the carbide slag in the

basic process, is the continued reduction of the silica in the slag

to silicon and the resulting deoxidation and degasification by this

element in the acid process.

An advantage of the acid process that we have emphasized

in the present chapter is the high surface tension of the acid

slag. Disintegration and resulting emulsification of the acid

slag is much more difficult than in basic practice, consequently

should any slag become mechanically intermixed with the metal

in tapping or pouring it will separate and rise to the top much
more rapidly and completely if it is acid in character.

Conclusion.—The author has attempted in the present section

to present as fairly as possible and without undue enthusiasm

cither one way or the other, the relative advantages and dis-

advantages of both acid and basic electric furnace practice.

They both have their special fields. Although basic electric

steel should, theoretically, be much better than the acid product;

actually, much excellent acid steel is made, equal and in some

instances superior to the average basic product. Acid furnace

practice, on account of the rapidity, economy, and simplicity

of its operation has become firmly entrenched in the steel foundry

and probably will remain the best process for castings production

for some time.

The acid furnace is neither suitable nor efficient in compara-

tively larg(^ units and is consequently seldom used for ingots.

Here the basic process because of its refining and deoxidation

features is undoubtedly the best. The desuli)hurizing ability of

the carbide slag and the possibility of producing a metal free

from excessive segregation and free from non-metallic inclusions

and gas has served to place the basic electric process in the front

rank as a producer of fine steel.

Regardless of whether an acid or basic lining and slag are used,

the electric process because of its flexibility and because of

its ability to produce a high-grade product is, without doubt,

the coming practice for fine steel production in the ferro-metallur-

gical industries.
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Ladles, 234-235

preheating, 236

testing, 235

Leads, copper, for arc furnaces, 59

Lime for slags, 31

Limestone for slags, 30

Lining of acid furnace, 277

Lining of Greaves-Etchells furnace,

94
Lining of 6-ton Heroult, 76, 77

life of, 78

refractories for, 76

relining, 79

Lining of 30-ton Heroult, 87, 88
life of, 88

Low phosphorus scrap, 43

Ludlum direct arc furnace, 101-102

compared with Heroult, 102

M

Magnesite, 26
Manganese addition, time of, 128,

129

Manganese, control of in melting,

143

oxidation of, 142, 147

Manganese oxide, amount in first

slag, 143

advantage of, to slag, 143

removal from metal, 168

Manganese sulphide in electric steel,

170, 267

Melting in acid practice, 280
Melting period in cold scrap process,

116

electrode movement in, 116
Melting practice, complete oxida-

tion, 171-179

advantages of, 178

charging and melting, 172

deoxidation, 176

disadvantages of, 179

phosphorus elimination, 172
recarburization, 174

Melting practice, scrap used, 172
slagging, 173

Melting practice, without oxidation,

186-190

advantages and disadvantages,

189, 190

charging, 186

final quality of metal, 190

finishing the heat, 187

Melting practice, partial oxidation,

179-185

advantages and disadvantages,

184, 185

charging and melting, 180

condition of bath after molting,

181

deoxidation, 181

phosphorus elimination, 180

scrap used, 180

Melting, preliminary, 116

Melting special steels, 193-216

carbon tool steel, 205-207

chrome nickel steel, 204, 205
chrome steel, 198-200

chrome vanadium steel, 200, 201
fibrous alloy steels, 207-215

low carbon steel, 177

nickel steel, 201-203

tungsten steel, 194-198

Melting steel, first attempts elec-

trically, 2

Molds, ingot, design of, 242-219
octagon and fluted, 246

advantages of, 246, 247
shape and size of molds, 242-244
sink heads, 247

slurring, 248, 249

split molds, 245, 246
advantages of, 246

square molds, 244

advantages and disadvantages

of, 244, 245
taper of molds, 243

Molds for metal tests, 1 18

Moore direct arc furnace, 90, 97-100
capacity of, 100

construction features, 97, 98
current used, 98
electrode control, 98, 100
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Moore direct arc furnace, operating

features, 99

power factor, 99

N
Nathusius furnaoo, 4, 109

Neutral refractories, 28, 29

carboninduiu, 29

chrome, 28, 29

ssircoiiia, 29

Nickel, addition to heat, time of,

128, 129

Nickel scrap, 44

Ni(^k<d Hteel, melting, 201-203

defects in, 202

flake, 203

scrap tised, 201, 202

temperature, determining, 202

Nick(il in tool steel, 205, 264

Non-metallic impurities in electric

steel, 205-271

amount of, 168, 266-271

classes of, 265

condition of, 168

diit, 270

oxidation in tapping, 268

oxides, 207

reaction products, 266

removal of impurities, 168

slag, 269

summary of, 270, 271

Nozzle, size for pouring, 235

O

( )rdnance, electric steel for, 15

ingots, pouring, 254

Oring down a heat, 105, 166

disadvantages of, 166

Overheating lining and roof, 164

f )xidation, chemistry of, 141-149

elimination of carbon, 145, 148

critical temperature for, 145

elimination of chrome, 141, 147

elimination of manganese, 142, 147

elimination of phosphorus, 144,

147

elimination of silicon, 141, 147

elimination of sulphur, 146, 148

elimination of vanadium, 141, 147

Oxidation of metal in tapping, 268,

269

Oxidation period in acid practice,

280, 281

charging, 280

melting, 280

taking metal test.s, 281

Oxidation period in basic practice,

113-121

charging, 113-115

labor, 115

scrap, 114, 115

determining temperature, 117

melting, 116

preliminary analyses, 118

taking metal tests, 117

Oxygen, influence on carbide slag,

164

P

Peel for charging, 114

Phosphorus in electric steel, amount
of, 261

advantages of higher phosphorus,

261, 262

disadvantages of higher phos-

phorus, 263

Phosphorus elimination in molting

with complete oxidation, 172

in melting with partial oxidation,

180

Phosphorus, oxidation of, 144, 147

conditions for, 144

critical temperature for, 144

Physical tests, influence of fiber on,

211-213

Pig iron for recarburization, 33

Pipe, control of, 248

position of, 247

Pipe eliminators, 241

Pour, definition of, 233

Pouring, mechanism of, 234-242

Pouring practice, 234-258

bottom pouring, 249-251

advantages of, 250

disadvantages of, 250, 261

top and bottom pouring practice,

249-255
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Pouring practice, top pouring 251,

252

advantages and disadvantages

of, 251, 252

ingots for hollow drill steel, 253

miscellaneous methods of, 253

ordnance ingots, 254

pot and box pouring, 253

Pouring, rate of, 257

stop pours, 258

Pouring, taking the ladle test, 238

test molds for, 238

Pouring, temperature and rate of,

255-258

cold pouring, 256

hot pouring, 257

Pouring troubles, 235-237

frozen stoppers, 237

running stoppers, 235, 236

Power consumption of the arc

furnace, 57

Power, cost of, 58

fluctuations in melting, 57, 116

introduction into furnace, 59, 84,

87

standby charge, 57

Power factor, 57

Power supply, 56-60

for direct arc furnace, 56, 57

Pushing in, 117

advantages of, 117

Q
Quality of acid electric steel, 275

of basic electric steel, 260

Quality in steel, essentials of, 12

R
Rabble for slagging, 119

Rails, electric steel for, 13

Rate of pouring, 257

Recarburization in cold scrap proc-

ess, 121-124

advantages of, 123

amount of, 122

disadvantages of, 122

materials used, 121

method of, 121

quieting wild metal, 124

Recarburization in molting with
complete oxidation, 174

Recarburizer, calculation of, 122

Recarburizers, for electric steel, 33
electrodes, 33

pig iron, 34

washed metal, 33

Recarburizing reactions, 149

Refining in acid process, 280, 281

Refining in basic process {see under
Deoxidation, desulphurization,

carbide slag, etc,)

Refractories, analysis of, 25

classes of, 20, 21

Refractories, electric furnace, 20-29
acid, 23-26

advantages of, 24

fireclay and fircl)rick, 24, 25
silica, 23

basic, 26-28

advantages and disadvantages,

28

dolomite, 27

magnesite, 26

neutral, 28, 29

carborundum, 29

chrome, 28, 29

zirconia, 29

Refractories, reciuircincnts of, 20, 21

testing, 22

Rcnnorfelt, furnace, 4, 52

Resistance heating, 47

Resistive hearth furnacos, 91

Rochling-Rodcnliauscr induction

furnace, 3, 48
Roof, in acid practice, 277
Roof, corrosion by fluorine, 88, 161,

162

Roof of Hcroult furnace, 80, 81, 88
life of, 81, 88

Running stoppers, 235, 236
danger of, 236

S

Sand versus fluorspar in deoxidation
period, 160

Scale for slags, 114

Scrap for acid process, 279
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Scrap for electric process, 42-45,

115, 172, 180, 186

alloy, 44
chrome nickel, 44
classes of, 43

liigh speed, 44
low phosphorus, 43

nickel, 44

Hemp used in molting with comidete
oxidation, 172

in molting with partial oxidation,

180

in molting without oxidation, 180
Sciries arc furnace (ace Direct arc

furnace).

Silica, amount in final slag, 160

amount in first slag, 143

inclusions in stool, 170, 267

Silica reduction in acid process, 283
advantages of, 284

Silica refractories, 23

Silicate inclusions, 206

Silic.ates in slag formation, 141, 142

Silicon addition, tiitie of, 128

Silicon, oxidation of, 141, 147

Sink heads, 247

Skimmer for slag removal, 119

Slag, ac-id, (jomposition of, 284-286

Slag additions to heat, 127

Slag, building in the furnac-o, 127

Slag, carbide^ composition of, 125,

150, 151

dcoxidjition by, 120, 154, 155

d(‘sulpburization by, 150, 157

(luorinc in, 102, 103

in hot metal i)r<)ccs8, 220, 221

making the slag, 125

sand versus fluorspar for, 100

Slag in hot metal process, 220, 221

deoxidizing the slag, 221

Slag, oxidizing, 113, 144

amount of silica, ferrous and man-
ganese oxides in, 143

composition of, 144

condition of, 120

removal, 119, 120

Slag, white, 124-127

analyses of, 163

definition of, 112, 160

Slag, influence of bottom coming up,

165

influence of overheating lining,

164

influence of oxygen on, 164

Slag, white lime, appearance of, 126

composition of, 125, 150

definition of, 150

deoxidation by, 150, 151

desulphurization by, 161, 152

difference from carbide, 124, 125

making the slag, 125

time for deoxidation with, 127

Slag in steel, 269, 270
Slagging in the cold scrap process,

119, 120

mechanism of, 119

precautions in, 120

skimmer holder for, 120

Slagging in complete oxidation, 173

Slagging the spoon for tests, 117

Slurring ingot molds, 248, 249

Soderberg continuous electrode, 66

Stassano arc furnace, 3, 51

Stickers, 239

Stobie electric furnace, 109

Stripping, 239

Structural, electric steel for, 13

Sulphur, amount in electric steel,

264, 267

amount in bath at end of heat,

170, 264, 267

Sulphur elimination, cornplotonoss

of, 156, 157

conditions necessary for, 152

in deoxidation period, 152, 156,

157

in oxidation period, 146, 147

variables affecting, 156, 157

T

Taper of ingot molds, 243

Tapping the heat, 138, 139, 227

in acid practice, 282

Teem, definition of, 233

Temperature, adjusting to tap,

135-137

determination of, in molten metal,

117, 136, 137
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Temperature, determination of, by

optical pyrometer, 136, 137

by pouring test, 136

by set test, 136

Temperatme at end of deoxida-

tion, 136

at end of melting. 119

Temperature, influence on oxida-

tion of phosphorus, 146

of pouring, 266, 267

Tests, analysis of, 118

Tests, ladle, 238, 239

molds for, 238, 239

taking the test, 238

Tests, preliminary, 117

molds for, 118

taking the test, 117, 129

precautions in taking, 130

Thermal efficiency of the arc fur-

nace, 69-73

Tool steel, composition of, 205

from washed metal and muck

bar, 206, 207

melting, 205, 206, 207

nickel in, 206

recarburization in, 206

Tool steel, special, 193, 206

Tools, electric steel for, 14

Top pouring, 251-256

Triplex process, 231, 232

Tungsten steel, high speed, com-

position of, 194, 195

melting practice, 194-198

adding alloys, 195, 196

ingot sizes, 196

judging temperature, 196

precautions ‘ in melting, 197

scrap used, 195, 196

Types of electric furnace final slags,

150

V

Vanadium addition, time of, 129

oxidation in melting, 140, 147

Vanadium steels (see Chrome

vanadium).

Variations in basic furnace practice,

112

Volta direct arc furnace, 103, 104

Vom Baur district arc furnace,

102, 103

construction of, 102

current used, 102

electrode arrangement and con-

trol, 102

W

Washed metal for rccarburizing, 33

White lime slag, advantages and

disadvantages of, 163

deoxidation with, 151

desulphurization with, 152

White slag, additions to, 127

appearance of, 126

building in the furnace, 127

carbide, composition of, 125

composition of white slag, 125

deoxidation by white slag, 126

difference between carbide and

white lime, 124, 125

function of, 140, 141

making the slag, 125

white lime, composition of, 125,

150

White slag (m Carbide slag, slag,

etc.).




